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SCIENCE AND MATH EDUCATION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1984

House of REPRESENTATIVEI3,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUEtCOMMTTTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Pittsburgh, PA.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in the
David L. Lawrence convention Center, Pittsburgh, PA, Hon. Doug
Waigren (chairman,of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. WALGREN. The subcommittee w,L be in order. Witnesses will
be coming throughout the day but we have a long list of witnesses
and if we delay any longer we are going to not get through what
we ought to get through with in this process.

I would like to welcome you to this hearing on elementary and
secondary edcucation, particularly the math and science interests
in the Pittsburgh area.

In the Congressional process I really cannot stress enough how
important it is to hear from people directly involved in education,
those who are on the frontline and who deal with the problems on
a day to day basis.

As parents and as citizens and as public officials we are deeply
concerned with the quality of our children's education.

As we all know, the key to a bright future for anyone rests on a
solid education, especially in the beginning years of elementary
and secondary school.

We fear that if we do not expose our students to a good start in
math and science in particular that they will be unable to catch up
to those disciplines in later years because each step is based so im-
mediately on the step that preceded it.

The focus of today's hearing is on math and science education,
On a national level we are constantly show!, 2xatnples of how far

ahead of us students in other countries and particularly those
which we compete with are when we compare them to the level of
achievement and competence of AT s, ;Can students in math and
science. It is a fact that only one-sb., of our high school students
take a course in science ir. the 11th or 12th gies of high school.
Only half of our students take a course in math in those grades.

By comparison, Japanese high school students who are college
bound take 4 years of math and 3 years of science.

In the Soviet Union, high school students take 5 years of physics
and 4 years of chemistry as the necessary base from which to go on
to higher education. It is no wonder that the Soviet and Japanese
universities graduate many more scientists and engineers than
American colleges and universities.

(1)
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We used to take some comfort in the fact that many of the Nobel
Prizes were won by Americans and that is a fact with which we
can take great pride and know that there is good in our system.On the other hand, a great part of the reason for that is because
we are a very large country and simply by nt.mbers we are some of
the brightest people and those brightest people do succeed in our
system.

But even the numbers are now catching up to us. In Japan there
is a greater number of engineers in certain important engineering
disciplines graduating from t:.eir system. There is a greater
number of Japanese engineering graduates than there are even in
a society as large as the United States. These facts are important
on their own, but they are especially important when you considerthem in the light of the increasingly technological nature of the
world economy that we are going to face in the future.

These facts are loaded with serious consequences for both our
own economic growth and in the long run our national security.

In the Congress there has been a growing involvement in thisissue over the last several years. The House of Representatives
passed a bill known as H.R. 1310, entitled the Emergency Mathe-
matics and Science Education Act last year. This bill is a start in
trying to add some Federal encouragement and resources to this
problem.

It has not yet passed the Senate. It will be under continuing dis-
cussion in the House of Representatives when a vehicle does come
back from the Senate, as we hope will happen this year.

In addition, this subcommittee authorizes the National Science
Foundation on a year by year basis. We are trying to encourage the
National Science Foundation to get actively involved in science
education which is part of their mandate.

In the last several years there has been a declining interest in
that effort, from the first budgetary years of the present adminis-
tration and the Science and Engineering Education Direct'rate was
phased out.

In response to the congressional interest in that the National Sci-
ence Foundation has now restarted its formal involvement in sci-
ence and engineering education and we hope, through these kinds
of hearings, to keep our committee as fully aware of what the
needs are in the country as is possible so that we can bring the
proper direction to the National Science Foundation in its effort inthis area.

Today we are going to hear from people who are in charge of the
classrooms; science and math teachers, .administrators and
school board members, industry leaden, c ;so are concerned about
the quality of the talent that they will need in the future and col-
lege officials who are involved in this on a firsthand basis.

During the afternoon session we will hear from representatives
from local industry as well as the Allegheny County Community
College, particularly with respect to technical skills that are pres-
ently needed and will be needed in the workplace.

As chairman of the subcommittee, I want to say how much we
appreciate those witnesses who are here and those who will come
through the day providing there is time.
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I would like to introduce to Pittsburgh my colleague on the com-
mittee, Congressman Herb Bateman, who comes from the Norfolk,
VA, area, The Tidewater area. Virginia.

Mr. Bateman is a Member who has brought particular interest to
the education area because before he went to law school he was a
teacher in the Virginia area. He has a long history of involvement
in civic concern in this area, served 15 years in the Virginia State
Senate before coming to the House of Representatives.

Ic ;s a particular pleasure to have you in Pittsburgh and show
you a little bit of what we are proud of in this part of the country
and to try to work with you in bringing appreciation of the Con-
gress on a national level of what is out here beyond the confines of
Washington and I want to welcome you to Pittsburgh very sincere-
ly.

[The opening statement of Mr. Walgren follows:]



OPENING STATEMENT OF REP. DOUG WALOREN

PITTSBURGH HEARING ON

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

FEBRUARY 10. 1984

I WANT TO WELCOME THIS DISTINGUISHED GATHERING OF CITIZENS TO THIS
HEARING ON ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION IN PITTSBURGH AREA
SCHOOLS. I CANNOT STRESS ENOUGH HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO HEAR FROM
PEOPLE DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN EDUCATION. THOSE ON THE FRONT LITE" WHO
SEE THE PROBLEMS UP CLOSE. AS A PARENT, CITIZEN. AN'. PUBLIC OFFICIAL.
I AM DEEPLY CONCERNED WITH THE QUALITY OF OUR CHILDRENS' EDUCATION.
AS WE ALL KNOW. THE KEY TO A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR ANYONE RESTS ON A SOLID
EDUCATION. ESPECIALLY IN THE FORMATIVE YEARS OF ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOL.

THE FOCUS OF TODAY'S HEARING IS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. WE
ARE CONSTANTLY SHOWN EXAMPLES OF HOW FAR AHEAD THE STUDENTS OF OUR
FOREIGN ECONOMIC COMPETITORS ARE WHEN COMPARED TO THE LEVEL. OF
ACHIEVEMENT AND COMPETENCE OF AMERICAN STUDENTS IN MATH AND SCIENCE.
FOR INSYANCE, ONLY ONE-SIXTH OF OUR HIGH SCHOOL. STUDENTS TAKE AN 11TH
OR 12TH GRADE SCIENCE COURSE. AND ONLY ONE-HALF OF OUR STUDENTS TAKE A
MATH COURSE IN THOSE GRADES. BY COMPARISON. JAPANESE COLLEGE-BOUND
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TAKE E.= YEARS OF MATH AND THRFE YARS OF SCIENCE
AND SOVIET HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TAKE Ella YEARS OF PHYSICS AND Ecto
YEARS OF CHEMISTRY. IT IS NO WONDER THAT SOVIET AND JAPANESE
UNIVERSITIES GRADUATE MANY MORE SOLATISTS AND ENGINEERS THAN AMERICAN
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. THESE FACTS ARE IMPORTANT ON THEIR OWN BUT

WhEN THEY ARE CONSIDERED IN LIGHT OF THE INCREASINGLY TECHNOLOGICAL

NATURE OF THE WORLD ECONOMY OF THE FUTURE THESE FACTS ARE LOADED WITH

SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES FOR OUR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND NATIONAL SECURITY.

IN'RESPONSE TO THIS PROBLEM. THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PASSED H.R.

1310, THE EMERGENCY MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION ACT. THIS BILL

IS A SOLID START IN THE EFFORT TO BOOST THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS AS WELL

AS OFFER OPPORTUNITIES FOR TEACHER AND CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT. THE

PROGRAMS ENCOMPASSED IN H.R. 1310 COVER ALL LEVELS OF EDUCATION

RANGING FROM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TO POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION. H.R. 1310

IS THE PRODUCT OF SEVERAL YEARS OF ONGOING INTEREST OF THE SCIENCE

COMMITTLE IN THE ISSUE OF SCIENCE AND MATH EDUCATION. IN COOPERATION

WITH THE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE, THE SCIENCE COMMITTEE WAS ABLE

TO FORGE H.R. 1Y10 AND GET IT PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

H.R. 1310 silt AwA1TS FULL SENATE ACION.

TODAY wE HILL HEAR FROM THE PEOPLE WHO ARE IN CHARGE OF OUR

CLASSROOMS. SCIENCE AND MATH TEACHERS, SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, SCHOOL

BOARD MEMBERS, INDUSTRY LEADERS AND COLLEGE OFFICIALS WILL GIVE US

THEIR FIRSTHAND DESCRIPTION OF THE NATURE AND DIRECTION OF SCIENCE AND

MATH CURRICULUM AS WELL fr-S THEIR PERCEPUONS OF WHAT IMPROVEMENTS CAN

BE MADE. IN THUE AREAS.

DURING THE AFTERNOON SESSION, WE WILL HEAR FROM REPRESENTATIVES OF

LOCAL INOusTRY AS WELL AS THE ALLEGHENY COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE ON

WHAT TECHNICAL SKILLS ARE PRESENTLY NEEDED AND WILL BE NEEDED FOR THE

WORKPLACE. IN ADDITION, WE WILL HEAR THE NEWFST IDEAS IN LEARNING

RESEARCH DEVELOPED AT THE UNIVERISTY OF PITTSBURGH.

I
LOOK FORWARD TO LISTENING AND LEARNING FROM THE WITNESSES AT THIS

HEARING. ,!S A MEMBER OF CONGRESS AND A MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE ON

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY THIS WILL BE A VERY EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE FOR

ME IN SEVERAL WAYS.



Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you. It is a pleasure to be here.Mr. WALGREN. We'll, with that, let's call the first panel. It ismade up'.of Dolores Augustine from West Allegheny School Dis-_NM trict; Don McBride from Woodland Hills School District; WilliamMerryman from Quaker Valley School District; and Wayne Mikachfrom the North Hills School District.
If those folks are present, please come forward.Let me say at the outset that written statements can be madeand will be made part of the record automatically and reproducedin our hearing transcript and if you have other thoughts that youfeel are useful as the day goes on that may not be directly in yourtestimony, please feel free to submit them to us in writing and theywill then become part of the record and worked with by the staff ofthe committee and the other members that are not here today.So, inr, terms of ground rules, we are looking for anywhere in therange of 10 minutes or however long you feel it would take to com-municate what you feel is most important to us in a way that youfeel most comfortable.

So let me start in the order that we called you. This panel ismade' up of teachers involved on the elementary level, as I under-stand it, and we are most interested in hearing what you wouldlike to share with us.
Can I start with Dolores Augustine'? Welcome to the committee.

STATEMENTS OF DOLORES AUGUSTINE, WEST ALLEGHENYSCI1001. DISTRICT; DON MeHRIDE, WOODLAND HILLS SCHOOLDISTRICT: WILLIAM MERRYMAN. QUAKER VALLEY SCHOOLDISTRICT: AND WAYNE MIKACH, NORTH HILLS SCHOOL, DIS-TRICT

Ms. AUGUSTINE. Good morning.
When I received your letter I read through it and took the infor-, mation you wanted by looking at our school district and needs inthe elementary schools.
Mr. WALGREN. Let me ask you to pull the microphone a littlecloser so we get as much amplification as we can.Ms. AUGUSTINE. The science program in the West AlleghenySchool District presents a balance of effort, life, and physical sci-ences.
A modified spiral approach is used in the program, conceptsmoved from the concrete to the more abstract at each grade level.This progression is also basic to the program as a whole. The pro-gram contains basic scientific concepts to be mastered. These con-cepts are made meaningful through thought-provoking discussionand experimentation.
This strategy allows students to develop critical thinking skills.They are challenged to predict outcomes, interpret data, and drawconclusions.
I feel thfit some of the strengths of our science programs, theyhave certain attributes where successful learning can take place.The textbooks series we use at the elementary grade level usesgood skill progression. The units are very rnotiviating to the chil-dren and our program provides for the needs of the gifted and tal-ented children

to
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We have at our disposal a well-equipped school library with a
full-time librarian to assist children in research and/or allow them
to pursue their individual scientific interests.

We have good parent involvement in our science program They
sponsor a science fair each year which helps to motivate the chil-
dren in the area of science.

The math program at the elementary level recognizes the need
for children to have a solid foundation in basic skills. This founda-
tion is developed through a clear and simple approach followed by
ample practice and reinforcement.

Children are given the opportunity to become actively involved
with manipulative materials and problem solving situations that
give real meaning to mathematical ideas.

The math program is a balanced program which provides for the
wide range of learning experiences children require for maximum
mathematical growth and concept facts, skills and problem solving.

Some of the strengths of the math program are that the objec-
tives are relevant to each grade level.

The curriculum emphasizes articulation through the grades.
The program provides diagnostic testing in each skill area to de-

termine strengths and weaknesses of each student.
There are provisions made for exceptional children. The staff has

provided much of the supplemental materials needed to develop
the math program to the fullest. The program provides additional
material in the area of problem solving.

One area stands out as a weakness in the math program. This
area js in the mastery of application. Some children seem to have
difficulty applying basic math concepts to everyday life situations.

In order to create an environment rich in learning experiences
certain needs of educators must be addressed.

First, a teacher's prime purpose is to educate children; therefore
teachers must be given time to teach.

Due to additional administrative tasks it is somewhat difficult to
find time to prepare for daily lessons, create imaginative ideas for
classroom use, and attend to the paperwork which accumulates
during a schoolday. Actual teaching time is disrupted when staff
members Must attend meetings scheduled by administration.

Second, an orderly and disciplined classroom is needed to begin
the process. To have order and discipline one must have respect.
Teachers must tal,e up the task of bringing respect back to the
teaching profession. For this to happen teachers must have the full
support of the public, media, parents, administration, and school
board members.

Third, to develop all skills at the elementary level to the capac-
ity. more time on task is needed. This will help to strengthen weak
areas in the curriculum and provide more continuity in learning.

Finally, more than ever, parents too must learn to deal effective-
ly with their children. Educators often hear the cry of frustration
from parents who are unable to control the behavior of their chil-
dren. Services must be made available to deal with these problems.

Mr. WALCIREN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Augustine follows:]

11
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In the past two years the West Allegheny School District has

addressed several of the problems discussed in the report written

by the National Commission on Excellence in Education entitled

A Nation At Risk.

The report states, "The burden on teachers for maintaining

discipline should ba reduced through the development of firm and
fair codes of student conduct . . . ". The West Allegheny School

District has implemented the Assertive Discipline program. Through
the successful use of this program moue time is spent on instruc-

tion while less time is spent daeling with disruptive students in
'the classroom.

It also claims, " ... And where there should be a coherent

continuum of learning, we have none, but instead an often incoherent,

outdated patchwork quilt ....". The staff, developed c written

curriculum during the past school ye.lr. Emphasis is on relevancy,

articulation, and lueasurable objectives.

The report states The time available for learning should be

expanded through better classroom management and organization of

Alva school day". The administration restructured the scheduled day
at the middle and high school level. This reorganization better

utgiles the teaching staff and student time in directing learning

activities.

12
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ACIVIICS

Wiest Allegheny School District

Philosophy of the Seience Department

The West Allegheny Science program is a seguenti and coordinated

proves designed to stimulate curial/Ay, develop act ntific literacy,

prepare for advanced study and promote the flexibil ty required to accept

terhnologicel change.

The Science programs offers s udants an oppor unity Co pursue and

develop own interests by ns of hands on experiences and library

research. It develops an awarenSse of tue envir t through observa-

tion.

Career opportunities are examined with a ealistic attitude toward

science. A concerted effort is made to help udents leanil fundamentals

of science appropriate to varying abilities.

Evaluation of students is made by a vsr ety of method. including

direct observation/ objective tmate,,.both t cher-made and standardized;

evaluation of assignments, projects and ex rimants. The effectiveness

of the the program is determined by c&opar g the results of evaluation

with the stated goals.

SCIENCE TEXTBOOK SERIES

The Elementary Science program uses b6 Accent cn Science textbook

series by Charles E. Merrill Publishing C pany, copyright 1980.

13
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Content

The Science program presents a balance of the earth, life, and

physical sciences. A modified spiral approach is used throughout the

program. Concepts move from the concrete to the more abstract at each

grade level. This progression is also basic to the program as whole.

The program contains basic scientific concepts to am mastered. These

concepts are made meaningful through though provoking discussion and

experimentation. This st.rategy allows students to develop critical
thinking skills. They are challenged to predict outcomes, inte '-pret

data, and drawconclusions.

STRENGTHS OF THE SCIENCE PROGRAM

The following attributes afford the elementary sciencL program the

opportunity to provide experiences where successful learning can take

place.

1. The textbook series uses good skill progression. it starts

with familiar concepts and movre to the more abstract.

2. The units of study are highly motivating to the children.

3. The program provides for the needs of the gifted and talented

children.

4. Th elementary schools have at their disposal a well equipped

school library with a full time librarian to assist children

in research and/or allow them to pursue their individual

scientific interests.

5. Parents have involved themselves in the program. Each year the

Parent-Teacher Associ tion sponsors a science fair to motivate

children in the area f science.

i4
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6. The departmentalised pr am at the elementary )oval assures

that adequate time is p11nt in the teaching of science.

WEAKNESSES OF THE SCIENCE PR

Although the science pr am has a well designed curriculum there is

room for improvement. Some w eknesses ia the curriculum are:

I. A lack of sufficient supplemental and resource A!aterials.

2. A need to develop critical thinking skills to the fullest

capacity.

3. Although time is bu It into the schedule for science, more

time on taek wouldjassure maximum learning.

4. In order for children to comprehend basic life skills,

instructors need to utilize science resource people in

the community.

5. The program does not provide remediation for the slow

learner.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Student achievemunt in the science program is evaluated by each

classroom teacher. Through discussion, testing, experimentation,

and reporting instructors are able to determine a student's level of

mastery of each unit of study.

The elementary program provides a sound base for building higher

level skills.

15
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MATh

West Allegheny School District

Philosopy of the Math Department

The stdy of math is related to the real world through the use of

concrete examples and a strong emphasis OA problem solving. When

mathematical processes are introduced they are illustrated both theoreti-

cally and practically. Students are evaluated by testing class par-

ticipation, and written work. Exceptional children are provided for through
the use of supplemental materials.

The math program supports the following goals of quality education:

MATHEMATICS: Quality education should help every student acquire skills

in mathematics.

ANALYTIC THINKING: Quality education should help every student develop

analytic thinking skills.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOCY: Quality education should help every student

acquire knowledge, understanding and ea,preciatior

of science.

WORK: Quality education should help every student acquire the knowledge,

skills and attitudes necessary to become a self-supporting member

of society.

Math Series

The elementary Math program uses the Mathematics In Our World text-

book series by Addison Wesley Publishing Company, Incorporated, copyright
1981.

16
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The elementary math curriculum is a program which recognizes the

need for children to have a solid foundation in basic skills. This

foundation is developed through a clear and simple approach followed by

ample practice and reinforcement. Children are given the opportunity

to become actively involved with manipulative materiels in problem

solving situations that give real meaning to mathematical ideas.

The math program is a balanced program which provides for the wide

range of learning experiences children require for maximum mathematical

growth in concepts, facts, skills, and problem solving.

STRENGTHS OF THE MATH PROGRAM

The math program at the elementary level prc%ides i solid framework

for higher level skills. The strengths of the math program are as

follows;

1. Objectives are relevant to each grade level.

2. The curricvlum emphasizes articulation through the grades.

3. The program provides diagnostic testing in each skill area

to determine strengths and weaknesses of each student.

4. There are provisions made for exceptional children.

(Enrichment for gifted and talented children and re-

mediation for slow learners.)

5. The staff is provided with much of the supplemental

materials needed to develop the math program to the

fullest capacity.

6. The program provides additional material in the area of

problem solving.

39-442 0 - 85 - 2 7
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WEAKNESSES OF THE MATH PROGRAM

One area stands out as a Weakness in-the math program. Thin area

is in the mastery of application. Some children seem to have difficulty

applying basic math concepts to everyday life situations.

COMPUTER LITERACY

The school district provides for a computer literacy program at the

elementary level, however, it has not yet been implemented. The course

outline suggests grades'k-3 will emphasize computer awareness and

grades 4-5 will input data end play computer games. The program will

be taught by the school librarian in scheduled computer classes.

WEAKNESSES OF THE COMPUTER LITERACY

It would be more beneficial to utilize .-omputers in the classroom.

In this situation the classroom teacher is able to use the computer as an

instructional tool. The computer would be used in content subject

areas for drill and practice, instructional games, and simulations.

NEEDS OF EDUCATORS IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM

In order to create an environment rich in learning experiences certain

needs of educators must be addressed. First, a teachers prime purpose is

to educate children. Therefore teachers must be given time to teach. Due

to the additional administrative tasks it is sometimes difficult to find

time to prepare for daily lessons, create imaginative ideas for classroom

use, or attend to the paperwork which accumulates during a school day.

Actual teaching time is disrupted when staff members must attend meetin s

scheduled by administration.
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Second, an orderly, disciplined classroom is needed to begin the

learning process. To have order and discipline one must have respect.

Teachers must take up the task of bringing respect back to the teaching

profession. For this to happen teachers must have the full support,of

the public, media, parents, administration and school board members.

Third, to develop alI skills at the elementary level to the fullest

capacity more time on task is needed for mastery. This would help to

strengthen weak areas in the curriculum and provide more continuity

in learning.

Finally, more than ever, parents too must learn to deal effectively

with their children. Educators often hear the cry of frustration from

parents who are unable to control the behavior of their child44n. Services

must be made available to deal with these problems.

Mr. WALGREN. Let's go right on down the panel and hear from
the others and then we will have a little opportunity to talk a little
bit about some of the points you raise.

Mr. McBride.
Mr. MCBRIDE. I thank you for inviting me to offer testimony

before this hearing. This is an honor and privilege for both my
school district and myself.

I represent a newly formed urban/suburban school system com-
posed of highly diverse socioeconomic but contiguous geographic
areas. A strong commitment to quality education is reflected in the
innovative programs in science, mathematical and computer educa-
tion in Woodland Hills. As illustrated in the charts in my written
testimony, our school district meets or exceeds the national norms
for both science and math.

In spite of the apparent success of our system, I feel concern for
several aspects of education in the United States. The factors that
act to limit educational progress tend to be impacted by the nation-
al environment and not easily controlled within the confines ofany
single school district.

As the charts indicate, the degree to which students exceed na-
tional norms is inversely proportional to the age of the student.
Also, the national norms for science and math reflect a lower level
of national achievement in relation to the other subjects measured.

Some factors which may contribute to tligi situation include:
Qne. In the United States we attempt to educate all children

equally. The same concepts may not all be equally relevant to all
children. Perhaps some children would profit from an intensifica-
tion of study in areas appropriate to that child's abilities.

Two. The science and math teachers are not prepared the same
way as our foreign colleagues. An education degree requires an em-
phasis on methods courses.

The bulk of the courses particularly in elementary education,
tend to be methodology courses. Teachers in other countries are re-
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quired to have a much stronger subject background in the disci-
pline in which they are expected to teach and the methods courses
are secondary to the emphasis on the subject discipline.

Three. Do we offer sufficient rewards to attract the most talented
people into the field of education?

Four. Does our system of rewards and advancement remove the
best people from the classroom where they are most needed?

Five. I believe many published curriculum materials could be im-
proved. The material presented in science textbooks for primary
grades would be better conveyed through filmstrips and manipula-
tive equipment.

The science textbooks for older children should strike a happy
balance between experimental/inquiry approach and a solid source
text.

In education we have done both ways. We have leaned heavily
into the total experimentation to the exclusion of the textbook and
then we have gone the other way and used just the textbook and I
think we need to explore an avenue midway between these two ap-
proaches.

Staff training and in-service should be incorporated with innova-
tive programs and should be funded as part of the procedure.

Six. The behavior expected of our students could be improved
with President Reagan's concept of increased school discipline to
ensure the safety of both our students and teachers in public
schools. Only then can the most productive educational environ-
ment be achieved.

In summary, education in the United States is doing well but
there is still room for improvement. A greater quantity of highly
motivated and proficient teachers needs to be attracted and re-
tained in the field of education.

Also, concerted effort to uphold curriculum standards in all
levels of education and a more reasonable level of control is appro-
priate in our schools.

We must retain our competitive edge with our foreign friends or
our children will pay a price for our inaction.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McBride follows:]
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TO' COMMITTLE ON SCIENCE b TECHNOLOGY - U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FROM' DONALD J. McBRIDE ELEMENTARY MATH AND SCIENCE REPRESENTATIVE
WOODLAND HILLS SCHOOL DISTRICT

DATE' FEBRUARY 10. 1964

Dear members of the House Subcommittee on Science. Reamerrh and
Technolosyl

Thank you .for your kind invitiation to testify as
panel of witnesses before your committee of inquiry.
oPportunitY an esteemed honor and prtviledge. It is
that MY testimony will, in some small way, prove
committee in their attempt to make improvements
Mathematics Education.

a Member of the
I consider this
my sincere home
useful to your
in Science and

StY way of introduction. I was selected as the representative of my
school district based upon my education and varied experiential
backaround. My teaching career began in 1971 in the teaching of
departmentalized elementary science in grades 4.5 and 6. In addition.
at experience include* the teachina of elementary mathematics as well
as both Life and Earth-Space Science in grades 7 and S. Moreover, with
the advent of microcomputers in education, I have had the opportunity
to function as teacher/Pro.iect coordinator of the expanding computer
literacy program in the Woodland Hilly School District. My background,
therefore, is a product of multiple educational experiences in the
fields of Science. Mathematics and Computer Technology.

The school Mietrict that 1 represent and upon which my testimony is
founced, is a newly-formed urban / suburban district that is achieving,
continuity between buildings and grade levels representing greatly
diverse socio-economic environmental.

In light of the non-soecific grade 1-6 Pennsylania State Guidelines
(Curriculum RegulaZions - Statutory Authority), the Woodland Hills
School District reflects a serious commitment to Science/Math
Education. Science instruction. from the State Guidelines. is "Required
each Year....including laboratory experiences." The State requirements
for dathematicsi instruction are stated in a similar fashion to those
for Science. No mention is made of specific time allotments, desired
meam.ireably results or specific skill* / concept* to ba acquired. Some
consideration is appropriate to whether these guidelines are
intentionally imprecise to Permit the flexibility necessary for
innovation by individual school districts. As the situation currently
exists, the burden of determining specific curricula intensity galls
upon the adiministra'ion of individual school districts. Teachers and
administrator* together can determine objectives and appropriate time
allocation in specific areas.

The :Aanoardized Achievement Test (SAT) .scores of the students of
our school district reflect our rate of success. Enclosed are three
graphs which illustrate not only the achievement of our students, but
some additional results that may merit specific mantic,.
1.) Students of our school district meet or exceed the national norms
in Science and Mathematics on all grade levels treed.
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2.) The degree to which our student scores exceed the national norms
decline in a Progressive relation to the eve of the student being
tested.
3.) The national norms reflect a lower level of achipvemont for
Mathematics and particularly for Science than for the other acederac
disciplines measured by this instrument.
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Why. a% outlinv0 in item two above, does measured scholastic
achievement decline with SUCLW.S.IVe grade levels' In other couotrie.
particularly those who have become very successful international
cooPetitors to the Unites States, a "weedine-out" Pr-OCRS% begins in
about the fourth grade. Stucents not reflectinv high academic
pruficiency are channeled into less scholasticall, oriented
preparatiuns fur the work force. In the United States. howiever. the
Prevalent concert is to educate all children as equally as possible,
reverdless of their Olverse levels of innate ability, talents and
mut,vation. At *hat Print cio the conceets presented in our'ila,,hematics
And Science courses Anse their relevancy to students destined to
non .eeademic endeavors" Dove this orocese contribute to the mrelocrity
of our educational sYstem

Item three illustratus that no only do our local students aceuire
lets tanrible knowledge and sti..s in Science than in other less
technologically oriented disc alines. but the nation as A whole
reflects this sung Phenomenon. Th.e le not a local Problem, but one of
national oroport ons -- and a VA'Y uerious one in need of attention.

Thl% commlttee of inquiry is obviously well awere of this crueill
situation. A% s teacher, I aporeciate this oPisortunitY to Provide
testimuuy on the factors contributine to this serious deficiency in the
study ut Math and Sciences in the United Statee.

SUUCEAAleNe re 1MFROVE ASPECTS OF EDUCATION IN MATH AND SCIENCEI

TEA,,NEFi PkEPARATIONI It P.A% tieLn wic:oily statistically reported that not
only has there been a crovress.ve decline in the standardized
achievement (i.e. S.A.T_) *cores n. students, but also of Education
MaJors in our colleges and urns/se-Win. Arr our instrtutions of higher
learning ma,N.ntaining high sten: e- is for academic achievemen' or.
Possibly as a reuult of their own financial dreindence upon high
student enrol.ment .re they "adapting" their standards to ensure
academic succes.s of Proeresi.,velY les',escholaetic students" .

In addition, some cont.ideration is enproorsate of the SPWC1fIC
coursewori 7uvrent1y required for a degree in education. Education
mainrs are re -uired to successfully comPlatte far more courses in
education mothedelog, than in the stuAy of their specific discipline.
The only pos,-,Ible result can be the careful Preparation of a teacher
who ha% a serious lac{ nt comearel of his/her specific sub-eget. Our
international comeetitunr countries. on the other hand, emphasize
subJect mastery in tearer preearation rather then the academically
less demanding methodolos, coursewori. Even after years of f:aching the
same course. the 1-nowledg, of the teacher is often limited to the level
of the to.ttcois from he ha; been teaching. If we were to follow
the example of education in these competitor countries we would
erecters= tee,; hors to he highly knowledgeable in their academic
discipline. and then to develo0 Pecialoylcal skills by supervised
enPrenti 0 program witni., the confines: of the rlassroom.
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A teacher's proficiency rating would then be a.Product of his
ability assimilate the skills necessary to assist his pupils to
shore hi command of his subject matter. Currently. and regretfully.
teacher ratings are representative of one's educational longevity
rather than ability.

COMPENSATION: In light of the often maligned topic of teacher salaries.
say I make the following Personal observation" The pervasive rationale
that some degree of financial compensation is necessary to attract and
retain qualifieu avd motivated people to most vocational or
professional persuits is commonly thought to be at variance with the
concept of dedication in the field of-Education. However. with the
influx of more teacher*. both male And female. providing the priwrry
income for a family unit. providing adequate financial comicensic-
becomes sore important.

If this concept is valid for the industrial free marketplace which
overtly compotes for qualified and valuable personnel throush
comPetitive salary Programs. then perhaps a closer examination of
eduation salaries is appropriate. Are we proposing that the level of
social consciousness in our most capable college students is sufficient
to staff our nation's schools with the best available talent?

It is mY contention. therefore. that unless superior college
students can (I) be attracted to the field of education. (2) be
sufficiently well prepared to contribute significantly to the academic
prowess of their students, and (3) be encoursviod to remain in the
ctivlaroom where the need for such payola is greatest, then our system
of public education is destined to continued erosion of the quality of
its product - the students.

Additionally, it is vital to point out that the skilled professional
instructors so so'ali needed in our classrooms must be encouraged to
remain there. Our system of education is successful in the elimination
of proficient. Knowledgeable instructors through promotion to
administrative positions ce diaasterously. through attrition into the
more promising fields of industry. Education currently maintains a 67%
professional mortality rate. Science / Mathematic* teachers,
particularly those of greatest promise, Obviously far exceed this
already excessive statistical rate.

CURRICULUM CONTENTS Publishers of Our most current Science programs
need to. be alerted to the cinema Prevailing in our schools. The
published science curricula for the primary vrades that depend heavilY
upon the textbook approach are a sad representation. Similar content
should be presented on filmstrips and supplemented with practical
experimentation designed to enhance. on the child's level, the inquire
approach to learning. Beware. however, the total experimental program*
endured by children in the past which larked continuity and sequence.
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It is an unfortunately rarer school system that successfully implements
a highly enhanced curriculum desiened scycIficallY to compennate for
this deficiency. Lees proficient students require a less demanding
curriculum which, in turn, further degrades the scholastic ability of
the student. A highly destructivc reciprocal cycle of educational
degeneration is the inevitable result.

A wealth of materials exists in todav's market which would add a
needed dimension to a carefully structured and sePuenced curriculum if
appropriately packaged and marketed by the textbook Publishers.

Regardless of the degree of excerimentation and innovation
imPlemrnted in the curriculum of either. Mathematics or Science, some
edditsonal staff inservice training should.be available for districts
incorporating new programs. This service could be through the school
district or local institutions of higher learning.

NEEDS AND PROBLEMS FACED DAILY IN INC CLASSROOM'

President Reasan has Publicly advocated increased discipline sn our
schools. This move is intended to ensure the personal safety of not
only the students, but also of the teachers. Were this concept to be
achieved. a far more productive educational environment would be the
unavoidable result.

SUMMATION'

In summary, it is my owsnion that a destructive cycle of
dimreciation in the Quality of education needs co be broken. This may
be attacked through the attraction and retention of a greater nuantity
of highly proficient teachers. a concerted effort to uphold curriculum
standards in all levels of education, and the reestaLslishment of more
reasonable level of control and discipline in our schools. Will this
be expensive' Will it be cheaper NOT to take action?

Mr. WAWREN. Thank you very much, Mr. McBride. I appreciate
that.

Mr. MERRYMAN. Good morning, Mr. Walgren and ether members
of the panel and guests.

As I started preparing my written statement and thinking about
the things that I wanted to say in the oral presentation it almost
became overwhelming to V..ink of :.erne of the things that I could
say and some of the things that I wanted to say and some of the
things that maybe I should not say. But what I tried to do is I tried
to divide my comments into four areas in order to try to hit this
idea of quality education that you pointed out in your statements
earlier.

First of all, like the other members of the panel, I feel that one
of the biggest things we have to do is have quality teachers and I
will address each one of these separately as we go.

Also, I think we have to, as a nation, reemphasize education and
the value of having a strong background in education for all people
no matter what job or what occupation people intend to pursue.

The third thing is I think we have to look as a nation at our pri-
orities. I think sometimes we look at other occupations or we look
at other jobs and our children, in turn, feel that they are much
more important than what teaching and a good education will pro-
vide.

The third thing is the time spent by educators, how that time
should be best spent in the classroom.
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I am going to go back and talk first about the training procedure.
In order to produce children who are interested, motivated and

productive, we have to attract and keep valuable teachers in the
classroom. Too often our most valuable people either are 'acceler-
ated and put into administrative positions or totally leave the pro-
fession because of salary, for a big reason, and I think we have to.
again, look at our priorities in terms of if' you want the best you
have to be able to provide the opportunity for those people to
remain and feel that they are doing a valuable job, not only for so-
ciety but also in order to maintain their livelihood.

We have to raise the standards in our schools of education, 'in
our colleges and in our universities. We have to make it important
that not only do you have to know the technique of teaching but
you must also have a background in what you are going to be
teaching

You can be the best motivator in the world, but if you don't
know what you are talking about your students are going to learn
that very quickly no matter what grade you are teaching.

Students are not as dumb as some people would like to think
that they are. They look through that and they figure you out
pretty quickly.

We also have to stress the idea of expert techniques in what we
do. One of the other panelists mentioned time. Time for planning
for these techniques so that you could have great ideas but if you
don't really have the time to plan for them and accomplish them,
they are of very little value.

Also we have to, and this is with our people who are in education
now as well as those who are training. I this ' we have to look at
classroom management techniques. We have to look at evaluation
techniques and, most important. I think, is discipline.

We have to really look at the area of discipline because with our
changing society at times discipline is a very difficult thing to
maintain even in the school districts that we are looking at today.

We have to look at valuable in-service training for people.
We have to be able to use equipment that now available, the

computer which is a valuable tool in the classroom, but we must
keep in mind that it is only a tool, it is not the complete answer to
all of our problems.

I think it is a very valuable addition to what we are doing in
education, but I don't think that just having a computer for every
so many children is going to solve many of the large problems that
we have.

We also need time to share with others. I think that was prob-
ably the thing I enjoyed most about coming today, even with all
the preparation and all the anticipation.

In the back of my mind when I was to do this the big thing that
really got to me was it will be worth the time because I will have a
chance to share some ideas and pick up some ideas from others,
and so often in teaching you don't have that time even with your
fellow colleagues, you just don't have the time to sit down and
really talk about the kids that we are working with.

I teach the sixth grade and I have approximately tiO kids that I
meet daily for math and science and I see them for other subjects,
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too, but so often students are different in one setting than they are
in another.

It is very nice to have an opportunity to sit down and be able to
talk with your colleagues and say, "Gee, how is so and so in your
class? What kinds of things are you using to help get through to
certain problems or how are you helping this student learn a little
better?"

The reemphasis of the importance of education. We have to look
*lit the basics. Here we are in the elementary program and that is
where it all begins. In my written statement I compare elementary
education to the building of a house and securing a solid foui.,
tion before you start building the rest of the structure.

So often we are involved in programs of enrichment and remedi-
ation and all these other programs and cwe don't always have the
time to really solidly set firm goals and really shoot to have the
students acquire those goals before they move on to something else.

An example I was reading in one of the other written statements
tnis morning, a batch work of skills here and there often happens.
Also you have the problem of students coming in from other dis-
tricts, coming in from other States, being at different levels, not

ally being able *o possibly hard;e the program that you are in-
volved with.

Your students may be doing well, but you may pick up students
from other areas that really do not have the ability to do as well
and often you pick up students that are much farther ahead than
what the students are that you are dealing with.

You must also regain the support of parents in the community.
So often children come to school with bad attitudes and it may not
have anything to do with the school or the teacher or education in
general; it has a lot to do with just how parents perceive the
school, possibly how they were taught or possibly the kind of suc-
cess they are feeling now.

If they are out of work and they feel that they were not trained
properly then we, of course, are attacked because it failed me,
therefore it is going to fail you; that type of an idea.

So we really have to regain parent support. Not only in attitude,
but also support in doing homework and doing it well, not for the
sake of getting it done but for the'sake of doing a quality job with
it,

Also I think parents have to look at bedtime schedules, some-
thing as simple as that as well as types of television programming
they permit their children to watch.

I have students in my class who are fond of HBO. HBO is fine
but not at 2 o'clock in the morning, and I think this is part' of the
priority things that we have to look at.

Again, 'parents have to support discipline in the school. They
must send children with the idea that they are there to learn and
they are not there to see how much trouble they can give someone
while they are there, whether it be a paraprofessonal or whoever
they happen to be working with, and that is not always the case.

We need to stress intrinsic motivation much more than extrinsic.
So often we often feel in the classroom that the students are saying
to you, "I dare you to try to teach me this. I dare you to try to
make me do it."
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When this occurs day after day you sometimes get to the point
where you would like to say, "Well, if that is the attitude you have,
then maybe what I am trying to do is not for you at this point."

As we look at priorities in our society we have to recognize the
positive in education. Every time ,I pick up the ?iewspaper I see
negatives. There is a heck of a lot going on out here in our commu-
nities that are tremendous things that are going on but you never
really hear that.

Now, I have worked on committees where we have tried public
relations in our community and they work, they work beautifully,
but they take a lot of time and when you start looking again at
your own priorities if you are spending more time trying to tell ev-
erybody about how well you are doipg and showing them the re-
sults of how well you are doing, then that means you are not
spending the time on doing that good job that you are telling every-
body you are doing.

So, I don't know that it is always possible for a school district
itself or a teacher to really blow his or her own horn because you
do have so many other priorities of your own that, you are trying to
work toward.

As a society we stress lei ure time activities I think far moret;
than, we do education. We d have more time probably than other
societies. That is probably a negative/positive for us, you might
say.

I think we could channel that leisure time a little better and
that also has a lot to do with the idea of priorities.

I think when we in a society feel that our athletes are more im-
portant than our -:''tcators, then I often wonder if we are not sort
of turning things ,und a bit.

It might be necessary for us to wage a full media campaign,
maybe subtly; but I think maybe a media campaign might be im-
portant.

The unions do it frail, time to time and it does seem to be quite
beneficial, but I think it takes more than just individuals and indi-
vidual school districts.

The last section has to do with time the teacher spends. I, as a
teacher, would like to see more time for planning, more time for
'1eveloping solid curriculum based on goals and goals that need to
be met.

I would like to see more time being spent on teaching students
how to learn.

I don't know that it is so important to learn, let's say, five pages
of some particular piece of information. I think it is more impor-
tant to learn how to learn and learn how to remember what you
learn, being able to categorize and be interested.

Also I think problem solving is a very important thing that we
leave out in both our math and science areas.

We need to have more time to meet with parents and students to
keep them up to date on their progress, how they are doing and
where they are going in their educational process.

We need more support personnel. We need people like psychlo-
gists, people who will come into the school and work with children
who have problems who are in the classroom that need extra help.
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We also need to look at class size. Each time I bring that up,
whether it be at a meeting or whether it be just with colleagues,
everyone will say to me there is no research that will tell you that
a smaller class in size will produce a higher level or higher degree
of education.

Well, that may be true. There may not be any written informa-
tion about that. But if you work in a classroom, it does not take
very long for you to know, even if you work with a scout group or a
church group, the larger that group becomes the more the needs
increase.

So, again, I think we need to look at a smaller class size and
smaller class responsibility per teacher.

You could be the most fantastic teacher going, but if you want
your students to perform as well as they can perform, you need to
have at least a decent shot at being able to give them what they
need.

We also need the time to help children who come from homes
that are broken or have problems, to help them cope with their
world around them and just the changes that are going on in their
world and how rapid the changes are.

I again thank you for your invitation. I hope I have been of some

[The prepared statement of Mr. Merryman follows:]
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The steps of educating children are much like those followed

in consructing a building. It is the task of the elementary pro-

gram to build a solid basic foundation to support the framework
that will follow.

-

Before the building begins, a great deal of planning an'

preparation is necessary. The school board and edministrators,

acting as the construction company, must sat policy and hire the

most qualified people to do the specific jobs.

A school system decides on a philosophy or plan for building.

General goals of education add details to the plans. The plans

must be flexible enough to allow for needed changes, but not so

flexible as to change for the sake of change.

Next, the specialized workers are hired to further define

goals and to work on making the job complete. In order for the

school district to create the best finished products, top quality

workers must be made available from teacher training programs at

the college level. Entranc and graduation standards must be high.

Academic excellence and know-how must be stressed.

Bright young people who could make excellent teachers must be

encouraged to enter the field of education rather than other pro-

fessiONs. Students entering the teaching profession need to feel

they will,be able to support theaselves and their families as well

as they cotIid in some other profession. Today that is not the c.ise.

Many teschers\find it necessary to work extra jobs to make more

money. Often, iiTe extra jobs drain teachers of their energy and

effectiveness. Goaltimes the quality of the finished product is

minimized. Ynt.11ige t young people must feel the teaching profes-

sion is as important or re important than any other profession.

They should not be diecour ed about becoming a teacher because

salaries are comparatively lo er or not competitive in today's

job market.

Teacher training programs musitemi.loy top quality teachers.

These instructors must act as positive role models. Too nften,
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instructors of teacher training courses are people who have taken

courses and have'iarned degrees, but have done little actual class-

room teaching. Or, if they have had classrnoe experience, they have

forgotten what the classroom was like. Therefore, when these people

teach others, they do not set good *samples.

Teacher trainees need to be given more classroom experience in

the areas of effective planning, motivating, teaching, evaluating,

and disciplining of students before they tudeot teach. Students whO

train to teach must have a strong academic background in all subject

areas. They must be able to speak and write clearly and correctly.

Correct grammar is a must.

TeaChars who are already employed need time to plan curriculum

and lesions, share ideaJ with colleagues, and seat with parents and

support poirsonnal. Valuable inearvice training is necessary tä in-

troduce the use of new equipment like the computer and to keep up to

date with teaching ideas and techniques.

The goals h've been set and the workers have been hired. It isi

now tine to start the building. Parents will send their children to/

school for they represent the raw materials. Some of the children

will be more prepared to start than others. Some will have attended

preschools and have learned many skills. Many children will have

been taught preschool skills at home. Others will have had vary fe

preschool experiences. Even though sow, children are the right age

they are not physically, emotionally, or socially ready to start

school. All children should be tested prior to entering school or

shortly after to evaluate their readiness. Those who are ready a Id

start the building process. Others should receive help from subco.1-

tractors like psychologists, speech therapists, and other professioS-

als to get then ready. It might be necessary to delay some children's

formal schooling foi a year or so.

When the educating process begins, it will be a cooperative

effort between the c ildren, parents, teachers, and admioistration.

Cooperation between ace and school is absolutely necessary. Parents

musesend their chi dren to school with positive attitudes toward
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learning. Education must be regarded as important. It must no long-

er take a back seat to other Rriorities of American society. Parents

should be expected to support the rules of the school in terms of

personal behavior and discipline. Parents must also be willing to

accept and follow suggestions regarding their children's daily and

future progress. All must work together to produce a finished product

of value. Parents should help in the planning of their children's

education, but the final decisions should be left to the teachers and

administrators. The. educational attitudes of quality and excellence

need to be constantly stressed.

As the children progress through school, their skills should be

regularly evaluated to determine how the building process should con-

tinue. This step-by-step, skill-by-skill approach is like the build-

ing of a house. Each basic step must be completed carefully and accu-

rately before the next is begun. Otherwise, the finished product may
.1

not be solid and lasting. Students should work in small groups to

receive help and supervision when needed. If classes are'kept small

enough and grouped properly,. the students will experience positive

situations. If basic skills are learned as students progress through

school, they will be successful in all subject areas. Students who

learn more slowly could be spared the frustration of trying to keep

up. Students:would have greater self-esteem when learning at their

own rates. Fewer students would be discipline problems, dropouts, or

nonproductive members of society. The students who learn more rapidly

can be moved along to attain higher levels in the areas where they

show added skill apd interest.

With everyone working together to attain educational
71

excellence,

the framework of the building is.firmly in place. Now the structure

can support the skills and knowledge needed for specialized learning.

Once students can show proficiency in the basic skills/and subject

areas, they will be able to attain higher levels of thinking and

reasoning in special areas like math and science. The ability to

think, dream, and plan for the future in a disciplined manner will

keep United States students competitive with student in other

technological countries of the world.

The remaining parts of the structure will be ad ed in the upper

slesentary, junior and senior high school programs. The finished

product will be strong, useful, and something for al to admire and

be proud.

39-442 0 - 85 - 3
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Mr. WALGKEN, Thank you very much, Mr. Merryman, for the
presentation of things that are of real concern.

Mr. MIKACH. I am from the North Hill School District, and I am
a science teacher and coordinator. I would like to make a state-
ment concerning elementary science.

No, 1, I think probably the most important thing that we im-
proved about elementary science is that there is actually a point of
tim blocked out for elementary science. I would recommend some-
thing like 20 to 30 minutes on the primary level and 30 to 40 min-
utes on an intermediate level.

If this time is not blocked out, I have great fear that primary
teachers particularly would tend to emphasize reading and mathe-
matics because of the pressure that they feel on the emphasis of
reading and,math and deemphasize science.

I also have a feeling that many elementary science teachers have
not received much science content in their undergraduate training,
and that is another reason why unless there is a specific amount of
time blocked out for elementary science, I think, it would be ne-
glected.

The second point I would like to make, I think, is a most impor-
tant point and it is the great need for inservice training of science
teachers any time new curriculums are to be emphasiz.

In the 1960's we had a flurry of alphabet programs in elementa-
ry programs, DSS, et cetera. I think these programs would have
been much more successful had the inservice training of elementa-
ry teachers and principals and administrators been more empha-
sized, rather than less emphasized.

The curriculum development, I think, was a model and I have a
fear that we are getting away from some of the activity experiences
of ESS and coming more toward book content, and I think that is a
retreat from what elementary science education really needs to be.

The reason we are retreating is because there was a lack of ade-
quate inservice training or if people were in service by colleges
they came back to their local school district and the local school
district did not provide the curriculum that they were in serviced
on.

I think if you are going to have inservice training from the Na-
tional Science Foundation that you need to have them meshed with
the colleges and have a commitment to help the local school dis-
tricts continually, not just over a summer science training pro-
gram.

We instituted at the North Hill School District several years ago
what I considered at that time to be an excellent elementary sci-
ence program. We he.d an instrt.:tor from the university train 20 of
our elementary teachers to serve as a nucleus for the rest of our
staff.

The beginning of that program went well, the first year that pro-
gram went well, and then all of a sudden the district dropped any
commitment for futher itiservice training.

The program is now 6 years old, and as I now visit some elemen-
tary science schools, I see material sitting on the shelf instead of
being used. It is sitting on the shelf because these teachers don't
know what to do with it. They don't have the time to do anything
with it and they have not been properly inserviced on it.
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Probably, I think the greatest need for improving elementary sci-
ence would be to do an extension job of in-service training of
present teachers. In this area we have declining student population
and I don't think you are going to see, many new teachers coming
into elementary teaching at least in the Pittsburgh area. There-
fore, the current teachers need to be trained and I think that is
probably our most important and critical need.

The last thing I would like to mention is that while it may be
true that at one time we were too activity oriented, I have a defi-
nite fear that we are now becoming too book oriented on science
progams.

Students are not going to be allowed to experiment, observe,
make estimates, actually do some science work. We are not going
to have the kind of science that we really need to have that will
lead students into good secondary programs.

So while we may have been too much in the area of science
rather than book learning, I think if we go back to total book
learning we would be making a drastic mistake and I think the
only way that we are going to have activity oriented progrians in
elementary science is with the in-service training that I mentioned
before.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mikach follows:]
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mikach.
Well, that is a full plate, especia,'y for somebody whose oldest

child is 3 and therefore-has not grappled with what you have grap-
pled with and felt the real responsibility of having that next gen-
eration succeed.

I know we all realize that many o t' the problems that you raise
are problems that are not really ame ',able to Federal k ,avernment
reach. There is no question about that and yet the Federal Govern-
ment certainly has tried to play a role and we look at our Depart-
ment of Education. We spend a lot of money and we 'ten wonder
to what effect.

Your emphasis, Mr. Mikach, on observing rather than book
learning in science, in particular, are there ma arials that a...e
widespread in use that have less of the pure book, or abstract is
what you would call it, less of the pure abstract emphasis for sci-
ence?

Mr. MIICACH. Primarily that developed in the 1980's, t'ite ESS, the
SAPA and SCKH program. Those programs were v'ry prIr.:lar for
about 10 years or so. And if you look at what is coming out now
since the Government has quit doing any kind of curriculum work
or emphasizing inservice training I think you see now that all the
textbook series are coming back into being and that is what is cur-
rently being purchased.

The materials are still there and there is nothing wrong with
most of that material. It needs to be taken off the shel:s and used.

Mr. WALGREN. Who is the originator of the inservice component
at this point? I suppose it is a question of resource and whether or
not we can get the school administrations to have the resources to
work with to provide that kind of time and training for the teach-
ers at that point.

Mr. MIKACH. It is very difficult to get the local administration to
have any amount of their budget put into inservice training. The
amount of money that school districts put into research oriented
things, whether inservice training, is minimal and I don't think
that I would fault them for that. They have other needs that they
have to meet and with the amount of money that we have been
getting lately it has been very difficult to provide any money for
inservice training.

Mr. WALGREN. The curriculums that you see being used on the ele-
mentary level, materials would be a better description, are they
largely the result of federally developed programs?

Mr. MIKACH. Most of the material-centered programs were feder-
ally developed and most of the equipment that I think you would
see in elementary grade levels are the result of Federal fundings in
the 1960's.

Mr. WALGREN, Would the others on the panel like to comment
on the materials that are actually there in your school systems for
science related education at the elementary level?

We keep seeing proposals to create new curricula and I often
wonder whether it is necessary to create new curricula if we have
given an effort to that in the past and there is something that has
been reasonably and successfully delivered.

Mr. MERRYMAN. I think we have the cirriculum. I think it is just
a matter of time and being able to have the opportunity to use, as
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you say, the things that are on the shelves and the things that are
.suggested in some of the books that we have.

My background is in science. That was my minor. I was an ele-
mentary major and then a science major and, frankly, I work on
committees from time to time, we pick new book series or materi-
als to use and I don't think it is so much the unavailability of ma-
terials; I think often it is just not having the time when you are
also concerned about teaching reading that day and teaching math
that day and teaching language that day tha:, as you say, the
teacher who looks at all these things and says, "Well, science,
there you are, shelf." And it does make it difficult.

Now, in my situation I am really fond of science so for me I use
science not only as a motivator but I use it as a means of teaching
reading and teaching a lot of other things that you can interrelate,
teaching language and so on.

The kids don't always know that, but the end product is what we
are looking for. So I don't think it is a fact of not having the mate-rial. I think it is just having the time to really sit down and say
how can I really integrate science as a whole working thing all day
into many things besides just, OK, here is our block of science time
today even though I think that is important, too.

By the time the kids get to me in sixth grade I hope that some-
one in fifth grade has done something to motivate and to get them
interested in science, and the same in fourth grade and on down
the line.

But I also hope that when they get to me in sixth grade they can
read because if they can't read there are still lots of things that
they have to be able to do first before they can understand some of
the science concepts that we deal with.

Mr. WALGREN. Would the others like to comment on the curricu-
lum and the materials that you have available to you?

Ms. AUGUSTINE. Well, going along with the time, in our program
we have a proper departmentalized program where one teacher
will teach a group of students language arts and the others will
teach the sciences and I rnia that I have time to teach basic science
skills but not to develop critical thinking, experimentation and
that kind of thing during the school day.

Mr. WALGREN. Mr. McBride?
Mr. McBaIDE. I would like to address that. I think there is a

wealth of materials available. Every school is filled with many,
many catalogs containing valuable science supplies that they can
utilize to enhance the curriculum in schools.

The teacher does not know what to order if it was paid for. He is
not funded for the inservice training that Mr. Mikach mentioned.

If the Federal Government put a more extreme emphasis on sci-
ence education the way it did in the late 1950's, then that would
spur the development of curriculum and would utilize the wealth
of materials that are available.

A lot of science can be taught with very little materials if the
education is there.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, let me ask, then, one last thought, and that
is the emphasis that we do put on science education in the elemen-
tary levels.
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You all come from different school districts and totally different
administrations. is it something that is given the priority from
your administrations?

My conception of elementary school is largely reading and math
and things like that. I guess my memory is not good enough to
really remember those first years personally, but I don't know
what sort of focus we have on science.

Are you given that area as a responsibility and with a misskn,
or is that something that we ought to be asking the educational
community to ask itself?

Are we giving enough emphasis on science in the grades one
through six or the grade school years?

Can you respond to that?
Mr. MCBRIDE. If there is a demand for emphasis on any one sub-

ject in elementary grades it would have to be language arts. Some-
where down the line science gets scheduled between 3 o'clock and
3:30 in the afternoon. If science were renewed in its emphasis as it
once was, then it would move earlier into the day and then per-
haps be the recipient of Federal funding that would encourage the
development of improved science progams.

Mr. WAWREN. How about the signals from whoever the powers
that be in the educational community are? Do they see a role for
science in the elementary level as significant?

Mr. MERRYMAN. In our district we have been involved in working
a lung -range plan and before we started that we set out to establish
goals in each of the subject areas that we have, both on the ele-
mentary and secondary levels and science is a very important part.
It is ranked in there with all the other subjects that we have. It is
getting the emphasis but it is just from the, so to speak, the draw-
ing board to practicality of getting done.

In our school, for instance, in our district 4, 5, and 6 stress sci-
ence very heavily. We are given about a 40-minute period each day.
But at least we are expected to schedule that much time for science
ea, it day.

In the primary grades that emphasis was not as great. We start-
ed a few years ago with SAPA.

Mr. WALGREN. What is SAPA?
Mr. MIKACH. The science and process approach, and it was

funded by the government in the late 1950's and early 1960's and it
was a design curriculum that emphasises doing rather than the
reading of science, rather than the straight book approach.

Mr. MERRYMAN. Which is really neat, particularly for primary
level children, because it is a hands-on approach. Presently I have
most of the SAPA materials in my science area that I am using
because people over the course of time have retired or the new
people who have been brought in have not been taught how to use
the materials. They have been cleared out to leave room for some-
thing else, and I am a real catchall person anyway, so I am always
on the alert for anything that I could possibly use with the kids I
have.

So we do provide. We provide a time. It is just actually taking
that time and using it.

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
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I want to recognize Mr. Bateman for the thoughts he might want
to share with us.

Mr. BATEMAN. I think probably the first thought I would like to
express is that I think the young people in your classrooms are ob-
viously very well taught. I am quite impressed with each of you.

There are many specific things that I would like to get into.
There are so many witnesses I am just going to ask you to com-
ment on a general question that I think would be of concern to us
as it is to me.

There are many who think that contemporary American society
has over the past several years shown some decline both in terms
of a work ethic as well as a learning ethic. Do you find that the
children who are coming to you from the homes today and the ele-
mentary schools are reflecting perhaps a higher learning ethic that
they are bringing to them from their homes and the case a few
years ago; is the trend better or is there no change?

Mr. MERRYMAN. I would say the word is diverse. You have some
who are coming in with great interest and great background, kids
who have been in preschools and all kinds of other types of train-
ing, and then you have other children who come to school and
don't even know their own names. That is a big diversity, I think.

Mr. BATEMAN. I would assume there has always been a large
area of diversity but in terms of the whole student group that you
are expos'd to do you see any more favorable trend?

Mr. MERRYMAN. Really in looking at students, I don't think you
would be fair in saying that kids are any brighter than they were
or had more advantages than we had or even kids that we had
maybe 5 or 10 years ago.

I mean we would be foolish in saying that that is not the. case
because of just the media contact alone that children have.

Students 5 years agO who had difficulty reading today have so
many more advantages just because of things they can ,,ee or can
experience through audiovisuals.

Mr. BATEMAN. But do they come to the classroom by and large
more interested in learning, more excited about learning?

Mr. MERRYMAN. Not necessarily, no, in my view.
Mr. BATEMAN. Do any of the others have any observations?
Mr. MCBRIDE. I would think not. I thinklthat we are faced with a

severe competition with the television and that television plays an
increasingly important role in the lives of these children. Their lis-
teniag skills are not being developed because everything is repeat-
ed nine times. They expect a commercial in the classroom every 9
minutes.

Emphasis is not on reading in the home. They don't see the par-
ents reading; therefore, they are not as inclined to learn from read-
ing and I fear that aside from our professional community which
has a good image of success through education that this may not be
in the best trend, -

Mr. BATEMAN. And,you attribute much of that to the box?
Mr. MCBRIDE. A lot of it, yes, sir.
Mr. BATEMAN. I frankly share that view. I think one would have

imagined that the universal availability of television as a media
would have produced incredibly exciting learning opportunities for
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the American but I am not sure that it has not been in to-
tality a negative.

It is an interesting view from you who are still in education.
Mr. MERRYMAN. Kids have developed more of a dependency feel-

ing, I think, more than an independent feeling. There is no investi-
gation that "I will sit down and be entertained. Why should I read
a book? That's work."

Mr. BATEMAN. I wish there were time to pursue more of these.
Mr. WAL'IRE.N. It is an interesting question.
How many hours of TV is the average person watching these

days?
Mr. Mc Blinn. Seven hours and two minutes, sir.
Mr WALGREN. Is that right? Is that a student that is watching 7

hours or is that the average person overall?
Mr. MCBRIDE. That is the average person and it is very discour-

aging in a classroom to have children come to school unpreparedbut able to relate one program after another and considering the
program that is permissible on television in the eyes of children itis very disheartening.

Mr. WALGREN. And you don't know how you can keep the inter-
est level because of the level of entertainment. Every analogy hasits limitations but our children were very interested in regular
books and then we got a pop-up book and these 13-month-old chil-
dren will not look at a regular book now becau7e they want the
book that pops up.

How you get them back to the regular book at that point is veryhard.
Well, let me thank you very much, all of you, for your contribu-

tions this morning. We appreciate it very much and hope that by
gathering these kinds of thoughts that it will keep our focus in
Washington at least responsive and in the right direction, and we
appreciate your participation in this process.

Mr. MCBRIDE. Thank you for your invitation,
Mr. WALGEEN. May I have Dr. Albert A. Caretto, Director of the

Pennsylvania Governor's School for the Sciences; Mrs. Jane
Konrad, Pittsburgh Regional Center for Science Teachers; Dr. John
De Blasi° of Upper St. Clair High School; and Mr. George Murphy,
Pine-Richland High School, a panel of secondary level school teach-
ers.

Why don't you start the pahal and I will be right back.
Mr. BieremAx. Welcome to the second group of panelists this

morning and I would suggest that we go forward as we did before,
in the same sequence in which you were introduced.

I will first recognize Dr, Caretto. Doctor, welcome.

STATEMENTS OF DR. ALBERT A. CAREW°, DIRECTOR, PENNSYI,
'VANIA GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL FOR THE SCIENCES; JANE
KONRAD, PITTSBURGH REGIONAL CENTER FOR SCIENCE
TEA'CHEI1S; DR. JOHN DeBLASIO, UPPER ST. CLAIR HIGH
SCHOOL: AND GEORGE MURPHY, PINE-RICHLAND., HIGH
SCHOOL

Dr. Cwarrro. I thank you very much for the opportunity to be
here.
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I wear two hats in a sense. As a professor of chemistry at Carne-
gie-Mellon University every fall I teach a freshman chemistry
course and I see 600 students from across the country, products of
our secondary education. And in the summer I am a director of the
Pennsylvania Gcrernor's School for the Sciences.

What is the Pennsylvania Governor's School for the Sciences?
This is a summer school created by the Department of Education
in Harrisburg with the objective to provide an enriching experience
for bright and talented high school students and ultimately to
hopefully lead

h
them into choosing careers in technological areas.

The school as been in existence for 2 years now and it is a full
scholarship program. It is financed through the Department of
Education of Pennsylvania, with a number of contributions from
charitable foundations. The students receive a scholarship which
covers their tuition, room and board. They live for 5 weeks during
the summer on the campus of Carnegie-Mellon University.

In 1983 the class consisted of 60 students chosern from over 3;100
applicants. The basis for selection is on class rank, teacher counsel-
or recommendations, performance on SAT scores, and evidences of
motivation; and this past class we had three students whose SAT
scores were 1600 and that, of course, is the full maximum you can
possibly get. So it is an exceedingly bright group of students.

They arrive on the campus of Carnegie-Mellon University and
immediately get involved in a very intensive program. They take
courses, all of them are required to take courses in biology, chemis-
try, physics, computer sciences, mathematics, simultaneously.They take laboratory courses, some elective courses are avail-
able, and every student must join a team project for individual re-
search. They choose the area of science they want to participate in.

We suggest research topics. They join forces and make teams of
three to five students to work on individual research projects.

Classes begin at 8:30 in the morning and they are in class until
12:30 without break. They have an hour for lunch and then four
afternoons a week they are in laboratories from 1:30 until 5 o'clock.
They then have an hour and a half for dinner ar:i practically every
evening there is something, either an elective course, a guest lec-
turer or time for homework and their team projects, which also
goes on on Saturday and Sundays. It is a 7-day-a-week program.

Some of the philwiphies of the school and how this might tend
to relate to the situation in the secondary schools.

First of all, we are legally not allowed to give high school credit
and we do not give college credit, so the students come giving up 5
weeks of their vacation to a school which requires a tremendous
amount of work. It is terribly intense and they get no credit for it.

Second, we tell them they will get no grades. There will L no
letter grade, A, B, C, or whatever, in any of these courses. The only
thing that we tell them that they will have and the only leverage
we have over the student is that 5 to 6 weeks after' the program is
all over they will receive from us in the mail a narrative evalua-
tion as to how well we feel they accepted the challenges we provid-
ed.

This only goes to them, presumably their parents as well, and
only upon their request does it become part of their high school
series of records or would we send it to anybody else.
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The vast majority of the students write to us and ask us to send
it to colleges of their choice and they find it very helpful for get-
ting into college.

In the first 2 or 3 or 4 days of the school the students are frus-
trated, confused, because of a system that they are not at all used
to.

As I say, we start off immediately. As a matter of fact, they come
on a particular Sunday with their parents. They move into the dor-
mitories. There is a brief orientation. They have dinner with their
parents. Their parents go home and that same evening they get an
exam. You start off with an exam.

The next 2 or 3 days, as I said, they have some of this frustration
largely given the fact that they know in high school how hard they
have to work to get an A, and all of a sudden they are in the envi-
ronment where the amount of work that is given them is endless
and they have no idea how hard they have to work because we are
scot even going to give them an A.

The object of the game is to try to develop motivation for these
students and to hope that they will plug themselves into this learn-
ing process and become enthusiastic and work.

We provide them open -r4cid assignments. Fundamentally what
we do is give them ar . .ent and say that you should turn in
tomorrow the follows. ever, if you wish, you may also do
these and beyond that you may also do something else.

The challenge is endless. It goes on forever. We do not, despite
the selectivity of the students, we do not get students with uniform-
ly equal backgrounds because according to State regulations we
accept students who have either completed their sophomore year or
their junior year, So there is a difference in age that way, as well
as the fact that they come from school districts across the State
and thus they vary in their preparation.

What we try to do is allow these students to plug themselves into
the challenge process, the series of exercises we have, and grow
from there and measure from there.

What happens then, after 3 or 4 days, is that everything settles
dawn and all the students begin

competition. They help each
other. They work hard and they do not feel something which I
think is prevailing in high schools and is a fundamental problem;
they do not feel the negative peer pressure in the high school
which is the antiacademic development of excellence, because they
all have the same curiosity that they wish to excel.

I will share a quick little story. I overheard a conversation be-
tween four or five of these students last year. They were talking
about what did you tell your friends when you came to Pittsburgh
for 5 weeks as to how you were going to spend your summer? .

The focr or five together all said, well, I certainly was not going
to tell them that I was going to spend my summer vacation in
school at Carnegie-Mellon. I made up something. I told them I was
going to visit relatives in Pittsburgh. We are going on a trip for 5
weeks but none of my friends know where I am.

I think that statement is a very terriole reflection as to the atti-
tudes that prevail, and I think until some of those concepts are
changed right down to the grassroots and into the homes, so that
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people will realize that academic excellence, the objective to do
well in science is something which is good for the country, until
those things are changed, then we have problems.

The school is a success. I am involved in it, so I feel somewhat
awkward in saying that it is a success. But I believe it is a success.

We have hundreds of letters from these students who say it was
the greatest thing that ever happened to them. The students from
the 1982 class are all in college and they go to colleges like MIT,
Harvard, et cetera, et cetera. So the school, I believe, is a big suc-
cess.

How can we use some of this in a high school framework? Clear-
ly you can't just take it and lift it and put it there, but some of the
philosophies may be useful.

More and more high schools are providing courses in biology II,
chemistry II, calculus. These are the upper level courses fort hose
students who are motivated.

Perhaps one could conceive of using some of these philosophies in
running those courses; pass-fail cou:ses, where with a threat of
working for a letter grade is now gone. Where the only objective is
I am working to learn. I am not being measured with respect to my
other friends. I am just being measured as to how well I learn.

If the atmosphere can become infectious -'in that environment,
like it is in the Pennsylvania Governor's School, then the negative
tendency from all the other students may gradually be eroded. It
might be wishful thinking to see this happen, but somewhere along
the line we have to try to bring in a way of getting more enthusi-
asm into the teaching of students to follow the sciences.

I want to make one or two other quick comments and that is
that the preceding panel referred on several occasions to providing
better background for teachers in their subject matter.

The Pennsylvania Governor's School faculty is made up of, to a
large extent, professors from Carnegie-Mellon, some faculty from
other institutions of higher learning in this area, but also some
high school teachers.

The vast majority of nearly 100 percent, 90-some percent of the
faculty do not have teaching certificates. We cannot teach in the
secondary school classes, but we teach at the university level, and
what makes this school successful is the fantastic enthusiasm of
they faculty, the fact that the faculty knows the material, knows it
backward and11yard and is enthusiastic to try to convey this.

I believe that those are some of our serious problems for the
future to try to develop a teaching faculty, an enthusiastic one, and
one which is strongly educated ip the subject matter.

Thank you for your time.
Mlle prepared statement of Dr. Caretto follows:]
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Mr. BATSMAN. Doctor, thank you very much. I hope we will have
time to come back with some questions, but I think now we should
ask Mrs. Konrad for her testimony .

Mrs. Korrawn. Thank you.
I; too, wear more than one hat. I teach advanced biology at this

time, but I have also developed and worked with laboratory based
science programs for elementary schools, a love of mine, and I
think one of the basic things we need to address

My written testimony has been supplied to you, I will just
now address a few points that I think are very important.

I agree heartily with all the prior testimony. I think that some-
place along the line we have lost it *ad that is what we are trying
to find out. \

Where did we lose it and where are we now and where can we
go?

All children begin as scientists. They are curious. They are very
eager to go through all the process skills, to observe, to analyze, to
categorize: They want to bring order into their life. They are will-
ing to do it. They have the time to do it. And if we provide them
with the resources they can do it.

We need, of course, to look at the idea of developing all skills
concurrently. When I speak of science, I am speaking of math sci-
ence as being one'find the same thing. To me these are life skills. It
is problem solving and I think we have categorized and put things
in compartments for so long that we are no longer looking at life
skills or problem solving skills which is probably the basis of what
we are about today.

The problem that exists is not new. It did not come overnight
and I don't think we are going to be able to erase it with any kind
of panacea overnight either.

The grade inflation that followed from the permissive fifties and
the pass along to the next grade policy whether the student mas-
tered the next concept or not was, I think, part of it.

Then we had the Vietnam war coming along and there was a
very sympathetic response for those students who wanted to be in
college and not go to war and I think we are still suffering frciii all
of these things, and I think we have to look at what caused it as
well as how we are going to go about fixing it.

All of this has led to a change in attitude, I think, toward a lot of
things.

The work ethic that you mentioned I think was one and I think
toward the teaching profession was another.

These attitudes exist outside the profession. Teachers are seen
very often as those who cannot do so they teach, and the teachers
et the elementary level are often seen as those who just can't teach
well enough to be at a higher grade.

The higher grade levels are supposed to have teachers who are
smarter, who teach better. who know more, and then if you are
really good you get to teach at the college level where you are not
certified to teach at the elementary level.

It really doesn't make a lot of sense.
There is a lack of respect generally for what teachers can and

cannot do. This is transferred to the students not by any didactic
means but teachers teach many things in their classes besides con-
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tent. They teach children how to learn, what to learn, how to go
about doing it and how to live their lives and these things are
transferred at very early levels and I think we have to look at that,
too.

Within the profession, unfortunately, we also have a hierarchy of
attitudes about what level you teach and what you teach and sci-
ence teachers are often seen as not being important teachers. Redd -
ing, writing, and arithmetic is what is important.

We can't read science or use math for science. It has to be com-
partmentalized and put between 2:45 and 3 o'clock on a Friday
afternoon, and I think that has been addressed so I won't go into
that.

But that exists and we need to look at those attitudes both with-
out and within the profession and see if we can alter that in some
way certainly concerning the attitude concerning science and
math.

Jf, particualrly at the elementary levels where your foundation is
being laid, and we have talked about that earlier, if the teacher
views science and/or math as being hard or being uninteresting
and sometimes even disgusting, you know, "A worm, who would
want to dissect a worm?' This is transmitted to the students and
by the time that student is graduated from elementary school or
perhaps even long before that, sometimes we find by the third
grade, that interest in science is deadand it is going to be very dif-
ficult for any teacher further along the way to try to bring that
attitude back to the proper level.

This begins negative feedback.
I quoted Arnold Aarons in his article in the Journal of Teaching

this month talking about this terrible degenerative feedback loop.
If you impart this idea to the students and they go through school
with this attitude and graduate, they are not apt to go into a scien-
tific field.

Those who have any interest at all in science and math and who
might want to go into teaching might and have proven to be at the
bottom of their levels, so that you are getting poorer and poorer
students entering teacher training. So that what you are certifying
are teachers who have less and less interest and less and less real
scientific baseline education coming back into the schools to teach
your students, so that it is just a terrible cycle. And what we have
to do is to somehow intervene in that cycle and see if we can break
that. And I think one of the prime ways we can do that is in alter-
ation of attitudes and certainly we have heard of some ways that
you can do that today.

I think this program is a good one. The media needs to be in-
volved in some way and other organizations working with these

iproblems need to be involved.
Mrs. lioNFtAn. I represent also the Pittsburgh Regional Center

for Science Teachers which was a bootstrap attempt to work at a
national and regional level for science teachers getting together
and having a clearinghouse for information and that indeed is
what the center is. It is a clearinghouse for information, for a shar-
ing of ideas. And right now we are working very hard to put into a
computer system all of the resources that can be utilized to teach
science that already exist here in the Pittsburgh area, but about
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which teachers may not know or may not know how to use. If we
can cross-index this according to topic and grade level, with one
phone call the teacher can save a lot of time in finding what that
teacher needs to teach that particular part of the unit.

So these kinds of organizations, if they are funded and developed,
can help the teacher to manage time which is at a premium at this
point and to be more effective in their teaching.

And in order to have quality teaching we have to have teachers
who can provide quality teaching so that whet we need is to ar-
range for them to be able to do this.

Time is one of the aspects that has been mentioned before, but
; 'certainly it is a primary on in solution.
I We need time to teach problem solving: You can't do that in 15

minutes and you must start in kindergarten thrOugh the llth
I grade. In the sciences you have laboratory preparation. Indeed we

are swinging back toward a textbook-oriented curriculum which is
not the way to teach, but it takes a lot of time to get this equip-

/ meet out and plan the lab so it is integrated into what you are lec-
turing about and to clean up afterward.

Perhaps you want to know about new technology and instrumen-
tation, but you don't know how to use it. Even if someone buys it
for you you don't know how to use it and if you learn how to use it
you don't know how to integrate it into teaching the students to
use and apply what they are learning.

I This takes a lot of time, more time than the teachers have. There
is just a plethora of new content appearing in the daily newspapers
and all through the lay journals and into the scientific journals.
Almost daily new content is coming out. New discoveries are being
made and it is almost impossible to keep abreast of this. And that
is one thing that we hope that PRCST can do is make this avail-
able,information easy to access for the teacher because the teacher
just' does not have time to do this.

We want to base what we are doing on what the teachers per-
ceive as their needs rather than what someone thinks that the
teacher should have or what the teacher does need and this is the
basis of what we are doing.

We did a survey of Allegheny County teachers and we asked
them t- give us a priority ranking of what they perceived as their
needs, and high in that ranking was help with new technology,
computers, scientific equipment, use of the media and not just
buying them and putting them in the classroom, but help me learn
how to use and integrate them.

One was that we can do this, and one way we can improve sci-
ence education as well, and it helps the situation that we see now
for many people being unemployedthis can improve science edu-
cation. Many of those scientists are coming back and going into
teacher training. The University of Pittsburgh School of Education
had more than 70 unemployed scientists this year apply for train-
ing and certification in teaching. This is a marvelous quick remedy
which not only helps the unemployment situation, but brings
highly trained people to the teaching profession. So we can look at
these means of providing at least quick partial relief to this tre-
mendous problem that we have.
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One thing that teachers saw that they needed was help with new
techniques, new methodologies. They are aware that these are out
there, but they have not time to develop them on their own. Where
this time and money will come from is something that we will have
to address, but ceetainly that is a prime problem and they do need
to share with others. It is much simpler if you can say to someone
else, "I really don't know how to use this," or "I really failed when
I tried to do this. Do you have any techniques that will help me?"
And if one person says, "I don't know," the next one will too and
then you are willing to reach for help.

I think the attitude in the profession becomes really a kind of
machismo, "My class is really tough and hard," and this not only
turns the students away but the teacher does not progress either.

These are the kinds of things we have to look at to break into
this cycle.

We also need administrative support. The teacher can't go this
alone. Administrative support in terms of attitude as well as time
and money. If the attitude is not there, no amount of equipment or
inservice training time is really going to help. If we can alter this
deadly routine of just teaching the same thing day after day, revi-
talize the teacher, we can spark the spirit that Dr. Caretto spoke so
well about which we have to have if we are-going to improve the
science education for the children because, as you all know, enthu-
siasm is contageous and if the teacher is not enthusiastic about
what is going on in the classroom, you can be certain that not very
many of the students will be either.

There are those few who regardless will excel and enjoy science
and probably will become good working scientists one day, but for
the most part you can't bank on that.

Community involvement is extremely important if we are going
to eradicate the attitudes at all levels, from the parents all the way
up to the Federal Government. We must have some involvement
there in our attitudes toward teaching in general and certainly
toward teaching in science, but there are solutions that are out
there. I have tried to outline some in my testimony.

I think in ending here I would like to summarize four major
points. Provide more science background for science teachers. In
other words, it is much simpler to take a scientist and teach the
scientist to teach than it is to take a teacher and try to train them
to teach science. Provide more science resource people at lower
levels. You can di, this quickly. Even if rou can't rectify the teach-
ing strategy at that level, you can provide science resource people
to help the teacher be comfortable with what it is they are teach-
ing.

You can let teachers have more input into policymaking because
they know what they need. They are on the firing line day after
day and they are more able to tell you what they need than some-
one in another position.

And by all means, let's encourage and nurture spirit and enthu-
siasm because without that everything is really lost.

Thank you for having this hearing and for focusing on science
education. We do need it.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Konrad follows:]
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Nearing or Meth and Stionce Zducation at Primary
and Secondary Levels

Committee on Pcience and Technology February 10, 104
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

A crisis in science education doalnatss the headline,
and provokes national disaay. Yet it is an ill wind that
blows no good. And while science teachers cannot be totally
and solely blamed for putting our 'nation at risk*, the
spotlight on science education is long Overdue. Hurry up
science education patchwork after the SputnIk'scars led
to thoughtful developeert of broad and thorough curricula
for all laveleatarials development kept pace as kit atter
kit offered instant science teaching and met all evaluative
randards generally accepted.

Where, then, did we 'go wrong". What happened? with
wore students attending school and staying in school for
more years, where is the well-prepared high school graduate?
colleges and industry bemoan their enforced roles as remedial
educational institutions. And students turn away in greater
numbers and earlier in the processje obtaining a basic
Brie:ice education.

The fact that funding for those post Sputnik progress
was reduced and finally eliminated is at least partly to
blame. The impetus was lost. No provisions were made to
continue teacher training and curricular development. The
progress in operation were unable to replace the consumable
materials and there was no training for new teachers entering
the field. Apathy set in. Interest was lost. With the excep-
tion of the work of some very fine, dedicated teachers science'
education settled into a routine, especially at the lower levels.

In recent :ears the research of Jean Piaget (Swiss
Biologist) in cognitive development has thrown a lifeline to
educational specialists. The currant idea has it that if
only we would order our curricula to his outline of cognitive
development all might be well with the science world...

If indeed, a science curriculum can fit the students'
transition from concrete to abstract reasoning and cognitive
conflicts ere arranged to occur at proper intervals, then
perhaps learning will occur that might amts us all. This
would surely be true if progress in math skills would parallel
and complement the development of science concepts. Training
in problem solving and working with abetractione has been
shown to be effective. But students must develop all skills
concurrently for success to occur. And the teacher must hays
the time for patience plus the opportunity to allow the
student to try. fail, alter course and try again in building
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a concept.

The main problem, as every teacher knows, is that students
just do not progress evenly. In fact. there are those who will not
ever achieve the ability to perform abstract reasoning. And no
amount of mandating sore science courses and more and better science
teachers will result in reaching this goal. What then should our
goals beT What policies will we set? And while they are not mutual-
ally exclusive. the fine aims of 1) higher aco;'ss on standardized
tests and 2) greeter individual capability to find order and cause
in the day's events need to be assigned a value. And as many others
have mentioned, we need to consider the value of the spirit along
with the particulars of science teaching.

It le this latter - the Spirit - that may be the missing link,
Arnold Aron', Proreesor of Physics tneritus, University of Washinifton,
in the rebruarY. 1984. Journal of College Teaching speaks of the
"consequences of mismatched intellectual levels and models of in-
struction. or. the degenerative feedback loop." For teachers teach
not only the subject, but they also teach ways of learning along
with ways of livng. Students quickly learn from their teacher
"how to learn" and "what to learn". Value systems are imparted if
not taught. When teachers view science as hard, uninteresting and
even disgusting. these values easily transfer - especially to the
young student. And the cry for sore and better may result in short
range answers. We need to revise the standards for training teachers -
so that they provide motivation and reward for being a professional.
To achieve QUALITY teaching, there must be RESPECT. This has been in
short supply for teachers far some time.

The public has increasingly viewed teachers as those who
can not "do". And the less well qualified were usually relegated
to the lower grade levels. even within the profession there exists
a hierarch' of attitudes - "the good teachers move up into the
higher levels - expert ones teach at the college level.- This
at'itude has hysn reinforced by the drain of science teachers into
industry where thSy seek higher images. Respect for male teachers
falls to even lower levels. And men are conspicuously absent in
early childhood education.

EMphasited,if not initiated,during the 1960,e, the latitude
in teaching was at enuated and the authority of the ,teacher
diminished. -It was implied that the teacher should not try to
influence the student too strongly. It was the era of the "fragile
ego" with a focus on psychic trauma caused by undue pressures. A
generation decided to look at "me and rebel against civilized
constraints found to chafe - physical, emotional and intellectual,
The grade inflation and pass-to-the-next-grad. policy found its
way into the college level with the Vietnams War. Nighty efforts
to remain a student and thus gain a deferment were made by many
and there was a sympethetic response. We have yet to recover from
the ef'ects or this. Now we find that the limited knowledge and
skills of high school graduates is accompanied by a low level of
per'onal expectation. Then, if these students enter the field of
education, they are poorly prepared to inspire and educate their
own ztudonta.
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There may be no formula, ecientific or otherwise, that will
oter the answer to this complex problem. However, there are ways
we can begin to work to solve at least some of the pussies.

1. Work toward a positive feedback situation in science education,
primarily at the elementary levels. This will involve auch
supnert and training for those teachers Already in the schools
ae well as for those entering the profession: There is a basic
need to provide the student with a pbeitive view of science -
science as a way of liVing, a vital aspect of life rather than
a subject to be studied. Train scientists (retired, unemployed,
male, female) to be teachers (far better thin trying to provide
teachers with a science background).

2. Provide support for science teachers to enable them to tent
abreast of the repid'and constant changes.occurring in
scientific fields. it is not enough to "expect° teachers to
know aboet the latest technological advr.nces and perhaps even
to utilize the instrumentation within their curricula. They
must receive help in learning about and using these. It takes
great stamina to teach and this continuing education could even
serve as a revitalisation in a demanding profession.

3. Promote adminintretive support for the necessary time and money
to allow science 'onshore to prepare and teach a meaningful,
curriculum. Not juxt science, but the entire edunstional syatem
in Aserira seems to be geared to teaching specifics which
students learn and play back for a test. This can happen at all
levelm without the student understanding the concept or being
able to relate the learning in any way to anything else that
is learned. Bigeer and better performance standards do lit'le
to alleviate this situation. It is impossible to legislate
morality or understanding. As Susan Manion (IlernIng, February,
1984) :^o clearly put it. "....it bespeaks an underlying arrogance
and presumption that contradicts the very nature of learningo
The student will mas.er rix irregular verb forms'. Anybody

who knows anything about kids knows that maybe the student will
and maybe he won't. And even if he doesn't, blue-ribbon commission
report writers should not take this as,proof positive that he or

his teacher is an idler."

Inquiry and other methods arriving at understanding require
more time and effort then may be possible in today's schedule.
Silt without a way to observe the facts, find the gaps, under-
-tend the assumptions made, analyze the observations and draw
some meaningful conclusion, there is no informed citizen to
examine national and world irsues and to vote with expectation.
Time is the key to success.

4. Initiate total community involvavnit - parents, business and
industry, and government - in providing the matwrials and
opportunities necessary for students to gain positive at'itudes
towards science. create a working relationship between college
and pre-college teachers.
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In our ea rah for molutionn, let the teaoher remain not
the problem, but lather trim answer. For they are on the flunk
tine, and often know *hat is possible whun others do not. llrhool
is not a production line nor should it be a business. It is aplace to nurture the greatest resource we have, the minds of
(.1,;r ,hildron - the leader of tomorrow. This it the basis for
the ktablihment of the Pit'sThurgh kcgional Center for f.cience
Tea her; an independent, Mot-For-Profit organi?Ation
dckigned to eupport selence tew:hers and answer to their needs.Asy access to the resources in the Fittrburgh area is a primary
*Ail (Ming a ,omputer kystem to provide ft datiOane of science
velour! em crw,:,-inzioxed by topic anJ grade level). The needs of
the tes.herN determines the cour'e of a,tion and provielon of aid.Acting learin,nhoore for ln-omation, and potentially formaterial!. And clone equiment. PnCST ofrers t. ad a way to!.hare proelero and solutions. deficiencies and expertise, deal -esand hopes. Tea:hero an be helped to teach juot as students entr he.ned to learn. l!ut in the end, ez-til must go it alone. Whatwe rzz.r t mak, Availatle ir what im ncedod to a,Aomplish the task -
4t4, tcAlo, the r!nzoJrzes. and the suppozt.



:uf .y was done t(- Cl

z.h:L1 districts. Survey copier wee., stilt -it t County ,tr-

mediate Unit. ..ic found to cot.11. ii, of theOne hundred and via .1,1 the rcLI f

requested information (there was a 52

The teacher, were requested to rank It 1:- iiitements with regards to the

urgency of their need In thm teaching of pre-,:.w, science. The ranking was in

weld of usgehty; with a value of "5" for the most urgent need.

TIM f-1,61ne table lists some of the trait information for the teachers. The

hie- ,t-her rmmple was of respondents who had more years'or teaching ex-

per.eict '.t.an the teachers of other levels. The mean of 17.1 years teaching timer-
r

use smier to that reported tit a recent edition of Education Week (27 July, 1963;

Volume II, 60.39i. That putlicatio reccrted results of the National Science Teachers

Association (1484-811, which indiceteu tSe cee of science teachers was 41.6

years and that t4e mean amount of t, exu.,rienr. WWI 1t,.7 years. It is quite

possible that the similarity of sirtc:.ge yearn o: tea hies experience of nigh School

science teacLero indicates this sur:ey to.d respoLses from a representative sample.

The h.r,,,r7t mhbrre earned by the teachers participating in the survey indicates that

or,r t, I . !, tro. gjoup if teacherp held only a bachelor's degree.

A. YIAHS uF riActilt0. Exf1.1:;. 1

irathins Level,

flementary 1K 61

Junior High 11-0

High School 19-1?) 42

TABU:: I

DF..:REF FARM fir, ;erten::

t in Level

FI,morlary (t 6:

Jur;Ier High I7-S)

High S. txel (9-12)

hange

1:1.0 15.0 0 29

h.5 14.0 0-18

11.0 23.0 3-34

1:,::, ts :,u%ters Doctorate N.A.

.1. . 65.3 1.9 4.0

.1..8 f4.2 11.9

The nerds of the tva,-h ,unp ,nded tr.ls survey are summarized in Table

I. That sAmmti tery intladvs te txprt.:, , ,r reeds. AslindAcated in thf preCeda.ng

section of this report, there 4ere 16 1,ceds 1,-.1.N.1 in the survey instrument. However,

the six unlisted, see Table 11, mad too few re..!':,onse$ for tiring herein reported (set

appendix A for a complete llst of item.( used in the survey/. The anelysis used

for this rec,rt ,.as based on a variable "t-tte of six intervali. This was for the
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rC5kKlar (as for oor to live); with the value c' 'r,d1;.ting the nest

.rent need; zero for no region/4 to an Sties/. The average value of response to a

urrJ item, reported in Table II, is thus one which includes no responee entries.

The reader can interpret those elan values as meaning that greater values indicate

wore urgent needs for the stated service for the Coaching of irience.

The respondents to this survey differed as to the level of urgency for their

needs. This urgency was a function of the grade-level assignment of teachers. One

can stratify those needs in terse of either the mean value of degree of urgency or

to the proportion of teachers in each ample indicating the need :r a specified

serge*. A suggested appraoth is to qualify prioritise of needs i :tiers of those

four most urgent needs.:

The most urgently expressed need of each group of teacners snoic that there were

differences; as a function of the grad. level assignment of tte tee:heTs.The most

urgent need mf elementary school teachers is for a listing of fret ur inexpensive

materials and loans of materials (reported as a need by 56 percenti. It should be

noted that respondents were requested to rank needs in terms of values of one to

five; with a five value being that most urgent need. Junior high school science

rea,ners Sert(trarily defined as grades 7-8) had the most urgent need of a liSt of

teanological develupeents in all areas of science. One-half of the teachers (N -12)

indicated this as an urgent need. However, two thirds of tilt- of respchdents

indicated j need for computer workshops That SWIM -.g,.!rded as most

for teachers of secondary school (grades 9-1:;N,4).

The other three most urgehtl .ecled servies fc, Sch001 teachers

were(

11 computer workshops

2) speakers from various fields

31 listing; of classroom materials for enriLtment, experiences

Junior hign s,11001 teachers had needs for:

IA lists of new teaching techniques

2) computer workshopS

3) listings of free and inexpeneive materiels and can of equipoent

Teachers of senondary school science Igracies 9-121 had needs furl

11 lists of special deMohStriltiOnS

21 updating of technological developments in all areas of science

3) Iists o: new teaching techniques
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-1400,4';44.

,,,art ere a mall numbvr Of W. k. k

.4%r ItAJI or grade or their sasigneent. it sbou!

rollaw.ic !,S;rr analyses of Mess malt ere: li linearly mallet,

1:4,41 or thy proters::nil practices at teachers; defined for the levels or Erodvs

they are assii-a; 2 linearly relate.] to each other. The reader can .Aincl,ide

11, from this sJvey Analysis, Oar, are certain services, which if 'et, woad

-tet the floods of v aojori:y of the La"schers in this region. Tritis observation is

...itif;abia as almost one-half of the responding teachers indicated each of these

;F:orltixed needs,
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,LC PC1 d'qtdrOgrh17.
ear.- t h i s survey. statistica; 1 ( % : . - 1

variaci, to clusters according to their ?,0 (flutionship

with each other. The term dendrogras was derived frc,e ite.tech-

'Dicta inception in the field of biological sIfy,* as in

dendrology). The pattern orthe displayed confrations twee

figures) is that of branChits of an inverted trut. Pairs of variables

are initially formed for their linear relationship. As Seen in

the figures, the vertical scale is of correlation coefficients.

The sore related are the pair of variables the higher will be

the reported :oefficiort in a dendrograa. A pair of two variables

is called . c;urter. Those clusters are then linked with other

closely related single variables or with other cluiters of two

or more varieties. These linked clusters are formed- by amalgamations

of clusters. Thus one can observe a hierarchy of amalgamations

of clt.ators, which proceed to link single or groups of variables

at levels of lower correlations or relationship.

Th2 dendrogram of need responses and the traits of the elemen-

tary schoo: teachers is shown in Figure '. The most -elated variables

were those for the areas tauEht and previously taught by the teachers.

This correlation was .95 indicatl:': an almost perfect correlation.

This occurred because there 1 ,tv r._.:t.iation in what

arta was taught, e.g. s7len 7. That cluster

was amalgaolted with the And previously

taught by the teachers. It rcy t_ t= st t cluster of

these traits were not found in !!it =rkr.: fcr samples of

punier nigh school teachers (Fige 2' ;:r high school teachers

(Figure 3). The survey responses of tliose teachers indicate that

there was greater mobility of the teachers in secondary schools.

That is, possibly due to decreased enrollments and seniority,

biological science teachers in part4c,,11,r were reassigned to other

course levels. The teaching trci:c :.ere lini;ed'to several expressed

need!: of the elementary school 1%,"_ In the order of amalga-
mations, as a hierarchical trend ./ crgency of need, these were:

1) listing of free and inexpenzi,e materiels, 2) help from Qual-

ified advisors, 3) update of tect.nological developments, 4) list

of teaching techniques. This large cluster was then linked to

the trait of the teaching experience of the sample4of elementary

school teachers. This relationship highlights an interpretational

principle of this analysis. The survey record of the instrument

1.7
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requested respondents to enter a v '4 01 "1.4Yen for the most

urgent need. Thus in defining dendroe..lu. results an inverse re-

lationship is made for correlations of needs veriabl.._ and those

for traits. Thus, the teachers with several years of teaching

experience indicated a greaterR!gency in needing a listing of

free and inexpensive materials ftthe teaching of 'Clercs, than

that expressed by more experienced t*Alchers. The sass interpre-

tation exists for the other needs inclt;fted in the discussed cluster

of variables. Another major cluster of netts was found in the

dendrogram (Figure The hierarchical orde'lxing of these needs

were: 1) listing of field trips, 2) list of r.ulti-media resources,

3) list of special demonstrations and 4) A list of special materials

and equipment available in loans. The variables were clustered

with the trait for the highest degree earned by the sample of

elementary achpol teachers. The interpretation,as explained previous;v,

is that teachers with less formes education, e.g. a bachelor's-,

degree, indicated a greater urgency in seeding these services.

The dendrogramaatic analysis indicated that there was another

clustering of expressed needs of the elementary school teachers.

This was the need for computer workshops, speakers from

various fields and a linked need for a list of teacher v),,,

programs.

Figure 2 shows the dendrograr. c ,tc: and traits

junior high school teacher sample .1 k,..sdents. The greatest

relationship was between the teach 'F. i).:'-rience of teachers er :d

a need for lists of special materl:11.: ..r.hc1 equipment. The indi:atior,

was that teaLhers.with less experience expressed the most urgent

need for the listing. That cluster of related needs included
of classroom materials for enrichment purposes and of speciEl.

demonstrations. Linear relationships were also found for se\tra:

clusters of pairs of expressed needs. A relationship existcc for

lists of field trips and of sciecne related curriculum materiLls.

Another pair was listings of science activities for independent

study use and of teacher exchange programs. A logical relationst,;

existed in expressed needs for lists of speakers from various

fields and qualified advisors. The need for listings of lesson

plans and or teaching techniques was also linearly related. The

junior high school teacher's responses irdicated there was a

relationship betr4en needs of listings of free and supplemental

materials. An interesting finding was that these teachers hid

as expressed need for computer workshops but it was not siEhi-
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1. 0.,4.1 t cs. r needs.

,i-t,drogrer for the high school teacher sample is found
in ! fure 3. A large Ouster of variables was developed for several
of cte most urgent needs or that group of teachers. These needs
wort science activities for independent study, computer workshops
and sneakers from various fields. These needs were marginally
rt:Lttd to their expressed need ?or a list of special demulistrations.
Trs- .urter also contained the trait of the science areas the
.!7:,..-:er,ts now teach.

-cre..,ther cluster consisted of the expressed need for listings
of fete and inexpensive materials, supplemental materials and
multi-media resources. A smaller cluster was of their need for
help from qualified advisors and compilations of lesson plans.
There was a relationship between the level, or grade they now teach
and bead for a list of teacher exchange programs. Teachers of

tt,e icAirr secondary grades indicated a more urgent mood for the
rP t.dP0. listing. A similar trend occurred for the need of lists

,,u,hing techniques. science teachers with less education
..-efees1 indicatc: the more urgent need. The need for a
field trip locations was not linearly related to any of

.thcf needs or the high school science teachers or their
rtj ;rofpNsional
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TAHLE

ITEM

%

liCosputer wgrksbops-technical

use, software listings

2/Update of technological dev-
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n-6 i 7-8
Av S Av S Av Ay %

9-12 7-12

.1.7 50 1.8 67 2.1.69 2.0 68

0.6 23 2.2'50 1.4 48 1.6 48
zprenis in all area of

SC1WACO

3)Lt3ting of rree terla1s/in-

expensive/loan o caterials

ting of new teaching teen-

niquestlnnovitions, 1W.t-

erstion of subject areas

1.8156

0.7 19:

1.7

1.9

51Listing of speclul demonstra- 1.3 46 0.6

tions availc.tlt

science diuttt:

t1Speswers from v,

:sylous

71Obtalning classrcr

for enrichment
1.0

8/Listing of suggested

science activitief

dependent study

stt.d,.nt

ir-

0.q 31.0.6

91Listing of scier.L.

curricular meters_,

10)Fteld trips-guide tc sAtes

,.0

1.1

23'1.0

44 0.4
suitable for K-12 Science

clauses

631

42!0.6 24

501 1.4 38

0.828

1.5 41

25'1.6 43 1.4 39

25'1.1 36 1.0 3,

42 1.0 33 1.0 35

17 1.3 43 1.1 37.

50 0.7 26 0.8 32
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Mr. WALGEEN. That spirit is contageous.
Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Konrad.
The next panelist is Dr. John DeBlasio.
Dr. DEBLAsto. I am a math teacher from Upper St. Clair and I

teach senior level students in mathematics and computer science.
Most students, however, are not seriously concerned about their
school work. Their major efforts are devoted to after school jobs
and extracurricular activities. Our students rank No. 1 in the
world as fast food employees, clerks in stores, and amateur athletes
and entertainers. This ranking is understandable because that is
where students devote their time and efforts. Schools have become
social institutions rather than academic institutions.

The number of potential distractions to learning has increased
tremendously over the years. Television, video games, the quick
fame of entertainers and athletes who gain success easily, lotteries
which create millionaires, these things contribute to an attitude
which doesn't favor daily and consistent effort.

I think you are very wise in your remarks earlier about your
change in the work effort is very true. We have a great deal of
effort spent by teachers in getting students to do homework assign-
ments. It is quite difficult:

So in terms of improving the attitudes of the population toward
education, I think that it is very nice, but you can't make educa-
tion more important by proclamation. Some changes must occur. I
think we must provide some sort of definite change.

One remark I heard earlier was attitude toward curriculum was
mentioned. We did these curriculum changes awhile ago and
should we do them again. Yes, sir, most certainly we should do
them again. We have to do these things from time to time. We
must revise and update the curriculum and the things that stu-
dents are taught. Education is traditionally about 20 years behind
the times. If we could do something to bridge that gap it would be
very helpful.

For instance, we have textbooks that don't even acknowledge the
idea of transisters and new electronic advancements.

So I have made a list of what I think corld be improvements that
are reasonable and things that could be done to help out.

First is the school day should be an academic experience. Stu-
dents miss classes for plays, golf tournaments, et cetera. Classes
should be the only activity in a given time period. Maybe the aca-
demic school day would last from 8 to 12 and then everything else
would occur after that. All extracurricular activities should occur
after school hours.

Don't expect teachers to simply add on new duties. Reduce the
teacher-student ratio, release teachers from nonprofessional, non-
academic tasks, put teachers in learning centers and require teach-
ers to have master degrees.

I have a kind of a nice position in my-school. I have a full load
like all the other mathematics teachers, but I have a choice of
where I can spend my time. So I spend approximately three periods
per day in the computer center. If we had a situation where teach-
ers were available for students that they would come around and
hang around an educational place and pick up a lot of information.
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Develop a master teacher program for each academic discipline
where selected teachers observe and assist others. An exchange
program between elementary and secondary teachers could also be
beneficial. Perhaps elementary teachers should teach subjects in a
specialized area such as math or science.

Make computer-enhanced learning a required course objective.
Each school building should have a computer classroom available.
At least rave microcomputers should be available in individual
classrooms. Continued inservice and updating of computer knowl-
edge should occur throughout the year with concentrated activity
during the summer. Each school needs at lead~ one full-time re-
source person to keep teachers informed about computer-learning
materials and equipment.

Revise the curriculum to update course material. Remove topics
that are obsolete or unnecessary. This activity could take place in
the summer with a massive revision of course content.

Success in school must become more desirable to students. The
quality of learning must be raised to a much higher level. Educa-
tors are saddened when students do not take advantage of all the
potential there is for learning.

Our sporadic concerns in education also contribute to students'
lack of enthusiasm. We have to be more consistent with our con-
cerns and priorities. Every 20 years, we have to make a major push
to bring schools up to a new level of efficiency. Like our students,
we need a continuous effort.

Thank you.
{The prepared statement of Dr. DeBlasio follows:]
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PROBLEMS

Most students are not seriously concerned about their schoolwork. Their

major efforts are devoted to after school jobs and extra curricular activities.

Our students rank number ono in the world as (11 fast food employees; (,?! clerks

in stores and (31 amateur athletes and (41 entertainers. This ranking is under-

standable because that's where students devote their time and effbrt.s. Schools

haw become social institutions rather than scadamir institutions.

The number of potential distractions to learning has increased tremendously

over the pars. Television, video games, the quick fans of entertainers Arid

athletes who gain success easily, lotteries which create millionairesthew

things contribute to an attitude which doesn't favor daily and consistent effort.

StOCEST'oN1 FOR I3FROVEMENT:

1. The school day should be an academic sxperiencm. Students nisi

classes for plays, golf tournaments, etc. Classes Should be the

only activity in a given time period. All extracurricular activities

should occur after school hours.
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2. Dont expect teachers to elegy "sid on" flex duties. Reduce the

teacher-student ratio, neleave teachers fres non-pnaPautional,

noct-scademic tasks, put teachers in learning waters end require

teachers to have rester degrees.

3. Develop a eisster Teacher program fOr each acidenic discipline where

selected teachers observe and assist others. An section. program

between elementary and secondary teachers could also ts.teneficial.

Perhaps elementary teachers should teach subjects in a specialised

am such as math or science.

4. Make coaputer-enhanced learning a required mires objective. Each

school building should have a computer classroom available. At least

5 microcomputers should be available' 14 individual clossroons

Continued inservice and updating of computer knowledge, should occur

throughout the year, with concentrated activity during the summer.

Each school needs at least one tali -tins resource person to keep

teachers informed about compute; teaming-materials and equipment.

5. Revise the curriculum to update course material. 'meow topics

that are obsolete or unnecessary. This activity %add take place

in the summer with a massive revision of courr. content.

6. Success in school must become more, desirable to students. The quality

of "learning" rust be rained to a much higher level. Educator* are

saddened when students do not take advantage of all the potential

tiers is for learning.

Our sporadic concerns in education also contribute to students lack of

enthusiasm. We have to be more consistent with our concerns end-priorities.

Every twenty years, tali have to make a major push to bring schools up to a

new level of efficiency. L.ae our students, ws need a continuous effort.
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Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you, Oaten
The concluding member of the second panel is George Murphy of

the Pine-Richland High School.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much. It is a pleasure to be here:
There certainly is a lot to say about education today. Probably

more so in the last 3 years than previously. Since the so-called
math revolution in the late fifties and early sixties, I can't think of
a single day thatildon't pick up my little country newspaper and
read something tells us that we have got some more changes
to make.

I don't doubt a bit that we need to make some changes. I work in
a small school. We have .a little less than 2,000 students. At one
time we had nearly 3,000 students (about 12 years ago), but like so
many schools today our enrollment has dropped some. It has been
projected that we will have about 1,700 students and graduate
about 150 students a year between the years 1989 and 1990.

Our school makes, I think, a strong effort toward providing a
good educational program for the students that we have. It is very
costly. We don't have much industry. We don't have much in the
way of commercial ventures in our district. Probably 'he greatest
percentage of our tax revenue comes from the individ' dl homeown-
er and the burden is quite heavy, I understand. J ion't live there,
but I think people find that it is very costly.

And when I think about what we face in the way et changing the
curriculum and inservice education and adding cf,mputers to our
classrooms, what costs we have incurred so far, I really wonder
where we are going to get all the money. I know that this is not a
time to ask the Federal Government for funds. It is very difficult
for everybody these days and the are many, many priority items,
but we do face a very serious problem in the schools. I think in my
written remarks my first remark was about the amount of time
that is needed for teachers to do the job and that is a thing that I
have heard each person say here today.

We are probably just at the limit of what we can do as individ-
uals in the classroom. We have many, many extra duties, most of
us, and it is nPoessary to do most of the things that we have to do
to support the school program, but I really think we are coming to

t'nie when we may have to look for other ways to cover the
uuties oesides the teaching duties that the teacher has.

I was to the doctor within the last 3 or 4 days. I noticed a small
thing. He is .very qualified and he is an excellent person and 1 like
him a lot, but when it came time to take my blood pressure he
stepped out of the room and the nurse came in and took it.

Now, I am not a doctor and I don't contend that I should not
take bleed pressures and things analogous to that, but I notice that
while she was doing that he went and did something more in line
with his speciality. I think, perhaps we need to look at that in edu-
cation, to more efficiently use teaching staff on the things that
they should be doing.

Many things went through my mind when I thought about what
we could discuss here today. I tried to think of the things that you
might really be able to help us do something about and one of
them might be to find some way to help us manage time better.
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I think one of the things that may help us do that is the intro-
duction of computerized equipment for the handling of some of our
administrative tasks. In our school district, we don't use a lot of
computers for administrative tasks and clerical things, but in
others they do and it would certainly be something, I think, within
today's marketplace that we should be able to look at.

I don't think that going over computerized assistance in those
areas will be cheap. We have added some computers in our school
for the teaching of programming. We intery1 to add some for the
teaching in computer literacy courses next yam. We have some use
for instructional purpose in our business department and we have
some in our physics lab that are used for solving problems and for
writing programs to solve those problems and I can tel you that
just the reasonable amount of equipment that we have, which
would not be excessive in any way, we have spent probably in the
neighborhood of $50,000. We have the need to project next year
$12,000 to $15,000, maybe $20,000 more to enlarge on this and we
are not talking about a great step here. We are talking about a rea-
sonable response to what people expect to have in their schools
today.

So, I don't know that when you talk about the school district
that I work for, where 1 mill of tax brings in about $60,000 and we
have 70 mills of tax on property value now and the majority of our
tax base is composed of homeowners, I am not sure that we have
not reached near the limit of what the homeowner can pay.

I know we can always pay more, but I think people are begin-
ning to resist that a bit.

Congressman Walgren addressed something that has really con-
cerned me since I heard about it. I don't know where the media
was or where I was, I had better say that. I doli't remember hear-
ing it in the evening news about the Soviet advances in education.
They are startling. When I read about them in the journal that I
get, the report from Prof. Isaac Wirzup of the University of Chica-
go, perhaps you gentlemen are aware of that. I was not, but he ex-
plained that in 10 yearsthe Soviets I believe have a 10-year
school systemand within the last 10 years they have created a
system in which 98 percent of their students take mathematics
through 2 years of calculus. I think you also said 5 years of physics,
4 years of chemistry, 51/2 years of biology, 5 years of geographyI
think geography is a much neglected subject in our schoolsand a
year of astronomy and they did that in the last 10 years and he feltthat was a mobilization of the entire population in education
toward the technical sciences that would give them a much larger
pool of people from which to draw for a new kind of society.

I am not saying that we should be like the Russians, but I think
it is certainly true that they are the greatest adversary that we
face in the world; if that is what they are doing, I think we have to
wonder what they have in mind.

Another thing I read recently was that per 10,000 people of popu-
lation in the country of Japan there were 400 engineers and scien-
tists educated. In the United States it is 70. In Japan they educate
3 accountants and we educate 40. They educate 1 attorney and weeducate 20.
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Twenty-one percent of the Japanese population become engineers
or scientists, percent of ours. Thirty-five percent of Soviets and 37
percent of the West Germans.

Now I have been very fortunate in my teaching assignments over
many years. I have really wqnderful students. I have had some for-
eign exchange students and they are not all superpeople, but they
certainly are dedicated in many, many ways.
- Many years ago we had a German student who could not go to
the dance because he had to stay home to study because he was
representing his country. He did not want to do anything frivolous
because he might take away from what he was learning.

I had a Japanese student about 2 years ago and she was really a
wonderful, wonderful student. And I asked her one time, "In Japan
are you considered an excellent mathematics student?" She was
running me a little ragged in terms of things I had to do to keep up
with her.

She said, "No, in Japan I am such a poor math student in fact
that I will have to go into literature. I will not be able to major in
mathematics or science because I am not that good."

I can remember some remarks she made. She went to the univer-
sity school supported by the university. Money is not everything I
realized when I heard her say that she can remember taking her
examinations, which are very important there, without passing
those examsshe said her hands were so cold she could scarcely
write. She said they did not turn the heat on until February and
the temperature is much like it is here. I thought that was incredi-
ble.

Our schoolsin 1976 and 1977, when we had to close the schools
we did keep some other things open but you will recall we closed
down and turned the heat back and it did get cool in the buildings
and it was unpleasant and people complained. I cannot imagine the
situation this girl must have had.

I can remember her getting a letter from her friend when her
friend did not pass the exam to go on to the uniA ersity for the pro-
gram she wanted and she had 1 more year to try to make it. If she
did not make it then I am not sure what would happen.

I think it has been said that the greatest difference between Eu-
ropean education and American education is that in America our
education is geared to minimize the failure of many. But in Euro-
pean education it is geared to maximizing the success of a few.

And that may be because in the past we have had abundant re-
sources to devote to education. We have never really been in the
position we are in today which is we are being forced to make pri-
ority decisions about what we will spend the U.S. dollar on.

In European countries and Asian countries I think they have
always had to do that and that may have led them to the system
that they have had which is extremely competitive and requires a
student to perform at tremendously high individual levels before
he can be passed on.

I might also mention that she told me that iii Japan, and I think
I might have these figures wrong, but I think there were 63 prefec-
tures, that I think would be akin to States here. Each one has their
own medical school. She said they have an extreme abundance of
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doctors coming out and that, "We would not have to be concerned
about a shortage of physicians in our country," she thought.

I don't know what the Congress can do to help us. We have a
need for time for teachers. That is important, but I really don't
know what you can do about that except hire more help and that
costs money. I don't know what you can do about our computer sit-
uation except as a definition of what computer use will be needed
in the schools is defined the more thoroughly you may be able to
help us with that.

Beyond that I am not certain. There is one other large problem
that has been surfacing and I am quite concerned about that and
that has to do with streamlining of the mathematics curriculum. I
heard Dr. DeBlasio say removal of obsolete topics in science and
that is also true in mathematics. I can think back to things that I
taught when I first started to teach college, algebra and trigonome-
try, topics that we no longer teach.

In those times it was fairly easy to tell Crtecrou would not need
in the curriculum- anymore. When I first s -to teach there .was_ ___"
a great amount of Federal interest in supporting programs. It
would be fine, a new curriculum in mathematics so we could easily
see from the printed terms that were available what was being sug-
gested and many schools tried to teach those new topics and that
meant deleting some.

There were some fai_ures in those things. I can remember when
our school tried to teach algebra with trigonometry credit included
in that course and we were successful for a while, but there was a
certain amoupt of public concern about the amount of pressure on
the students so we went away from that.

I think there is a need to streamline the math curriculum, prob-
ably also the science curriculum. What changes will occur probably
are not going to be decided by individual teachers in the classroom.
They will be decided by commissions, I presume, and by people at
levels in education above mine.

All that I hope is that they will make it clear to everybody what
they are going to do and when they are going to do it and particu-
larly the testing institutions because I really don't want to live
through the situation that we have had from time to time in which
the Orriculum has changed but the tests have not.

Nov the tests change and the curriculum changes again anri it
may ead to a misinterpretation of the ability of our students
rathe than their background and I think that is probably not
some ing that is necessary for us to have a problem with that.

I hope that the people who will take the lead in curriculum
change will do everything they can to keep it well advertised so
that we all know what is going to happen.

In one other area I have seen one thing that looks very promis-
ing to me and I will mention it to you. It is from the November
1983 journal, a 2-year college math journal, and it was written by
Mura flatiba from the Tel Aviv University regarding the study she
did at Stanford University. It was after all these years the first
thing that I had seen that told me specifically things that I could
do in the mathematics classroom to improve the delivery of the
context that I was hoping to get to my students. And the title of
the topic was "What Makes Math Lessons Easy to Follow, Under-
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stand and Remember," and it was a very interesting study and I
think it is something that probably needs to be read by everybody
in the field of mathematics today.

I don't knew what else we could talk about today from my stand-
point. There are tons of things to mention, but I think I have prob-
ably taken more time than I really should.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BATEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Murphy.
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I an George Murphy, Chairperson of the Mathematics Department

of Richland High School in the Pine-Richland School District. Our

district is located about 15 miles from Pittsburgh in Northern Allegheny

County, and has been described as being primarily residential/rural.

Pins-Richland presently serves total of 1965 Students in

grades K-12, 769 in three K-S elementary "neighborhood" SehoOlst 475 in

a "middle" school for grades 6, 7, and St and 750 in a grade 9-12 high

school. There are approximately 175-200 additional school-age'children

who live in the district but who attend private, parochial, or special

schools.

It is true with many school districts today, we are experiencing

*declining enrollments" from our previous high of .bout 3,000 students

in the early 1970's. Our present senior class has 173 members, the

junior, sophomore. and freshmen classes have 200, 194, and 153 members

respectively. However, our first grade class has only 130 students.

It is currently projected that in 1989 -90, our enrollments will

stabilise at Approximately 1700 students K-12 with about 135 students

in a typical graduating class.

Our superintendent, Dr. Stephen Stork'', n undertaken several

initiatives designed to promote the positive aspects of our school

district in order to try to reverse these 'declining enrollments."

Perhaps the east unique of those is the formation of a "Community Council"

consisting of the boards of the school district and of each of the two

townships that make op the school district.

The "Community Councii was formed to address problems of a

common concern to all three boards. This is a new venture, but regular

meetings have produced interest in obtaining water and sewage projects

in order to make area land more attractive to prospective home-builders.

In addition, there is interest in sharing costs to provide common ser-

vices in a community library, a computer facility, and a tax-collection

Agency.

A "Teen Center" was recently opened under the auspices of both

townships in a recently closed elementary school, and all 3 boards are

considering sharing equally the cost of a "human services coordinator'.

something they could not afford alone.
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It should he mentioned that our district is largely residen-
tial with a few small industries and Some small commercial districts.
The schools provide the focus for activities involving youngsters, and
the majority (If tax support for the schools comes from individual home-
owners.

The total value of our district's real estate is approximately

$38,657,430. with another $3,000,000. currently in litigation over
the right to tax St. Barnsbas Village, a senior - citizen apartment coM-
plea. At the present rates, one mil of real estate tax yields about

$61,000. and a total of 75 mils is imposed. In addition, the district

levies various other taxes, including per capita taxes, real estate
transfer taxes, and wage tax. These currently produce about $500,000.
in revenuer..

Our K-S elementary school program inckudea the study of science
and mathematics as a part of the required daily instructional program.
In grades K-3, we have self-containettclassrooms in which math and

science topivi are taught by the regular classroom teacher. In grades
4 and 5, tho.e topics are taught by "specialists' in a semi-departmen-
talird setting.

During these years, the mathematics taught is best described

as the "conventional topics of arithmetic" and the science presented

consists of introductory topics from general science.

In the "middle-school" we have tufty departmentalized instruction

in both math and s,lence. All students are required to take 1 course

in mathematics as well as 1 course in science in each of the grades 6,
7, and 8.

Piovisiens for students with special abilities and interests

ineloav a math clinic in grades 6, 7, and 8 for students who need

additional help in acquiring basic skills. Also, there is the annual
placrgint of a group of interested and able students into a course in
fisht year algta,ra in grade 8. (Students do not usually begin their

.,tudy of first-year algebra until grade 9 in most schools.)

During their 4 years of high school, students are presently

1,,luit,a to gu,cescfolly complete 2 credits in science and 2 credits

an mathomatics in older to graduate. These requirPmentn have been
In effo, t fir may yeirs.
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Beginning in 1985, all entering freshmen will be required to

waulace 3 credits in math and 1 credits in science to quality for

a diploma. The first students to graduate under these requirements

will be members of the Class of 1989.

Our science department offers a total of 13 sources from which

a student may select his required 2 credits. During this year, we find

S09 students enrolled in 13 science courses taught by 6 full time

teachers.

Although students are presently free to select any science

source in order to fulfill graduation requirements, beginning in

1984-85. all students will be required to,take a 1 erediecourse in

biology. Present plans include the introduction of 2 additional courses

for 1984-85: "Contemporary earthv4 Space Science" and "Contemporary

Biology' which will be directed to students of beloW-everage performance

In science.

Similarly, the mathematic& department offers 21 courses for

gradostilm uredit. They are aimed at the wide divergence of abilities

and interests among our student-body and include courses from basic

math through calculus. This year there are 55S students enrolled

in 15 math taught by 5 full time 4nd 1 part time instructor.

Oftvring such a large variety of courses in a small school

rroate% some difficulties for the instructional staff and for the

administration, teat the benefits to students are thought to outweigh

the coati,.

The main goals of our math curriculum arc tot

1. provide adequate courses for all students consonant with
ttoir abilities and intereste: and

/, i,r,,vide every possible, reasonable chance for students to
.a,trin the skills of algebra and geometry, without which
th.1, may find entry into future careers and further edu-
cation difficult, if not impossible.

b-tilled information about our math and science curricula is

NnvtAvA in the att.whements from our most recent high school program

of st u.1 1 es .
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MATHEMATICS

Recommended minimum prerequisites for high school math courses havebeen established. They represent a strong indicator of possible successin that specific course. For these reasons, students who take coursesfor which they do not meet the recommended prerequisites, or who takecourses out of the suggested sequence, or who change program* are requir-ed to have parent signature on the scheduling form at time of courseselection.

Essentials Career Fundamental'
Program

?12911SIS Program

General Pre-Algebra
Math Math

Senior
Math

Business Fiedementals
Math of

Algebra 1

Vo-Tech
Math

Fundamentals
of

Geometry

Algebra-
Geometry
Review

Basic Skills Program

Foundation of Math

1.2,3.4

Liberal

12121En
Academic Accelerated
prom! Program,

Wecl.
Courses Algebra 1 Algebra I
are
selected
from
either the
Acc'l.

or Geometry

Acad.,
however,
a full four Alg.2
year Math
sequence
Is usually
pot taken
Intro. to
Analysis
w/Trig.

Probability
and
Statistics

Introductory
Computer
Programming

Accl.
Geometry

Joel.
Mg.. 2

Accl.
Trigonometry
w/Intro.
Analysis

Acct.
Introductory
Calculus

BASIC 311ILLS PROGRAM

This Math Program is designed for students who have demonstrated a
deficiency in basic math skill* and fundamental operations. Students whoscore poorly on a test administered by the staff will be enrolled in thisprogram. Students will have an opportunity to test out of this program
when they can demonstrate a mastery and comprehension of the basic math
skills and fundamental operations.

Various credits will be given upon completion of program and will be
recorded as Foundations of Math 2, 2, 3 or 4.
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lictng shirt 4.s.riv1,. the ocifnar courses stallatle In grades
throvi,n 12. All ludenls Mmai paAo $00 Ofieni, courses totalled A Credit.
la order lo meet the gradositas require/eerie,

re, ..... should be approorlsif V be student's post-Algh school plane
sad may bn eleclud :POO SIB* falloet-. .ffertsp.

1"°' Grsdr IOTA ad.

Each Space Larch Space
Acct. forth Space Acct. Iferth I Space
Acct, biology 1 Acct. Otology 1

Otology I
Ace:. Biology S
Chemistry 1
Acct. Chemistry 1
Physics I
ACC'. Physic. 1

Strosesir Courses

11th andior 12th Grade

iart A Spec.
Acct. Earth Space
Act), Otology 1
biology 1
Acct. Otology 2
Chemistry 1
dc-l. Chemistry 3
Physics 1
Ac:), Pb7,142a
Ac. 1. Pitrefee S
Acct. Chemistry S
Physteel Sciences.
Coaservsilos Siortroamest

0

Sart!' sad sari - Grad.. 2, 10, Ifs 12

Thls course is d'aigoed to provide the student with a better wilderstandisg
of the earth. its systems tied its place la the aolveree. Emphsels la placedos tee physical laws of store sod the effects that they tae pi out pur.rousdlsgs.

The course is divided iota four ....s of study ostroworty, geology,meteorology sod acearography. The topics covered will Seclude, slimly&trot-lure. origise of the unS
, stellar evolullon, the solar systoo, the

sum. the mope. siserale. rocks. westhertsg and erosios, soil formation. earth -grates. plate lectoolcs, ecologic htstory structure of the atmosphere. 'sew
transfers, weather forecastles. cocas salieity, tides and currents and octalstructures.

A variety of laboratory investigations are conducted to reinforce the
(floral's studied sod to istrodoce the alodest to Smote laboratory procedures,

1 credlt No Prerequisite

Accrisrated !"" '1!1101!.7 Cr.sAY6 _11 12

This course Is draigard for those students who intend to contiue withthe chemical sad physical sciences Accelerated forth Science sill gorses the
one g I topics as listed wetter regular earth *clefts,, utth topics coveredin more depth and with cbrol:al sod atomic relationships d. la additionfield tvdisla sill be provided. Studeata will be expected to conduct in-
def.-orient reerarch projects.

1 credit Prerequisite At leant a "II- Is
previous science
course and teacher
recrumwitCtIos.

Vtolog.) ko, 1112

MSS boric course is dertgned to help 150010 better understand their
.oviroomeut. :aphasia Is on the scisatifIc method through a constderstios
of plant And anis.) life Genetics, con rrrrr tics, ecology and classifica-
tion are some of the topics of study.

Laboratory work involves solos) sodplant dissections and dysoastrations.

I credit No Prerequisite.

A Herded 9"12 / cradug_,. 10 II.. 12

This course la designed Apr the prad.efcally
ootivated &tudrilt, Areasof study .111 fel-Jude ottololr, behavior of orgsnisms, pinata', andphysiology, of plants and onleals, genettcs,

dtcrowologr. avd ecology.
I credit

HS 6

Prerequisite: At least a '2"
Gerd, is p'eefouto
srforgt cOurc cad
teacher PlCV
ditioa
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MATHEIIATICS - continued

Accl. Introductory. Calculus - Grade 12

A very brief review of some,basic pre-calculus material followed
by the study of the elements of calculus. Topics include: limits of
functions, derivatives, curve sketching, and integration.

I credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
"C" or better to Trigonometry and
Introductory Analysi or in Intro-
ductory Analysis with Trigonometry.

Probability and Statiattet - Grades 111 12

A ose semester course on the fundamental concepts of Probability
and statistics. The topics of random variables, probability distribu-
tio. 1, statistical measurement and decision making, are presented by
twit' the mathematical terms and problem solving techniques of high
sehot algebra.

1/2 credit Recoemended Minimum Prerequisites:
"C" grade or better in Algebra 2

Couuter ProgrameinLI - Gredes 11, 12

A one semester course which covers computer terminology, flow charts,
program writing and problem solving via computer programs. Hardware in-
cludes the Monroe MO Scientific Programmable Printing Calculator/Com-
puter and the TSR-80 Micro Computer. There will bt limited Enrollment.

1/2 credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
"H" grade or better in Algebra 2

Computer Programming 2 - Grades 11, 12

A continuation of Computer programming 1.

1/2 credit

PRACTICAL ARTS,'

The Some Economics and Industrial Arts Departments offer co-educa-
tional semester and full year courses. In Remy Economics, several courses
may be taken simultaneously.

The Practical Arts Program is designed to provide students with
better understanding and appreciation of our technological society.
numemaking, consumer, vpcational and avocational learning experiences are
stressed.
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MATHLMATICS,- Continued

ACCELERATED PROGRAM

The program rationale is to provide the student who has a better-
than-average background in mathenaties with the t:orough study of those
topics recommended for career preparation in which quantified data angst
be fully understood and skillfully handled. This includes mathematics,
science, and technology that may require work beyond the bachelor's
degree.

Lerissis is oe theory as well as on 'the manipulative skills that
such students usually master with ease. In addition, earlier and con-
tinued use of abstract symbolism occurs in reading and written work.
Students are encouraged;t0 sake some difficult proofeJoa their own.

ace,. Gmoestry - Grade 0

The study of the familiar topics oUgeometry but from the stand-
point of transformations. This should provide background for those who
expect to study liaear and vector algebra, and the structure of mathema-
tics in the future.

1 credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
nr grade or better in any first-
year Algebra course. "C" average
or better in any sequence of first
and,secend year Algebra. "B" aver-
age or better in tha PAM - PAO se-
quence.

Acct. Algebra 2 - Grades 101 11, 12

Continued work with the axiomatic approach begun in Acc'l. Algebra 1.
Provides' the breadth and depth of topics necessary for these students.
Very closely follows Acc'l. Alr-bra 2

1 credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
A grade of "C" or' better in any
first year Algebra course. "C"
average or better in a combination
of first year Algebra and a Ga:!mirtry
course. An average of "A" in the
sequence PAM - FDA and *G.

Aecl. Trigonometry and Introductory Analysis - Grades IL 12

The .opics of trigonometry are covered first to better fit the place -
sent of physics in the student's course sequence. There is strong empha-
sis on circular functions, analytic trigonometry and inverse circular
functions. The course continues with topic.; from advanced algebra and/or
precalculus mathematics. Note: Students wanting credit in trigonometry
only are asked to make arrangements through the counselors to enroll is'
TIA with the written intention of withdrawing upon their successful com-
pletion of the first semesters work in TIA which will include trigonometry.

I credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
"C" grade or better_in Algebra 2 or
Acc.I. Algebra 2.
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MATHEMATICS - continued

Algebra Grades 0, 10, 11, 12

The acquisition and application of the skill necessary'for the solu-
tion of elementary equations, especially linear, with some beginning work
on quadratic equations.

1 credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
A gradeof "C" or better in nth
grade Contemporary With 2. A grad..
of "A" in General Mathematics.

Geometry Grades 10,. 11. 12

The formal study of,axiomatica and proof-making in which ,idealised
physical space 4s used as a model.

1 credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites.
"C" grade or better in any first-
year Algebra course. "C" overate
or better in any sequence. Students
with "D" grade in an Algebra course,
should probably enroll in Funda-
mentals of Geometry.

Algebra 2 - Grades 10L_Ir. 12'

A continuation of Algebra 1, but with emphasis on the skills required
for the solution of quadratics, with possible work on equations of degree
greater than two.

1 credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
"C" grade or betteK in any first-year
Algebra course. "C" average or bet-
ter in any combination of a first-
year Algebra course and a Geometry
course. "8" average or better in the
sequence PAM-PAO and PG..

introductory Analysis With Trigonometry - Grades 11, 12

The study of symbolic logic ind abstract algebraic systems. The
reinforcement of selected topics from algebra; and the study of trigon-
ometry with an emphasli on circular functions.

1 credit

84

Recommended Minimum Prerequisites!
Grade of "C" or betteP in Algebra 2
or A.:el. 'Algebra 2
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MATHEMATICS - vntinuet

PUwdanentil of Gsrmetry rades 1Q, 21_,_12 continued

1 credit
(Equivalent in value to any
other Geometry offered)

Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
"D" grade or better in Peadameetale
of Algebra I., "D" grade or better
in Algebra 1. "0" average or better
in a sequence of first and second
yearAlgebra

Algebra-Geometry Review - Grades 11, 12

Reinforces those am* of importance In both algebra and geometry for
those students who may have had difficulty in their previous course work,
or who may lack confidence is their ability to handle such material. Also
belpfuI to those students who seek improvement in certain standardized teutusuch as the SAT or various state/federal civil service exams,

I credit Required Minimum Prerequisite:
Must have completed any one-year
Geometry course

LIBERAL PROGRAM

The Liberal Program is not really a separate program. Students whotake the Liberal Program simply terminate their study of mathematics after
two fall years of Algebra and a year of Geometry. See the notes on the table,

ACADEMIC PROGRAM

The present day version of "College-prep Program". It is designed for
the typical student with an average background who wants to prepare for
college. The program rationale is to provide the student who has an average
background with the winimue skills normally required td prepare for a career
in which quantified information must be dolt with. This includes to t
varying degree, the physical, lir., management, and social science as well
as most technical studies and liberal arts.

In the earliest courses most emphasis is on manipulation and problem-
solving. As the students progress, moderate emphasis Is placed on axIbmatic
and abstract symbolism. As with nearly all mathematics programs today,
there is emphasis on the structure of the real number system, but students
are more often required to follow difficult proofs than to make them
independently.

Algebra 1 - Grades et_ 10, 11 12

The acquisiton and application of the skills necessary for the solution
of elementary equations, especially linear, with some beginning work on
quadratic equations.

I credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
A grade of "C" or better in 6th
grade Contemporary Math 2. A
grade of "A" in General Mathematic,

.2
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MATHEMATICS - continued

!Wetness Math_- Grades 10,, 11, 12

See the Business Department Section.

Votecb With - Grades IC 11, 22

A one-year course in which about one semester le devoted to a review
of basic math skills and the development of simple algebra, geometry and

trigonometry topics. The second semester includes the study of the specific
math skills in some of the job categories for which materials are presently

available, such as: automotive, carpentry, electrical, machinist, masonry,
office work, printing, sheet metal, welding and nursing.

1 credit No Prerequisite

FUNDAMENTAL PROGRAM

The program rstionale is to provide the studert who may have a some-
,what less-than-average math background the oppor.c city for successful
acquisition of skills and courses without which his future possibilities

may be seriously hampered. Future training, should he need or &sire it,
might be difficult or even nearly impossible to access without the minimum
background available in this program.

There is a strong emphasis on numerical problem-solving with

minimum of theory. in addition, there is substantial drill and review in

these slower-than-average-paced courses.

Pre-Algebra Math - Grades 9. 10,11..., 12

The first year of two-year sequence of courses which together
provide adequate background in the topics of Algebra 1. Approximately one-

half the units in the typical Algebra 1 course are covered in PAM.

I credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
-D" in 8th Grade Contempory Math,
"C" in General Math

Fundamentals of Algebra I - Grades la, 11, 12

This full year course closely follows PAM. In this one-year course,

the topics normally covered in the second half of a regular Algebra 1

course are presented. FDA carries full Algebra I credit.

1 credit Recommended Minimum Prerequisites:
(equivalent in value to a
course in first-year Algebra)

Fundamentals of Geometry - Grades 10, 11, 12

Provides opportunity for credit in the study of geometry with the

absolute minimum justifiable amount of proof-making and reading. Emphasis

is on numerical applications.

141
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MATHEMATICS - continued

Ismarrums PROGRAM

The program rationale is to provide a normal classroom setting for
the student 'who may typically have some difficulties in mathematics; sem
may be undecided about career plass; or who may be fairly certain that he
will not seek employment is which math skills'will be generally important.

The courses traditionally contain considerable review of basic comps-
tattoo skills with attendant development of skill deficiencieu. Often
other math-related topics free "real life" are presented as A way to show
the usefulness of mathematics.

General Math - Grade 9

The course is designed to reinforce the computational skills of arith-
setts and to apply the use of those skills to everyday life.

I credit No Prerequisite

Senior Math - Grade 12

A course for students who need a credit for graduation and who may need
additional reinforcement in the basic computational skills as well as in
formulas for area and volume. some uses of signed numbers and metric measure.

I credit Required Minimum Prerequisite:
Must have completed at least
one math course in either
grade 9, 10, or 11. Students
with Geometry background may
nut elect this course.

CAREER PROGRAM

The program rationale is to provide opportunities for students with
varying backgrounds to study the mathematics that applies to the specific
career areas of their interest. Also to provide the math skills needed for
success in trade said vocational schools and apprenticeship training as well
as entry -level job skills for those who anticipate no additional schooling
in the near future.

The review of basic computational skills and the extension of those
skills to such additional topics as may be required in the job areas of in-
terest to the student are some of the program goals. They also include the
study of the math skills recovmended as being directly job related to spec-
ific work categories; to intensify the development of work habits such as
attendance, responsibility, etc.
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Accelerated biology . Grades 10. 11, IS
IllparTila per mov4)

M eartemeset =lures dealgeed tea stedeats she bay ail* If saattamebiological scieace stogie* ta
seitege or timbales! schools.

Caere, isoludemcomps bbbbb ire intensified stadia%
lb evolatisie sad ecology. contour. 1110244,.itfocisemistry, aenetite. sad

Pits% sad Oslool physiology.
Laboratory i bbsettee *III be used Is feiatotee

the,variome areas of study. A mladass offour stub research papers, will be required.

I areal%
Preregalaits: "II" is Melee! 1

esd bass to00111264
or be imirellsd IA
Chemistry 1.

Cseoistry I - erodes 10, 11, IP
Id periods per week)

eisamistrir 1 is Mostelied to Preride a 'emend gorge, of the prise{ IMor sorb imargasic and engage
chemistry, sad the apylicatise of these pals..ciao's. The topic* covered will Seclude:

tosetrtaisty to oaasammsavit, elm_meat.. ccmpolisda, atomic stems:tare,
Periodic Lae. slimiest boedims. Obeid.cal composition. chemical equalling;
fiemeselatardl. basil* binleCuler Theoryor eases, Theory of leolastioe. Stalebbssetry;

tbsary. ph. hydroequilibrium. wadatioa-egguenteg.

Strong mobs's'e le placed lapel the use of mathematics is the develop-ment of chemical prtnuiples sod Ow
spplicatlea of thee* primciplea. Lab-oratory investigattom to provided pot slily am a mamas of

confiretalf thePrinciples atutlied. but to also develop
'asides& laboratory letbnibues.

1 credit Goreaulattei Accelerated Ats.
for 10th /redone.

Carequieite: Ale. 2 for Ilia or
idea 'traders.

Accelerated Chemistry 1 - Grades 10._ II. 12
(7 peiToele per sill)

The topics covered i title course will be the same as those tough* tmthe regular chemistry I count*. However, tae entente) will be taught at afaster pace, to A much greater depth end sill involve a sr eeeee see or porno.
mattes. There sail iso be more ladIvidunt laboratory experimentation.

I credit Carom:Settle! Accelerated Algebra
for the 10th grades.
Must be is acceler-
ated meta program.

accelerated Chemistr I - Grades 11, 12
rripeicas per weri)-

rhamfairr 2 la designed to provide 0 acre Is-depth kmowledse of the
material covered is Cbealstry 1, refine laboratory techalques, 0m4 to provide

cheaitry expersesce which will enhance success is the study or this
physical science. It additioa to the topics listed as part of Cheelstry 1,this course w111 isciude on Introductioo to Overige Theel,,

C14001C01 Thermo -
d;samice. Molecular Orbits) Theory; Crytl Yield Theory. sit Liesnd FieldTheory.

Strews gopher's is placed mace the met of mathematics end physics is
the developeent sat ppiseation of chemical principles. Iltimirets takiag this
course should have some hnowledge of; stators; esposeatlai litectioaa. lags
rithms, eitrewlee 'sections. sal eleeentary physics.

1 credit

s

Prerequisite,: "II- la accelerated
Chemistry 1 or ,.l-
in resider chemim-
try aid perelesioil
of tirlastructer.



P8 *ter 1 . Credet IC_ 11- 12
(d Perioila per aril)

Talk remise wets elm periods per meet, Seclediag ton period laboratoryseeeios. OtweenA; ere familiarised wit% cassia cuwalite, fa forLe. reergy,antler, **et, wares, sowed, light,
electricity lid emcleer reactive/1.

Preregetsitre: A "," or better In
Alsebrs 1 aid ows
selesce course

Cereuelmilte: Algebra 2 or gross.
try or asoltrar more
advanced oath Sour**
Is sae wieder/1c
seeimmes

Accelerated Physics I - Grades IC_ 11,, 32
(7 periwi per wee%)

Ibis tours* covers the basic areas of physic*:
forme. .atlas. energy,Seat ligbt, electricity sod magnetism. relativity sod rata ear Loam.Kythgestina is used as a tool to smaiyaisa prof/oleos requiring

logical thoughtptOe 00000 brae:) ea ooscepts is the above testa
A two flirted lab occur./twice wetly plum 3 periods of clam.

(astruotiom. (7 periods per west total)basic calcelus Is studied seer the year's es/ is preparation for AccelPersics 2.

1 credit
PrerersalslIes: "2" or higher grade

la Alaaos 1 mod OSA
scissor course.

Corequisite: Algebra I or avow/-
1.7 or soother sore
sdramord oat% course
Is tbe acadsoic
SOQUIVOC41

Arr./Oersted ybisice 2 - Grade* 11, )2
72 parted) per rest)

Ible course le cleaCe based ea a omen number
41 fustlaesstill conceptsstudied with the old of calculus 00000r this s colts/Aloe of eras/P.0

Studentsaway devise emelt* owe sperieesta ANA
are escoureged to experioest latemaively.T1110 double lab periods sad

!wile lecture see probles-aolvieg periodsoccur eeUly it periods per week)

*Class time 14 divided btwea leer/sing
calculus sad physics.

I credit
Prerequisites: final grade of "C"

or better la *cool .
*rated PbyeICI0 1.
Ttaal grade of "C"
or better le litaullo
Physics 1 and ',dr.
sleets* of -Tietrec -
tor

This on. .rester course is study of matter and energy. The physicalsad chesiciii prPperlfee of matter are studied_ss are the topics of best, light0,411fid, electricity. meclomical asd suclear energy.

1/3 credit No Prerequisite

Co tion end Invlrosieat - Grades 11, 12

Shia ass sememier course eets flee periods per week. The course led,«Igned for etudes/a utilities to further their edueslica In sail, water, plantadd ante.' cmIservitioa.
tauirosments1 studies wilt isclude ecological systemed the werdsymndeace of orient/ma,

1/2 credit
Itecorreseaded Prerequisite: 111,..loar

9
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With regard to student Achievement, our experience with the

"Scholastic Aptitude Test" parallels the experience of most school'

rn the nation.
AVERAGE AVERAGE

R.H.S. SCORES N I

YERSAL, MATH

.1211_ Jul__ 425 468

1442___ ill__ 475 Z6 4_67

Mk 441_ AIL 466

1540. 132 424 466

1272 .12..5 _..4.6.1 422 __AIL

1916 437 468

1977 119 470

12/6. 441 __ __4.7_4 ___________A2.2_

1915 436 . .1E2 . . __AUUL _412_

1974 446_ - . __421 444_ 480

1913_ 460 _______4/6 _ 41.1._----

1972 449 502

Also, during the 1982-83 academic year, our superintendent,

Dr. Stephen Storkel, instituted the use of the Science Research

Associates Achievement Tests in all grades 1-12 in order to provide

a benchmark and gaide in the evaluation of our students achievement

In fvvral areas. Results of these tests for last year are attached.
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O
FACULTY BULLETIN

June 2, 1983

SRA TEST RESULTS

The SRA test results have arrived. Complete student profiles
are available in the Guidance Office. Faculty members are invited
to view these both this year and again at the start of next -year.
Data for each student includes national percentiles as well-as grade
equivalents and stanine scores for the following areas:.

Reading Total Language Arts Total
Reading Vocabulary Language Arts Mechanics
Reading Comprehension Language Arts Usage
Math Total Spelling
Math Concepts Reference Materials
Math Computation Social Studies
Math Problems Science

Individual student scores are being mailed to each student with
the report cards in June.

The following chart gives the grade equivalent

GRADE GRADE

scores:

GRADE GRADE

Composite 12-0. 12 -9 12 -912-9 12-9
Vocabulary 11-5 12-3 12-9 12-9
Comprehension 11-9 12-7 12-9 12-9
Math Concepts 12-9 12-9 12-9 12-9
Math Computation 12-7 No test No test No test
Math Problems 11-9 12-9 12-9 12-9
Language Mechanics 12-5 12-9 12-9 12-9
Language Usage 12-2 No Test No test No te ,t
Spelling 11-6 11-1 12-4 12 5
Reference Skills 11-5 12-9 12-9 12-9
Social Studies 11-8 12-1 12-9 12-9
Science 12-9 12-9 12-9 12-9
Survival Skills No test 12-8 12-9 12-9

It should be noted that 12-9 is the highest attainable score.

The following chart gives the national pereentil.! scores:

GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE
9 10 11 12

Composite 14 72 72 61
Vocabulary 74 70 68 58
Comprehension 75 70 70 61
Math Concepts 79 75 71 61

Math Computation 69, No test No test No test
Math Problems 72 75 72 65
Lang. Mech. 73 74 .70 60
Lang. Unayft 71 No test No test No test
Spelling 70 54 54 46
Reference 71 72 69 59
Social Studies 74 68 62 52
Science 78 77 76 65
Survival Skills No test 75 73 63
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problems that I face in the claasroom today relate mostly
to time.

Haturealy, most of my day is spent in teaching, or in doing
those things that are directly related to my teaching. However, e
lair amount of time is also spent in non-teaching duties. All of those
duties are important to the running of a achool and need to be done.
I am certainly not above doing them. The.r are all related to students
in some way.

Although some of them may best be done by teachers, I am not
fully convinced that many could not be done reasonably well by adjunct
Personnel at a lower cost. If that were to happen, it would free up
some time that could be out to more .direct classroom use.

Won-teaching duties have been part of the teacher's job since
long before I entered edixation 25 years ago, but with the level of
personal service that people have come to expect of almost all institu-
tions in our society today, we face a serious problem. If we are to
inctease public support for our schools, a way must be found to permit
teachers to devote a higher percentage of their work -time to delivering
perfinnal service to students and their parents.

t would 34y that all teachers of laboratory sciences, and here I
would include c,m40.0r facilities also, have a serious problem in find-
ing time for the "cart' and counting of equipment.

As a teacher, I have always accepted the reading and study that
are requited to keel, up in my field, I must tell you that that has be-
come a very time-consuming task in the last few years.

I is a member of both the Mathematical Association of America

and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. I read 5 journals
regularly, and normally attend the section meeting of the M.A.A. These
a:e all things that I do largely at my own expenne and on my own time
it pert .f my profesaiunal obligation. Many teachers do as much or mpre.

Anything that tan be done to toduce the time that teachers spend
on clerical tasks or on non-teach:;,9 student supervision would be a great
help.

Perhaps the computer seems to offer the best hops for relief from
clerical duties. Such relief will probably he costly to initiate, both
in time and in money, and if the end result is a system that can rapidly
1,,,rdnee results after the teacher enters data in a tedious and time-
cwi,umInc way, I may b' worsts off than before.

33
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Most of the te chefs with whom I work are uinert, dedicated

professionals in every sense of that word. They have a genuine concern

fur their students and our schools and our country, but most are Co

busy that they don't really have time to" communicate with'Ome another,

to Attpevt to solve the problems of our schools, togethor.

One of my rollagues recently remarkedt "There is only one of

Mr, and 1 am doing everything I can. I couldn't do, any more even if it

meant the leas of my sob." This from a thoughtful and reserved, hard-

working, veteran teacher.
Dedicated teachers do what they do for I-resins other than money.

Truthfully, you could pay them a thousand dollars a day and they could

not produce much more than they do now. Many shorten their lunch time

in order to give additional work time. Many remain at the desk after

'guiding time." Homework for the teachers of my acquaintance seems to

be the rule rather than the exception.

The technology of the modern workplace has largely bypassed us.

It's introduction might save us: plentiful access to copiers, to phones,

to settetarirs, to all of the things we see in those TV commercials,

but not if it is done in a manner that requires more clerical work than

we do now

our .itiolcolts surfer also Isom a shortage of time. When I enter-

ed .eaching, few students held jobs after school. Thar, were few

ativaties to Convurne their evenines. Television was not nearly so

aeductive. only a few sports were available, and those appealed to a

limited group.

Today that is %fro, much changed. many students work. The

year la filled With many 9ood and worth while activities: field trips,

h,41weeminq, rehersals. \

111 0( thut.t things are good and contribute to the growth of

yo.row people, but tht. taYe timetime out of class, and time away

,tuajes at home. It is often difficult to find a day on'which

100% attendance can he guaranteed in order to schedule a test.

I
do not personally have any serinus,idea that these things

"in be much vhanyed in our society, but the reality of their impact

(-anool be Ignored.
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The computer has 3 main roles in education,

1. clerical aide and information manager
2. problem solver
3. teacher

I have discussed item 1 to soma extent. Regarding the use of
the computer as s problem solver, our high school math department
introduced limited computer use into some math courses over 10 years
ago with the advent of small, portable. self-contained, and reasonably
priced equipment. Our goal was to provide that which would help stu-
dents solve problems that they encounte.ed in their everyday course
work in math anti science.

Problems of economics and access limited our progress, but the
well known recent developments ih the field of microcomputer* has enabled
us to equip a clas,Aroom with adequate equipment for teaching computer
programming to about 15 students at a time. Here the emphasis is on
learning to write the program that the computer can use to solve a prob-
lem that itself may be used only to illustrate 4 nccessar concept re-
gaisd in pr..1 ,mming.

Next year we hope to extend this use of computers to a larger
puetion of our student population by the introduction of a computer
literacy It will be aimed at providing adequate background
tot averAle ,.tents to operate computers and to run commercially-Available
programs on the. Programming will be taught but not at such depth as in
the regular prilrammrny course.

el:.ewh,ire, we find our physics lab equipped with such computers
as can he u.wci by tudents to solve problems and analyre data. To the
eztnt that it is ru.catile to write programs for that purpose, the
Ihstruo. tcachs the class hsr to do so, Our buwincss depa:tawnt
recnt'y puichald a sitem on which to run commercial programs in the
4LVA of Ac,.A,Anting And word processing.

All of th: areas will pri,bab'y be expanded next year. Note
that they All emphasize the use of the computer as a tool. Fin some,
it will to important to know how to write the programs that the computer
eats. For others, the ability to run .already available programs will
be sufficient and will give them greater understanding of the problems
they are solving.
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The cost of doing this is not insignificant even though it is

less expensive today than yesterday. When we include the cost of our

older, hightti priced equipMent, we find a cost for the purposes mentioned

above of but $50.000, and requested expansion in these areas alms

totell in the neighborhood of $15,000. to $20,000. for next year. We

are not talking of a quantum leap hero. just a reasonable response to

the changes being required of us in one area of the curriculum.

When ws come to the use of the computer as a teacher, we May

find it quite difficult to afferd all of the hardware and software that

we will need. This aspect of comeuter use is only now in its beginning

stages.

Many people see the computer' as the key to truly individualized

education. We read that the' computer CAd have most of the attributes

of a good teacher and one of the faults. The key to the use ef the

computer probably will be in the'produclion of good software, which

wail probably ee initially expensive. Schools may need help in the

evaluation and purchase of such software. We don't have a lot of money

to put into ventures that may not pay off as well as present methods.

There are many, many iusuas that could be discusied here today.

have roiled two that are probably well-known. I would like to mention

one other that is perhaps not as well-known, but :thich is very important

and may fewer to be very controversial. That dealr with proposals to

modify, change. er "streamline" the mathematical sciences curriculum.

Semething must itadoubtedly be done to adjust course content in

math it we are to take on new topics. Old ones must give way. This

has happened before but dsually slowly and to only a few topics at a

time. Probably the biggest change came in the 1960's with the so-called

"math revolution" and the introduction of "modern math" into the curricu-

lum.

If significant change is to come ro the content of math courses,

it must be fully advertised to the American public, and it must be

thoroughly coordinated With the programs at,colleges and universities

as well as testing and evaluation institutions. These requirements,

It would seem to me, would require some sort of national consensus and

direction. It may be necessary for the federal government to assist in

the funding of projects designed to determine the best direction, and

to help in ;mplemcnting the.resulting new curricula. Such an undertaking

is probably urgent and failure cannot he permitted.

when I left the steel mill 25 years ago to enter teaching,

pick and shovel work was ending and work with payloaders was beginning.

The open-hearth gcve way to the electric furnace, the pouring aisle to

the coetinuousi caster. n

The mills that did not change with'the times are no mop,.

Teaching in 'A a crostrowds. It is good to not always rush

into untried thine, but it is required of us to MON progress. The

schools have probably the greatest need to deliver personal service of

any institution in our society .4th the exception of health care. lie

deal with the only true natural resources the mind. After life itself,

' what is of greater importance? '
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Mr. WALGVEN. This whole idea of whether or not there is one
way to do things and how diverse that educational community is,
on the State level we are doing something here and apparently in
times past some teaching vehicles came from the Federal level.

It makes you wonder whether there isn't some kind of network-
ing that could come together that would sort of fill in some of the
regional clearinghouse type functions that you have had to create
on a local level, elementary school teachers having some exposure
to secondary school teachers and teachers being all to talk to
each other to try to create enthusiasm and initiativ, and remark-
ing literally.

I understand the National Science Foundation does some of these
things in-service. Have any of you had any experience with a feder-
ally driven program? I know that they do it through the State level
in many instances, but I don't have the experience myself. I
wonder if we have ever seen that in our local communities.

Mrs. KONRAD. The one thing that we are hoping that we ca- get
NSF funding to do is networking and involvement not only of col-
lege with precollege, but with business and industry.

What we are' working toward now is a science equipment loan
program. We are hoping that colleges, universities and businesses
and industry will either lend or donate to us equipment that is per-
haps obsolete for their uses but would be way ahead of what is al-
ready in the science laboratories in the schools.

If' we could arrange a space to warehouse these and then we have
our computer system so that we could arrange the programming
based on the needs of the teachers, what kinds of equipment they
need to teach a particular course, there might be a loan program
which would make better use of what is already in the community
or what could be given by the community to help the teachers
bring new technological innovations into the classroom along with
the instrumentation.

We are hoping that businesses and industry will provide, along
with the equipment expertise, men who know how to use this
equipment and would be willing on a pro bono basis to go into the
schools and work either with the teacher during the teacher's free
period or come into the classroom and help to integrate the use of
new technology into the curriculum, as well as serving as a role
model for science students, which is also important.

We haven't talked much about that today. We haven't addressed
the role of women in science. We haven't addressed the role of men
at the elementary level. This is something that we really should
look at. The attitudes that are involved in these kinds of things,
the role of minorities in science, all of these issues have not been
touched on yet. I hope they will be touched on later in the after-
noon. Obviously you can't do all of this at one session.

Thi. science teachers feel these needs. That is how the Pittsburgh
Regional ('enter for Science Teachers came into being. It wc . as a
result of their needs. Theee are ways, and we know it is going to
take time and money, but there are ways of utilizing their time
and money allocated for health and science education so that it is
more efficiently used.

If there are regional or even State levels of doing this, working
with the media with production or updating of television, cassette
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tapes that could be checked out to help a teacher learn to use acertain piece of equipment or to learn to teach a certain unit, this
is no panacea.

None of these things is going to be the total answer, but it is a
more efficient way of doing it. We are lacking funding as well, and
we are just pulling ourselves along, but you can do a lot with a
little if you organize and if you are efficient in the way you do it
and if you can involve the community.

If you can involve business and industry and colleges and univer-sities and parentsthere are many well-trained parents who areeither not working or not teaching and are wonderful resourcepeople to come in to help even with content, if not in other ways,
but it is just .11 matter of finding some way to organize all of thisand put it together. I think that is where some kind of backing
wouitO be very helpful.

Mr. WALGHEN. Do parents come into our schools here in Alleghe-
ny County?

Mr. MiTsetiv. We are very fortunate at our school. We have awell-organizedthey have a title, but I can't say what it is peoplewho come in almost daily and run our copying machines and do
many of t hose kinds of clerical to ks for us, and they really provide
a great service.

We have had some interest in people who would help grade tests,
but that is the kind of thing that most teachers that I work with
are not too interested in having other people do those kinds of
things that directly represent their contact with students, but someof these things are very helpfal to us. We are very lucky to have
them.

Mr. WALGREN. What about the Governor's suggestion that we in-
crease the requirements, just the pure requirements for graduating
from high schools to more time spent. I guess that is what it comes
down to, in math and science'?

Dr. DeBiAsio. I don't think that is too good of an idea. If you are
not doing well in something, more is not the answer.

Mr. WAVCREN. And we are not doing that well.
Dr. DeThAsio. It doesn't seem to be progressing too well, no.

Maybe we should consider to change in the basic formula. Tradi-
tionally throughout the years you have approximately 30 student
groups with one adult who is the teacher. I would like to see that
basic idea change. If you have to have 30 students, why not have 2
adults in the room, 2 teachers or a teacher and aide or do some-
thing a little bit different?

At our school we have a very different approach toward these
things. The' teachers can select their own instructional sequence.
For instance, in my classes I had large groups. I meet with fi5 stu-
dents for one class and then in another class I might meet with
them 25 at a time. The other time there might be 12.

I find that pattern to be very satisfactory because it releases the
students and me from classtime'and they can come and see me at
other times I can help students that don't really belong to me.

That basic formula could really be changed because in the long
run. years from now, students will be coming to school maybe two
days a week and will be doing work with video discs and computers
in their own home. and perhaps at that time the schools will func-
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t:on as a social institution. That will be one of the main reasons
that they come there. We are still a good ways away from that.

Mr. WAIA ;RFN. is anybody using interactive computer and I guess
screen televis;on in their present education?

Dr. DEBLAsto. We started that in 1967. We have been doing it
since then, so we have had a real good head start. We had a mini-
computer that students used, and we had approximately 21) micro-
computers at the high school level, maybe 6 or S or so at the
middle school.

Mr. WALCREN. And you feel they are effective and that is a very
constructive way to go?

Dr. DEBIASIO. Yes, sir; anything that gives you a different ap-
proach is an improvement, but you can't look to computers to alle-
viate the duties of the teacher. It is something else that we have to
do.

When printed materials first came into education, I imagine the
teacher said, "Well, this is great. I don't have to give lectures any-
more. The students can read this on their own."

Well. as we all know, that wasn't the case. The teachers just had
other things and more of those things to do, and in my involvement
with computers over 15 or 20 years, I find that that is the same
thing. It is just more things to a. You can't just turn that comput-
er on and have it do a task. You either have to program it yourself
or select programmed material. So, that is more for the teacher to
do.

We are having a difficult time now in getting teachers to do that.
Some equipment, I imagine, is sitting around being unused, not in
my school, Hut I imagine there are places where that does happen.

Mr. BATEMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I might have your indulgence, in
view of the fact that airlines don't fly when and where I want
them to, I may have to leave earlier than I want. But I did want an
opportunity to ask Dr. Caretto, after your students have been at
your Governor's school and they go back at the end of the summer,
do they then. I hope, tell their friends where they have been?

Dr. CARF:rTO. Yes, sir; at that point they do.
Mr BATEMAN. That is good to hear.
Dr. CAarrro. But you do get different kinds of reactions. There

have been cases where students have written to me and they said
that the experience for the 5 weeks was so upbeat, they were so
excited, they find that they are now back in high school and it is a
tremendous letdown, it is tremendously boring, and that the worst
possible situation is that I can understand why my friends are tired
of hearing me talk about the Pennsylvania Governor's School. but
my teachers don't seem to care, either. Again, that is an unfortu-
hate situation.

One of the things they do try to do is indicate how good the expe-
rince was and in some instances some of these students have
made' presentations at school boards in their districts, talking
about how they can try to improve some things.

Could i make a response to Congressman Walgren? You men-
tioned earlier about the involvement with the NSF. I personally
am not involved. Carnegie-Mellon has been trying latelyand I be-
lieve they have this nearly ready to prepare a proposal to submit to
the NSF----on the running of a teacher in-service program, which
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perhaps could be tied together with the Governor's school so that
teachers could come during the summer and see the Governor's
school and simultaneously become literate at computers or a few
other things that we could offer.

But frequently the teacher needs the summertime to make ends
meet and look for other jobs. Therefore funding is necessary to run
all this. So, that is why CMU is considering a proposal to the Na-
tional Science Foundation.

Mr. BATEMAN. Mr. Chairman, before I have to go, I would like to
just highlight an observation already made by you and by Dr.
De Blasi° and Mr. Murphy.

With reference to the strides being made by other nations, and
most particulary the Soviet Union, and perhaps to give some em-
phasis to how grave I think the problem is, I think in that context
we should be reminded that in a number of areas of capability mili-
tarily it is unfortunately a fact that in something as sophisticated
as nuclear submarines, the largest, the fastest, the deepest diving
nuclear submarines are Russian, five different classes of them. We
have two.

The most advanced and sophisticated deployed missile systems in
the world are not American, but Soviet, and yet we take great com-
fortI think a false comfortin' the notion that our technological
capability as a nation nonetheless leaves us less at risk as these
facts would seem to suggest. And hopefully that is true, but when
you hear and focus on those statistics about the strides they are
making as a society to increase their technological base and compe-
tence as a people, how long can we be assured of our security
unleia we, instead of declining in our technological capability as a
society, as a nation, expand upon it?

It is an enormous challenge for all of the people of America, and
certainly the challenge will not be successfully met except through
our educational system.

I wish that I had the opportunity to be here and to hear the re-
maining panels. I am sure that they will be almost as good as the
two that I have heard, and I am very sorry to have to leave with-
out having heard them all.

WM..GREN. Well, we understand, and we appreciate your
corning for this period of time and know that you have a district to
go to that is going to take you a 3-hour drive after an airplane
flight. We all have commitments, and we appreciate your coming
to Pittsburgh and look forward to working with you on whet we
can develop from here.

Mr, BATEMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr: WALGREN. One of the things that troubles me is when you

look at the National Science Foundation budget, you do see sup-
posedly programs thia they are involved in, summer programs,
sumther excellence programs where they do try to give some re-
charging of the batteries to people who deserve the recognition and
try to build in some reward for them.

And vet, it doesn't seem to be present when you look on the local
levds. 'It makes you wonder about the breadth of those programs.It may be that some of them are being delivered under different
auspices. I. for one, want to look at that and see how deeply that
stuff is getting down to the local levels.
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The same thing is true of the National Fire Academy, which is
another responsibility of this committee. There is an excellent Fed-
eral fire program that you ask local fire people whether they know
anything about it or have had any contact with it. When one of
them from our part of the country goes down to the National Acad-
emy, they come back with their eyes wide open and say, "Gee, I
never knew that was there."

And I get the same kind of feeling, a kind of different impression
from what NSF looks like they are doing from Washington versus
what is perceived by the school district after school district on a
local level.

I wanted to ask quickly whether there is much pickup in home-
work these days or whether an adult has to be there to focus the
attention? I am sure the parents are there, but are we turning
away from homework? Is there a promise down the road of assign-
ing more homework or is that just a wishful thought that gee, if we
had the spine to pull ourselves up by the bootstraps, we would be
up by the bootstraps at tha. point? Could I ask Dr. DeBlasio that?

Dr. M.:Beast°. That is a very difficult thing to respond to. I have
been working at it for a good many years, and it is really difficult.

Mr. WAI,GREN. Some do and some don't. Is that right? Some stu-
dents will and seine students won't?

Dr. DEBeAsio. At the beginning of the year the student starts off
doing it. It seems like they do. We work very hard trying to get
them to do it and to improve it. I am to a point now where I spend
part of class time at least to get them started on it so I can see
while they are under my supervision that they are doing some of
it. But it just never seems to be done to my satisfaction.

Mr. WALGREN. Have we tried to do some of the non-grade-judged
programs with the students that might not be doing the ho re-
work? I understand if we bring in the Governor's School, the ones
who really are motivated internally, you are going to have a good
experience there. But how about the same approach with kids that
might be who don't excel as much?

Mr. CAserro. Well, I don't have direct experience there. I would
really have to defer to these people, but it would seem to me that if
one could establishwhat I am suggesting is very difficult, but if
one could establish a rated challenge for any particular distribu-
tion of students in the class so that tne student feels a challenge at
the particular level that he is at.

Because if you try to .-t-rlardize it, you are going to invariably
find yourself aiming to s, level. You are either going to be too
high or too low or in the Addle, and medio-crity of some sort will
develop.

Mr. WAU;REN. In science, in particular, I know that we need
grades to go by, but I am wondering, is there a way to carve off a
certain portion of science to perhaps use this nongraded approach
anyway that should have an involvement of its own with all ranges
of students or are we left to just having grades and then those who
do excel will be the ones who think they are doing better and we
can work witbr them, but the others really don't come along at all?

Mrs. liosmAb. You may not ever get away from grades. That is
difficult to do, although that is part of the problem because if it is
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geode grabbing and this occurs at a lot of levels rather than real
leakiiing, we are in difficulty. We know that.

litit you mentioned something earlier about the new mandated
amouqt of science and math that needs to be taken, and more is
not nei*ssarily better, and I don't think you can mandate learning,but it iS a fact that the way things stand now with the require-
ments thin way they have been, a student can take a science at the
ninth grade level and never take another science course until they
get to college, and if more will mandate that they at least be ex-posed to something between ninth grade and college, I think that is
a positive and.constructive step.

Now. it is important in terms of what you want to expose themto I can't expos' every student to a high-powered advance level
course in either math or science. The-re are some students who
never, at that leveLattain the ability to do abstract reasoning. Weknow that some people never do, but certainly at that level there
are many students who are not capable of taking more and moreadvanced science courses, but in lieu of doing away with grades,
perhaps you could have some pass-fail, but one thing that we arelooking at at least is to devise courses for nonscience majors, which
will allow them to have an exposure to science to continue with
their problem-solving skill development and to educate them in abasic way to those "cience concepts, which they are going to need
to be informed citizens, at least so that they can vote for the people
whom they have some expectation of believing will help to do theright things on a national level so that we can at least survive in
this world And I think that in looking at it at that level perhaps
you can devise different kinds of courses.

Mr. WALGREN, Is there an inherent conflict between doing the
most by some versus minimizing the failure. Can you see it in your
students where you just see them pulling apart and you, I am sure,have to go to the ones that are doing something reasonable and--Mr Mt'RI'HY. I think that is probably the one thing that we
notice the most. As the students get older, their divergence in in-
terests and ability seems to grow. We offer in a 4-year high school
21 or 22 courses in mathematics. That is a lot, We presently haveabout l.' of those courses being taught. Not all of them are filled
every year. I don't know if we, in a school of our size, could offer
anymore courses or not.

I am sure that I agree with Dr. DeBlasio. I am for having more
requirements of courses, let's say in mathematics. My attitude is
you can't teach them if' they are not there. If you get them in the
classroom. we might be able to dc' smnething with them, but I am,at the same time, very conceiii about the things that he men-tions voncerning how they wilt behave and what benefit they will
have from it when they are there.

I don't know that they need to be placed in classrooms for entire
years. or perhaps semesters would be long enough in Some cases.but I think almost anything would be better than one credit in
mathematics. which I believe is the present State requirement, andthree credits that they are proposing seem fine to me. I wouldn't
mind seeing four. and I am not looking for more work. At this
time. I am not looking for a job as far as I know. Maybe after
today.
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Icp mentemed about students and their time. Let me mention
this. I have two students who are currently applying for the Gover-
nor's in your recommendation, and they are good students, and
tho,y are nice students. and I made a big deal out of this.

We finally got to the place where asked the girl if she could list
her strengths and weaknesses for me as she saw them and then
what were her extracurricular activities. These are questions on
the questionnaire. This one student, a good studentand I wonder
when she does get her homework done, I really do, she is current
most of the timeshe is in cross country. track and field, she is in
a racquet ball club and she plays in some organized form of racquet
ball. She is a member of the board for a teen center recently
opened in our school district. She is in 4-H and works with horses.
She has a job, in a veterinary animal hospital. She has a route for
the Pittsburgh, Press after school. She is in a world affairs council
in school. She' is interested in that. She is in church activities. She
is taking an after-school course for SAT preparation, and she is
also babysitting. She is in her third year of Latin. She is in acceler-
atd math courses; and she takes an advanced competition course'.

Now. she' is a very dedicated student. She said since she didn't
have time to fit physic's into her schedule, she is trying to learn it
on her own so she got a book out of the library and she is trying to
plow through that She is just one We can go down the list and
find a girl that it was my fortunt to recommend fur a scholarship.
It reads the same, and she works 20 hours a week resides.

I don't know today where the students are going to get the time
to do the things that they are supposed to do for school. Even the
good ones I don't know how they keep up, I really don't, because
when I st.ated to teach it was not this way. If I had two kids today
who fell asleep in class from working after school meeting kids in
the' bowlinz alley that was a lot. Today a vast number of them
have' extra jobs and they are very. very busy. I agree school is a
social setting today.

Mr. WALGREN. Let me ask Maryanne Bach, who is counsel of the
minority. for one closing thought, and then we probably should go
to the next panel.

Ms. Biwa. I wanted to ask the panel about the guidance counsel-
ors in the high schools Do all high schools have guidance counsel-

Wha. art' the backgrounds of these guidance counselors? How
do they interact with the students? A.e they interacting with all
ranges of students. not just the exceptional students?

Mr. MuitenY. In our guidance department I think we have two
Lull -time and one part-time guidance counselor this year, and that

probably based on the ratio of students that we have to teachers.
I don't know how those guidelines are structured.

One' of our counselors teaches two math classes a day. and he
was a former math teacher. Another counselor in our building I be-
hey( has a background in social studies. and a third I think has a
background in foreign languages.

The guidance department is apart from the rest of us in our
school. Their duties do not correspond normally to the duties of
roost teachers. and I can remember many years ago we had a meet-
ing with ti-e counselors in discussing their positions, said they were
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fortunate that they did not have to participate in the disciplining
of students or in the administrative details with students.

Now, I don't think that is always true, but they were saying that
that was good that they didn't have to do that because those things
tend to interfere with good relations with students, which is whatis essential f'or guiding.

It is also what ;s essential for teaching. And when the teacherhas to be the main person for discipline, I think we lose something
in that as well.

Our counselors are good people. They work just as long as we do
every day. They work long hours. They seem to visit with everystudent I think that in preparing the student's schedule they have
to inept every one of them. I don't believe we do group counseling
like f have heard of in some schools.

Ms. F M w. ('an anyone comment on the career counseling that isgoing on in the high schools?
Dr. DlitAsio. I believe we have a very good program on that inSt ('lair. We have a computer hookup to help students determine

some leads in careers and college selection. The guidance counsel-ors have about 3tH) students each that they counsel. They work
very hard to get them into schools that they want, and they have amultitude of things they do in terms of actually counseling stu-dents who have difficulty with narcotics or alcohol and that sort ofthing.

So, it is a very difficult job. And of course, every time something
conics up, the school seems to acquire responsibility. If a studentwould attempt to commit suicide, for instance, there would be a
flood of calls to the school saying to the school officials, "Well, just
what are you doing to prevent students from taking this sort of an
ction?" So. guidance counselors as an area of influence is spiraling

just like the rest of it.
Mrs. Komku. I am not evading a question, but I teach in a pri-

vate school which is college preparatory, and our formal guidance
or counseling is for college selection.

Personal guidance counseling is distributed equally. The duties
an hopefully distributed equally among the teachers. The students
art' allowed to choose their own advisor, and each teacher is re-
soousible for x number of students. They meet daily on a very
minimal basis just to determine' whether there are, indeed, prob-
lems that day that need-to be solved. Long-term counseling and ad-vising is carried on depending on the group of students that the
teacher has as advisees and the time schedule that they have.

We' try to arrange for career inspiration or counseling. They areeither- field trips or bringing speakers into the classrooms so that
students have- a chance to look-see at the various occupations that
will be available to them. But it is not on any formal basis, and we
will find that some teachers are more actively involved in that
than others,

Mr WAtAitu N. Well, thank you very much. We certainly appreci-
ate, the conversation we have had, and there are some points in
there that we might be able to pursue. I appreciate your participa-
tion in the continuing education of the ._.ongrLss in that sense.'Thank you very much
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Mr. WAIA;f0A The next panel -and I apologize for running late.
and I hope we haven't created conflicts, but we do have a panel of
school administrators and school board members. Dr. Allen Mackie
of the Mount Lebanon School District; Dr. Paul LeMahieu, acting
director and senior research associate, division of testing and eval-
uation. the b-ard of education, city of Pittsburgh; and Shirley
Joyner, member of the Penn Hills School Board; and Reverend
Lang. superintendent of schools fbr the diocese of Pittsburgh.

We appreciate' your willingness to come and talk with us and
join in these discussions. Let me just ask you to go ahead and give
us your views and reactions and your guidance and then we can
have at least a short discussion afterward.

Dr. lilacka'

STATEMENTS OF HR. ALLEN W. BLACkA. SUPERINTENDL, T.
1101;::T L B %NON SUI1001. DISTRICT; HR. PALL LeMAItii.,'.
.WTING DIRECTOR AND SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE. DIVI-
ION OF' TESTINC .,IND EVALUATION. CITY (W PITTSBURGH;
SHIRLEY JOYNER. ENHiF:R. PENN SCHOOL BOARD: AND
REV, Ill 1;11 J. LANC. SUPERINTENDENT OF' SCHOOLS. DIOCESE
OF' PFITSBURCH

lil.ACts Thank you.
As superintendent of the Mount I.ehanon School District. it is a

pleasure for me to be invited here today. I would like to make some
remarks about the nature of tlw science and math offern.,.s in the'
Mou nt Lebanon School Dist rict

W hat' a math and science program that exceeds the State
mandate's is they exist at the current time'. In selecting course of-
frings. our students follow the theme to be challenged. We are for-
tunate' in erur high school tha. our principal is probably foremost a
.cienc educator, and he works with the students, thinking in
terms of courses that challenge and course's that art' more' demand-
ing of their tone and effort.

A!, you read through the material that I presented to you, you
will find that the courses vary all the way from those that students
can only get into by teacher recommendation. courses that offer re-
infocement and advancement to the students who wish to make
growth in their math and science programs onto those courses that
if they wish can participate in college level work and earn college
level ,;rdit in our school.

These courses will give' them college credit at a reduced cost. The
advanc-d placement courres are there. In effect. when they enter
our "Ahem!. they can skip the' particular course' and receive college
credo.

It you look into the' science course's. you will find that there' were
laboratory type experiences in those course's. Youngsters. if they go
ono our laboratory settings Ili the computer science technology. are
told that they have to spend hours beyond the school day working
in thy vontpliter room.

In the' matter of sciem.e, probably our top course is science re-
sea r, 'h I want to point out that that course came about in our
school district as a result of some grant money that enabled the
teacher who is now working in that instructional area to begin that
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type work and prepare those youngsters for the research eXPI-iri-
once.

In the matter of what it is that I see that the Congress can do, I
have 1( thoughts on that.

One' is ass.st us in our quest for qualified teaching staff. We are
fortunate that the teachers that we do have have been with us
through long years of experience, but the time is coming when they
will need to be replaced. The supply out there is not adequate in
terms of quantity.

We believe that you can uo that through renewing the efforts of
the National Science Foundation, where teachers are given student
grants We believe' that you have to start back at the high school
level and give support to science experiences such as the Pennsyl-
vania Junior Academy of Science Fair, where youngsters gain an
excitement about being involved in science.

Something has to be done to increase teachers' salaries so that
teachers are' attracted to this field. They compare unfavorably
right now with those salaries being paid in business and industry.

In the second category of suggestions, I think that we shoe. Id
turn our attention to developing a strong student evalua on
system, but one' where the faculty of the school is involved in devel-
oping it The goals and objectives locally developed should be tested
and the aspects of those incorporated in the testing program.

A third category, a way in which Congress can help us is to
assist our efforts in obtaining textbooks and supplies which are not
diluted in content and overinflated in price. We find in the last 10
to 1:-) years that the content of textbooks has been watered down.
We also feel that the materials that are so necessary to conduct
laboratory experiences, equipment are overpriced.

If you could instigate an investigative study of these practices,
perhaps some things can be learned. Maybe the schools are not
making the demands that they should upon the suppliers.

A fourth effort we need help with is in the area of developing
laboratory activities. These are the areasand you heard this
before this morningwhere youngsters learn the practices that
they need to follow in the world of science and mathematics.

The' fifth area where we need help is in the area of developing
departmental leadership. Quite often, as in the case of our high
school principal, a science teacher has become an administrator, as
in my case'. from mathematics to teacher to superintendent of
schools. We Deed to be developing the leadership with the depart-
ments and finding ways to attract that leadership into staying
within the departments.

A sixth area is aid in writing computer software 4.o accompany
all the hardware that is available. The computer nerds to be used
and can be used as an educational tool. Grants could be provided
for tht. software' writing. We believe that it shoulei be written at
the local level by the educators, who know what it that they are
planning to accomplish.

A seventh area is that we need assistance in establishing a closer
relationship with business and industry. I think that forums should
be held. and we do see some of this occurring in the city, where
business and industry meet with educators. Points of view are ex
changed and common problems solved,
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An eight.' area where we' believe we can have some help and
should have' some help, if we are going to talk about science and
math, the subjects, the need to be related to the problems of socie-
ty. We can't let issues like the development of military weapons
and so on become the focal point. These youngsters are going to
have to take their place here in society. There are problems such
as the- quality of life and pollution. So, the content has to be relat-
ed.

A ninth area, one that we tend to look around and avoid. is that
of a student competition and awards system. Over the years we
have neglected to contihue recognizing the students who do well. It
has been a way of schools to tend to work with all of the young-
sters. but Those' who do well make relative growth in their academ-
ic standing, not just those who obtain an A or a 100-percent rating.
These award systems develop bonds between students and faculty
members. It is an inspiration to the youngsters.

The last area, probably the most important, is that we need help
in gaining parent and community support. No school system can
teach, lead, reward or test the student body unless the parents are
willing to pull together with us in making this effort. We thought
about this. The one suggestion we have is that we keep the legisla-
tiv and political spotlight on education. Make it among your top
priorit les

These ten suggestions I hope are of some help to you as you
think about your work. If there is any other way that the Mt. Leb-
anon school District can be' of a help to you, please feel free to call
on it Thank you.

;The' prepared statement of Dr. I3lacka follows:!
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Public Mathematics iond Science Education

I .se lies and Ger tlemen of the Subcommittee an Science, Research and Technology -

It a o pleasure for me as Superintendent of the MI. t ehonon School District to be invited to speak on the
subject of moitx.rnotic, and science education. You Ole to be cotnnenkted for your of forts.

My remarks ore divided into two ports -

(1) The Nature and Ouallity of Motheinatics and Science F &Potion in the MI.1 eburron School District and

, Sugge./ions for the Improvement of Mo.l.winotic3 and Science f clocation in 1,,e Public Schools.
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Viet - The Nature and 0 of Mathematics and Science FM/toilers in theMI. Tigianors nabT3frTcl __

The autism and quality of our ctericulum offerings in high school mathematics, technology and science
are evident by the content and scope of our course deteriptians. The school district's requirements for
graduation we greater than the present Skit* nerdates. The theme of OUT high itched program "Choose
to be Challenged" is a reflection of our work to infkonce students to select courses deemed to be morechallenging old demanding of their time and effort. The following paragroohs will give you Insight intothe nature and quality of our program offerings.

MA THEMATICS EDUCATION

Modified - INTRODUCTION TO HIGH SCHOOL. MATHEMATICS - This course provides cia introduction to
Ngh---"cerinutfiematTiiEy concentrating on lour main areas:

I. Review of basic computational skills
2. Introduction to geometry
I. Overview of consume mathematics
4. Introduction to algebra

This course provides the opportunity for students to receive additional review of computational skills
thrusrstexat the year.

Madifkd GENLRAL MATHEMATICS - General Mathematics emphasizes modern mathematicalcoes&ls,p techniques, TinThins needed for an understanding of the practical and social phases of
mathematics. Course topics (divided into ten Resource Units/ are selected from withmostic, algebra and
geometry. For the hest interest of the general student, this course Is set up to fellow suds teaming
modes us individualised instruction, math laboratory experiments, and small group sessions. An attempt
is made to correct each individual', arithmetic weaknesses.

Modified - PERSONA!. FINANCE - As future active participants In the American marketplaces, studentssixiirld-ucquiie the shitty toWerstand financial questions. This ability will deoend upon effective
application of fiesdamiestal i-rithmetle operation. Topics covered will include banking, taxes, assurance,
budgeting, credit, unit pricing and many other everyday problems.

Modified - AL LIBRA I - The emphasis in this ...kiwis is on devoioning algebraic skills rather than
isigkoraic cencepts. The course begins with n /entice of pre-algebra topics including work with signed
numbers, graphing can the number line, aoler of operations, and absolute value. Later topics covereJ
include solving equations and inequalities, translating from words into mathemotkalsymbols, elernentoryword problems, laws of exponents, working with polynomials, factoring, qur..aratic emotions, algebraictractions, and gophing lines in a plane.

Al Gi-IIRA 1 - Algebra I emphasizes the overall structure of the real number system. The students will
learn to app., the momputative techniques as a reflection of this structure. The concepts of variables,
number properties, msitive and negative numbers, relationships between numbers are studied and thenomitted to the solution of equations and inequalities. Verbal problems are an important part of this
course. Emphasis is placed on the development of deductive reasoning, changing words into symbols and
ori the application to verbal problems. The students should have o sound background in the bask concepts
of orithmetic including operations with whole numbers, common fractions and decimals before selecting
this course.

Other tapirs include loitering algebraic fractions, graphing on the coordinate plane, solutions of system
of linear emotions anti simple quadratic equations.

lInncos - Al (1HRA I - ! tomes Algebra I is a fast-paced rigorous treatment of first year Algebra. Time isnrw ,it ,,,easure:d. compreheusive unit tests cover large units of work for this level.

2
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4tudetits shook+ able to era (smite multiemoti«ii put If'!" f4S caw/ be atik to utilize them ',hen they appear
in other corcvmstrines. they shcold also perceive the rote of deductive reasoning in elites/fa.
Resource units include topics such as applications of equations, inequalities, factoring, fractions, linear
rrsteins and quisdrotic equal ions.

Modified - ctooa IRY - Modified Geometry represents adjustments made in the regular offering in order
to acooinaicite certain students whom we anticipate might hove trouble. An attempts is mode to
emphosige small grow, and individual instruction. Admission is by teacher recommendation only.
Students admitted to this course :hold have succe,sholly completed Modified Algebra 1.

CEOS& INT - Geometry is haled on undefined terms (point, line, and plane), defined terms, and
pbostulates, all of which are used to prove theorems and solve problemsdeductively. Understanding of the
relat'anships of plane figures is achieved airough the study oft

1. lines and segments: equal, congruent, perpendicular and parallel.
7. angles: eouol, congruent, supplementary and right.
3. polygons: equal, congruent, similar and special properties of certain polygons.
4. circles: tingles, ire% segments, properties of circles and constructions.
S. inequalities: segments and angles.

Honors - Q-0Alf fRY - Honors Geometry is bused on undefined terms (point, line, and pkine), defined
terms, and poslucateiall of which [lie used to prove theorems and solve problems 1,...pcolly by deductive
reinoning. the understanding of the relation sips of plane figures is achieved through the studs' oft

I. lames and segments: equal, congrueit, perpendicular and parallel.
7. angles: equal, congruent, supplernentorv, complementary and right.
1. polvtplos: c uncruent, similar and special properties of certain polygons.
4. Inc les: angles, urea, suwrierits, properties of circles and construction.

}realities: S4N1114nt5 Lind din911.4.
(. I.rrllr.11e irtilnt' try: slopes, parallel and perpendicular tines, graphs and equations.

`,0-114s arid their volumes ore included where pnssible to supplement and increase student's ability to solve

geometric is-474,MS.

t lances Al)VANCIL) lliY - Sono( s Advisk eat Crometry is the first of the sequence of courses
the mv,,,i or oorgn, in line high school. ft is hosed on undefined terriu

(vends, line, , pform.), det lord terms, and postulates all of ich are used to pine theorems rind Soh"e

j.)10hlems by iye reosuoiog. the under stunding of the relationships of geometric. fiqures is
sr blved tt,t,,,Nt., the 4tnrcir 4)f:

I. I,nrs.wd aelmerts: .cc4,R-11, perrierKtict slur test porailtel.

2. iiiqtys: etmd, so1.4)lementirry, i impletner)turY rind t
3. f.?Ivei.): ...fish, 5117'111am and special propyr ties tit er tours 1....riVr.;4S.

14{541eS, tjr ON-1, .1411.11./111, pricier I icy at circles rind (Cs I r Lrc t

if)r,rollli Iros: s10 icor% soul Ifloitt5..
r ;Ho per perYlinolor tines, sir (10,1 40 WI 'aloof lory.

1. iinr5 ,tit's plonts ;wipe/11ln ului trot phi mlT I.

' 11.1s ,ant 'belt Y Ann WS rite ffir Wt`ef e p,resible to Mt. plerrwill rind 1114A-ase stud 40.s ,Thitits, to salve

Modified - Al tif ElliA ii This sir MIA! 're-or niclehrrt tints is ilesigni-si to yinphosiis review, reinlorreinent,

oil 0,44..p.,e,H,Ilt ,I PIP //OS H.' [14)(4,, Ult. 4(105. first Year nfoinbro top,/ S our thoro,,ohly iesi,,ied with
storsling .41i (10.. WA insister; nei nialipolotive slits through flexible pacing arid

,i for .15, r"1 11,d0/1,1,O1 trot irrn.

I Pt,. 4f. IS 0.4 ,t1Sti..ted 411.9(' -Pi VIM f lit (A Y test 1110V sqfisfy entrain, e ieg,,iremeios

.rite -sr 4 Y(, pnop '14515. Hi' IS 117,1,11e I,nesJr SY Ste; ns, esjetrnoidt, r.idicula, ichi3Oee rknithers,

14611,,in nr.1 hen, 1 ionS.
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The mniorily of the students m it* rhea should be juniors or tronays who have completed first year
algebra and geometry by doing satisfactory each in ntadified desks., or have experienced difficulty in
regular classes. ,

The student who is most successful at this level is on who wants to learn, is willing to work hard,but
needs individual. attention and varying techniques afforded by the smaller classes to demonstrate growthof mothenriatical

AIGLIPA U - The purpose of this trialitional second -year 'algebra course is to first build an the
fixiri&trociii "kernel in first-year algebra, to expend the Understood concepts by generalizing, and to
review first-year algebraic topics by examining more difficult problems and new types of problems in
order to assure that the student has strengthentsd hisiher grasp of the fundamental algebraic manipulative
skiffs. Problem-solving skills, clear and concise expression both oral and written, and logical thiriting are
emphasised throughout the coorse.This course Is designed to be a college-preparatory course which
satisfies college entrance requirements in second-year algebra. New units covered include rocticals and
complex numbers, quadratic sentences, quadratic relations and functions, conk sections and unalytiageometry.

Honors GI-1311A - This challenging fast-paced course emphasizes the improvement of strong
tnaiaiittTatiTte skilli, concise expression, !wield thinking, problems solving and analysis. Algelra 1

concepts ore reviewed and strengthtned *rough intense practice and generalization techniques. Newtopics ere developed both mechanically and intuttivehr.

This caste is designed to be 0 college-preparatory course VitliCil scdisfies college entrance requirements
in second year algebra while also preparing the students for the posiibility of doing extensive college
level weds in mothemolics or related areas. New units covered include throe enriable systems, radical*
and conk set-fife), and unalctical geometry, exponential and logorithic equations, sequences, series and
the tylnanial theorem.

Harare - ADVANCED ALCIIHRA If - Honors Advanced Algebra His the second of the sequence of cov-ses
comprising the Advorn.14151erefnent program in the armor high school. The content of the course is
second -yea nigebrn. Tapirs include. 'near and quadratic equation and relations, logarithms, the et of
umplex numbers clad operntiuns nth radicals. Applications of first year concepts to complex problems

is included. Areas' of nchriefred study include partial froctions, an intro* than to proLobility and
statistics and relations in a three-space reference system.

Modified Al C4 IVA ill/ I RIG - Ibis course is designed for those students who need to slreng...en their
cilijeliroliami in; a Q-1;esir course, though credit is granted for completionof first semester work.

Proficiency with algebra will t developed with a review of these basic ideate salving linear equations,
inequalities and systems; and solving quadratic equations and inequalities.

In order to expa fel the students' understanding of algebra these new topic.ss linear analytic geometry,
conic sections, quadratic y items, logarithms (using bound held calculators), polynomial functions and
elementary trigonometry will oe introduced. Optional topics include an overview of arithmetic f ponces
and series, and the basic concepts of statistics and probability.

C011 FCC Al (113/4A/ TRIGONOME_ iRy - College Algebra/Trigonometry introduces and develops many
rot,nci in intiiikoiti,:y vAiege mathematics courses. This coolie is designed to review

previously learned concepts, extend thost ideas to develop concepts of higher mathematics, ardintili
geometric, algebraic, and trigonornetrir concepts. Because this course places less emphasis CO prom li into
abstract reasoning than most prorate% en courses, many students upon convicting this course will require
nt trust a semester of precnrculus at the high school or college level before enrolling In calculus.

Trigonometry is introduced early in the course fur the benefit of students hiking stindcrdired tests, but
trigonometric car. epts (ye reinforced throughout the course where applicable.
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As ti eponition for those students who will eventuully continue with calculus, the graphing of functions is
emphosized throughuut the course. Other topics include a review of linear equations and inequalities,
quockutic equutions and int-T*11114.h coordinate geometry, conks and functions. New topics include
circular functians,'triceigle trigonometry, exponential and logarithmic functions, trig formulas, complex
mantiey% and polar ordawdes, polynomial fvnetions, series and sequences, and probability and thelimo/mot theorem. Many it these topics will be integrated in units studying techniques of graphing
fors ti.wls old technsives of iepiution solving.

rds.kiltS electing this course should have WCPS3 to 0 calculator with trigometric and logarithmic
01,14311$fie&

!lifers - PHI (.Al CUI US - This full year cooese is designed to prepere students for Calculus, whether it
be their first mufti sar;e in college or their terminal COSA*, here of the high school. It is urged thorstielents bore completed course t lonors Algebra 11. The course begins with a thyrough development at
funs twins. this includes notation, operations, properties, equations, and unalysss of graphs.

A r °replete development of trigonometry is covered in l'recaleukss. It starts with vercyping function and
work with the circular lute limns leads to the remaining units of trigonometry which include solving
tr iavtitifiV1r;s. needier's, proving identities, analyzing grophs of direct and inverse functions, and workingwith rocroplex numbers. A unit on polar coordinates which inchdes graphing follows.

A (major xtion of the course is devoted to special types of functions. Work is done with polynomial
fore tiono rational functions, exponont kit functions, and logarithmic functiors.

The runic: sections are developed thoroughly including translation of axes. A study of mulberry:slice'
feel es is method of proof is followed by the binomic.I theorem, This feuds to an examination of the

pet liens in muthematir 1.11 ses4tnent-cS cGnd Series, and to the concept of limits.

limeys - ALP/AIN/Ill) PHI CAI CIA US Honors Advanced F'recalculus is the third of the sequence of,,tc jej the ,aware ed Placement Program in the Senior }nigh School.

I Mines Advieuret Pr, is a string supporting course for the calculus in twelfth grade. It contir cies
,,,f ,,,,twods the ishiehro of the real number system; it includes such topics as theory of eqvutions, Ind
panne Iris is-mem-Mot 1,1/1 of a carves arid iurfoces. Also studied ore the complex number system with its
fi. to pxsrptc s ond ate cult 3. MOthelostlit sit 'exilic-lien is related to the proof of the binomial theory m.the der ivution hex lion is developed in on intuitive (11411)71,el and simple applications ore consider el.
Pince-rims of fixeireis we studied in detail. Also isic listed sire urxrtYlic geesnetry, trigonometry, end
ve tors. The emotions in trigoeomehry is CSI the eitcOhtf funt'flOrit, (Milan measure, inverse ferictiosav
er,ipoiria led i oriole% sister reprevstotion. `dielenti e'etlinsj this course shcoold have tie ess to a

iilotor with fr igurs, asq'tf it soil I xsor 'Ohmic capabilities.

I triples CAI I N US t ail lus is a ori yet" colit9e 1^vel t curse which builds the general theory un
ti., finiqoes of ills otos up.n, 4) review of the elementary functions ind upon a review of algebraic 'epics al
needed. Live s errl Isle .fiffriin t ki lion of polynomial tom flans: differentiation of trigonceeetris
ceinee it ill, LIS! logo/ think hurt( I i,tiSt areal, Meon Value Theorem, spit the definite int eTo1; integral

to, tai,45,,,f4 144,1)ckifionS of the dile/011Se islet the integral. Students successfully completing this c.nursei,,dy Islet t Io rerive reilits from the itniviesity ut Pittsburgh for a fee. Students whci coegilete this
,icir se before thew stIllof fenr silly 41$11 to purtielpute in Lollege-lvel calculus at SI local university.

rugs in tunnel it Alen iivisiloble fix students wtxi are OM enrolled in high school.

Advont e4.1 t'lcmettient OW/ (:Al CIA Adyuneed Place-mem (140 tilos is the lost of the sequence
of r.s.rses .554,5 king the, oti 4.1teinent PrOtFilfil in the SelliOf I ligh `ichool.

odd rr nein (its 1 i of, eles is is iine-rein, citlege level enece so col, ules onsj .rj onolytic
1, .6 1, v. Its .*Avot is /kit Inc l ot coot Se pr'-et ihret Is the 1 t I /I 5 rwm11111,,e, ier AtiV,Ineeti

..,1 1r -n{ '4 the 11111, %. Iiir i art ein,lees nn extensive and Ittdepitl stints ill{ les mil 'WI tICW/
Iirm t mn$ of file uurfu Ade, sego, re es urns series and intiishii. tory differential eipsuti,es.
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Trephosis is plated an theory ad formal proof.

It is hoped the the ,student will sit for the Advanced ilacernent 03C) Calculus Examination. Successful
per furenunce on this examination frequently earns a year's credit and/or placement at the college level.
%Meets who complete this course before their senior year may wish to participate in college-level
r etc '1103 at is tocul university. Reduction in Within is often ovaiksble for students who are still enrolled in

' Iligh school.

COMPUTER SCII.Nri: IIXJCATION

COMPUITI4 SCI NU If C111401 OGY - The course is divided into two ports. The first Is concerned with
time extension of the isi;enun living's sensory powers. This includes how the co ter is used to take data
in experimmots, oinks, graphs and data tables, in modeling, in simulations, and in problem solving. The
student will learn how to interface the computer to take tempercitures, times, and other resplicatkins.
This part also deals with some social problems of technology.

The second port addresses itself to the extension of a human being's mental powers and develops the
technical hosj, toe automation. This includes what a computer is, what a computer can do, and how it
works. Also simple computer logic and machine language will be investigated.

Students will learn to write programs in BASIC and ion them, however progresmming skills we not a major
objective.

The Computer Science course is designed for the average and above average student who would like to
town how coevoters find technology are applied to *real life* situations.

COMA-111H PHOGI4AMMITsfq BASIC - This course is designed to give the student a first hand
lem'oviedge of the npriblfit and eimitotlons of computers and to develop computer programming skills in
the liA5IC lonipkne. There is an emphasis on single, top down, structured, well documented programs.

specific kirk s fur 'ode flowchurtiug, pier/tenon, programs, conditional executions, loops, formatting
output and sobstripted voriubles. These topics ore covered both in classroom lectures and in computer
lob sessions.

",i4klents taking this curse should be enrolled in or hue completed second year algebra. The completion
of qt.mnetry is olio rectvianended.

Students should he (more that they will be responsible for many lob type assignments then may require
time in the computer room other than during the normal school day.

COMM/11R PREX22AMMING II - Adv. BASIC - This course ;s designed to increase knowledge of
computer oporohons ond to elevelap sophTstriTited progranuning skills in BASIC. As in Computer
Priqramming I - BASIC, the emphasis is on the student's ability to write tap down, structured, well
rkicumentnd prori.orns.

pe if is tipi' s overed irwlode sort procetfuret, Iwo dimensiono) arrays, matrix arithmetic, string
tom-time, doto types, external data filer, and graphing and groptsics. Classroom time to cover these
topics is divided between lectures and the computer lab.

Students hicks) this course should be aware that they will be responsible for many lab type assignments
that miry require time outside of the normal school day. Currently an urrangernent between the high
sc hoot rind the University of Pittsburg, ;nukes it possible for students to register and receive credit for
the throe credit course, CS - 4, Introduction to ProgroovnIng in BASIC.

COM11,111 R FiliOCRAMMING - Fortran IV - Computer Prceirommirig I orison IV may be elected by any
stnkir1 afar /iii 1,11,011 or is fluow csr, in Alrielrru II or higher moth courses. (."umputer Proyrommilig
'eft is e, semester tour cc desioned to develop in &toil the programming Inngoale, Fortran IV.

this longuoge is the front Ctl I VIKA) one used in routtiemotics teed science.
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ihr , ,, se wdl 01 b,,f.,res , 111/0/lr 140 sot }went (procroms). fur tnttt irk-thuds of4,444 41/WI ,401,..rt, I orfron slut pinits, sob 1.44.jraml orkl si ore stodii, c,,t,ler technahsr isused to sot ye olgebraic, geometric, rind r doted i.croblems. Students program text ,verofe yur;ous_kinrts ofempeters. The t.ontpuferS inch, be a disk r,e434ftinV Sysletn, or C1 CAW SYStrIll. the Ootput will bedesplaYed rem o trlinoal or the students ntaY hove a print out.

Af twit% ed Pltx frown! - I PI SCA W(:1 - this cuarrse is riesiarted to in wide the equivalent of oneo, op, of' `.4 lent a at II Lysxd un;snisitv. It follows the cleric-ultra) its prescribed by the CA ttie, nose hos , irritsdurn is strongly rtsothemotical it is rotikiirt.1 that the rourle he taken concurrentlywith or offer completion of a ifter (Aeolus course.

The , taus. tWti41141 41111 441/4'41143 structured
prigirmorTunq roeflkwis acid techniques by writing instructions forwith , ninintlfiestts desdyitmsi in Karel She ltrabot, one of the your ses texts. 11 t ant inoestistrY4 the t iiipt)ttr lorwiskNe, }'user} osNiqnnwnt stub-m(1,1S, (nr)difiong.)1 ex" ofion, loops, forx..tions,;tn.( nitslYS ond files will be overed os well rts roue odynoced computer seience topics inctskiiiss;1)01,i Jinn tures (butted lists, bill, Stitt-LS, quells and frees), surfs (selet:tion, exchange, insertion, biourytir., merges,/ t, and tisti,Lsort), tuning nuidlinqS and outomota, ret.vrsion, ixtrijrani Orrei endvt-f I" 01151, ossnfily larsgoage, rind sorkdation. Sync lab time is provided for students during the normal, I.iss dify. f 6,wyer, stoctents should plan on %pending a minimon of two hours a week ,krtside of classtt ill the a 4144,410f lift).

this Kg at rn}..or stocinvits 1,tr the s't I H exthit (-unipsitny `;.ient.e.

SCIlf N(:I 11)MA ION

INIfftALK .110N w lYSIC:Al S(11NC-it The Intrckfui titan to Physical Science }}Arse isle 444,144. 'nate introtirk.tory,'expforatory ...Wet. tent , for the urupardr of ninth wade0.,,,1,Tifs. (fie < "iir sr piwsisoi seiros7e toms-pis lintsii41 the ekte-nsivr use of loh,srator,Icd ,f,,,,,,redrati.rns_ The development of good labrarotory skills is on objctive of flit'se, A ,0T4.1t1 tau kfr otMi in the physical s, ;MCP'S is efeveloped thr.,uah lassrovin the fivities. Ilia..et' sc .I.rolAs.s the opts thrtxtlf1 44.1 develinorneohil .vu examples al ffnlitte coos.eptscur t n-s .,,at ter ,14Yt the idumic theory.

krIodifierj - I V I `All NCf PrIodifid life 444 e is tee to tivities ,r1 acted course wIcer stridalitstee 141 4.%4 nl,r.1 /41144144) paper !tin 45,, Irstint4 voyertiniiint Woe titans, intliyisfoolly at their ownpo, e. Pr"x e-ti,,r es eve h (.1 54,11, sit 11,1t.il learning of tire following ltrdis enserles:,rf .1.11,1, ((ll t e elm lei !WO study, 1.1VIt %trot. tore tinit frns.fion,
il11t1 FP11111151 heirx3, and their nfIVIC 0114T)eflt. Mtntif iral I ite left of ter s the st, ,.I,rat a..1411 (4,1%)(11 haste 014), Ifiir ,mierstorxi'my of ti t 1141419e in Biology. The shit, ..fs usI Aft' e "horn by Lioirni," on,aking at their own once.

1001, (x.,y ,ritr,xto, tory katnsretf,wv "11-ierkt-e is rse. fir course in iliolo9y covers 1.1Sicdrat all tivniq rid also stresses the tnetitods by which scientists itivestildteItrn. ttmots arc: the strut 1.,ral oral functional nature of life; y:1.c44114. .rut 41411. ,41,41s; 44400, inItte s t4.44ty of it,it ro-ocgoriisiort, !Ind' titular phalli tent 1Infilf(jk; liti/r10/1illy .hxiv; fluti ILmp, (ell On 4440144S, 04.parble 1414f iods ore s,bedoled for laborutory ode/dies, A fo,,,f it 1MphINI5 tlf trik,}if rats Its in 11401(Ny pf,,V Mc. hiyhliyhts in the cttitt,e.
t (X,'( . ihr t ,,(S 01444:WI the relotionships that ncsuf in naturol systems ,14 will as the1,,,,,,,

wir,kninentot problems, vx f, us pollution 'roil ens.,ity,ne nv ,1 OW, upon the stody of /Mlle at ecosystems ,ftv.I the tchootogyof the heain ayir-ximerit. Although I cology is not o laboratory St tell e, 0(14141,4-5 so, fl as , o,flOater
44.44,44ttit 44141% tit 4 51414,40441 4 iced to ii fletl resit problems. the opportunity fur field 1440,4k it 411}e4,44, 4 c,. ,41 v .44,4t ft, till, 414 np4 1`,4.441S ter capful if as s:,,i1.nts pro, tie 41.- iSi 14 :fig. [Itsslo.kols of, 41, le I, t t411,,, thud Ulna, have tofuri rotes its 'het pltefct woe 01'5 stewards.
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timers - 10PftS IN tilOi OGY - Plant Growth and AnatonyLGessetics - Plant Growth and Anatomy is a
review of normal growth processes. rolfowing this review, developmental plant anatomy from seed to
mature pion! is studied. The effects upon plant development try environmental factors such as light,
temperature arst moisture are investigated Natural and synthetic plant growth substances ore studied in
detail with urrphusis placed upon the changes resulting from their application.

Genetics is an investigation of the mechanisms of mitosis and meiosis. Various plants are used to
demonstrate the principles of Mendelian genetics and various aspects of chromosome theory.

Patterns of heredity on sexual reproduction ore investiguled using inicruorgunisms and pupolutim
genetics. The effects of envoi-moments upon genetic expression and mutation ore discussed and aspects of
humus genetics we invest nested.

'loners TOP/CS IN I-3101 OGY - Micrcbiology and Molecular Metabolism - Microbiu'ogy is primarily
cunt-enin:) with -teti;Mques torture, -Wservatoci` riciar 1;:To-fication of microorganisms.
I orphusis is placed on the study of procoryotic cells such as bacteria but attention is also given to
eueuryotir algae and fungi. Activities include staining and observing cells, transferring and culturing,
nutritional regairements, growth fw-turs and iworymatic activities. The techniques of medical,
uarocultaral arid foondfweter sanitation microbiology are veal:rd.

Molecular metuteolism ins lances investigations to determine the biechehistrY of protein, nucleic acids,
fats, pulysochar ides and enzymes. The manner in which orgenismsUse energy, such us muscle contraction
or I bioluminescence ore also investigated. Chromahogruphy and electrophoresis are used in the
invest igu: ions.

Modified BIOl (ICY Modified Biology assists the students in determining haw they and their fellow
stoxlents .sr tin coo.ling onyoAved in the cycle where human activity changes the environment. The major
area of investigation and discussion are Major environmental and been-vial problems caused by pollution,
trdevactions rd nrganssms with the environment and the earth's niujor ecosystems, interactons within
organisms :hi differeet environments and genetics - how the patterns of inher itance operate.

I AH114 5411- NCI Geolugy - Caaolagy is a course in physical and historical geology. Topics cuv.sed
sic lull Minerals (rod roo ks, topooraphy and landfurms, processes of weathering (rid erosion, fossils,
ohostriphiun and your anion.

54-11 NC/ - Ocearwrgrephy and Metocrologr - This part of the course deals with ocearsrxiraphy and
meteorology. Tape s c overed onclode: exptvution; the strut tore, < omposaien and properties of
the oceans; movements of water and eraater transfers; circylut ion putterns; storms and fronts; air masses;
weather predictions: and

ASTRONOMY The o mote in Astrunorny provides students with the opportunity to study the oldest
foe mai science. t lsona the planetarium and a multi-media approach, a focus is provided to allow students
to experience the upt.olocutions of basic sciences (physics, chemistry, and biology) in a setting that
tine/lutes abservotoons of natural phenomena.

The ititeryulsle "inverse os investigated, from inner space to the limits of the known universe. The study
then moves the %Indents from what is known to speculation about what may be. Descriptive aspects of
the sk,' use stressed airmail-. liberal use of planetarium observntions. [`samples of topics presented we:
the history of astr inainY; ,ndronvfily vs astrology; coristeautions; the solar system; the moon; properties
of light; motion and faro es in spore; stars and stellar properties; order in the universe; unusual and 1-
exceptional phenomena such 05 black holes, p olsors, white holes; and biological phenomena.

Advanced Placement t11010GY Actorvariced Plocerneot Biology is a college level course for twelfth
envie students. I lying org.in;s,;3 are Studied from the cellular, genetic, organismic, amid ecoloyicoll
jaetraatives. I tin ,inatnmy and phySiolirgy of roonnero, protests, fungi, plantore and anionalios are studied in

In-iottl ,MIIY$ od o urn nt re sear areoS such us UN OfthilltifIl DNA turd gene splicing provides
'indents with knawledge of trope trends in binhlyical research. I uhoroloiry exercises provide hands -on
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rs with the basic tools of beilogicul research which can then be upplied to original research
projects.

A piltrilaT purpose of the course is to prepare students for the Advanced Plocen.ent rsornination.
t towevey, Any iotlege h 'end student, especially o student planning to major In the sciences would benefit
from this ill/TSP.

(1* MIS - This Chemistry course is intended for the average student who bi the eleventh or twelfth
geode hen the mothernatieal skills arid mental reatt.eity to deal with the concepts and theories of
chemistry. This cvlurse is intended for the student who plans a non-science career and at is on adequate
prepuration for the non so fence oriented college student.

The course utilizes both classroom and labxotory approaches in o study of the following topless the
IIMIFIC system, atomic Slits Chile, the periodic table and properties of the elements, chemical bonding,

and egizaticins, cheinicul reactions, r action tii.teties, stoichiumetrY, esluililrium, states
of molter, a. ids - bases molts.

denies - C7i MISIRY the Honors Chemistry course is designed to provide the science and/or
lei ivviluay ieientrd student with a rigorous vermeil in the study of chemistry. The Honors Chemistry
...ese is significantly dif ferent from the revolts' chemistry course in scope, depth and pace. Student who
intend to take the College Board Achievement Test should take this course.

Major topics studied in the course include structure, bonding, periodic low, energy and matter,
sloe hiumetry, kinetics, equilibrium, acid-hese theories, redos and electrochemistry and organic
.twinishy. The lisle raturY is used to acquaint students with real scientific experiences and to odd o
foie tionnt ,enure t to their understanding of principles.

Achninved Placement - 01MISIHY - The Advanced Placement Chernestry course is fought at the college
freshman kvei. the emphusis is on citerrnistrY w an intellectual activity and on rigorous training in
furelomntls merrier, fur advanced college courses in chernistrs or related fields. This emphasis an
iuni eels ,rest prey riles requires students to learn descriptive material from their laboratory work and
also Iron, uvtlliie les$111144.

The pienery purpose for the «wise is to pressatre students for the Advanced Plocement 1-xamination.
lowever, inv student planning lo (1111i0( in chemistry Of engineering would benefit from thecourse.

PI tYSICS - this e,sitse is bused upon the Project l'hvsi, s formal des;.ined for 'h./dents who wish to
hruo.trii tty.ir jitersieul s(lence txickgrxrxl as a preparrotiari tor college, this course is not recommended
for stdnts ,ilonning a carver in enqinert incl. Those students should take Honors Phviics cirZ7uT,,ain;CT
no( erlient Physics.

ihus PiNtiir s new ph), vs sitilpisni, spirt student clu,sroom activities, lab work and student projects.
this (emu. differs from tfrosors Physics in depth, it moves at a slower pace and fuss a significantly
different eurder of topic presentation. Mope are is covered are the concepts of force, momentum, heat,
waves, rent, eli-ctfocity and mognetiun, and terrestriall and celestial motions.

knot 11IYMCS . This (sons, Is rec-ummeoded for the student pkulning n career in science, technology
engineer irxl. !i;roors l'iwsies differs from regular Physics in that it goes into greuter depth, moves at

foster pore unit bus a different order of topic presentation. This course includes the Mods, of the
t,ttowing topes: n.,tiaui crud forces, heart unit temperature effects, basic electrical principles, visible and

sisrod waves undaturnic structure. The luboutoloav provides students with the opportunity
10 invest iuide the print iples at ptsrsn s first Irord.

Advanced Platernent - PllYSICS I he Advurn ed Plarenont PireliC, u sir 4t is taught of the freshman
level .4 work. 'de,le.its tilt erg this u Ow,/ se istYN !tie oppnr twos, to use tArn opts from theAt, in I 'Id, Pr le.
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ihr sfr.ter5 .1, ",Astor. ct,,,t,1 Pt AN., 1 is rrtitote..1 tin were or ,jrc,ittr Ltire of onittrvillotit
10,i,h t,s1 it.r,, 11.a1rnls ilt f itdt.ft fqt.str s. Also, ft.,. Iteitth off,1 d1nt1 nt ttuvertfrp. nit 1,4", s lrylnresa

twee rey,r 1,5 ppr.si. ii lti 1,,It t111.1 title! 11.07(11,14.

Althofrti fit.% tt,,r sr prrolies littdc111S frfr the Atheruft ell Platen, nf I nuflionotion, otw stiNclvnt plonn.rtg
tic -I Ins. ti111 i ,t1 14,4titt.e.t unf t 4,1;0 tn1'1011 fro., Ittis tulllss.

'A 1114(1 !J ARCH - This ..tease is litSoltlell lt. }ti Stlfitt4.1 In tif tliteS 10, 11 or I/ w4x woofs to
irotn of.ttite tti tIft ifititliftlItttlf11 itSt,It I tee t.snr sr iii i,)11,1 %fikit.,,fs to iftweitj,4,11, p,roblein,
fispittitlt) t f it (re. ru,t,itrols. ifir ps4.1eifo r fon trt. to CIttlf the fin 11/1411 ex ph, situ) ssirnsres orki re-quire
shalrr.fs ,, ,,iffy r *Jr ,t1 it nh 411.f ft, tittlW viriinf (MN lt,41,011i tKISVa illgln qufhereNt data. the

prtst-tIt ttrttf in.tliffp to hstftl wriffvo and extol figins. They ore nil so exj/eeted fo submit their
ICSetill h pr"jes In St Writ C ntr,4,et .r,ost, oys tithe find pettfttp) r4j...gx414.t. Mr" th It St hOltif ship
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Part - Somestions for the improvement of Mathematics and Science Fducation in the Public Schools

We want to Lootinge car forward pace In mathematics and science education. We ask your !nip with the
for tars ann. .Atich Wit, as one sduaol di tike, have little or no control.

I. Assist VS with our quest far a qualified teaching staff.

if is out opinion that the quality of the teaching faculty is the rrimary facto. in determining a
quality school. We find tont there are fewer teachers of miasmal cs and science available. Salary
structure,. cause difficulty in attracting teachers with preparation -Ind experience In mathematics
and science.

- Renew the efforts of the National Science foundalkin thereby providing study aranfs to teachers
of matfamnaties, technology and science which expand or renew their **abilities.

- Give grunts to shoal districts for use to crimson:ye teachers to Involve students in such
competitions as the Pear sylvania Junior Academy of Science Fair.

- Provide funds to r.d.'n feathers' salaries to levels competitive with business and industry.
- inearage, itvough fund ng, curriculum and subject area content development projects.
- I rod in the effort to incorporate In our teacher certification process requirements for higher

standards weskit err consistent and relevant.

2. Assist US in our determination to develop a strong student evaluation system encompassiN the
vests 3evelopeot, being used to establish standards, and neing on integral Lama in
r3 a efra71 to revise curriculum and teaching practices.

Unit for and fund student evaluation programs for each school district wnich are developed by the
touching stuff.

3. Assist us in our efforts to obtain textbooks and supplies which are not diluted in content and inflated
prier.

- Instigate an invest iwa ',Ns, study of the practices in the school testi:tools and supply Industry.

fs. Assist us with the &hots I sustain o rich in letoratory activities where such experiences
havericenTesitN) sty are con

Provide direct aid to the school laboratory progrcns.
- Seek ways to reduce the cost of laboratory equipment.

5. Assist with the identification and development of departmental leadership.

- f and special leadership arid management programs in the areas of mathematics, technology, and
science instructional leadership.

- Fund leadership activities in such areas as confer,rnee attendance, membership maintenance, and
study wink-ars-

6. Assist with the nerd for software development which would enabIe us to use the technological

- Provide a iints to those vol,',2 will commit the time end resources necewary to prepare
instruction -4h' sound software.

7. nssistuswitt establishing9 closer relationsh;p with business and industry.

- tinid forums where leaders from industry can meet with edacutors for the purpose of exchanging
Views.

I I
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- Give gaols to industries which would release mothernotkions and skientists to work with leachers
in clossrcroms.

- (recite regional educational research councils to be funded by industry and formed as is partnership
at industr y and education.

H. Assist us with the ilevelopment_of coursekrelating the content to societal issues of pollution,
troulTir of Me, _coniervatiori-Greflhe tir7lewec srtoTies unionA_ other issues tirnidi briN:
respect to sr icocearsi mathematics aslindies of knowledge which give ihlitoverrient to our lives.

- Provide for course development grunts.

9. Assist us with 4t creation of a viable student coripetition und,owurds s stem which se-..kris a bond
. or:6n .:71i

.Oefividual ter..uchers.

Cive wed itnevev grunts to industries who will make soca Inwards.
t/velop o rst-writ project which studies the issue and makes a report on the most appropriate
method, use, rind type of student recognitions.

10. I um, but cv.ily the most important. No school can teuctittotoll town/dim test successfully without
ijorertt.t:ind corratrun'ly sup in froinimr,rits.

- Keep the legislative and political spotlight on education.

j .era hydg s;111fliS with fIls vkirression of appreciotion for this ivour tunitw to inform sou of our
tb.%fr re, Pfeil.... 4", WO flit the Mt. I etxxnrn S4.hool tostriet and !support you in your search for excellence
in miithernidn s uud edurnt ;MI. We tire ovailuble if you find further wars in which we can help,

12
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Mr. WALGREN. I appreciate that testimony very much, Dr.
Slacka.

Let's continue on with the rest of the panel in the order that you
were called, so I will turn to Dr. LeMahieu at that point.

Dr. LEMAHIEU. Let me start first of all, ,by offering the regrets of
Dr. Stan Herman, who was required to be at other legal proceed-
ings and asked me to come and stand in his stead.

The testimony which we prepared for this committee is essential-
ly a short status report on issues related to science education as
they pertain to the Pittsburgh public schools. I am going to touch
on just a few areas raised in that testimony. First of all, graduation
requirements in the Pittsburgh public schools. Second, curricut r
approaches in science and technology, and last, and probably last
because it is the most important in our view, teacher prepa tion,
both preservice and jnservice.

At present students in the Pittsburgh public schools are award
differentiated diplomas, depending on the courses of.study which
they undertake. The minimum requirements are for two units of
math and two units of science. The academic diploma requires an
additional mathematics course, and it should probably be observed
that in addition to that, through counseling and other efforts, stu-
dents in the academic track tend to. also elect an additional science
course.

With the freshman class of 1985, all students will be,required to
take three units of each, both mathematics and science, for gradua-
tion. This is symbolic, I think, of our support for the social propos-
als that have been offered.

But we make the statement, also, that increased time has got to
be coupled with quality time and that every effort has got to be
made to increase the quality of the instruction which is offered in
those courses, and for that reason we turn to the two other areas,
both curriculum and teacher preparation.

Apropos of curriculum, let me say, in 1980 the Pittsburgh Board
of Education identified increased student achievement as a top pri-
ority. The major programmatic effort which has been initiated to
promote student achievement in the basic skills areas is the moni-
toring achievement in Pittsburgh program.

The MAP program seeks to integrate instruction and testing
through the specification of instructional objectives which form the
core of the curriculum. It seeks to integrate both instruction and
testing through the specification of instructional objectives as part
of the core of the curriculum. Student achievement on each of
those objectives is then measured through frequent testing with in-
struments linked directly to the instruction. The tests are scored by
computer and results returned to teachers within 10 days for their
use in instructional planning.

At the present, the MAP program is fully operational in three
academic areas: mathematics, grammar/composition and reading.
In addition, we have underway a pilot program in the area of criti-
cal thinking.

The results of the MAP program as it enters its third year of op-
eration have been fairly dramatic. Its resulted in an increase in
student achievement in the basic areas subsumed by the program.
However, the last year we have administered for the first time
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standardized tests for students in the secondary level in elected
mathematics and science courses. The results, I would have to
report to the committee, were disappointing in the extreme. The
results established two goals for science and mathematics through-
out Pittsburgh. First, we intend to increase student achievement in
these areas, and second, we have to increase the percentage of stu-
dents scoring at or above the norm.

Currently we are involved in extending the MAP program into
secondary schools and focusing on higher order thinking skills, as
well as subject areas in the math domain and all areas of science
and technology.

Let me turn finally to teacher preparation, both in-service and
pre-service, and I would speak, first of all, to the elementary
schools and second, of middle and secondary schools.

Elementary schools, because of the current patterns of certifica-
tion requirements, usually have very little formal training in the
teaching of science. Curiosity and creativity are stifled when stu-
dents' questions cannot be answered. Even worse, incorrect infor-
mation is often taught which must then be unlearned at some later
point.

`Tragically, and probably-quite telling, several-studies havashown_
that students rank science as a favorite subject at the beginning of
the third grade and that preference, however, steadily declines
until science is ranked as the least favorite subject of ninth grade
students.

Science in the elementary schools has often been relegated to
"ba-k burner" status. The time allotted science teaching is often
usurped. At present, students receive two or three periods each
week, and in some cases, I am sorry to have to report, students
may receive no quality science instruction at all in the elementary
schools.

Surveying that, we have made a proposal to identify specialists
for the teaching of science, and we propose the creation of rooms in
seven elementary school buildings. Each &quipped with teachers to
address science instruction for all of the students. The students will
then be scheduled to the resource rooms for science instruction.
Pilot schools are currently being planned for 1984-85 school year.

We turn now to middle and secondary schools. The middle school
science education is plagued by additional quirks of the credential-
ing process. The middle schools are an area in which teachers both
certified at the elementary and the secondary level are allowed to
teach and, as a result, middle school science is often taught by
teachers with elementary certification and much of what is just
raised also applies. Because the formal training is limited, there is
strict reliance on the textbook for direction. Laboratory experi-
ences, when conducted, involve complex apparatus purchased spe-
cifically for certain demonstrations.

Science is being taught as a quest for final truths rather than a
series of best possible answers to natural phenomena or questions.
As technology advances, instructional changes must wait until the -
next textbook adoption. This leads secondary science instruct-ors to
teach with a false set of assumptions. They assume the students
have learned the basic prerequisites for biology, chemistry and
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physics and that they hold a basic scientific viewpoint and stance
in approaching data and the world.

Grouping for instruction is either difficult to achieve in these
conditions or nonexistent. The result in our own district is a prolif-eration of science courses, "often with-everlapping obiectives.

In cooperation with the University of 'Pittsburgh,tlie---beirming-
Research and Development Center, we have Submitted a proposalto the NSF to fund a 3-year training program for middle school sci-
ence teachers. If funded, the project will identify those concepts
which are essential in the middle school grade levels tri the mosteffective means of teaching those concepts.""su.-----_xinjAly, with respect to secondary teaching in Pittsburgh, wehave ob ril,Pct-that-the.,asteme high school teacher has been teach-
ing for 15 years, 11 of them rirtlitilinme-limuldingne or she hascompleted a master's degree but, again, on the averig'rfh'arwao------.......,
more than 7 years ago.

There are no requirements for continuing education for Pennsyl-
vania certification. To meet the needs of secondary school teachers,
the school district has established a teachers' center at the Schen-
ley High School in the ii,,art of the city. Over the 5-year life cycle,
every serowiary teaches will be required to attend the center and
participate in an 8-week minir'bbatical during which they partici-
pate in seminars and course work; and be involved in independent
research and clinical experiences, as well as content and eurricu-
lum updates in their own field of study.

This is our vehicle for addressing a need to obtain the kind oftime with secondary teachers that are required to undertake the
sort of in-service training that we need to take.

Finally, let me highlight four recommendations that we would
like to propose to this committee:

First of all, we recommend increased Federal support for the
purpose of assisting LEA's but, in particular, in the area of teacher
in-service programs. The cost of the program such as the Schenley
High School Teachers' Center is approximately $1.6 million overand above the normal expenses for that comprehensive high school.
Local resources support this initiative at a time when Federal dol-
lars are coming to PittsbUrgh at a reduced rate, approximately 25
percent reduction over the last 3 years. The level of State funding
over the past 5 years has gone from 40 percent to 32 percent. While
we agree that new and better qualified teachers are a necessity,given our situation we are vitally concerned about the in-service of
our present teachers. They will be teaching our young people for at
least another 10 to 15 years.

No. 2, we recommend greater advancement of the LEA's in the
design of the National Science Foundation grants for pre-college
programs, particularly those awarded to higher education institu-tions. The history in this area is dotted with cures for ills long
before-they_have been -properly diagnosed.

No. 3, we lecommeM consideration of increased scientific under-
standing for all citizens regardless of their mission in life. While
more scientists and engineers are needed to enhance technology, a
well-educated citizenry. is a necessity in order to establish and
inform consumers for that technology.
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Fourth and finally, we recommend that the National Science
Board proposal for regional science centers to educate teachers,
students, and parents alike be undertaken and given strong recom-
mendation to this committee.

We have also appended an abstract for such a center designed by
Pittsburgh teachers as an appendix to our testimony.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Herman follows:]
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MATHEMATICS AI DSCIEME EDUCATION IN PrrrsguRch: A STATUS REPORT

Recently, dozens of blue ribbon commissions and distinguished scholars

have published status reports on the health of American public school education.

The focus of the hearing today is specifically on the status of science and

mathematics education. The premier study of those areis was that of the

National Science Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science,

and Technology. The report entitled "Educating Americans for the 21st Century,"

documented deficiencies and nude recamiendations in many major areas affecting

the quality of instruction. This report will be a short status report on those

areas as they relate to the Pittsburgh Public Schools.

In 1980, the Pittsburgh Board of Education identified increased student

achievement as their top priority. The major prsgrasmatic effort which has beta

initiated to promote student achievement in the basic skills areas is the

Monitoring Achievement in Pittsburgh (MAP) program. The MAP program seeks to

.integrate insttuction and testing thrush the specification of instrucUonal

objectives which form tha core of the curriculaa,Studafiii' achievement on

each of the objectives is then smaiured by frequent testing with instrusseatts

which are linkee dirtamly ts, the instruction. The assts are scored by computer,

and the results returned to teachers within 10 days for their use in planning

instruction. The result is a progrma Which seeks to focus all partners

the educational enterprise (teachers, students, and parents) an clearly stated

learning outcomes. Further, the MAP program provides diagnostic information

regarding students' performance. This permits teachers to adjust instruction in

appropriate fashions to assure that all of the desired outcomes are obtained.
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Currently. MAP is fully operational in three academic areas: mathematict,

grmarar/composition, and reading. In addition, apilot progran is underway in

the area of Critical Thinking. This latter program is scheduled for full

adoption in the 1984-85 school year. Development of the project in each of

these curricular areas has followed the same pattern. First key skills are

identified for each grade level. Next, these skills are described in terms of

instructional objectives, and appropriate teaching materials are identified

for each objective. Finally, test items are developed to assess each of the

objectives. Pilot efforts to evaluate items and testing procedures are Under-

taken before full implementation in each subject area.

As a result of our Mntitoring Achievement Program and related staff training,

we are pleased to report that our ac'ierement scores ere climbing. This year,

711 of our students in grades 1 to 8 scored at or above the national norm in

mathematics. This is compared to only 57 three years ago. Ea7h percentage

point increase refiect the scores of approximately 210 students. Thus, the

increases in this year's scores mean that 2900 students have moved above the

national norms in the past three years.

Lia:c year was the first administration of standardized tests to students

enrolled in elective mathematics and science courses at the secondary level.

The results by subject are included in an appendix attached to this document.

The results establish tIOD goals for secondary mathessatics and science in

Pittsburgh. First, we must increase the percentage of students scoring at or

above the national average. Second, we must increase the percentage of students

enrolled in those elective courses.

currently, we are involved in extending the MAP mathematics progran into

the secondary schools; focusing the program on higher order thinking skills; and

facilitating the movement of students to increasingly more efficult objectives

when they achieve mastery of their present levels.
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Curriculum work to establish grade level objectives in science and tech-

nology education began this year. We envision a continuous revision of those

objectives over the next several years. Input.in this process has been

solicited from an advisory group consisting of representatives of local uni-

versities, Industry, and professional scientific organizations.

TEACHER INSERVICE

Elementary Schools

Elementary school teachers usually have very little formal training in

the teaching of science. They are uneasy and inadequate when student interests

and questions exceed their knowledge; e.g. if worms don't have legs, how can

they move? Curiosity and creativity are stifled when questions are not

answered. Even worse, incorrect information is often taught which must then

be unlearned later. Tragically, several studies have shown that students rank

science as their favorite subject at the beginning of the third grade. The

preference, however, steadily declines until science is ranked as the least

favorite subject of ninth grade students.

Science has often been relegated to "'sack burner" status. Under the Winner

of baci to basics and the press for increased mathematics and reading performance,

time allotted to science teaching is often usurped. In same schools, students

may receive no quality science instruction at all.

We propose the creation of science resource rooms in all elementary school

buildings. Each room would be equipped with resources and a highly trained

teacher. Students will be scheduled into the resource noon for instruction.

Pilot schools are planned for the 1984-85 school year.

Quality science teaching cannot survive without the support of the principal.

Principals, therefore, will be trained to assess the quality of their science

programs and devise plans to increase their effectiveness. lnservice for all

elementary principals is scheduled to begin in March of 1984.
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Middle and Secondary Schools

Middle school science is often taught by teachers with elementary certi-

fication. Since their formal training is limited, there is a suite reliance

on the textbook for direction. Laboratory experiences, when conducted, involve

complex apparatus purchased specifically for that demonstration. Emphasis is

usually on the "correct results" rather than the process of gathering data

to support conclusions. Science is taught as a collection of "final truths"

rather than a series of the "best possible answers" to natural phenomena or

questions. kitten technology advances, instructional changes suet wait until

the next textbook adoption.

Secondary science instructors teach with a set of false assumptions.

They WSt . that students have learned the basic prerequisites for biology,

chemistry, and physics. Grouping for instruction is either difficult to achieve

or non-existent. A result is a proliferation of science courses which often

have overlapping objectives. Personal satisfaction usually results only from

the exceptional achievement of a few.

In cooperation with the University of Pittsburgh Learning Research and

Developer= Center, a proposal has been submitted to the National Science

Fodniation to fund a three year training program for middle school science

teachers. If funded, the project will identify those concepts which are essential

at those grade levels, and the most effective WA= of teaching those concepts.

In Pittsburgh, the average high school teacher has bean teaching for 15 years,

11 of then in the same building. He or she has completed a master's degree, but

again, on the average, that was five years ago. There are no requirements for

continuing education for Pennsylvania certification.

To meet the needs of secondary schools, the school district established a

teacher center at our Schenley High School, a fully operating comprehensive

high school in the heart of the city. Over the five year life of the center,

every secondary teacher in the district will be required to attend.
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Each teacher will participate in an eight week "mini-sabbatical" during which

they will be involved in miners and classes, participate in a clinical

training progra; conduct independent research, and/or engage in one of a variety

of externship placements.

It would not be fair to end this part of my testimony with the impression

that we do not have many outstanding science and mathematics teachers. The

Pittsburgh Public Schools hal consistently emoduced its share of National Merit

Finalists, Chemistry Olympics, and American Chemical Society OmtesttrImmers,

as well as other meritorious recognition. It is just that we recognize much

sore to be acomplished.

mamma, REKUIREMETIFS

Students in the Pittsburgh Public Schools are awarded differentiated diplomas.

The minimum requirements are two units in mathematics and two units in science.

The academic diplvma requires an additional mathematics course, but most students

also elect an adlitional science. With the freshman class of 1985, all students

will need three units of each for graduation. This is summarized below:

PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS GRADUATION =MIMEOS

Present Minimum Present Acadmic Framed 1985

English 4 4 4

Mathematics 2 3 3

Science 2 2 3

Social Studies '3 3 3

Electives 8 7* gaa

Total 19 10 21

" Foreign Language --2

Fine Arts --1

Academic Electives--1
Optimal Electives-3

Arts or Humanities-2
Optional Electives--5
Physical Education-.-1

Physical Education must be taken during each of the years in all options, but

credit is awarded only with thi 1985 option.
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RECC4445MATIONS TO THE .034411TEE

1. We recceemnd increased federal support for the purpose of assisting LEAs

in teacher inservice programs. The cost of the Schenley High School Teacher

Center is approximately an additional 1 1/2 million dollars each year.

Local resources support the initiative at a ties when federal dollars coming

to Pittsburgh have bean reduced by approximately 251 over the last three

Years. The level of state fUnding over the last five years has gone from

401 to 321. S.B. 2743 of the 97th Canvass would have been particularly

helpfUl. While we agree that new and better qualified teachers axe a

necessity, we are vitally concerned about the inservice of our present

teachers, who will be tesching our young people for at least another

fifteen years.

2. We reccesaend greater involvement of LEAS in the design of Nations; Science

Foundation grants for precollege programs awarded to higher education insti-

tutions. History is well documented with university cures for ills before

they have been properly diagnosed.

3. We recaommd the consideration of increased scientific understanding for

all citizens regardless of their mission in life. While more scientists

and engineers are needed to enhance technology, a well educated citizenry

is necessary to establish informed consumers of that technology.

4. We recommend the National Science Beard proposal for regional science

centers to educate teachers, students, and parents alike. An abstract of

such a center, designed by Pittsburgh teachers, is included as an appendix.
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APPIADIX A

PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS

SHHHARY Or HIM SCHOOL
HAIMEMATICS ACHISVINSMT STS11124-SIDS

Subject/
Population

Number
Tested.

Bement
icsring

At tar Above
Motional

$o

1=221.
Scoring
In Ilse

Soma
Quarter
Satiosally

Percent
Scoring
In Iba
Middle
Self

flationally

term=
Scoring
In The
Top

quarter
Nationally

1. Algebra 1 1730 642 131 491 261

All Students

2. Algebra 1
tebolare Oaly

3SS 11 222 771

3. basic Algebra la 357 391 271 661 102

All Students

4. Algebra 2 976 541 161 5SS 261

All Students

5. Algebra 2 329 SOS 32 342 611

Semler& Only

6. Calculus 113 70S 161 26S 547

All Students

'Basic Algebra 1 end 2, a two-year course of study covering the content of first-
year algebra, is designed for stud/nee who would have difficulty completing
successfs.11y a regular one -year algebra course. Students in limit Algebra 2

receive the same test given to students completing the one.year algebra course.
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APPENDIX B

PITTSOR01 PUZILIC SCHOOLS

512411417 '7 =CH SCR= 5C1136:2
40111VIZOI3T SYSTEM - MA::

TESTS ADNIESIZan MAY 1953

Per-eat ?mat Parc
Tartest 5 arias faring Boor
Scoring Ii The le lha In

At or Above Si ,- WO Middle Top
SUN set / limber Qmsrtes VW CI' setts
*avast too Tested

!rational
Mors littiotally Nationally Nstioally

1. Physical

1

enigma 1701 322 332 342 112
All Studmats

2. Btology 2720 242 632 662

All Stamm'

3. Biology 463 742 ss 552

Scalars Oily

4. Clain ry 1232 262 472 432 102

All Students

Chamistry 972 362 212 312 252

Stbolsrs Only

6.
121111iSictaudssets

617 341 402 692 L1.1

1. Physics 367 422 312 332 162

Scholars Oily
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APPENDIX C
pniumm RAIICSCRYIS

GENERAL GOALS FOR SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

The general goals for science and mathematics education should
includes

1. teaching for literacy in science cid mathematics.
2. teaching for adaptability in an increasingly tech-

nological society.

3. teaching for constructive and productive citizenship
in a technological society.

4. teaching to encourage student interest in science and
technology as professional and vocational career choices.

ASSUMING TEE GOALS FOR maxis AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

The Plata!!!

Sines science and mathematics education has been long
neglected on local, state and national levels, it has not kept
pace with scientific and technological advances in the society
at large. Further, training of science and mathematics teacher4,
curriculum development, and the use of appropriate technology is
the science and mathematics classrooms, have received little
attention and do not reflect the state of the art in science and
technology, The outcome of such neglect and lack of attention is
a factor in decreasing enrollment in science and engineering
courses at the college level and a population lacking in the
technological skills and understandings required for job placement
in a highly technological society.

Suggestions for Addressing the ProbIlm

1. Provide support for the Schenley Teacher Center experience
with additional opportunities for research, peer teaching,
and idea exchange.

2. Establish minimum competencies K-12 in science and math
and develop a curriculum which provides an incremental
teaching of major concepts, skills, and analytical thinking.

3. Provide opportunities for science and mathematics teachers
R -12 to study and discuss teaching problems and their
solutions with scientists from industry and universities.
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Suggestions for Addralsing the Problem (Continued)
4. Encourage partnerships between schools and industry which

focus on the needs of science and mathematieseducation.
S. Provide a forum of expertise for the planning, development,

and staffing of a-12 science and math enrichment prgrams.

TIM PITTSBURGH IRSTITV2 PUB patINBRS Of OCTENCE AND NATEt

An institute is proposed to provide leadership in meeting
identified needs in science and math. Pittsburgh science teachers
have recmemended the following programs and services.

1. NoreshoDs/Seminarse it is recommended that programs be

modeled after the National Science foundations Institutes for

science and mathematics teachers. They could provide in-depth,

hands-on experiences with science and mathematics curriculum and
process. The workshops would prov,de instruction and up-dating

in scientific and technological advances as well as in methods and
strategies for teaching science and mathematics. Suggested
topics for wtmkshops/semiaars include:

ti

a. development of a X-12 science and mathematics curriculum

b. development of laboratory exercises and investigations

in science and mathematics which exemplify the inquiry

process

c. development of teaching modules for special topics in
science and.mathematics

d. integration of the science and mathematics curriculum

with instructional programs in the practical arts
e. review of new and special topics in science and

mathematics

f. technological innovations

g. developing teacher computer literacy

h. computer assisted instruction

i. curriculum review, evaluation and revision

j. review and evaluation of curricular materials and

teaching aids
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2. Lectures/Collocuial The frequency of such programs would dependon teacher needs end interest. The following recommendations aremade:

a. current xesearch in science and mathematics teaching
relating to such issues as the sequencing of instruction.b. system-wide, disciplihe-based, meet and discuss sessions
relating to problems and needs of science and mathematics
education and teaching.

c. presentations by guest lecturers on special topics in
science and mathematics.

Lecturers could be recruitedfrom local colleges, universities, businesses and
industries.

3. Information41 Servigesi It has boon recommended that the Instituteprovides

a. a professional library including textbooks, reference
books, information retrieval systems including access
to computer data banks.

b. dissemination of materials, modules and curricula
developed in center workshop.

c. dissemination of journal ay..icles or research reports of
interest to teachers.

d. video tapes of special programs, films, lectures by
district teachers or by visiting scientists, engineers
and technicians.

4. Equipment and SuPolv Canters The difficulties atl-ending the
purchase of expensive

and infrequently used equipment and supplies
could be surmountad

by purchasing such items on a system basisand distributing them on a call and pick-up schedule.

5. Demonstrations and Oisclayfs Science and mathematics equipment
Ind supplies, as *tell as teaching aids, would be demonstrated
and displayed by company representatives to aid teachers in
evaluating such items for possible purchase.
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S. SReciel Events *led PrOCrseet The Institute would become the
center for.

a. adult discussion groups of issues and topics in science
and technology.

b. adult education in science, technology and mathematics.
c. programs to help parents help their children learn

science and mathematics.

d. activities such as those sponsored by the American
Chemical Society &lunation Committee and the Council

1 of Mathematics Teachers.
e. special student programs such as science and mathematics

-mat-arenas, or lectures by visiting scientists,
mathematicians, sia44iNeers:---

f. development and production of science and mathematics
teaching kite for elementary science and mathematics.

g. 'meetings and discussions between teachers and practicing
professionals in science, mathematics, and related fields.

h. staging system-wide participation in the Buhl Science
Fair, Junior Academy of Science, Pittsburgh Engineering
Program, Superbowl of Problem Solving, Math Olympics,
and the American Chemical Societ7 Contest.

i. developing a city-wide network of science and math
sentare who will sponsor exceptionally ails students with
original research.
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Mr. WAIAMEN. Thank you very much. We appreciate that. Those
are .very direct suggestions.

Let's turn to Miss Joyner.
Ms. JO7NER. Thank you, Congressman Walgren.
My name is Shirley Joyner and I am presently board president

for the school district of Penn Hills:
School board- members volunteer their time and we are elected

and serve without pay. We do so because we realize that the next
generation is our most important set and we want to participate in
preparing them for the challenges that lie ahead.

Penn Hill, perhaps, typifies most of the school districts in the
Nation. We have experienced a key decline in student population,
an eroding tax base which I am attempting to provide our schools
with programs to meet their needs in an ever-developing technolog-
ical area.

As fl school board member, I would like to present some perspe,c-
fives as to ways by which we might begin to prepare education in
the science and math areas, some of which are frayed.

Your current focus and debate on education in helping to identi-
fy some of the problems such as the hiring that you are having to
take certainly is a step in the right direction.

Second, changing the attitudes of the public toward education,
we know how difficult it is to change attitudes, however it can be
done. The public must begin to demand excellence from our chil-
dren, the schools, teachers and school boards.

As you all know, children will do what is expeted of them. If it is
mediocrity, that's what we will get. If it's excellence, we can get
that as well. One way that we might begin to change attitudes in
elementary and junior high school students might be by way of
contests, contests in math and science similar to those of the na-
tional spelling contests. So far, it has not cost you anything or cer-
tainly from those first two, the costs would be very minimal.

However, the next area will begin to require some funding.
In order to develop in science and math, the student must be

able to read. There should be grants to dc.velop skills of teachers so
that they will be able to teach our children to read.

My next focus and my main focus is in the area of orientation
and development of technical skills where efforts must be ad-
dressed so that. teachers will be able to gie the students the neces-
sary skills around competencies which will make them competitive
in the future marketplace.

My perception as a board member indicates that a stronger and
closer tie is needed to be developed between industry and educa-
tion. These ties could be in the form of CETA, like programs for
math and science teachers. By this I mean that Federal legislation
which would allow tax incentives for industry who would hire the
science teachers for the 3 months from the summer when school is
not in session, thereby helping topnotch science and math teachers
supplement their salaries and at the same time allowing them to
keep their Skills current on the scientific and mathematical appli-
cation of theory being implemented in the programmatic world of
work.

At the student-level, other options for joint efforts between edu-
cation and industry can be explored. For example, student fellow-
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ships could be extended so that students might be able to work in
industry in the areas of math and science. Such programs could be
based upon a similar structure to our vocational distributive educa-
tion options and would proNide onsiteapplicatiamexperience.

Payment for such work noire the form of scholarships or
holarship aid to the math d sciences oriented students.
These programs would ve to be jointly defined between par-

ti ular industries, institutio s of higher learning and low-cal schoor*----....,
d' ricts.

e second area of coopeiation between business, industry, and
ed ation could be undertaken in the development of comprehen-
sive\examinations based upon clearly established content roles that
would result in varying degrees for students to participate in schol-
arship activities. The funding of which could come from business in
industry.

And finally, another approach might be to expand an advanced
placernent course offerings in math and science whereby utilizing
the riding for such courses could Le based upon the funding for-
mulas imilar to those now in application in the special education
areas.

I believe that initial steps have been undertaken in western
PennOylvania through the math and science academies tc encour-
age a' linkage of education to business and industry. It is my belief
that ia stronger affiliation between public education, institutions of
higher learning and business and industry must coexist in order
that students may be provided with a basic background and funds-
menal skills and knowledge that will facilitate movement to either
direct industry employment from a high school or technical Pro-
gram or agencies to a college program that is designed to meet the
future needs of the marketplace provided within our free enter-
prise economic system.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak and I must say that this
is my first, but I am very happy to have participated and to have
heard all of the other presentations that have been made because
it certainly is an it ,rtant aspect to our educational beliefs.

[The prepared statement of Shirley Joyner follows:]
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TBSTIMONT 1011401111)TO TN'

BOUSZ SLI-COMMITTIE OP BOTINCD, ISSZARCBAIWUCSIOLOGI

by

Mrs. Shirley Joyoer, lotiesident

Penn Mills Board of School Directors

COWLITZ:I OM SCI JMCI AND TMOBSDIACT

Gentlemen, my name is Mrs. Shirley Joyner, end Ian currently Board

President for this Penn Ville School District. rano Bills operates comprehensive

programs for students in kindergarten through grads 12 coveries boa° education,

special education and vocational education.
'Penn Pills, perhaps, typifies sem

of the factors which ere affecting'
met school districts within the western

Peonsylvenie arse, the State of Pennsylvania and the nation, in general.

Sims 1974, our district bee experienced over a 42% rduotico in the

umber of students widish as currently serve. Nolo lectors may he identified as

contributory to this phencerna, but the bottom lion is that local districts and

school boards oust attempt to provide coati wing progress to meet student cads in
en eter-dsvelopinttechoelogical are with tam base that is not growing at the

PAM rata as previous levels of inflation.
Our district has beet fortunate to

maintain both pod quality of student body and high tether rancher. The problem

shish does exist, however, is that with the declining student population, the

district has also experienced the need for reductions is teaching staff. This means

that in our district, twinitnerel level of experience for teething staff is at 10

or more years. An additional camera is that continuing student &slinks ere
anticipated over the nut several years based upon our east current and accurate

projections. Peduncle° in teaching staff will uodoubtdly has continuing problem'

to be faced. Combined with the more mature staff is the phenomena of a more rapidly

*spending technology io the math and science areas. Such technological revolutions

present coordinseory problems in maintaining professional levels of preparation for

all staff employed within the district. Student, do continue to moiety, high quality

Instruction in the basic shills of
readiss, writing, spelling, etc. It is in the

orientation to the technical based topics and fields when efforts must he eddrsesd
to provide expanded opportunities for students to gaidrboth skill* and competencies

which viii midge than competitive in the future marketplace.
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Our district has slams supported a broad -bash educational prow:melds

requirements for graduation time exceeded Stets minieuse. its arm supportive of

those directions being taksoiby the Governor, the State Board of Education and the

legislature to affirming a to excellence to education.

!berthas such as se have focused public attention to a problem and

they help to develop so att ends of undoes:sod/as by the general populace that

euphemises the single most t resource of any community, state or nation

is its boron potential. concentration of finances to develop a station's human

resources is, I believe, single most important value thet"cen be bold by society.

At the elemotaryschool level, continuation of a commitment to excellence

In the acquisition of basic skills is desired. The ability to read and the commit-

ment to teach reeding is a

4

siremoiales to unlocking the doors into science and earl,.

This should continue. It t also perhaps desirable to create a system either locally,

regionally, stets -wide or lousily to recognise student excellence to the *egoist-

clan of scientific knowledge. (This could be similar in structure to swards currently

granted in the arena of atble ice, i.e., Dial award, Reisman trophy, etc.)

My perception as board umber indicates a stranger and closer tie assdie

to be developed betweso industry and education in both identifying competencies,

erica of expertise and a commitment to funding such programs. FOWL* could be under-

taken at both a teacher level and a student level. For example, at the teacher level,

it would be desirable to be able to attract and hold highly gifted scientists sod

mathematician who could have level of expertise in the instructional programs that

would maintain current competency with the technological revolution. CommItmeots

from industry could coordinatorily be scheduled to provide a continuing summer level

of employment in technologically related field experience'. This would provide a

competitive salary base with industry, which is now diming moo, sathematicians and

scientists from the educational emus, and still keep the staff ember currant on

the scientific and mathematical applications of theory being implemented in the
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preguatin world of work.

At the student level, other options for joint effort benison edunation and

industry should be explored. For example, student fellowships could be extended to

work in industry in the areas of math and science for outstanding students. Such

programs could be based on a similar structure to our current vocational adUretioni

distributive education options and would provide no-site application experience.

Payment for such work could be is the fore of scholarships or scholarship aid to

the math and science *slanted students.
These program would haws to be jointly

defined betemon particular industries,
institutions of higher education and local

school districts.

A second ate. of cooperation between boldness, industry and edniation

could be undertaken in the development of
comprehensive anaminstions based upon

clearly eotablished content objectives, the results of which would produco varying

degrees of scholarships or aid based upon student performance (and any other factors

as may be identified) with funding of 'nth schoieckhip aid coming from businase and

industry contributions. Such contributions could. of course, be e'tsz deductible

incentive for private enterprise participants.
Such examinations could be davaloped

through the joint Pfforta of industry, educational institutions, or scats and

national government educational 'gentles. Such examinations should be comprehenaive

and rigorous - and reward student effort in the acquisition of mathematical and

scientific technical knowladge.

Other approaches night also be investigated in encouraging school districts

to expand advanced plecomant course offering* in the oath/science areas by utilising

excess cost funding formulae similar to those now in application in the special

aducatioc areas. Phase might particularly s applied to incentive grants targeted

toefardgiftededucatioc or to students who could qualify and maintain a high level

of performance in advanced placement egerigle.

Thar.. have been, to ny understanding, initial stops undertaken through
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mathematics and science academies in eastern Pennsylvania *ids have addressed a

long range plan to improve these areas by identifying currant seemplary projects

and attempting to encourage a business/industry linkage to education. It is my

belief that a stronger affilictlou between public education, iostltuclome of

higher learning, and business/industry must co -mist in order that students me,

be provided-with the basic background and fundamental skills andiummledge that

will facilitate movements to either direct industry employment Etas AMA school

or technical program, or access to a college program that is designed comet the

future needs of the marketplace provided within our free enterprise). econWitic

erase.

Thank you for the opportunity to preset a point of view frog a school

board member.

Mr. WAWREN. Yes. There are a lot of kids out there who depend
on our doing the best by them, particularly when you think of the
gap between the society pickup in jobs and industry and the educa-
tional system, I think, so often we hold out promises that then are
either not filled and great disappoints occur or we just are not
really filling in that transition so that there is a relevant skill.

I certainly appreciate your participating on that fundamental
point that you make.

Father Le Mg. Welcome,
Reverend; LANG. 1 will talk about the course offerings in the ele-

mentary and secondary schools in the Catholic Diocese of Pitts-
burgh in mathematics and science and some observations on the
programs, the manner in which they are taught, the outcomes and
the achievements of students.

I think it is necessary to say in the beginning that the course of-
ferings do not seem to lie the problem. Schools everywhere are of-
fering calculus, physics, computer literacy, and other
that give young people insight into the areas of math an sciences
intended to prepare them for college and university training and I
think the previous testimony people here have indicated the con-
cern about curriculum.

There is obviously a shortage of math and science teachers.
There is also a universal shortage of good teachers. Teaching re-
quires people who are prepared to give the time and put forth the
effort to challenge and iropire, not pat to teach the course offer-
ings. True education creates curiousity, a sense of inquiry and the
ability to reason through a problem. Such a disposition is basic to
the process of learning. ,Obviously, money can be thrown at this
problem, but it is a readiness question rather than a program prob-
lem. Imaginative teachers must be attracted by the satisfaction in-
herent in teaching and by the respect the community offers to a
teacher.

Today there is little reason for a young man or woman to enter
the teaching profession'. If we are to attract quality people to edu-

1 4 3
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cation. we must enable our young people to see that achievements
are possible to them, not only financially, but personally.In the narrative which accompanied your letter, there was con-cern by students in our schools not being of the same quality orattaining the same achievement levels as students of Japan, West
Germany, and the Soviet Union. This is probably a very valid ob-servation.

It is necessary, however, to see that our goals for education aredifferent. In the United States we have compulsory education.
Young men and women are required to attend school until they are16 or 17 years of age. The purpose of our educational program isnot only to create scientists and mathematics, but our philosphy oflife and political structure demands a broad-based education pro-gram as a means of improving the quality of life for our citizens. In
a democratic society it is necessary that we have an informed citi-
zenry and compulsory education, although there are many draw-backs connected with it as a means by which we obtain that.

It is intended to provide a level of education that will result in agood and informed citizenry along with growth and scientific exper-tise.
I would hope that no one would want to exchange intense scien-

tific education for a few for the appropriated education of all.
Hopefully, we would be able to accomplish both goals, education for
an informed citizenry and the development of scholars, researchers,and scientists to enable us to maintain our place in the world
market which provides for our national security.

Previous testimony in alluding to the Soviet Union and to Japan
talked about the tremendous progress that had been made educa-tionally in those areas. I think that we fail to realize that they aredealing with a very limited number of people and that the educa-
tional programs within the United States, whether public or pri-vate, are dealing with a very broad spectrum of the population and
that in dealing with such large groups of people and varying de-
grees of ability there are inherent problems.

It is necessary, however, to recognize that as world leac:ers notonly in the political but economic arena that it is necessary to pro-
vide scientific leadership as well as to maintain our quality of life.
We may have reached the point in our society where if we are to
maintain economic development and national security, we have toplace the responsibility for technical education upon the corpora-tions requiring them to provide workers with the specific technical
training that is necessary to accomplish very specific tasks neces-sary for their manufacturing process.

Education is primarily for fullfilment and the development of the
individual. Math and science are but a small dimension of true
education. A person must be able to appreciate art, music, litera-
ture, and the knowledge of history that will make life meaningful.
As important as math and science are, economic and national secu-
rity education should not be identified with competency in scientif-ic areas.

The educational program is motivation and expectation, Does so-
ciety judge educaton to be important? What message does our soci-
ety communicate at out the value of education. What is the impact
of the weakening family structure on the process of education? Is
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there anyone here that cannot attribute much of the motivation for
their success to a mother and father and teacher and, the value
their parents associated with education? In our society where there
is a breakdown of the family unit, not only is the family in trouble,
but education is in trouble as well. In many family units the pun
suit and motivation of achievement have been removed by the
breakdown of family structures.

Expectation is a critical part of education. Someone once said,
aim at nothing and you will hit it. In many cases we do not create
goals for our young people. If there are no goals, what is there for
our young people tg obtain. Do educators set appropriate goals for
all students, not just for nuclear physicists, but for the student who
is going to struggle with world geography for the basics of reading,
writing, arithmatic, and reasoning. Have minimum goals become
the maximum level achievement? I do not think that we are set-
ting the appropriate expectations regarding behavior nor for aca-
demic achievement. We must motivate all students in areas of
math and science. We must help teachers by staff developent pro-
grams which would assist them and motivate them as teachers.
The National Science Foundation programs for math and science
teachers as they existed in the past were a great source of assist-
ance to teachers and inspiring outcomes of math and science pro-
grams that were carried over into the classroom.

Everyone seems to be talking about the National Science Foun-
dation and although I am a few years removed from the area of
principalship involved in curriculum development, I honestly be-
lieve that the National Science Foundation was out of business. I
have not heard much about them for so long and the point that
was made previously that the Congressman made that may be the
involvement of the National Science Foundation is at a level tha, it
is not impacting upon the classroom achievement. I can remember
10 or 15 years ago that teachers were attending National Science
Foundation programs every summer and would come back highly
motivated with new ;insights and new ideas and I simply have not
heard about that kind of outcome in recent years.

Programs for students such as the Junior Academy of Science at
Pennsylvania State funded organization stimulates and promotes
interest in the development of research projects and personal inves-
tigation,;. I think it would be a mistake to put more demands upon
school curriculum. Programs are sufficient to prepare students for
college. Emphasis must be directed at increasing motivation and
expectation of students and teachers so that we will value learning
rather than to see it as a commodity-for economic gain.

[The prepared statement of Father Lang follows:1
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TESTIMONY TO COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

UNITED STATES ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

February 10, 1984

David L. Lawrence Convention Center
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Gentlemen:

I will attach to my testimony the course offerings in the

elementary and secondary schools of the Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh in

mathematics and science and some observations about the programs, the manner

in which they are taught, the outcomes and the achievements of the students.

1 think it is necessary to say in the beginning that the

course offerings do not seem to be the problem. Schools everywhere are

offering calculus, physics,.computer literacy, and other programs that give

young people insight into the areas of math and science intended to prepare

them for college and university training.

There is obviously a shortage of math and science teachers.

But there is also a universal shortage of good teachers. Teaching requires

people who are prepared to give the time and to put forth the effort to

challenge and instire not just to teach the course offerings. .rue, education

creates curiosity, a sense of inquiry, and the ability to reason through a

problem. Such a disposition is basic to the process of learning. Obviously

money can be thrown at this problem, but it is a readiness question rather

than a program problem. Imaginative teachers must be attracted by the

satisfaction inherent in teaching and by the respect the community offers

a teacher. Today there is little reason for a young man or woman to enter

the teaching profession. If we are to attract quality people to education,

we,must enable our young people to see that achievements are possible to them

not only financially but personally.
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TESTIMONY TO COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - February 10, 1964

page two

. ----

In the narrative which accceponied yore there was

concern about students in our schools not being of the'same quality or

requiring the same tichievement levels es students of . n, West Germany

or the Soviet Union. Tha; is probably a very valid obse tion. It is

necessary, however. to nee that our goals for education are ifferent.

In the United States we have compulsory education. Young men\and women

are required to attend school until they are sixteen or sevent en years

I
of age. The purpose of our educational program is not only to create

scientists and mathematicians but our philosophy of life and pislitical

structure demands a broad based educational program as a means ' of improving

the quality of life for our citizens. In a democratic societ . it is

1,

necessary that we have an informed citizenry and compulsory c ucation

although there are many drawbacks connected with it. It is tended to

ilprovide a level of education that will result in a good and nformed

citizenry along with growth in scientific expertise. I wou14 hope that

no one would want to exchange intense scientific education f 13 r a few for

the appropriate eddcation of all. Hopefully, we would be able to accomplish

\both goals) educed» for an informed citizenry and the of

scholars, researchero nd scientists to enable us to mainta n our place in

orld markets and to pt:twide for our national security.
1/4,

It is necesnary, however, to recognize that IS a world

eceasary to

provide scientific leadership s we11 as to maintain our quality of life.

We may have reached the point n our society where if we are to maintain

economic development and nati al security, we may have to ace the

responsibility for technical ducatior upon corporations. re uiring them

leader, not only inthepolical but economic arena, it is
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MIDWAY TO COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
UMW STATE SOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - February 10, 1984

page three

to provide workers with the technical training that is necessary to

accomplish very specific tasks necessary for their manufacturing process.

Education is primarily for the fulfillment and development

of the individual; math and science are but a small dimension of true

education. The human person must be able to appreciate art, music,

literature, and the knoweldge of history that will make life meaningful.

As important as math and science are, economic and national security

education should not be identified with competency in scientific areas.

The educational problem is motivation and expectation.

Does society judge education to be important? What message does our society

communicate about the value of education? What is the impact of the

weakening family structure on the precast; of education? Is there anyone

hers chat cannotettribute much of the motivation for their success to a

mother and father and to the value their parents associated with education.

In our society there there is a breakdown of the family unit, not only is

the family in trouble but education is in trouble as well. In many family

units the pursuit and motivation to achieve has been removed.

Expectation is a critical part of education. Someone once

said aim at nothing and you will hit it. In many cases we do not create

goals for our yo.,,ng people. If there are no goals what is there for our

young peopiL to obtain? Do educators set appropriate goals for all

students? Not just for the nuclear physicist but the student who is going

to struggle with worldjgeography and the basics of reading, Writing, and

arithmetic, and reasoning. Have minimum goals become the maximum level

of achievement. I do not think that we are setting the appropriate expecta-

tions regarding behavior nor for academic achievement. We must motivate
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TESTIMOAN TO COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - February 10. 1984

page four

all student* in areas of Math and science, we must help teachers by

staff development programs which will assist thee and motivate them ad

teachers. National Science Foundatiod programs for math and science

teachers as, they existed in the pant were a great source of assistance

to teachers in inspiring outcomes of math and science programs that were

carried over into the classroom.

Programs for students such as the Junior Academy of Sci ice,

a Pennsylvania State funded organisation, stimulates and promotes interest

through the development of research projeits and personal investigations.

I think a mistake woulakbe made to 1.tt more demands upon

4chot,! curriculum. Programs are sufficient to prepare students for college;

emphasis must be directed'at increasing motivation and expectations of

students and teachers so that we will value learning rather than to see it

as a commodity for economic gain.

r
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Of1 SCIENCE Mil MATT

Catholic secondary schools offer basic core curriculum in science

education with revisions responsive to change and needs; the curriculum is more

treditional and acadeale. Science staff is constant.

Envirooments1 courses have been introduced is recent years as well es

the two year science requirement for graduation.
Academic studaat are scheduled

far biology and chemistry and say choose other electives such a Chemistry II.

Physics, honors courses, or Human Physiology. Course offerings differ with the

schools. Other students era scheduled for biology and Earth Science, or a

science course of camparable difficulty.

The future trend of computer software for laboratory experiments

offers a new world of laboratory experience actualised in a vacuum with no danger

of spillage or threat of accident. The transition will take place slowly but the

initial coo. factor will balsoce the ever escalating cost of chemicals.

Lsboratory experiences ere first hand experiencsm - if they are in the

laboratory setting of on the computer screen.

Emphamis in sciencseducatioo
or sathematics has been and oust'be

probles solving and critical thinking.

MATHEMATICS:
Ii

The curriculum in Vothemetics needs to be judged according to changing

techaology. Teets are reinterpreted
to teach skil'e relevant to today's world.

Computers free etudesti to think and be accurate. Again. critical thinking

and analytical thinking need to be emphasised so that accurate programs can be

written.

W4 and to educate our teachers for the future of computers and all

the possibilities of the pressor. Teachers need to feel qualified to teach

these Wells. Students of computer enter the job market, not education. Will

certification for cosputer
education be independent of mathematics?
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Thought should be given to re-establish the National Science Found-

ation Grants. Continuing education is a solution to computer education.

Although Catholic secondary schools offer a total curriculum of

eatheastice offerings, including courses for college credit, we realize that,

although mathematics has evolved through the Agee, computer is the trend of the

future. Computer education, with emphasis on computer ethics and development

of communication skills is our thrust for tae future.

51
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NATURE Of SCIENCE EDUCATION IN
THE PITTSBURGH DIOCESAN SCHOOLS

Science education in the elementally( schools of the Diocese of Pittsburgh

Is seeentiel to the total iducetiotial process. The Curriculum Guidelines se

adopted Ely the iilaElmv-e4-catethe tour interlocking dimensions of Science

Education - process, concept teacher, and student. The toucher provides a

continuum of experiences for the students While at the same time the student

has an opportunity and tespans!bility for planning investigations. The

teacher creates a learning environment that is discovery-oriented while the

student is creatively engaged in the learning process. Open discussion and

interaction is encouraged.

Performance objectives are outlined in the Curriculum Guidelines to be

consisted at each of the three organizational levels - Primary (K-3),

Intermediate (4-5-6) and Upper Elementary (7-8). These objectives include

physical. earth, life and space science.

Because of the philosophy of our schools there is a strong emphasis on

respect for life, care end conservation of natural resources, and societal

ethical/moral issues of the tiltQl.

It is our goal to develop those skills that are basic to critical

observation problem solving, decision making and values.

QUALITY OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

In October 1984 the Stanford Achievement Science test will be administered

to fourth, sixth, and eighth year student. This will give us s standardized

test to measure to outcomes of our Science objective s.

Presently. our evaluation is that our desired goals are being achieved.

This is based on the tact that SO% of the students in a given class are making

ivwd progress ood the remainder are improving. Observable evidence indicates

that 801 of students progress to the limit of individus' capabilities

achieving mastery of performance objectives.
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No soar ruble instrument except teacher made teats have been used since

the 1981-82 hool year

Of significance is the fact that over 752 of 7th and 8th graders parti-

cipating in the Junior Academy of Science and Allegheny and Westmoreland

Counties are from the Pittsburgh Diocesan Schools representing 453 of the

591 students (1983-84 year) demonstrating interest. aptitude and achievement.

Consistently, our Diocesan participants receive let awards at the

State level.

TIME ALLOTMENTS

Primary - 75 minutes per week

Intermediate

4th yver - 145 minutes per week

Sch 4 6th year - 200 minutes per week

Upper Elementery

7th b Bth year - 200 minutes per week including lab.

Suggestions:

Since the Pennsylvania Junior Academy of Science is a state-wide organization

designed to stimulate and promote intermit among Science students through the

development of research projects and investigations. it is recommended that this

organization be put on a permanent basis financially through state allocated funds

as so other Academies du in so many other states. The year to year basis on

which the Academy now rests hinders the expansion and growth of this organization.

Students participating In this program are encouraged to conduct scientific

investigations, prepare a written report, and present an oral discourse on their

findings at the Regional Meetings. At the Annual State Meeting the best papers

from each Regional Meeting are presented. At both Regional and State Meetings

papers presented are evaluated by a panel of judges.

Outstanding students from our schools are identified and receive encouragement

to pursue a career in the scientific community through this organization.
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NATURE OF THE MATHLMATICS PROGRAM
OF THE PITTSBURGH DIOCESAN ELEMENTARY :CHOOLS

The Mathematics urriculum of the elementary schoul in the Diocese

of Pittsburgh is bossed op today's' need for the individual to define problems

end discover creative ways to solve them. This need for ebetract thought

demands critical- and analytical ability - and creative imagination to discover

new questions. The curriculum seeks to maintain a balance between abstract

metheeatics and problem Solving.

The Mathematics Guidelines adopted by the Diocese of Pittsburgh

which contain levels ranging from Level A to Level Y are based upon a

Continuous Prugrees Philosophy. Each level contains several objectives

encompassing sets, numbers, and nueerations; geometry and measurement;

whole numbers operations and problems. rational numbers, ratio, probability.

statistics, and graphing; proportion and percent; positive and negative numbers

and the metric system. Algebra is taught to the students who have completed

levels A-Y.

Upon the completion of a level each child is tested in the Continuous

Progress Level Test for mastery before a new level is begun. Students move at

their own pace usually within the group. However, grouping is flexible so thus

only stuJenca who have masteted the level move to the next level. Where a

student does not master 80Z of the objectives of a level he/she is given

remudiation until mastery is obtainSd.

gEATly 0 MATHEMATICS

We are happy to soy that the quality of our elementary mathematics

program AN evaluated by the results of the California Achievement Test over a

period of 4 -S years is excellent. Scores are consistently higher than the

national norm. In terms of Grade Equivalent Scores the following are the

results of 1985 -84 October Testing.
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Gr de 2

1 -

4 -

5 -

2.4

1.1

W.3

5.5

6 - 6.7

- 8.0

A- 9.3

the rime to of Standardised Tasting and the oluervatioa of Educational

Consultants in th field indicate that student and teacher quality iegood.

Our gr &test weakness is the result of financial restraints restricting

our ability to create challenging programs for gifted children.

Results of the testing indicate that we do exceptionally well in

meeting the needs of by ability and &wares. students. Teacher In-Service,

materials,and challenging, creative curriculum for gifted children necessitates

financial aid especially in those school districts where our students do not

have access to the districts gifted program.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Father Lang. It was appro-
priate f .: you to go at the end in the overview that you gave from
a whole perspective and I really appreciate that being part of therecord.

Has anyone else had the same impression of the National Sci-
ence Foundation not being in with the outreach business as FatherLang has said?

Dr. BLACKA. That is my feeling, too, yes. .

Mr. WALGREN. Has it ever been said why that is the case in edu-
cation I circles? Has that been commented on?

Dr. LACKA. NO that I know of.
Re rend LANd-. They seem to have disappeared.II was really sur-pr . Everybo that I have /heard has mentioned it and I just

pres med that they were not even functioning.
,

r. WALGREN .' Well, there Was a short hiatus starting in 1980
iiian 1981, but wh at you are shying is that they were not function-

in before then either and rtainly on a program matter view of
t it budget, you would thi k they were and you would wonderw at that means.

Dr. LKMARIEU. I wonder what a detailed eitinination of the sortsoT initiatives that they wer investing in ight reveal. Most ofhat I have seen come al° or go past desk, are the very
its of things that really w ld not reach i to my district in anyent.
Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Would it be fair to say that all of you see
le like used to exist in that area or other ki
ether that would be stimulative aithoug

n_ d millions and millions of dollars on a p
e with this dichotomy where people say t

ntial for a Federal
ds of bringing people
not costing millions
am level? We strug-
Federal Goverment

15
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ought not to be involved in education, period. It is true that there
are many areas where we could make a little contribution that
would be helpful in a pragmatic sense that would not overstep
some of the local values that were emphasized in Dr. Blacka's testi-
mony?

Dr. BLACKA. Yes. I think the money should be spent on people
where they can work together to get their ideas formulated and an
approach started. I would not encourage. paperwork, detailed appli-
cations and competition for the grants, but that you make them
available so that people of education can, when they see the prob-
lem, bringing their strengths to bear on it. .

Reverend LANG. I think that is a good point. Grantmanship is
really a way of life today and that the individual teacher on the
local classroom level is not getting involved in that. The programs
of the past were programs that were offered. You did not have to
do something very sophisticated to become involved in it, so that I
think the programs rather than people competing for the dollars
that the programs should be developed in some way that they are
available to the individual teacher.

There are organizations that are staying alive and you know it
better than I do that because they are able to write grants and yet
those dollars and get through a summer and get through a year
and start that process over again with little consideration for what
is happening down the line.

Mr. WALCREN. So would it be right to say that the competition
for the grants is so strict or there is such limited resources actually
being distributed that it is of no real practical value to a local
school community. What we need is some kind of a program where
there at least would be some concrete certainty of participation as
opposed to a great buy if they succeed in the grant competition.
Am I right in hearing what you are asking for something that's
available rather than sending the school districts out to compete
against themselves for one in 100 being picked up and involved in a
program and the other 99 having wasted their time for the effort?

Dr, BLACKA. That is correct.
In the work I do applications are faithfully filled out by teachers,

hours of time devoted to prepare them and in a couple of instances
I _know of, say, 11 going in and we did not get any grants at all. It
is discouraging.

The money that should be available should be available to people
who can get together at the university in an academic year and a
summer institute and meet with others from business, be taught
courses by those who are in the major fields of science, mathemat-
ics and come back inspired to feed into the mission of the schools.
Content, yes, but schools are m9de up of people, people with a mis-
sion and they have to have that local initiative. It is one of the
things that has been good about the Federal money that was once
called title I was that it moved towards a block grant concept.
There is money there that we can work with it a local level attach-
ing it to our own mission, more so.

Dr. LEMAHIEU. Two points have been raised that I think I would
like to comment on, First is the grantsmanship issue. It is extreme-
ly distressing to put that much effort into the development of a
proposal and get the impression that one lost it to people who are
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professionals at doing precisely that, especially when it happens to
-be the case of a small school district or even a large school district
which I can assure you has no professionals on staff. It is real dis-
turbing to me to think that the legacy of C..! latter half of the 20th
century might just be that the one skill which has been added to
human knolwedge would be "grantsmanship," of all things.

A second point that you asked about, a much earlier point, the
idea of fostering coalitions which I think is really necessary and is
extremely important. It is not extremely expensive, it doesn't seem
to me, but very necessary for practicing educators. I was smiling
when I heard people talking about the computer assisted education
and efforts of that sort, on the earlier panel. I have looked at quite
a bit of CAI materials which have come out of shops comprised
largely of technicians and people thoroughly enamoured of the
technology, thoroughly enamoured of the computer resources a"-ail-
able. It is beautiful stuff, high quality stuff, but - not necessarilysound from a pedological standpoint and not really able to stand upin a classroom.

Now, how do you inform those people that you have to get to-
gether in the classrooms? I could go through examples in other
areas where I see an awful lot of money and certainly an awful lot
of effort being put in to produce products that just don't quite hit
the mark because those coalitions don't necessarily exist.

Ms. JOYNER. Congressman, as a school board director, my con-
cern is that with the declining enrollment our present staff is at 10
years of service or more so that concern then becomes in terms of
the skills, the inservice that so many on the other panels have
talked about in terms of how do we upgrade the technical skillsthat these older or more mature teachers would have. So, of course,that becomes a great concern.

I also participated with a committee in ,Pelin Hills to write a
grant in terms of the teacher center and,' unfortunately, ours was
good, but not good enough, and from whikt-I. can understand is once
you are on the list of receiving grants, one; is accepted, you have a.
tendency to receive more so that those who hive never received. are
not likely to begin receiving them and I think that that is unfortu-
nate.

The other thought, though, that comes to my mind, aside from
that, is when I mentioned about rt contest such as a national spell-
ing bee or in science and math I can't help but think how much
emphasis we place on sports'and athletics. Right now Bill Frailick
at the University of Pittsburgh who was a Fenn Hills graduate,
how nice ,it would be, if we could give you 300 names of youngsters
who have excelled in math and' science.That would certainly be adream to fulfill.

Thank you,
Mr. WALGREN. Thinking. of the inservice training, the other

teacher panels seem to say we would like more of that. From an
administrator's standpoint, how doyou think we ate doing in pro-
viding time when there is energy to benefit from just a teacher
training program or time? Are we doing well or not well?

Dr. LFMAnigu. Not terribly well. Time is money. 'he current
mode of thinking, about teachers' time is such that any additionaltime that we want from our teachers, 1 should ,say for inservice
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training and things of that sort is, money to us. I could relate a
very unhappy anecdote. There want a recent science inservice given
on a Saturday at the University of Pittsburgh, I believe it was,
with the time paid and I think three teachers showed up for that.
We are not doing as well as I would like, first of all, and I can't
resist the opportunity to underscore the necessity of thinking, at
least from our perspective, in terms of inservice.

I wish we were in the new teacher business, we are not. And I
speak both for myself and for my own district, but also for colle-
gues that I have spoken with in all of the great city schools. We
are just not in the new teacher business so we have in house what
it is that we need to work with and we need the opportunity to do
that now.

Mr. WALGREN. A city of Pittsburgh's wide eligibile program, time
paid and turn up three teachers?

Dr. LEMAHIEV. Yes. We could investigate that. I don't know
about the extent of the publicity for it and that sort of thing, but
yes, that is a fact.

Dr. BLAKA. 1 think the same thing is true in a district like ours.
We look. with interest, at the Schen ley Teacher center or Staff De-
velopment Center. A smaller district can't put together a center
like that, but I think a year and a half or so ago we realized that
we didn't have the response to the staff development need that was
there, named a staff development coordinator working on 'opening
at least a physical location for staff development w ere teachers
can be trained and over 250 of our teachers have paeticipated in
evening programs in computer science in 'order to bring them
along. We are just not in the business anymore of recruiting new
teachers. We deal with teachers of. 10 and more years of experi-
ence, so it is a definite need more so that 25 years ago when I had
an academic year with the National Science Foundation.

There was a lot of new blood coming to the district in addifion to
my presence with the experiences gained through the National Sci-
ence Foundation. Those days are gone.

Dr. LEMAHIEV. Let me add also a comment on the nature of.,the
time that is required for teachers' inservice. It is not the 2 hours
after school This is not a problem which I think is properly ad-
dressed there. That is why our effort is the Schen ley's Teachers
Center which is an s-week program. We won't go into detail, but I
think you can easily get a sense of the type of effort both in terms
of money and energies that are required. That is a huge effort. I
don't know of any other districts in the country that have some-
thing both on a mandatory basis and covering that extensive a
time up and operating. It is unique in that sense, but I have got to
say it is the sort of time, that much time in 'a block. You can run
your 2 hours after school things, I don't know for how long, and
not catch up to what is happening in science and technology.

Mr. WALC,REN. How long has that teacher center been there?
Dr, LEMAHiF.u. It was developed over the last 2 years and opened

this past September. Su it is very new and the returns are very
good on it.

Also, an additional comment. We are going to take care of our
own teachers, obviously, first of all. It will take roughly 4 years to
cycle all of our secondary teachers through that center at S weeks
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per cycle. We have been contemplating opening it up as a demon-
stration school for. people in the region. Obviously, if you are in a
district with one secondary school, and there are many in this area,
you don't up and buiid a teacher center of that sort.

Mr. WALGREN. Now, that teacher center is not just focused on -
math and science, but rather the whole range and you wonder
whether you mild not have a similar regional gathering focused on
science and math.

Dr. LEMAH1EU. You could, and what I would say is that you have
got to think in terms of a block of time, day in and day out for the
semester, or the term, or something like that,

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Ms. Bach?
Ms. BACH. Yes, I would like to ask Ms. Joyner a question. You

made a comment regarding grants for teachers to relearn how to
teach students to read.

Ms. JOYNER. Yes.
Ms. BACH. What I am curious is if the teacher college is presum-

ably where some of these teachers came, whether it was 10 years
ago, 25 years ago, or 15, do they offer any kind of retraining pro-
grams or come back and relearn some of the qualities or are they
teaching new methods?

Ms. JOYNER. Someone probably on a day-to-day basis could
answer that a little better, but I am thinking in terms of we are
not hiring more teachers now. So if we are looking at teachers *ith
10 years of experience, they are the ones then who would have to
be retrained. I do know, though, that in Pennsylvania, teachers arerequired to have a teaching certificate for reading. Some of the
dates do not require that, but my concern there would be in terms
of teachers that we presently.,have going back and getting that cer-
tificate.

Ms. BACH. Alorig the same line, my curiosity is if the teacher col-
leges in the State offer any opportunity for teachers 10 years out to
come back and learn new skills?

Ms. JOY NER. I am not aware.
Dr. BLACKA. It is not advertised in that way so far as I know. The

local districts are doing things like paying for their credits so that
they will go back. We pay it for up to 57 credits at a certain reim-
burseable amount so that the teachers can go back and gain skills.
We also provide them with small grants, but grants to go back and
attain additional certification. So the school districts are encourag-
ing it. The biggest help that I am aware of is the Allegheny County
intermediate unit which is the service unit between the Depart-
ment Education at Harrisburg and the local district. They pro-
vide many teacher inservice courses which are designed for the
teacher on the job, the one that is in the assignment at the present
time.

Ms. BACH. I was just looking through the, Mount Lebanon School
District courses that were presented in science and some of the bi-
ology ones are very impressive and I wondered if the instructors
for those courses use outside people to come in and add to the qual-
ity of the teaching or maybe bring some particular focus. Not every
biology teacher has particular background in ecology and plant ge-
netics and certainly there is a lot of activity in that area.
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Dr. BLACKA. We have a number of people who come in from the
community as a resource, but the mainstay for those advanced biol-
ogy programs is the teacher. That is the person that makes it work.
We feel as though presently those teachers have the si.,Jject con-
tent mastery to carry out the program.

Ms. BACH. Father Lang, I had a question regarding the quality of
teachers in your diocese. When I was going through school, I par-
ticularly chose to go to a private school, a Catholic school. I did so
at that time because at that time it was the highest quality of edu-
cation in my area and there was a lot of the peer pressure that I did
not care

has
be part of. I wondckr if the peer pressure at a private

school has varied over the years, if you can compare your dioceses
to a public school? Are they about comparable at this time?

Reverend LANG. Are you referring to the peer pressure of upper
level students competing with lower level sturients?

Ms. BACH. No; I would say social peer pressures.
Reverend LANG. I would have to think that that kind oc pressure

is basically the same at the public as it is at the nonpublic.
Ms. BACH. I suppose I was at an advantage and all the ;30641

pressures had not quite hit the private schools.
Reverend LANG. I think culturally we are basically dealing with

the same questions and the same problems.
Ms. BACH. The other question I had is on the salary levels that-a

private school can offer teachers versus a public school system. I
am more familiar with people I know who out of dedication have
stayed with the private schools regardless of the salary. Do you
have any problem attracting qualified teachers because of the
salary that you have to offer and cannot negotiate on?

Reverend LANG. On the secondary level, we have a salary scl- ed-
ule that that is not at parady with the public shool system, but is
very close so on the secondary level, we do not experience problems
on salary. On the elementery level, that- is a more serious problem
and a problem that we are dealing with at the present time as
much out of necessity as out of choice. But there is a great contro-
versy going on about the motivation of the teachers in our schools.
There is no question that there are a lot of pecple there not so
much because of the desire for financial gain, although that is a
necessary part of their existence, but there is a blending of the op-
portunities that they feel they have there, an involvement in a mis-
sion and to some degree are willing to sacrifice a certain financial
remuneration with that. Twenty years ago that was a very, very,
very common situation. With the economy being what it is, though,
that kind of sacrifice or commitment is not always as possible as it
was in the past.

Ms. BACH. How has your enrollment varied over the last, say? 10
years? Do you see any upward swinging at this point now or is it
continuing downward'?

Reverend LANG. We have been stable for the past 2 or 3 years,
but this area has experienced serious problems over the past 20
years. In Pittsburgh, public schools in 1960, they had an enroll-
ment of 146,000 students. They are currently, I think, at 41 or
42,000. We cover a broader area than they do, but we have always
more or less paralled them with attendance.
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In 1960 we also had 147,000 students and at the present time, we
have 47,000. So we have been affected by the drop in population,
but also this area has experienced a lot of outgrowth of people leav-

, ing the community and going into other places. Like every place
1 else, the population trends would indicate that secondary level is

going to experience continued loss over the next 3 or 4 years.
Ms.. BACH. I have one final question, if I may, In the rlistribution

of ages or years or teaching in your dioceses are you experiencing
the same trends as the public schools are in that most of your
teachers at this point have several years in as opposed to new
teachers coming in?

Reverend LANG. Yes; that is a common problem because there is
no place to go. You want-to be a teacher you stay there as a teach-
er and the openings have been very few and far between. We had
one school in the South Hills area last year that normally would
have a faculty of 65 teachers that did not aye one turn over. So
there is a very stable kind of situation, but we are also experienc-
ing what everyone else is experiencing th t the people who are
there have been there a long time or have been there 5, 10 years,
20 years and everybody has staff develo ment people today to
make sure that those teachers are updated and are made aware of
what is happening in that particular fiela

We were fortunate enough to negotiAtie in our contract last
summer on the secondary level that beyond instructional two certi
fications which would be permanent certification in the State of
Pennsylvania we negotiated a mandatory 8 credits every 5 years
for teachers.

Now, we are going to pay for a great percentage of that, but it is
a means of getting peole back into classrooms after they have not
been into classrooms for a long period.

Ms. BACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAIA:REN. Thank you very much on behalf of the committee

for giving us your time and participating with us. We hope that
this gives us some contact point with you that we might develop in
the future as this issue develops and I hope that our going over-
time has net prevented you from meeting any other commitments

, that you might have had.
So, thank you very much.
We will recess fbr a half an hour and start again at 1:30 to

sphyon through a whole other series of witnesses.
So thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed at 1:05 p.m. to reconvene

at 1:35 p.m. the same day.)
Mr. WALGREN. Let me get us going, and I apologize. We just

always seem to be late, and I know that you all have time con-
straints and we anticipated getting started before this.

This morning we heard from a series of witnesses who were ele-
mentary math and science teachers, and then high school teachers,
and then a panel of school administrators and scnool board mem-
bers exploring in general the problems of science and math educa-
tion and how we can do better in that area.

This afternoon we have perspectives from, industry representa-
tives, a community college, and also from the Learning R- arch
and Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh. I do ap-

Fir) - 11
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preciat c. very much your joining in this kind dl' a formal but yet
unstructured conversation.

This committee has jurisdiOtion over the National Science Foun-
dation, as many of you knov, and does talk to them very closely
about their programs and how their programs are serving the
needs which we can pick up from the community.

And so our record here and our conversations will give us
threads that we can work with that organization, along with the
general input to the House of Representatives through the commit-
tee process and the work that the staff will give to the record we
develop.

1 know oftentimes we can't create the wisdom of the world in one
short presentation, but it does give us a contact point with which
to work and hopefully bend to the national influence in the right
direction

So let me call the first panel. We have sort of arbitrarily broken
this up this afternoon into two panels.

David Bergholz, of he Allegheny Conference on Community De-
velopment; James Colker, of the Contraves-Georz Corp.; Milton
Gottlieb, of the Westinghouse Research and Development Center,
and Dan Swickline, ComnaunifAions Workers of America Locai
201.

Come on up to the table hen, .41ks, and let's just go in the order
thLit I just called.

. I understand that we do have testimony from everybody. Written
statements will be made a part of the record automatically, and
fuller submissions, if an idea strikes you that you would like to de-
velop, please feel free to do so, aril we will incorporate that in the
written transcript of the hearing ,or the review of the staff and the
other members of the committee.

For oral testimony I would just love to give you a chance to talk
about some of the things that you feel might be most important or
ideas that you would like to highlight, and so you may either read
or summarize in any way that you feel is most effective to create a
focused statement at that point.

So let's start with Mr. Bergholz, from the Allegheny Conference
on Community Development.

Mr. Bergholz, welcome.

STATEMENTS OF DAVID BERGHOLZ, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE ON COMMUNITY DEVEL-
OPMENT. PRESIDENT, PUBLIC EDUCATION FUND; JAMES
('(PIKER. PRESIDENT. CONTRAVES GOER/ CORP.; MILTON
GOTTLIEB. WESTINGHOUSE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CENTER: AND DAN SWICKLINE, COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS
OF AMERICA, LOCAL 2.591

Mr. BERG11012. Thank you very much and thank you for the invi-
tation to be here.

I suppose, in looking chiwn the list of people who have been invit-
ed to testify, that I represent not only the corporate community di-
rectly, through the Allegheny Conference, but also the lay commu-
nity in terms of detailed knowledge about science education.
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1 suppbse the things that qualify me to testify are having had a
good science education at an elementary school in Chicago, and a
decent one here in a Pittsburgh area in high school, I also .have
several children. who are actively involved in science programme
today in the Pittsburgh public schools.

One of the,things that your request caused me to do was to read
a report that I heal sitting on my desk for a long time, one I am
sure you are 'familiar with, "Educating Americans for the 21st Cen-
tury,' and I was `struck in reading it, that this is a document of
excellence and that in terms of a national perspective seems to
spell out a number of ways for improving science and math educa-
tion that should be corlsidered.

I was also struck by a couple of major points made in the report.
One, the call for "leadership" and, second, that there are costs to
making science education improvements and that those costs need
to be borne on a variety of levels of both Government and the pri-
vate sector.

In looking at that document and a number of others, and out of
my own experience not only wearing a hat as assistant executive
director of the Allegheny Conference but a new one as the presi-
dent of an organization called the Public Education Fund, there
are a number of things that come to mind in terms of improvement
of science education and math and technology education in the
public schools.

I think that at the Federal level there continues to be q responsi-
bility and that that responsibility ought to be in the areas of creat-
ing better teaching materials for science and .math educators, the
possible provision of scholarship money for those young people who
want to go into the teaching profession, and particularly those who
want to teach math and science, and the funding of inservice and
summer training programs that would most likely be organized at
the State and local levels.

Those programs could also be significantly enhanced by private
sector interests, both in terms of financing and organization.

I think at the State level we have a flurry of activity. At last
count there were 118 State commissions looking into the future of
education in our 50 States, four in Idaho, which I thought was in-
teresting that that State would generate four, but clearly they are
about the business of looking at graduation requirements, teacher
training reiirements and a number of issues around testing and
standards. This is an important activity and one that ought to
focus on the creation of those kinds of requirements that can pro-
vide a more organized and continuous experience for both elemen-
;.ary and high school students.

I have been struck in my experience with my children that often
the science curriculum in the elementary schools does not seem to
relate to that in middle schools and into the high schools, and I
think part of the State responsibility might be to help the local
community organize total curriculum in a more effective way.

I think the other issue that has come up a number of times in
my own experience here with the Allegheny Conference Education
Fund, and also nationally, is that although teachers are required to
participate in some level of on-the-job training in terms of intern-
ships that once they are thrown into that first job they are, to a
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considerable degree, left alone, and that the isolation of teachers,
from each other particularly in a high school, is extreme. I think
the extension of the on-the-job support that might help a teacher
develop good teaching habits as they begin their careers is some-
thing that ought to be encouraged at the State level, and financial-
ly supported at the local level.

I think the whole issue of Improving teacher training in lbcal col-
leges and universities, deserves high priority attention. There
needs to be more emphasis on content to go along with the basic
pedagogical training, I think is an area of concern and one that we
ought to be addressing with some State as well as possibly some
Federal leadership.

The other place where I think the State can be helpful, is in the
area of computer technology. There are a awful lot of places in this,
country where the private sector is rushing in to be of assistance
and sometimes in a not necessarily beneficial manner.

Just a classic example. I was in school one recently where pri-
vate sector interests had provided a considerable amount of hard-
ware to assist computer education and left the schools with a
lemma of trying to figure out how to equip the building with an
air-conditioned space so as not to have the equipment damaged,
when it gets overheated, I think there is a tendency to rush to the
assistance of some local school districts without thinking through
how one, in fact, is going to incorporate both hardware and soft-
ware.

I think the States role goes again to certification of- teachers, and
in math and science that is an area of concern across the country
and one that we ought to look at in terms of the development of
rigorous and equitable certification standards.

At the local level, where I think most of the significant activity
takes place, because I am convinced out of my own experience that
educational change happens school by school. When one is con-
fronted with 16,000 school districts, give or take a few in this coun-
try, the task appears to be overwhelming. A wide range of initia-
tives needs to be developed to assist in improving math and science
education as well as education in all. the disciplines.

Here, locally, one example that is just beginning that is worth
watching is one being carried out by the Pittsburgh Board of Public
Education, under the leadership of our Superintendent Richard
Wallace. This is the Schenley Teacher Training Center Program.

It is a program in which all of the high school teachers, not just
math and science teachers, but all secondary education teachers,
will be pulled out of their schools over a course of 4 years to come
into Schenley for an 8-week training, and revitalization program.

They will be replaced by substitute teachers in the local schools.
I think it is a program worth watching. In many urban school dis-
tricts across the country, where the population of children has
shrunk over the last 20 years and where the teaching force is aging
because of seniority retraining is a major issue, not just for science
and math teachers but for all teachers.

One of the programs that we have instituted through the Alle-
gheny Conference Education Fund is a is oriel that can be benefi-
cial, and it can be beneficial at a relatively small cost. We carry
out a program of providing grants to teachers. small grants for in-
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novative classroom projects. Many of those class-T.6am projects have
been proposed to us by science and math teachers. Soma of them
have 'peen projects that just impact on a single classroom a
single group of students.

Some of them have been the kinds of projects that have now
been established across the curriculum in the District, One comes
to mind immediately. The joint project of a math and art teacher.
A math teacher Was having difficulty getting geometric concepts
across to a group of young people. The two teachers got together
and developed an arts-related geometry program at the cost of a
couple of hundred dollars, granted out of the small grants commit-
tee.

That effort is now incorporated across the high school curricu-
lum and, I think, is an effective small program.

I think the other issue at the local level that I would like to ex-
plore with you for just for a few minutes is the issue of how to ap-
propriately and imaginatively involve the local civic and business
sectors in the improvement of math and science education and
public education in general.

Six years ago the Allegheny conference became involved with
the public school system and, as you know, the conference is a 40-
year-old civil organization of the city's top corporate leadership
that has been primarily interested in the future of the economic
development of the region as well as a downtown improvement.

We started with the program of support of public information for
the school system, because I am convinced that as much as we talk
about our concerns with particuir curriculum areas or with par-
ticular issues related to school improvement, the one thing that we
have a tendency to avoid is a basic concern about how we develop a
constituency that is interested in supporting public schools.

I don't mean just do liar support. I mean general support. It
t4houid be noted in a city like Pittsburgh with only 14 percent of
the households having kids in the public school system, when you
go out to seek support for school board members who want to in-
crease taxes to carry out programs and ty new initiatives, the
basis of that support is relatively small.

We started from the assumption that we needed to involve the
business and civic community in a substantial way and that they
had to begin to understand the issues that related to school im-
provement and that they had to be brought to the table in a way
that would involve them over the long haul because, clearly, there
are no quick fixes with regard to the kinds of problems that we
have in the schools, whether it be around math and science educa-
tion or in any other area.

The Allegheny Conference Education Fund is essentially a fund
inside the books of the conference ari it provides a relatively small
amount of private money, but a significant amount if we think that
very little goes to public schools. About $100,000 a year that sup-
ports a number of initiatives. including the small grants for teach-
er programs and the usual adopt-a-school kind of effort that you
SPE' around the country. A prografin of community education where
we bring in national speakers on a regular basis to kind of raise
the sights of the local civic foundation and corporate community,
as well as educational community about issues of the day impact-
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ing on public sclux&i, and science education has been one of those
issues under discussion, as well as a major concern about how we
better relate colleges and universities to carry out programs jointly
with school systems that lead to improvement, and, finally, some
fairly significant public information efforts.

One thing I think we find all across the country is that school
systems do a lousy job of telling their story to the rest of the world,
and whoever convinced school administrators a long -time ago that
mimeographing things on pale pink, blue, or yellow paper,was a
public information campaign should probably be locked up.

We attempt to come up with materials that get the word out and
get widely disseminated so we are not just talking to parents and
students but the general community about the future of the school
system.

I was struck in December when I got on a U.S. Air airplane that
the cover story of the airline magazine was on Pittsburgh, and it
was the usual frothy, city of the month kind of report, but one of
the things that was covered ill great detail was improvements in
the school district.

I think it is clear that there are very few cities in this country
that are being promoted, for the quality of their public school
system. I think part of that has come out of development of an in-
terest on the part of the broad Pittsburgh community in the future
of the public schools. The one thing we have accomplished. I think,
over the last 6 years, is to put public schools on the town agenda.

What we see through the public education fund, which is a new
endeavor that has come out of the activities of the Allegheny Con-
ference Education Fund and which is separate, but it has a 5-year
charge of trying to create similar kinds of brokering mechanisms

"between school systems and the outside community in 40 or 50
cities across the country.

We ha.e accomplished that task that in eight citiesand we will
be doing that in another four in March 1984is that math science
technology training is of interest in every community we have vis-
ited and that there are a lot of imaginative endeavors being carried
out with the assistance of relatively small amounts of private re-
sources. Teacher inservice training, adopt school programs that
begin to familiarize teachers with new technology and new training
methods, the PREP effort to provide minority students with an op-
portunity to familiarize themselves with potential careers in engi-
neering, and others that are mentioned in my written testimony.

In terms of looking at future employment requirements in this
part of the world, that picture remains somewhat unclear. And
though I am impressed by some efforts to codify what is going to be
happening in terms of the need for technically trained people in
this country, 1 auEt admit same pessimism about ability to do that
in a way that ;s quickly helpful.

I am struck by meetings with corporate leaders across the coun-
try that there is a changing interest in what is required from the
educational system. Six years ago when we began our conversa-
tions here in Pittsburgh I came away with the strong impression
that corporate leadership was primarly interested in people that
read, write, and work on time.
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You have a lot more talk today about the educated individual,
about the notion that critical thinking, an ability to understand, at
least in a preliminary way, basic technology, an ability to think
about the fact that there maybe a number of careers that one goes
through as one progresses through life rather than a single one,
and the whole learning to learn set of issues seems to be much
higher on the corporate- agenda than the previous one of having a
technically skilled person come to them for a particular technical
job.

I find that personally encouraging, and I think it argues for pro-
viding science, math, and technology education to the broadest con-
stituency of young people we can in this country effectively, which
means that we cannot ignore women, minorities, ana the gifted
and others who have special needs.

I think we are at a moment in time, a small crest of a wave out
there, where there is a willingness on the part of that corporate
sector to get productively involved. I think they need direction
from everybody involved, and the issue of how to appropriately in-
volve them without driving them away from the table in terms of
asking them for too much or for the wrong thir remains an issue
that should be continuously discussed.

Thank you.
(The statement of Mr. Bergholz follows:j
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Testimony of David Flerghole
,

Assistant Executive Director - Allegheny Conference on Community Devtlopment
President - Public Education Fund

I

before the Committee on Science and Technology-U.S. House of Represe tiniest;
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

February 10, 1984

In preparing these brief comments r ..oak the tine the °thee evening
to reread Educating Americaus for the 21st Century, the report of the National
Sc.rnce Board Commission on Precoliege-liducation in Mathematics, Science and
T..chnology. It is a document difficult to improve upon. It provides reasoned
re,nmmendations and a set of guidel.nes for the improvement of math, science
and technology education for the children of this nation, Especially
compelling to me is the report's call for leadership and commitment at all
1-vela of both the publec and private sectors., The report is also clear in
its recognition that all that is recommended aSanot be accomplished without

In an,Article appearing in the January 31 edition of the New York
lives, F..d Hechinger describes a meeting of 20 experts who were brounht
tegither by the Exxon Education Foundation "to define what ails seieuce
teaching." He summed up the three days of meetinieby stating that "the
worts had tittle trouble diagnosing the disease. They agreed on a number of
;.rescriptiont4, but they were st a loss in describing how to administer the
isedicier." Making change in the educatiiin cystems of this nation is not an
easy matter. The current somewhat frenzied activity around testing and
qrandftrdw reform at the state level is generally helpful, but real change
1pm4ing toward educational improvement takes place in the approximately 16,000
sch"01 districts of this nation and most importantly on school-by-school

We meet here today in an area of Pittsburgh that is a vital part of
this city's second ren a i aaa nee. Yet, not far away, in the MonongAhellm
valley. vv sre witnessing an economic disaster of staggering proportion.
Indomtriml cities and towns in the Mon Valley are facing the collapse of their
employn.-nt, governmentel and educational infrastructures. There can be no
more graphic demonstration, from my point of view, for the need for
improvm..nr in math, scienc.. and technology education for our young people
than t'w one that is indicated by the dislocation that is occurring on our
doorst p And I say this not only in terra of what it implies in describing
what the ttture job market will be, but also in terms of the general need for
a hrnadly educated citizenry that can comprehend and then address the range of
prnbitona of similar dimension that will face this society in the future.

The requirements of the local job market areunclear. Technological
01,11,0. 44 well es the restructuring of this nation's manufacturing base (now
ncur,ing in the arena of high technology as well as with our smokestack
industr.es) is happening so quickly that it is difficult to develop effective
methods for determining the day to day, let alone the long term, needs for
operielly trained personnel.
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It can be argued, however, that the need for a citizeory that has
basic shills in scientific inquiry, technology and critical thinking will be
vital to this nation's ability not only to compete in world markets, but in
the preservation of our may of life. It also should be stated that the
current pressing concern with matb/science and technology education must not
overshadow the need for sustained public and private sector interest in all

f educational need: the arts, humanities, language lad citizenship
among others.

From my perspective, there are some rather simple actions that can
be taken by both the public and private sectors that could assist in the
improvement of math, science and technology education as well as other
disciplines. They are:

at the federal level... - assistance in the creation of batter teach-
ing materials,

- the provision of scholarship monies for
promising math/science students who want to
enter the teaching profession.
funding for inaervice and summer training
programs to be organized at the state and
local level.

at the state - the adoption of math/science requirements
that provide a more organized and
continuous experience for both the
elementary and high school student.
funds to allow for the development of "on
the job" support programs for entry level
teachers.

- leadership in strengthening teacher
education programs in colleges and
universities.

- the promulgation of appropriate computer
and information technologies.
the adoption of rigorous and equitable
teacher certification standards.

st the la al level... - the establishment of teacher retraining
opportunities (the Schenley Teacher Center,
a Pittsburgh Public School initiated
effort, to provide this kind of service for
all secondary teachers, over the next four
years. is in its first year of operation).
incentive program' that allow teachers to
develop and carry out special classroom
projects.

- involvement with the local, civic and
business sectors towards an agreed upon
program of supportive initiatives.

The sl..ccessful experience of the Allegheny Conference on Community
Development in Pittsburgh is one model of the kind of public/private
involvement mentioned above.
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The Allegheny Conference's Education Fund. organised iris years ago,
has solicited private sector assistance to carry out a series of effort. in
support of the Pittsburgh Public Schools. These efforts include a program of
small grants for teachers tbst has provided special resources for math and
science educators as well as others in the school system. A local
Partnerships in Education program links 19 businesses, corporations and
nonprofit organisations to middle and high schools for wide ranging program
that in many instances focus on math, science and technology. Rockwell
International, Alcoa, Westinghouse Electric Corporation. PPG Indristries are
all Partners and bring their considerable technical resources to these
relationships.

The Fre-Engineering Program (PREP) financed by local contributions
provides academic support and summer school opportunities for minority
students interested in engineering careers. A new program carried out by
Conservation Consultants develops mummer intern opportunities for math and
science teachers with local industries. Privately financed, the program
allows teachers to update their skills and become more familiar with corporate
needs and requirements. Two years ago the Pittsburgh private sector helped to
initiate the Governor'. School for the Sciences summer program for gifted
Pennsylvania students located at Carnegie - Mellon University.

Though these efforts are small in scale, they are relatively inexpen-
sive, bring new constituencies of interest to the issue of public school
improvement and develop programs that school systems would find impossible to
finance and administer on their own.

The succes of our efforts in Pittsburgh has led zo the development
of a new national organization, the Public Education Fund.* Financed by the
Richard Ring !Belton and Ford Foundations, its five year Mission is to assist
in the establishment of more than 40 organizations similar to the Allegheny
Conference Education Fund in urban communities across the nation.

In carrying oet this task in cities such as Los Angeles and San
Francisco, California; Decatur, Illinois; Wilmington, Delaware; Tuesoi
Arizona, and Paterson, New Jersey, we have found interest in the improvement
of sath/zcience education for all young people to be an item of the highest
priority. However, it should be noted that math/science initiatives are but a
part of a broader community agenda to improve public education in all its
aspects and foster effective and appropriate public/private relationsuips.

For instance, the first program of the newly-financed Los Angeles
Educational Partnership is a math/science teacher retraining effort that will
send fifty "master" teachers back into the schools to train their peers. A
generous grant from the Atlantic Richfield Corporation has initiated this
endeavor. The Los Angeles program also will .nclude small grants for teachers
and a public information effort to improve the image of the schools it' he

community.

*(Afrached are a number of documents that describe the activities of the
Allegheny Conference Education Fund and the Public Education Fund.)
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The GTE Corporative of Stanford, Connecticut recently announced a
$750,000 fellowship program that mill enable practicing mathematics and
science teachers to study their fields indspth and two their study in
classroom projects. The program trill be operated in several states where
school officials have demonstrated a comritment to improving public schools.
Teachers will be given $2,500 grants for .turfy or inearvice training followed
by an additional $2,500 to develop plans for taking what they have learned
into the classroom.

In cloding, it hes been my experience both in Pittsbugh and on the
national level that the business ailtd corporate community has a developing
interest in participating in the improvement of elementary and secondary
education. It is also m) experience that this is an interest that is not just
focused on reading, writing; arithematic end getting to work on time. It is a
concern about the development of the fully educated individual, a person who
can achieve their potential in the workplace as well as in the life of the
nation. It is also a concern with a future that vill require our children to
live in a world that will change even faster than the one we know. I think
that corporate and civic America recognises this challenge and is prepared to
participate in meeting it.

Thank you for the opportuuii, present these remarks to the
Committee.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bergholz. That is an
interesting testimony. We will come back to it, and let's go on
down the list then to Mr. Colker.

Mr. CALKER. Thank you.
First, my own education was obtained in Pittsburgh entirely. I

went to the public school here and I have gone to the University
here. I have children who were also trained in our primary and
set ondary schools and my wife is a primary school teacher.

My own experience in hiring technically trained people for the
past 30 years is the experience that you have in a small company
that is in very advanced technical areas. Our company designs and
manufactures products that are used primarily in the aerospace
and automation fields, and we employ a very wide variety or tech-
nically trained people, from semiskilled people to do assembly work
to very highly skilled engineers and scientists.

We have found that for most of our employees we must provide
specialized training; therefore we have internal programs that
train our semiskilled people and the people in higher skill catego-
ries. We generally obtain personnel from technical schools and uni-
versities, but even at that level we expect to provide a considerable
amount of training.

We provide training courses within the company and send our
employees to universities or technical schools for further training.

Our current and future personnel needs require that we have
people with very good basic communications skills and reasoning
ahil;ries and the capability of working more or less independently
in a fairly exact way.

We require these skills because the future direction of the work
in our industry is that of an intellectual rather than a manual
nature. We put very, very high emphasis on reasoning and ability
to follow directions and we believe this emphasis will become even
more pronounced in the future.
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We also find that supervision of our workers is an extremely
complex job that I think will also grow to be much more complex.

The skill requirements that we expect the schools to provide are
very, very basic. At our lowest skill level, this would be the type of
person we train for assembly. For skilled jobs, a high school educa-
tion is required, and our emphasis is on the ability to read and un-
derstand, what is recd. Again we place a high emphasis on under-
standing.

This skill is very, very important. It becomes even more impor-
tant as computers are taking over a greater part of the work that
is being done in our company. We expect to train our workers in
the specific skills that we require. If such a worker has the ability
to speak well and to express his thoughts logically in writing, then
this worker can advancetto higher level jobs of a clerical or super-
visory nature.

For the next job level, where we train the worker to a higher
skill level than that required for an assembly job, a good accurate
knowledge of arithmetic is necessary. Here, we mean addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, long division, fractions, and decimals, just
the real basic things that many of us just don't learn.

For yet a more advanced level job, we would require algebra and
most important trigonometry, and for the most advanced at a non-
university level job we would expect some knowledge of differential
and integral calculus. A knowledge of science, particularly physics
with emphasis on laboratory experience, is also very helpful to us
but not necessary.

If the basic mathematical understanding exists, we can train the
worker for a higher skill level job.

All the skill- that we require are taught in the local areas of pri-
mary and secondary schools and, again, we would like to emphasize
that basic skills are the essential thing we look for We know the
application of those skills is going to change very much in the envi-
ronment of the future and we are prepared to train our people to
cope with the needs of the future.

We also utilize people who are trained in the conventional ma-
chine shop skills. We operate a machine shop. Again, mathematics
is required and some machine shop and more important, drafting
courses in high school or technical school are helpful but again not
necessary, because we operate a full machinist apprenticeship pro-
gram.

We also train workers in the grinding and polishing of optics.
Here, advanced mathematic skills through trigonometry are neces-
sary, and again the training for the snec, ific job is supplied by us
through an apprenticeship program. 'We do hire draftsmen and
electronic technicians who have been trained in technical schools
irk the area. Consequently, with our evaluation of the requirements
for high school graduates, we regard reading, writing, and mathe-
matical abilit' as primary skills and drawing and electronic theory
as the secondary skills required.

The electronic courses sh,,uld be supported by laboratory work
and, again we like the technical schools to concentrate on basic
education. We will provide the training necessary for the employee
to function in the environment of our company.
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Summarizing our skill requirements, reading and understanding
what is read is necessary for all the jobs in our company. Supervi-
sors must be able to express themselves clearly and in writing.
High school level mathematics is required for all higher skilled
jobs. The study of science and some technical school training is
useful. With this foundation, the company is prepared to train
workers.

The company interface with the secondary schools and the uni-
versities in this area is primarily that of recruiting university grad-
uates. The company also becomes involved with the students before
graduation through its summer jobs program and the participation
of some of the senior company personnel as advisers to the univer-
sities or teachers of courses.

The company also uses the area's technical schools and universi-
ties for the continuing education of its employees.

The company's position with respect to education is that the cur-
riculum offered by most high schools, technical schools and univer-
sities in this area is satisfactory for our purposes now and in the
future. However, we believe that more care must be exercised to
ensure that the students truly master the course material. We be-
lieve that greater attention should ne paid to basic education and
less to the development of specific skills which are going to become
obsolete quickly in any case,

We are prepared to train the employees if they have the basic
background in the skills that are necessary in our company.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. C,olker follows:I
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TESTIMONY FOR THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

BY

JAMES COLK ER

PRESIDENT, CONTRAVES GOERZ CORPORATION

I am James Calker, President of the Contrives Goers Corporation, located in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Charlotte, North Carolina. This company is engaged In

designing and manufacturing products of an advanced technological nature used in the

aerospace and automation markets. We employ wide variety of technically trained

personnel who range from semi-skilled electronic assemblers to highly skilled en-

gineers and scientists. We have internist programs to completely train semi-skilled

personnel but must obtain personnel fr. the higher skill categories from technical

schools and universities. Even at the higher skill levels, we provide some training

courses within the company as well as sending these employees to universities and

technical schools for further training. Our current and future personnel needs require

people with good basic communication skills and reasoning ability and the capability

of completing work assignments in an exact way without a large amount of super-

vision. We require this because the future direction of work in our industry is that of

an intellectual rather than a manual nature. Reasoning and the ability to follow

directions exactly will become even more important in the future than they are

today. Supervision of workers will also grow more complex.
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The skill requirements for our workers are very basic. For our lowest skill levels, we

require a high school education with emphasis on the ability to read and understand

what is read. We expect to train this worker in the specific skills we require. If

such a worker has the ability to speak well and to express his thonhts logically in

writing, advancement to higher Levels jabs of a decal and supervisory nature is

possible. For the next higher jab level, a good accurate working knowledge of,i

arithmetic is required. This must include addition, subtraction, multiplication, long

division. fractions and decimals. For yet a mace advanced level job, we would

require algebra and trigonometry and, for the most advanced level fora non4W-

versity graduate, we require some knowledge of differential and Integral calculus. A

knowledge of science, particularly Fhyszcs with laboratory experience, is helpful but

not necessary. If the basic mathematical understanding exists, the worker can be

trained by La. All of these skills are presently taught at the area primary and

secondary sdvaols.

We also utilize persons trained in the conventional machine shop skills. Again,

mathematics is required and some machine shop and, more important, drafting courses

in high school or technical school would be helpful but not necessary as we operatt a

machinist apprenticeship training program. We also train werkersiirliiiiiinding and

polishing of optics. Here. the advanced niche *loll skills through trigonometry are

necessary and, again, worker training is provi ed by our company.

We do hire draftsmen and electronic tech ans who have been trained at technical

schools. Consistent with our evaluation high school graduates, we regard reading,

writing and mathematical ability as pet cry, and drawing and electronic theory as

secondary skills. The electronic cours must be supported by laboratory work. We
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like the technical schools to concentrate on basic education and we expect to provide

the training necessary to function in our company.

Summarising our skill requirements, reading and understanding what is read is

necessar for all jobs. Supervisors must be able to express themselves clearly and in

writing. High school level mathematics is required for all higher level skilled jobs.

The study of science and some tedmical school training is useful. With this foun-

dation, the ,,,(Tmany is prepared to train workers.

The company interface with secondary schools and universities is primarily that of

recruiting university graduates. The company also becomes involved with the students

before graduation through its summer Jobs program and the participation of some of

the senior company personnel a3 advisors to the universities or as teachers of
courses. The company also uses the area's technical schools and universities for the

continuing education of its employees.

The company's position with respect to education is that the curriculum offered by

most high schools, technical schools and universities in the area is satisfactory for our

purpose pow and in the future; however, we believe that more care must be exercised

to insure that the students truly master the course mat-rial. We believe that

greater attention should be paid to basic education and less to the development of

specific skills that, because of rapid technical growth, soon become obsolete. We are

prepared to train the employee in the skills necessary to work in our company.
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Mr. WAIAMEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Colker. That is a par-
ticuarly interesting perspective, coming from a company that is so
specifically focu, in the highest of technology areas, and yet loud
and dear comes through he need for good basic skins and ability
to be trained at a later tin . That isn't quite the perspective we get
from many people who wt. t the work force to spring to full bloom
from the schools themselves.

Mr. COLKER. In our industry that just doesn't happen.
Mr. WAUaIEN. Dr. Gottlieb, you may proceed.
Mr. GorruEs. Thank you very much for the opportunity to be

here and to offer my opinions.
I would like to say at the outset that I am not an expert on edu-

cation but I do have some perspectives and some opinions th{it I
think might be useful, and I would like to say that my perspectives
have been formed L my having been at the Westinghouse Re-
search and Development Center for some 25 years now.

As such, I have had an opportunity to have a fairly good view of
the overall technical activities of the corporation and also to come
in contact with a large number of technical people, both older ones
who have been trained some time ago and alit() very recent gradu-
ates who have joined us.

Another activity that I am involved in is with the Westinghouse
Science' Honors Institute. This is a local program that we at the
R&D center operate for high school seniors in Allegheny County.
This program consists of a series of lectures that are given between
October and March on Saturday mornings.

The lectures are given primarily, by scientists from the research
and development center but we also have a few speakers from Car-
negie-Mellon and the University of Pittsburgh, and they include
demonstrations and question and answer periods.

Overall it is a very, very successful program with relatively good
participation from the high schools in this area.

The good news that I would like to break that I have seen from
this program is that of the roughly 250 to 300 students that we see
each year that are selected on the basis of applications that call for
SAT scores. a brief essay that the students write, glade point aver-
ages. recommendations, I can 'say with great pleasure that the very
best of the students we see in the high schools today are just as
good as they ever have been. There has been no deterioration in
the quality of the very best of the students..

The negative side,1 have to say that we send out applications to
approximately 100 high schools in this area, and we get a response
from about 60 percent of those high schools. Apparently some 40
percent don't even see fit to respond to this program, which is a
very excellent one with very good recognition, which is absolutely
free', for nothing, and yet only 40 percent of the schools won't even
take the trouble to respond.

Ithink this is representative of an attitudinal problem which, in
my opinion, is fundamental to a lot of the problems that we see in
science and math education.

Let me turn now to what I think I believe to be the needs of the
work force within a corporation like Westinghouse. First of all, I
think it is obvious certainly to everybody in our corporation and I
think to anybody who has closely watched the corporation in
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recent years, that we are undergoing dramatic changes in the char-
acter of our industry.

We are moving away with startling speed from conventional
manufacturing and going more and more into the new technol-
ogies. If that needs to be underscored for people in the western
Pennsylvania area, only within the past few weeks hundreds of
jobs have been terminated in the Westinghouse Switch Gear Divi-
sion. This is merely symptomatic of the movement away from con-
ventional Manufacturing.

Now, fortunately for the corporation, new activities are arising
very rapidly in other, areas, but the skills of the people who will be
involved in these new areas unfortunately do not coincide with the
people who are being laid of from the manufacturing areas of the
country.

The new thrust of corporations like Westinghouse will involve a
hierarchy of people with skills in science and technology at the
highest levels. There will, of course, be Ph.D. level scientists, engi-
neers, those people will be very highly trained. They will have post-
graduate education in their particular disciplines, but I would like
to emphasize that lower down on the hierarchy of technically in-
volved people there will be managers, techniciaas, information spe-
cialists, accountants, purchasing agents, sales people, whatever.

All of those people will be required to have at least some level of
literacy in technical areas, in science, .in mathematics.

Now, the levels of ability that will be required for those different
positions will, of course, vary dramatically. Obviously, one does not
expect the same sort of educational background from all of these
people. but I do wish to emphasize that on one or another level
some degree of technical literacy most certainly will be required.

Now, having said that, you might expect me to make a plea for
even more involvement of science and math in the public school
educational curriculum. Let me say why I don't believe that to be
the highest priority.

I can make some personal observations from the contacts that I
have had with newly hired engineers into the corporation who are
at the relatively high level of skills in the technical professions al-
ready. They have been well trained in their professions.

In my role in the Westinghouse Science Honors Institute I see
certainly the very best of the high sc ool students in this area, and
yet my observations are this, prima

p
ly, that their communication

skills are poor. Those are the very best people that I see in our edu-
cational system and yet my overall observation is that their com-
munication skills, their writing ability, their speaking ability, the
ease with which they can express themselves not only in technical
ideiu.4,but in other ideas as well, is .r.

I see a large amount of written . ocuments that these people gen-
erate and the writing skills are at an abysmally poor level. Now
something is very. very wrong with the system that is producing
this level of ability in the communications skills.

If I were' to make up a list of priorities that I would like to see in
the educational system to fill the needs of our industry in the
future. I would say first and foremost what we require is, I would
like to say a return. I can't really document that this is so, but.'
would like to see a movement toward rigorous academic discipline
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not only in math and science, but in every course of study that is
given in the public school system.

I think what needs to be developed is respect for and the habit of
rigorous thought. Now, I lave two children who have gone through
the educational system. One is in the middle school now. One is asenior in physics at the university level who wants to major in
physics in graduate school.

They have Lad good science backgrounds, but my personal obser-
vation from what they have been through in the public school
system is that the academic rigor is lacking terribly in, I would
say, most of the other courses of study that they have been exposed
t( .

I think that the writing skills need to4be seriously addressed, notonly in English. I,think that writing as a skill should be taken seri-
ously in every course of study. If you look at what is required now
by way of evaluation for science course, for example, and .manyother courses as well, it is not written composition. It tends to bemultiple guess types of examinations.

Well, there are reasons for that, economy of time. It certainly
mak..s it easier for the teacher. It does nothing to develop the writ-
ing skills of the students.

Now, why are writing skills so important? I believe that they are
so important because good writing requires clarity of thought. It re-
quires analytical skills. Those are the tools that will not become ob-
solete no :natter what the future holds for us in industry.

Finally, on my list of priorities, as has been very well document-
ed in these hearings (already, is the need for math, science, comput-
er courses at all levels of ability. I think that we are fooling our-
selves if' we believe that science can be presented on anything other
than an elitist basis.

Science has always been an elitist enterprise. I think that the
very hest of our science students must be exposed to a level of
course work that will be unattainable for the large majority of stu-dents in the public school system.

On the other hand, there should be course work tailored to everyability level science we would hope to provide employment in our
economic system for people at all ability levels.

Now, again, what I would like to emphasize is that the academic
training that is required iai all courses, which rigor and analytical
thinking is held in high esteem, I think that those skills will be
transferable eve.i to highly technical professions.

For example, I can tell you that in one of our Westinghouse divi-
sions that deals with computer aided design and computer aided
manufacturing, which is primarily using occupations in computer
Programming, a great deal of programmatic time is requi:ed to de-velop those.

The people involved in developing those programs are by no
means all graduates of engineering schools or technical professions.
Many of them in school majored in English and languages or what-
ever. They are, without doubt, very intelligent, capable people byvirtue of the course work that they have had in their educational
backgrounds in things like English or whatever.

They ha "e developed the tools namely: clear thinking, clarity of
expression. Those are th? basic tools for good computer program-
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ming, nut a course in bask or algorithms which may be obsolete in
the future anyway.

Finally, I would like to make a few comments on what I think it
is that industry might do to help fill the gap in science and math
education.

I would like to say that there are tremendous resources available
in industry, especially in industries like Westinghouse, which has a
very, very large number of technically trained people. This is a
treasure house of educational resources that is on!y being barely
scratched.

The Westinghouse Science Honors Institute is merely one exam-
ple of how those resources can be used. As is presently constituted
it is available only in Allegheny County. It is available to about 100-
schools. Eventually, each year only about 250 or 300 students end
up pArticipating. It is a high level elite type of activity.

Nevertheless, there are other industries in the Allegheny County
area that do have similar resources that I think would be more
than happy to assist with programs of that nature.

I think that programs like that not only could be extended to in-
clude a great number of students, I think that they could be ex-
tended to be offered to teachers as well.

Let me say, though, on a negative side of that, that our lectures
are open to the high school teaching faculties as well as the stu-
dents. We do invite them. I would be embarrassed to tell you the
low numbers of teachers that will ever show up at these. Again, an
attitudinal problem.

I think another measure that could be taken for industry to help
in the education of science and mathematics is to use not only cur-
rent industry personnel but retired people as well. There are huge
numbers of engineering, sc;ence and mathematically trained people
in industry who are retiring every year that I know would be de-
lighted to articipate in some way in secondary school education.

I get asked this, the possibilities about this being available to
them any number of times by my retiring colleagues at the R&D
('enter. Yet, Ili things are presently constituted, there is no mecha-
nism for taking advantage of the willingness of these people who
are not only technically trained but who also have the advantages
of age, wisdom and experience that they could somehow bring with
them and give to the students.

In addition to programs like that I think that it would be Possi-
ble for current technical employees to be available for teaching for
a day, for a week, for a month, for a semester, whatever, in the
public school system. There are many people who would be, al-
though they have no formal college training in secondary school
education, they have within them the skills that are required for
teaching.

I really don't think that they need any formal training in teach-
ing pe.. se.

Now, we have done one here, there are programs like that of one
of our people from the R&D Center going to e local school system
for an extended period of time, and I must tell you, they have not
been entirely welcome. Again, an attitudinal problem. They t --id to
be resented by teachers, faculty, whatever.
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I think that there may be a problem in that industry people like
that may develop a sense of, shall I say, insecurity in public school
personnel. It's an attitudinal problem. There surely must be some
way of overcoming that.

Finally, I would like to emphasize again this attitudinal problem.
Another program that Westinghouse has been running for 43 years
is the Science Talent Search. This is a highly prestigious program
that operates on a national scale to identify exceptionally talented
high school seniors in science and math.

To give you an idea of how elitist this program is, 34 alumni of
the Westinghouse Science Talent Search are Nobel Laureates. This
is a highly prestigious program.

Each year 0 high school graduates are identified as finalists in
this and than 10 are winners of rather nice scholarships. In all of
the 43 years that this program has been operating there hes never
been a winner from Pennsylvania.

Now, there are many reasons and, mind you, Pennsylvania is the
headquarters State of the corporation, and never has there been a
winner from Pennsylvania.

The winners have been concentrated from schools in the New
York area, Bronx High School, Stuyvesant High School, and other
geographical areas. These are schools that are devoted to excel-
lence and I think that it is the devotion to excellence that is very
largely an attitudinal problem that, in my perception, tends to be
lacking in areas like the Pittsburgh area.

From my own personal contacts in connection with the Wasting
house Science Talent Search and making it more available to stu-
dents in the Pittsburgh area, I have more often than I would care
to say encountered a certain degree of hostility from high school
teachers.again who would rather not be threatened by this elitist,
excellence-seeking program.

I think that there is a certain degree of comfort that is derived
from mediocrity, and this is an attitude that I would like to see
dealt with on some level or other.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gottlieb follows:]
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SUPPIARY 0' STATEMENT TO CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

M. Sottlieb

Westinghouse R&D Center

Industries such as the Westinghouse Electric Corporation I represent on

this pane, are to the midst of revolutionary change, in which their ability

to thrive, indeed to survive, will depend upon their adaptiaz to a fiercely

competitive technological environment. The products of these industries will

clearly gravitate more and more towards sophisticated new areas, and away from

conventional manufacturing. This shift is creating a need for a work force

able to deal with the demands of such new L chnologies as micro-electronics,

robotics. bio-engineering, infornation processing, etc. This work force may

represent all levels of activity, including highly trained PhD scientists.

engineers. manaeers, technicians and sales staff. Our success in the coming

decades, and our capability to provide meaningful employment to large numbers

of people, requires this work force to be literate in science and mathematics

at least to the level at which they must function. It is, therefore, in the

interests of industry to promote programs to improve the quality of science

and math education; such programs are also a crucial interest of scan mically

depressed areas whose future will depend upon attracting new industries. I

wish to address here some particulars of what we perceive as our needs, and

some ways iv. which we can contribute to their fulfillment.

I have stated that we are in the midst of revolutionary change, and it

is perhaps just that process, rapid change, that best characterizes our

present situation. We are coning to realize that this process will, if

anything, accelerate in the future. It is vital for our educational system to

prepare students for change, to have the adaptability to cope with new

and unfamiliar ideas. Our young people will be poorly served by being

narrowly trained for jobs that wilt be obsolete within a few years.

Fortunately, such preparation is consistent with the training required for

high achievement in science and math, since the basis for both rests

upon a foundation of analytical thinking and acaderic discipline. I do not

mean by this that it is necessary for every student's program to be top
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heavy with science and math cooties (although a reasonable minimum should be

required of all) but that the highest degree of academic discipline should be

instilled in all students. This is sadly lacking today in our schools; we

find a surfeit of courses with little intellectual content. By contrast; it

is well recognised that such rigorous programs as foreign languages have all

hit disappeared. It might be asked how training in foreign languages, for

example, might contibute to a person's, employability in later life. I would

answer in response that it is well documented that many successful computer

programmers were, in fact, non-technical majorer in studying their subjects,

they also acquired the ability to think analyticallY and with clarity, the

fundamental tools of good computer programming.

A sadly neglected domain of education, of great importance to a

technologically oriented economy in which the creation and transfer of

information are basic, are the communication skills, writing and speaking. A

marvelous ides is useless unless itcanigeLeffectively communicated to

others. The usual veTilcle for accomplishing this is the written report, and

yet my experience with even the relative high achievers among high school

(and even college) graduates, suggests an appalling inability to construct a

comprehensible English sentence. Why is our own language not being

effectively taught in our schools? Even the technically schooled will have

diminished value to iedustry unless they possess at least a minimum of

writing ability. Since the only way of learning to write is to write, it is

important that our schcols require more. that it be critically evaluated, and

that the rules of grammar be enforceed.

I wish to emphasize with the examples I have given above that I believe

the most basic need of the educational system in serving a future

technological society is not to replace the curriculum with ever more science

and mathematics, but to demand intellectual discipline of everything

that is taught, to instill respect for use of the mind. Unless this is done,

great numbers of our young people will be destined to find no meaningful

place in our future economy. Having said this to establish what I believe to

be basic to our educational needs, I would like to turn to question of
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the science and math cqrticaliel.

The newly evolving high technology industries will be staffed by people

whose functions will extend from the highest levels of basic research, for

which advanced graduate degrees will be roquiratl, to laboratory and workshop

technicians whose hands will bring to actual realization the results of that

basic research. Uhile the need for a sound high school science and math

background may be self evident for a professional acientist, it is also a

crucial need for the student whose entry level to work Aay be much lower, if

he is to Nave the oppnrtunity for meaningful contributions and eventual

advancement. Currently, vast numbers of students never take any science

at math courses at All, for a variety of reasons. Clearly, it is not feasible

to expose studo:::a oi all abilities to the same science courses, but even

those wita lower interest and ability should be required to take a well

struetqre e,urse tiilored to their level. The needs of such students can be

served s,ten(e and math curriculum which recognizes these differences.

hi9 i9 riot to say that a stigria of low intelligence Should be attached to a

lower tier ' ,oursc; it may he appropriate for very high ability

stuantx whose a,alemic interests lie elsewhere. What is Important, i'awnver,

is MIL eaC1 stader.t. ra leave hl41, school with at least a minimal

ippreylatIun t scie%ye. 'Alice every graduate will he a citir.en, he will

kirtici;a' in decision!: rerardinr, technoleOcal and scientific issues, many

of W11t,!; ate hoc,,Iu of ;araoont importanre. Fur those students who will

'011,y careers in scle%,e inl enr,ineerinc, the quality of the offerings is in

neei of '-i.:mlrivent,

the vor1ln4 of work'. that companies such as 17estinghouse will

,euerate In the "..t Ire will ie enc,incering oriented. All enr,ineerfnif

,,thcation T.AA .s ver./ ',:r,h1r computer based. even Chose areas that are not

c,imputer Atrectd, lrry large numbers of college students are now pursuing

Pnrieerilc and the numbers will probably Increase in the future. It

1,, there! Ire, 1-6,,rLant to enhance the computer literacy of our h 1 school

Is 14 h.,d only 1-portant tor those who will become engineers, hut

von those who oveo-n: secr,!tarle:, or librarians. Cori processinr, and

r-trios'al will fall into their domain as well. Computer literacy
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enconpaises not only sophlstieated programming, but also computer usage.

Every high school student should be exposed t9 at least a minimum level of

coeputet usage (above the level Of video games). An occupational hazard

engineers have always suffered is technological obsolescence a few years

after graduation. eith the rapid pace of new development, this obsolescence

can proceed with remarkable speed. This is a4ravated by the high degree of

specialization rewired by the current engineering curriculum. This makes it

doubly impertent for high school students to leave with a sound, general

background in science and math so that they will have the tools with which to

adapt to new technologies, as the material they may have learned in

eneinnering school becomes outmoded.

ehile there are islands of science teaching excellence to be found

in the secondary schools, the overall system is in disrepair. The price we

pay 2-i thin is a loss of talent to society) the tiny minority of highly

gifted and lotivated students will probably be successful regardless of the

luality of their science courses, but those who need the extra push to

ahieve t6ir full potential are left out. The nein ingredient lacking in

hih scAvr.ce teething is qualified, motivated faculty, and the

eteesehre to s.ippc,it it. There is nuch controversy over the question of how

to ccuilt thi: situation, with no clear resolution on the horizon. There are

nea3ures that We in industry can adopt to help, but basic reform will be

nePleA to acnicve levels of science and math teaching quality we understand

to 'w carrioi ',,A in countries such as Japan. recognize that many foreign

elucational systeni, eech as in Japan, are far more elitist and coneetitive

r) an acro;,tanle in the but the lone ranee health of the U.S.

^ce,u,-, re mire a renter of the available resources to be devoted

to t!m bwolw;ent if Th challenge is to do teis in a manner

that 1,, rreiyi'd to he 1%,th desirable knd equitable. Science and

rat'xIatics have alt!as been elitist, and will so continue, maKint, it

inevitable- that relatively few will participate in advanced offerings with

e,rde,ene tea,:her.J ,r11 facilities,

;Alice -1 upon the erhicatin system to achieve the aims of

i rive) in-Jtruc!inn in science and math are enornous, perhaps impossible,

eeeeeiso- e,:t be -,ade in:iediately. There are was in which industry

rn hel;,, ul th alre ply in place which could 1,e exparvIed, and neW
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programs that could be estaflt.:hed. For example, Westinghouse has sponsored

the national Science Talent Search for over 35 years, a competition for high

school seniors in which 40 winners are named each year, and awarded

scholarships. This is a highly prestigious award with wide recognition in the

science community. It is, however, exceedingly selective, but very

successful in identifying outstanding ability at an early age; five STS

alumni have received Nobel prizes. On a more modest level, the 160 Center

aponsores the Westinghouse Science Honors Institute, an annual program of

Saturday morning lectures given to about 275 high school seniors selected

from about AO Pittsburgh area schools. The lectures are presented by

scientists from Westinghouse and from neighboring universities, and are given

on a voluntary basis. Westinghouse underwrites the administrative and

incidental costs of the Institute. The purpose of these lectures is to expose

tne studehts to professional scientists, who are chosen on the basis of their

aLilitY to communicate well with students, in order to promote their interest

in careers in science and engineering. Other industries with research

laboratories have recently begun similar programs, and the response has been

good. Still !tore use could be made of the enorlous teaching resources that

might be nada available from industry. Advanced 1-s'_ruction for high school

science teachers c,qld be offered, perhaps coupled with summer internships at

research laboratories. Industry scientists and engineers might be loaned to

schools for hrlef, or perhaps extePded periods of tine to teach advar.ced

courses, or to participate in other ways. An untapped reservoir of potential

science teachiry talent may be available if a mechanism for allowing retired

professionals to teach could be found. There are many such people who would

helcome an opportunity of this kind to remain active after retirement.

In sure wry, our .ew industries will require porsonell at every

occupational level to be minimally literate in science, math and computer

usage. Successful advancement will go to those who have acquired the skills

necessary to afapt to rapid technological change; these skills will rest upon

a foundation of rigorous, analytical thinking, qualties that must be applied

to the entire acade-lic program. Industry has educational resources in science

that should be exploited by the sotto( system; number of programs are

31ready in place, and these should be expanded.
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Mr. WA1A;REN It's almost enough to make you want to resign
from Congress.

We passed a note here that says you have to work on your sons
for the Westinghouse science talent. I am beginning to wonder
what sort of models or what do we pursue and how do they absorb
that, and in many ways the congressional function. You can't quite
define it as the pursuit of excellence to put it that way, although
perhaps it should be, but that we never had one from Pennsylvania
amazes me.

I have been to the function that they have at the end of each
year and it never struck me that there was no one from Pennsylva-
nia.

Well, I appreciate very much that testimony and enjoyed it. We
will come back to it.

Let's turn to Mr. Swickline.
Welcome, Dan.
Mr. SWICKLINE. Thank you, Chairman Walgren, Ms. Bach, Dr.

Brown. I was sort of hoping that your aide, Ms. McCormick wout,c1
he here. She wouldn't take no for an answer.

I halt at the time when she asked me to come that I wasn't quali-
fied or could add substantially to the information you were receiv-
ing, but after listening to those three gentlemen I am convinced of
that, but I would still like to sign her up as a steward for my local.
She is quite convincing.

A little background on myself. I urn the president of CWA Local
2591. I represent five separate contracts. I negotiated primarily
Western Electric employees and the shop and warehouse and in-
stallation divisions. They since divested and changed their cotitles.
I am still not used to that and I will stick to the old, if you don't
mind.

I also represent an interconnect company which deals in installa-
tions of telephone and telecommunications equipment, an electrical
company, an electrical contractor and a construction firm. So I
have sort of got a wide range of work groups.

In all of those work groups the basic education requirements are
a high school education, The electrical contractor himself, he, at
times, has hired employees that have technical training at one of
the local technical schools. In the Western Electric groups, as has
beet. ie practice in the whole Bell System, which I am familiar
with, they like to mold their own employees in their own fashion.

The groups that I presently represent have been reduced somuch in size,'at one time the Western Electric installation group
that I represented was 550 installers. There are presently 96 left.
Of the warehouse and shop men of 220 of them I presently have 18
under contract.

In the State with my brother local Philadelphia, we at one
time 10 years ago represented approximately 1,800 employees just
in the Bell gystem alone. We now represent about 330 combined in
hot h locals.

Again, to get buck to my background, I have been an officer and
a steward for :30 years and a president for 17 years, and I have
never seen our industry so distraught. It is not quite chaos but con-
fusion especially because of divestiture.
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In parReular the installation division, probably the most skilled
employees in the Hell System, their skills were acquire through the
Western Electric Co., sending individuals to various schools
throughout the country.

The types of equipment that they presently install basically don't
wear out, and if something does require maintenance a computer
tells the maintenance people what has to be replaced. It is not re-
paired; it is replaced as a unit. This requires even less skill.

At one time, and just 10 or 15 years ago, it used to take my men
upward of a year to install a central telephone office. The maxi-
mum time today for the latest electronic switching systems equip-
ment is no more than 17 weeks. It depends on the amount of tele-
phone lines that go into that central office, some as little as fi and
9 weeks they complete central offices.

Competition is eating in, but T have a small interconnect compa-
ny. The interconnect company itself has changed hands at least a
half dozen times in the 10 years I have had them under contract.
They are presently owned by a conglomerate.

My own personal opinion is the only reason they bought them is
for purposes. because that telecommunications market rises
and falls so quickly and there is so much competition that they
have a hard time keeping their noses, so to speak, above financial
water.

In your letter that you sent to me where it says the current and
future personnel needs of your company and industry, the group
that I am more familiar with is .he Western Electric group, they
haven't hired since 1970 in Pennsylvania alone. Nationwide in 1970
we had 32.000 employees in the installation division alone. Today
we' have 11,500 nationwide.

As I told you. in the' warehouse and shop in the Pennsylvania
Avenue plant there are 1S employees left there out of 220. That
building has been sold and I expect the IS employees to be phased
out witin the next few months,

In the interconnect industry, and I am pretty familiar with that,
1 also had a cable TV under contract until they went bankrupt.
There is such a glut of electronic skilled ex-employees, laid-off em-
ployees in Pennsylvania and in particular western Pennsylvania
that they have very little trouble getting skilled employees.

In particular. the MCI Corp. is picking the cream of the crop of
my hod-off We'ste'rn Electric employees. There is hardly any need
to retrain and most of the interconnect companies throughout the
country are doing just that

If a Kell unit has a layoff the interconnects are those people. be-
ause they are so skilled and have been trained so well
As far as future hiring in the Western Electric, AT&T technol-

ogies group incorporated network systems. I doubt if Western Elec-
tric will do any more hiring

The 11.500 we have nationwide are more than sufficient, and
lately we him' been negotiating. or I have, lately with management
just on bringing in temporary help. They don't want to hire full-
tone help or even in the' category parttime because with part-time
help they are required to give' fringe benefits.

What they want to hire nom is temporary help. hands to do the
heavy labor work, which there is not much of, and then tern inate
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them us quickly as the job is done on a one-job basis. Some of our
locals and in particular in the Far West have gone through this
progress. They have agreed to hire temporary help for no more
than months, and on job basis.

The only fringe benefit they are entitled to is a holiday, if a holi-
day should fall any time during their work period. They start at
the minimum and if they should stay long enough to reach 3
months and they would acquire another upgrade in pay, which is
only about a dime.

Necessary work skills, as I told you before, and I am familiar
with every phase of the telephone industry, I know the local presi-
dents quite well and I know the type of hiring that. did occur at one
time in the Bell System.

The Bell System likes to train their own regardless of whether
it's a Bell lineman or a Western Electric installer or an AT&T
craftsperson, .hey prefer to train their employees in their own
mold and at their own schools with hands-on types of training.

As far as the other companies that I represent, the electrical
firm I told you about, if h hires, and in this market in Pittsburgh
he has no trouble hiring electricians that have been laid off in the
mills and factories with lots of service and a lot of electrical skills,
so he's got a free market, an open market to pick out the best.

I just recently negotiated a contract with him and his major
demand was to reduce the starting rate so that he could hire these
people at a lower rate than I normally had written into the con-
tract.

Interface. As far as the Western Electric Co., they never did asso-
ciate in any way with the local schools. Unfortunately, it probably
would have helped the company more than the schools. Bell, I am
not that familiar with them approaching local schools. I know that
both Bell and Western Electric do have a national scholarship and
unlike this gentleman there was one local resident, one time in all
the :io-some years that I have been associated with Western Elec-
tric. that has won the scholarship:

I hate' to be so depressing. That was one of the reasons why I
didn't think I should be here. but it's the truth in our industry, the
electronics industry especially in telephone and telecommuncia-
t ions.

We have got too many employees. I can't add nvich more to that.
Thank ie.
Mr. WAIA:REN. Well, I think that that may be more important

from a testimony standpoint than almost any other finite observa-
tion thi3t can be. made. You, of course, se, firsthand what the work
force has experience and particularly in. an area where certainly
teelmical skills are required and yet your testimony fits hani in
glove with the other gentleman's that it is not so much what is
coming out of the schools that is being required at this point.

There are skilled people out there waiting ;And not finding. And
to the degree that we do have pickup in our economy, they will
lend themselves as qualified as anyone and it is a difficult commen-
tary on our time that it is so depressing in the sense of numbers.
but I can think of nothing more real and nothing I would rather
have in the record more than that kind of a stateMent about where
the work force is today, particularly in this part of the country.
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And I am not so sure that we are that different from other parts
of the country. Other parts of the country have a smaller base from
which to build, but those who have gone to look for work in those
parts of the country have come back to Pittsbrugh saying that
there isn't anything there that wasn't here.

So I really do appreciate your perspective on that. I think they
lend a real undercoat of reality to this whole record.

I think that is a remarkable series of perspectives and state-
ments. I was particularly interested in the idea of communication
skills and those who were in here earlier, some of the other wit-
nesses, particularly Father Lang from the Pittsburgh Diocese, was
saying be sure that you think of the whole range of educational
skills as you go ridii g off in the pursuit of science and mathemat-
ics.

I know one word you used in your testimony, Dr. Gottlieb, was
the writing skills were "appalling."

Mr. Gorr". ma. What is so shocking to me is that I see the very
hest. I don't see the average or the lower levels. I can only imagine
what the level of skills is like in these large. numbers of people who
will somehow have to make their way in the work day world after
they get out of st.hool.

Mr. BERGItoi.z. I think the one thing that is interesting, however,
and I think as in many previous instances what is happening in
some school systems is kind of happening in advance of all of the
expressed concern on the national level about the issue.

I am struck by the fact that in a few years I have sensed a real
change in the Pittsburgh school system around that issue. My chil-
dren are coming home with writing assignments now that I had
hoped they would have had before. I think this represents a recog-
nition in the community that these communication skills are at the
heart of what this whole period of educational reform is about.

Mr. WAIA;REN. I guess that is a very basic skill and can only be
taught with some appreciation for rigor and discipline in the sense
of ideas and in the sense of the trend back to basics would help
give you a platform from which to start that.

At the same time, it is a broadly based skill that can be devel-
oped in almost any specific discipline and carried from discipline to
discipline and so almost any good educational program would bit ld
t hat skill.

Mr Gotreiew I think the reason that I have come down so hard
on that particular issue is that especially within the past 2 or 3
years what I have come most to be impressed with as the over-
whelming characteristic of our technological and economic system
now is not just change but the rate of change, the body of informa-
tion that a student comes out with even in engineering school
today in :5 years may be entirely obsolete, and unless that student
comes out w;th skills that are transferable, he is going to be lost.

To emphasize that just a little bit more, I can relate to you one
phenomenon that is happening at the R&D Center now at Westing-
house. One of the divisions of Westinghouse that no longer exists is
the lamp division. We don't make lamps anymore. There was an
entire group at the R&D Center that was devoted to lamp research.
These, were Ph.D.-level people with a very high degree of skill,
very. very intelligent and competent people.
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All of a sudden that activity was stopped at Westingthouse.
Those particular skills, at least, were no longer required. In order
for those people today to arrive at the R&D Center they had to
very, very quickly learn other things and how to do them.

Now, people who are narrowly trained without the flexibility of
adapting to a rapidly changing environment a14 going to be very
unhappy 10 years from now.

Mr. BERGHOLZ I think, however, that this has to-be viewed in the
perspective of the issues that were raised at the other end of the
table. What we have happening in terms of change is th.a. a whole
group of people who are coming out of the manufacturing side of
things are now looking at a future that offers them jobs at mini-
mum wage in nonskilkd positions.

We are in the middle of change in the whole notion of education,
it can put you into a middle-class future. We may be looking at a
future that includes more jobs at MacDor.ald's than it does jobs at
McDonnell-Douglas. That is another concer^..

We have a vast group of people coming out of manufacturing
who literally have no place to go in which they can maintain the
standard of living to which they had become accustomed.

Mr. ('oLio:k. The statistics show that service jobs are growing
and manufacturing jobs are decreasing and that's something that
we all know. Again, though, from the standpoint of the technical
employee, of technically trained people, if the person is well
trained in the very basic things without specialization, then the
flexibility of retraining is much, much greater. We can take the
employee as. Dr. Gottlieb said, and move him into another job if he
really has a basic training. But if he just knows one thing and
knows it by rite. he doesn't understand it, and then it's very, very
difficult to retrain that employee.

So, that is why when we hire people we look at what the basic
i.duation is like. And, again, we say the same things that Dr. Gott-
lieb said. We look primarily for good skills in reading and writing
and speaking. Those are the basics and they, as I said. are going to
be'.'more and more necessary as we work with computers, as we
have to express ourselves exactly with the computer and get an
exact message from it.

WALGREN. Well, we have several generations of people who
ser not given that signal by the society. The society wanted
highly skilled manufacturing process people and now, as Mr.
Swickline says, "We are replacing the part, we are not repairing it,
and the manufacturing process and even the construction or assem-
bly process has been so shortened by different work methods and
different assembly methods that those jobs are just no longer there.

Mr. Cotam. But other jobs have been created, but the other jobs
are of an intellectual nature. That is really the difference. We cer-
tainly have more people working with computers today than we
had II) years ago, and it's an enormous amount. And if you try to
hire people trained in those disciplines, the people with experience
in those disciplines. you find you have great difficulty.

We lave people working in other disciplines that didn't exist 10
years ago. Those people are in great demand, so there is job
growth.
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Mr Gorti.n..ii I think example of that that I have come across
even within our corporation is the following: A large amount of
secretarial work, and maybe I shouldn't call it secretarial work,
but dealing with manuscripts involves word processing. In my view.
this is a skill that should be taught as typing should have been
aught a few'years ago in the high schools.
We find now, that there are relatively few secretaries who are

willing to learn to do word processing in the offices now and that
the people who tend to be most skilled are the ones who have gone
through vvry recent training to acquaint them with the machinery
and the techniques of word processing.

It seems to me that that is but an example of a generalized kind
of skill that ought to be taught to practically everyone at the high
school level and it wouldn't be all that difficult to do it.

Mr WALGRE:.4. Why do you think that they resist learning it?
Mr. Gyrri.n.ai. Resistance to change. I think it's exclusion and the

expression of the narrowness of the education that they have in
tt,e past been exposed to. I think that they are ill-equipped to deal
with ( flange as perhaps most people are, those other ones that I
happen to have come in contact with. But I think that that's
merely a symptom of a larger overall disease, the resistance to
change even when change is inevitable.

Mr ot.xp:a But when you deal with something like word proc-
essing or any computer-based job, you are expecting the person to
do something loiactly. It has to be exactly right. It can't be almost
right It has to be' exactly right, and I think that whether it's re-
sistance to change or what I find. that when we try to introduce
things like that to employees who have been doing things another
way. many of them don't have the discipline of thinking that way.
Its not that they can't remember the instructions, but they are not
used to the logical thinking that is required to use the instructions
m a word processor

It's a completely different way of thinking. If you type in the
normal way you make a mistake, you erase it, and you correct it.
In the word processor, if you made a mistake you go through a cer-
tain set of instructions on your word processor. You get in the
mode and you change it and you go on. You can't do it almost. You
have to do it exactly. It's a different way of thinking and, again, I
would disagree with Dr. Gottlieb.

wouldn't want the person trained in the word- processor when
they come to us. I would waiit the person trained in basic reading,
understanding. I would want the school to have taught the employ-
e to do things in an exact way and really complete them, not
almost complete them, and then I would say, OK, that person will"
tx. easy to tram on the wordprocessor,

We' can send that person to a school that word processor manu-
facturer runs and in 1 week he will be able to run it. But a person
who is used to not being exact in the way they think and not cam-
Plting things properly. not finishing their assignment in school,
will never learn we; processing, and I think that it's the problem
of attitudes and a problem in the way people do things.

Mt WALGREN Your business requires that you do it exactly. As I
have seen the' lenses they grind and that you must do it exactly of
it won't work

12
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Mr. COLKER There is only one right answer. Almost doesn't
work

Mr. WALGREN. Let me ask Mr. Bergholz. Do yibu think there is
the ability to call forth a greater public funding for education? I
gather that part of the public community, the mimeographed
sheets and public awareness is really designed to sell the institu-
tion to the public so that the public will give effort back to the in-
stitution. We see in Utah they are saying: "Give me a tax in-
crease," and in Utah, it is a very viable, politier! issue because of
the sense of famiiy in the Mormon C'ultur, ...nd yet you really
wonder when you deal with 14 percent of a community like Pitts-
burgh is there the ability through public relations to develop an
appreciation for the need?

Mr. BERGHOLZ. It is not just a matter of public relations. I think
public relations is used to bring some new people to the table and
to begin to attract a different kind of leadership to the issue. I am
struck by the fact that though the corporations didn't end up
taxing themselves In California in order to improve t..ie State fi-
nancial situation for the public schools that the California roundta-
ble was instrumental in leading a charge toward improving the
school finance situation in that State and that roundtable is essen-
tially the business leadership of the State and somehow their atten-
tion was attracted to the issue and they helped to put forward leg-
islation that made for productive change.

You see that happening in the State of Washington and North
Carolina where Jim Hunt the Govenor has put education on the
State agenda.

I think that in Pennsylvania we would be hopeful of attracting
the interest of the Business Council of Pennsylvania to that issue,
but I am convinced that the involvement of the private sector as
important as it may be to provide some funding, its real impor-
tance is in building a constituency that can lead to change.

Then another thought to Dr. Gottlieb, apparently Westinghouse
runs an effort that does reach out, but you indicated that other
companies could get involved in that and yet apparently there is
still just Westinghouse.

Mr. GoTruza. As far as I know, in this area, Westinghouse is the
only one that does it. United States Steel, up until a few years ago,
had a similar type of program at their research laboratory but for
reasons that may be more or less obvious, they choose not to do it
any more. Nevertheless, there are many, many technologically ori-
ented industries in the Pittsburgh area that are staffed by people
who could do this very well.

I might say, by the way, that in the few years that I have been
operating the Westinghouse Research Development Institute, I
have got a number of inquiries from different geographic

. There are pro-
d; grams, for example, at locations where there are Gove-nment lab-

oratories like Fermilab in Illinois. Any place where there is a con-
centration of technical people who have a possibility of doing this
and it is already being done elsewhere in the country.

Mr. BERGHOLZ. One of the thin that is going on here. and I be-
.

lieve you have a document describing some of it on a more limited
scale, is that Westinghouse as well as Rockwell and Alcoa and PPG
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are all involved in an adopt-a-school program on a smaller level.
That is also providing some summer opportunities for a wide range
of kids in schools that are adopted by these corporations.

Mr. Gorruea. We have a feature of the Westinghouse to be given
an examination at the end of it and we select the two top places in
that examination and they are given summer internships at the
R&D center and invariably they are exceedingly talented students.
They have always been since we have been doing it and they turn
out top quality work and that has been a very, very nice feature of
our program and what I wkuld like to see done is some mechanism
for making internships available to high school faculty to kind of
bring them in to an atmosphere where they can have their batter-
ies recharged.

Mr. WALGREN. And yet your Westinghouse lecture is open to
them and they don't come.

Mr. BERGH012. But I think you have to put it in some perspec-
tive. It is awful easy to knock all the teachers. Clearly we have
some problems there, but I see an awful lot of good things going on
in classrooms. Most teachers who are not working a full 12 months
are working 10 months and having to work somewhere else so the
offering of nonpaying situations doesn't have the same appeal.

Mr. Gormis:a. I didn't say nonpaying. When I say internships,
presumably that carries the possibility.

Mr. Beataiot.z. You were mentioning the Saturday morning type
of program. This is beginning to happen in Pittsburgh. There was a
model started in Cleveland that provides a stipend for math and
science teachers who go into corporations to do special individual
work under the tuteli of somebody in the corporation.

Mr. Gorrur.a. I think it is an excellent idea.
Mr. BERGHOLZ. We had five placements last summer and we will

be happy to do more.
Mr. Girl-mew I would be glad to see that expanded. It is an ex-

cellent idea.
Mr. WALCHEN. Ms. Bach.
Ms. BACH. I have only one observation to make. I can remember

in the late 1970's when I was teaching graduate school being criti-
cized by my students in an undergraduate course for passing back
papers with a failure for all these people who c6uldn't spell correct-
ly and I was told at that time that spelling viliSn't -important; that
phonetics, if they could sound it out, that was fine and I said that I
hadn't taken that foreign language in a while and that if they
wanted to pass my course they had to be able to spell and they
were very irritated by it, but I can recall when I was going through
school myself that the science majors were criticized highly for not
being able to articulate properly, that they were too technical and I
am sorry to say it sounds as if not only the science students may
not have mastered the art of articulation, but now it seems that we
have all brought ourselves or the students or the system has
brought itself down a couple of notches and no one seems to have
mastered very well the art of articulation.

That is really my closing observation.
Mr. WALGREN. You know communication skills, the thing that is

most chal:enging about most jobs is that you are limited by your
communication skills and you can see people succeeded. How diffi-
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cult is it to remain the chosen person to lead a group of employees
that is having such retrenchment but for tremendous communica-
tion skills? I know in my own situation the limits are really wheth-
er you can't communicate the way you want or you can always do
it better. So certainly the educational system ought to be recogniz-
ing that and I certainly wish I could do it better. So it is a constant
challenge.

But I do want to thank all of you on behalf of the committee for
your time and your interest in this. I think we have some threadsin here that are very interesting and good for our education and
awareness here in a community like Pittsburgh of the problems wesee and the progress that we are making and how far we have to
go before this system really serves the people that we hope ulti-mately it will serve.

So thank you very much for your interest.
Mr. WALGREN. The last two witnesses, Dr. Lauren Resnick, the

codirector, Learning Research and Development Center, University
of Pittsburgh, and Dr. Julius Brown, Allegheny County Community
('ollege.

We were grouping people together. Let me ask the two of you to
come forward and we will proceed.

Let's start out with Dr. Resnick and I urderstand that you have
a time problem and I do apologize. These hearings have a way of
taking a lot of time and that is my fault.

Please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF OR. LAUREN RESNICK. CODIRECTOR. LEARNING
;EARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER. UNIVERSITY OF

PITTSBURGH: AND OR. JULluS R. BROWN. ALLEGHENY COUNTY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. RESNICK. That is all right. In fact, I enjoyed that preceding
discussion enough that I am not terribly concerned even now about
the time.

As you know, I um Dr. Lauren Resnick. I am a professor of psy-
chology at the University of Pittsburgh and also codirector with my
colleague Robert Glaser, who I believe testified before this commit-
tee about 2 yearF, ago, of the Learning Research and Development
Center,

Our center is a place in which experts from a number of fields
come together to do fundamental research and applied work on the
improvement of education and I will try to give you some flavor of
that.

You have asked me to speak about the role of teeming research
in improving education and the ?articular role of our center inthat effort.

4 I am going to speak about a type of research on learning that
forms part cf a new discipline that has become known as cognitive
science. Col/ nitive scientists are' drawn from varied disciplines in-
cluding ps) chology, linguistics, computer science, and others as
well and together they are investigating problems such as the
nature of scientific and mathematical knowledge, the characteris-
tics of expert problem solving in many domains, the ways in which
people urderstand ana produce written language. The ways in
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which previously acquired knowledge and skill can influence the
ability to learn.

To summarize, the large and growing body of cognitive research
on learning is beyond the scope of the 10 or 15 minutes available
here so let me just make three points that I think are crucial for
today's discussion.

The first is that most of today's research unlike learning re-
search of a decade ago and before is now concentrated on how spe-
cific subject matters and specific domains of skill and competence
are learned. And so for the first time, virtually, we are developing
a body of scientific knowledge about how mathematics is under-
stood and learned, how science is learned, how people think as they
write and in each discipline, in each subject matter in school, you
might say. This kind of work is going on, in some areas more than
others.

What that means is that this research on learning is much closer
than past forms of learning research to being directly relevant to
educational and job performance questions.

The second point is that cognitive scientists are concerned with
the nature of high-level processes of reasoning and thinking in
each of the fields that they study. We are beginning to develop a
strong basis fin- education that will be not just in teaching of specif-
ic knowledge but in creating a citizenry able to learn and think on
its own, a point that responds quite directly to the conversation at
the end of the preceding panel.

The third point is that research is now beginning on the effects
of different kinds of instruction on knowledge and on abilities to
reason and learn and this means that the cognitive science re-
search community is directly linking theory to educational practice
rather than leaving that link to others.

The cumulative effect of all of this research has produced a rela-
tively fundamental shift in our conceptions of learning. A recent
article that I wrote, published in Science magazine, entitled "Math-
ematics and Science Learning, a New Conception," provides as
good a sumi,,ary as I am able to provide, so I call your attention to
it

In fact, it has already been read into the Congressioral Record
on May 3, 10$3, by Congressman: Brown of this subcomnil But I
have left you copies to make it easier to find.

What seems most useful for me to do now is to expand that dis-
cussion and to focus on how this new understanding of learning is
beginning to provide a basis for 'mproved education.

First of all, our research is ot how people learn and understand
mathematics and science. I str mathematics and science because
I was asked to I quite agree ith the concern for other forms of
skill, especially in the communication areas and we work there as
well. But this research in math and science, as an example, is pro-
viding a basis for more carefully and more usefully defining what
it is that we want to teach. In other words, vie have a much better
way, or are developing a much better way, to be more accurate, of
saying what it is that people really need to learn and how it is
likely that they will learn it.

In addition to specifying objertives for education in more precise
and useful ways, these cognitive analyses of mathematics and sci-
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enct' learning can also provide' a basis for new and more useful
forms of testing. This is especially true where we are concerned
with problem solving and understanding in other than the routine
skill performances that may so quickly be outdated.

This has been one of the hardest jobs in testing and it is a criti-
cal one for evaluating how our educational efforts are succeeding
and for diagnosing the skill and knowledge of individual students
during the educational proem; so that the instruction can be adapt-
ed as precisely as possible to their status and their abilities to
learn.

Second, work on problem solving, reasoning, and how people
stidy and learn from textbooks is providing more and more refined
ideas about exactly what the differences are. between people who
learn easily and those who have more difficulty. This, in turn, is
beginning to provide a basis for new ways of teaching that are
showing real promise in improving learning skills in those in-
dividuals who are Potentially competent learners but who have not
been doing well in s;:hool.

Third, research on how people understand what they read is pro-
viding guidelines for the rewriting of textbooks in science and in
other disciplines as well so that they are more easily understand-
able and easier to learn from.

And finally, cognitive research is providing the knowledge we
need to make deep educational use of the power of computers.
Computers are, of course, extremely popular in education right
now and are offered as virtually the panacea in some circles. How-
ever, most educational applications of computers are failing to use
the real, capacities of those machines.

Recent cognitive research is showing how computers of the kind
that we can expect in schools within just a few years can be used
as intelligent tutors that tailor presentations and requests for re-
sponses to the immediate status of the student. There is evidence
that intelligent tutors of this kind can make very substantial clif-
f.- .ences in learning, for example, in certain parts of high school
mathematics, and we are now beginning to build them for elemen-
tary school topics as well.

With that as a general statement of the field as a whole, let me
focus for a moment on my own center's particular role, in the field
of cognitive science and instruction. Let me begin by noting that
we are widely recognized as a leading institution in this field. This
is re lected not o, in our research program but also in a variety
of a ivities that on in our center. We edit a major journal in
the eld. Confemlices are held regularly that attract scholers and

_prat itioners from many parts of the country and the world. Visi-
tors come from all over the world to work with us. That gives a
flav r, but it is our specific reseerch and development activities
that bring all those . .ple to us. And I think those are activities
which you all know a.ut.

I have given you a list of the titles of various projects that are
now underway or recently completed just in the fields of mathe-
matics, science, and technical skill learning. Each of these projects
has been supported by funds from the Federal Government, either
the National Science Foundation, the National Institute of Educa-
tion, the Office of Naval Research, or in a growing number of
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cases, some other armed service branch since the armed services
have major educational concern for their recruits.

[The list mentioned above follow :34
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Learning Research and Development Center

Mathematics, Science and Technology Skills Projects

Mathematics

Learni-ig in Geometry (ONR)

Learning Algebra (ONR)

Concepts of Addition and Subtraction (NIE.. NSF)

Teaching Computational Skill and Mathematical Understanding (NSF)

Problem Solving In Mathematics (NIE, NSF)

Learning Decimals and Fractions (NSF)

Teacher Knowledge of Math Curriculum (NIE)

Science

Expertise In Physics Problem Solving (ONR)

Development of Students' Knowledge of Meetly:deal Principles of Physics (NIE)

Micro-Computer Based Instruction Modules on the Laws of Motion (NIE)

Naive and Expert Theories in Elementary Physics (NIE),

Profemionai it Technical Skills

Expertise In Radiology (ONR)

Spatial Engineering/Interpretation of Engineering DrawIngs'TONR)

Problem Solving in Political Science (NIE)

Measurement of Proficiency in High Technology Tasks (AIR FORCE)

Problem Solving to Basic Electricity (NAVY)
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Dr. RESNicK. As you can see just from scanning it, we are doing
research on most of the major topics of the school mathematics
curriculum, and on several important parts of the science curricu-
lum. We are also extending our research to several kinds of technical
skills that are called for in fields of work that may not, require
college degrees but do require highly trained technicians.

Some of the projects listed here are what one would call funda-
mental research; that is, work that is to uncover the nature of
thinking and learning in the area studied. Other projects are di-
rectly concerned with new ways of teaching. For example, we have
worked extensively on the problem of how to teach primary school
arithmetic in a way that allows children both to learn to compute
and to understand why computations work the way they do.

We have developed a series of computer-based lessons that seem
to be a very effective way of doing this kind of teaching and that
have been very well received in ..!st schools and classrooms. In
physics we work both on computer -based instruction, for example,
a computerized laboratory that allows students to design and run
experiments on the laws of motion and on ways of conducting class-
room instruction so that students are forced to confront the mis-
conceptions about physical science that they inevitably bring with
them. That is somewhat documented in the list that you have.

This same interaction between fundamental research and in-
structional experimentation characterizes our work on professional
and technical skills. A particularly interesting aspect of the work is
our study of what teachers, especially elementary school teachers,
understand of the content that they are teaching and how they use
this knowledge while they are actually doing the teaching.

These studies will soon provide the basis for some new approach-
es to training teachers in mathematics and science, and perhaps
other disciplines. To try out these training ideas, we will conduct
summer training institutes for teachers and will also build some
computer-based tutors for teachers.

Now, in describing this partial list of our center's activities I
have already told you a good deal about how we disseminate our
work, which was another of the subcommittee's questions. We con-
sider it our task to move from the laboratory to actual trials of in-
structional ideas and to develop prototypes of the kinds of instruc-
tional materials that would be needed to support those ideas. So we
develop and test instructional materials of various kinds ranging
from handbooks for teachers to advanced computer programs.

We teach at training institutes and, perhaps most important in
many ways, we give lectures and demonstrations both to educators
and other researchers all over the country. What we don't do is try
to disseminate our work directly to many schools; that is, other
than to those schools with which we cooperate in the development
and trials of our teaching and instructional prototypes. Instead we
collaborate with other organizations, both public and private,
whose main mission is to disseminate materials, techniques and
ideas for improved teaching. Those can be schools of education and
regional educational laboratories and so on; but particularly impor-
tant. because of the influence they. have and because they repre-
sent major infusions of private mcney, are the educational publish-
ers of various kinds. We serve as general consultants in the design
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of educational publishing programs and in that way bring to bear
on those efforts the broad knowledge of instruction that we are de-
veloping at our center.

We also work with publishers as our various prototypes are
ready for wider dissemination. We work with them to bring these
programs and other materials into an attractive and economically
feasible form for schools, and to market them throughout the coun-
try

I would just like to close on one point that refers back tc the pre-
ceding discussion. In addition t1 agreeing with the general tenor of
the closing part of that discussion, that math and science and tech-
nical competence cannot be separated from general communication
skills, I would like to stress that there is an agenda for mathemat-
ics and science education that is not tied to the job market. It is
tied to the need for a citizenry that can live and mak., i itelligent
decisions in a society that is inevitably going to have to olake hard
decisions in which scientific and technical information is involved.

We have to think about educational programs in the science and
mathematics area in those terms as well; and, although I haven't
stressed it in this particular presentation, that is a very strong un-
derlying aspect of what we do. And it is one of the reasons that,
although we do some work in the development of professional and
technical skills, we have chosen to concentrate our efforts on edu-
cation at the elementary and secondary levels, for all of the learn-
ing population, not just the college bound and particularly gifted.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement, plus attachments, of Dr. Resnick fol-

lows:!
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Testimony Presented by Lauren B. Resnick
before the

U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Science and Talmo lop.

Subcommittee on Science, Research. and Technology

Honorable Doug Wa Igyen, Chairman

Oittsburgh Hearing on Science
and Mathematics Education

(February 10, 1984Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

Mr Chairman, members of the Committee, i am Lauren B. Resnick, Co Director of
the Learning Research and Development Center (I.RDC), and Professor of Psychology at the
University of Pittsburgh I have been asked to speak to you today about the r e of miming
research in improving educationespecially in methematics and science aria LRDC's
particular role in Ms research and improvement effort.

For citizens anxious to improve education as quickly at possible, it is not ell/CM
clear who, role research on learning can play It is argued that if we teamed teachers more
thoroughly, devcited more n-school time to mathematics and science, and implemented
tougher requirements and examination standardsan Of which are things we already know
how to dirthen we could return Amend to its former high standards of educational
achievement However, when we rer.cct on the real nature of educational goals, it becomes
apparent that we have inherited theories and practices that are Inadequate to the
educational tasks we new face.

The heart of the matter is that we are today trying to make it possible for almost
everyone to meet standards of educational performance that once were expected of a much
smaller segment of the population we want to raise the levels of pivticipation without
sacrificing our traditional standards of excellence. This aspiration poses a complex new task
for educators In the notso-dratant past, many problems of education were solved by
selection If individuals did not learn with ease and study with enthusiasm, it was acceptable
to drop them from the educational effort Today, educators must solve these problems
through instruction

Although a relatively weak science of education was tolerable as long as we sought to
teach only the willing and particularly able, we need better - developed knowledge of learning
and teaching processes if we are to meet our new goal. To be maximally effective,
educators-Axe other professionalsrequire a theory to guide them and tools to Nip them in
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then work They need the same kind of scientific foundation for their work as the biological
sciences provide for the field of medicine and the physical sciences provide for engineering
Only with such a foundation can we proceed beyond what we now know how to do to the
higher levels of educational performance to which we aspire

The science of learning is the foundation for education. It is throfigh research on
learning that we can hope to provide the theory and tools that educators require It is
research toward the science of learning as a foundation for teaching to which I will address
the remainder of my testimony The research I will speak about is part of a new scientific
discipline known as copilot science Cognitive scientists drawn from such varied disciplines
a, psychology, linguistics, and computer scienceare exploring in detail the processes
involved in the acquisition of high levels of human capability They are investagatmg
problems such as the nature of scientific and mathematical knowledge, the characteristics of
expert problem solving, the ways in which people understand and produce written language,
and the ways in which previously acquired knowledge and skill can influence the ability to
learn in the past two or three years, the wider availability of powerful comp iters also has
begun to create a community of researchers working on the implications of intelligent
technology for instruction and learning

ci molting the large body of cognitive research on learning is beyond the scope of
these remarks However, there are three characteristics of current cognitive research
that rli rte it particularly relevant to education and thus to the concerns of this Committee

I list, contemporary cognitive research IS largely concerned with how specific subject
matters are learned Instead of developing general principles of learning that often seem
difficult to apply to particular branches of learning, cognitive scientists are studying the
learning of particular branches of knowledge directifr-and they are doing this in collaboration
with experts in the fields being studied We are thus, perhaps for the first time, developing a
substantial body of scientific knowledge about how mathematics is understood and learned,
and about how people think and learn in the individual sciences

.:iecond, cognitive scientists are interested in the nature of high-level processes of
reasoning and thinking in the fields they study Problem-solving abilities and critical thinking
skills are at the heart of cognitive research We are beginning to develop a healthy
foundation for education that goes beyond the teaching of specific knowledge--that is, for
education that can create a citizenry better able to learn and think on its own

t hird. researchers are beginning to study in detail the effects of different kinds of
teaching on human competence In the process, they are discovering more than ever before
about the nature of learning itself All of this means that we are direct& Wing cognitive
theory to educational practice

I he cumulative findings from research of this kind have produced a fundamental shift
in our conceptions of learning I have described the substance of these emerging conceptions
in an article published last Spring in Science magazine The article, entitled 'Mathematics
and Alen( c I earning A New Conception,' was read into the Coogressionsit Record of May 3,
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1983. by Congressman Mown of this Committee. Rather than attempt to recapitulate an
already brief statement, 1 append a copy of the articki here (attachment 1). and turn in my
remarks to suggesting more precisely how cognitive research on learning is beginning to
provide a basis for improved education. t will outline four wets in which we are Weedy
beginning to see changes based on cognitive research

First, cognitive research on mathematics and science learning is providing an
important basis for specifying in s more useful way than before exactly what it is that we
should try to teach in these disciplines It may seem odd to suggest that we need
psychological research to arrive at a definition of what to teach in mathematics or science,
yet that seems to be the ease What the cognitive scientist is able to discover is how people
build up intuitive theories in niathemeties and sciencenalarg ways of understanding and
learning in these subjects Many natural Intuitions are mathematically and scientifically
sound -- although they are often quite different in form from the intuitions t%at trained
mathematicians and scientists develop Other natural intuitions are mathematically and
scientifically incorrect, but by studying them iodated we often discover that they are based
on elements of correct knowledge it is important for educators to know about both kinds
of intuitionsthose that are correct and those that are notas they Plan instruction. The
correct intuitions can provide a basis for building new knowledge in students by starting
with what the student already knows The incorrect, but equally natural, intuitions also are
important, for we must find ways either to block their development or to help students to
confront and correct them

Second, cognitive analyses of mathematics and science learning can provide the basis
for new and mire useful forms of testing, especially the testing of understanding and
problem-solving skills Comparisons of open and *wee understanding and performance
suggest how we can distinguish more clearly between students who really understand a topic
and students who are only repeating statements on which they have been drilled Mai ,ig
this discrimination is one of the most difficult tasks that test designers face Yet it '4
critical for evaluating how educational efforts are succeeding Good tests also are needed to
diagnose the knowledge of each student so that teaching can be tailored to the individual
An elegant example of diagnosis based on detailed cognitive analysis is a computer-based
sysiern that, using a child's performance on a small number of arithmetic examples. is able
to decide precisely what misconception the child has about how to perform subtraction
With this diagnosis in hand, teachers can precisely target their teaching to the child

Third, cognitive work on problem solving, reasoning, and how people study and learn
from texts is providing refined ideas about exactly what the differences are between people
who learn easily and those who don't This, in turn, serves as a basis for new methods of
teaching that are showing real promise in improving the learning skills of those students who
are potentially competent learners but have not been doing well in school For example, a
recent research program has discovered methorls of teaching children to question themselves
and to monitor their own understanding as they read This instruction has been shown to
improve quite dramatically the reading comprehension of apparently_ backward middle school
students Research on how people understand what they read is also providing guidelines
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for rewriting textbooksin science and in other disciplinesso that texts are more
understandable and easier to learn from

Fourth, cognitive research is providing the knowledge we need to make significant
use of the power of comm.:ars. Computers are, of course, very popular in education right
now However, most educational implications fail to use the real capabilities of the kinds of
computers that we can expect ao have in schools in the ire it future. The most common use
of computers in schools today is for and Practice' on routine procedures and
knowledge This can be of substantial positive benefit. However, it does not really take
advantage of what computers can eo to adapt to individuals and to teach more complex snd
flexible kinds of thinking end problem solving.

Recent cognitive research is showing how computers can be used as infiebreS kdice3
Intelligent tutoring programs use a model of expert performance, along with a mini-model of
the performance of the student who is working on the machine, to tailor Presentations and
requests for responses to the student's immediate status. Both the expert and the student
models in these tutors are based on cognitive research on learning There is evidence that
intelligent tutors of this kind can make very major differences in learning subjects such as
high school mathematics The full potential for intelligent tutors in teaching school subjects
is just beginning to be studied

have been describing the broad spectrum of cognitive research that is providing a
scientific basis for education This effort, and the development and testing which
acc'mpany it, is being conducted Z. research centers around the country As is
characteristic of all scientific research, cognitive research depends on active exchange and
collaboration among a number of centers '9nd laboratories Within this network of scientific
exchange, my own Center (LRDC) plays a central role This role is reflected in a variety of
activities, such as journal and book editing, conferences, and visiting scholar programs that
mobliire and ;ores attention of scholars from throughout the nation and the world on
Questions relevant to education Although these communication activities are important, it
is our highly productive senior scientists and their specific research and development
projects that attract the visitors and sustain the publication efforts. These are the
activities that will be of most interest to this Committee. Let me describe some of them

This list (attachment 2) shows the titles of a number of LRDC projects now
underway or recently completed in the fields If mathe. and science learning Each
project has been supported by funds from the Federal got amenteither the National
Science Foundation (NSF). the National Institute of Education (ME), the Office of Naval
Research (ONR), or another branch of the armed services This list gives some sense of the
range of what we are doing A similar .et could be provided for our work in reading, writing
and other areas of the school curriculum As you can see, we are doing research on most of
the major topics of the school mathematics curriculum and on several important parts of
the science curriculum We also are extending our research on the nature of learning snd
experti9,? to Viz L.nds of technical sk.11s that are called for in fields of work that may not
require college degrees, but do require highly trained technicians
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Some of the projects listed are fundamental research projects Such projects Pim to
uncover the nature of thinking and learning in the area of study. Other projects are more
applied They are directly concerned with new ways of teschingways that are direct
outgrowths of the theories of thinking and learning that we are developing. For example, we
have worked extensively on the problem of how to teach primary school arithmetic in s way
that allows children both to learn to compute and to understand why computations work as
they do Our pork is showing that understanding why computations work is fundamental to
being able to go on to the next levels of mathematics without undue difficulty. We have
developeo a series of computer - based lessons in primary school arithmetic that seem to be
very effective in this kind of teaching and that have been very well received in test schools
and classrooms

In pnysacs, we have worked both on computer-based instruction and on more
effective forms of classroom instruction For example, we have developed a computerized
'laboratory' that allows students to design and run experiments on the laws of motion. We
are also studying ways of bringing students to confront and correct the, misconceptions
about the laws of mechanics and motion This work is based directly on our studies of how
novices and experts in physics solve problemsthe different kinds of knowledge they draw
on and the different kinds of reasoning processes they use The same mteraction between
fundamental research and instructional experimentation characterizes our work on
professional and technical skills

A special aspect o' LRDC's work is research on what teachersespecially elementary
school teachers -- understand of the subject-matter they are teaching and how they use this
knowledge yak they are actually teaching. Just as Ira compare expert and novice physicists
and technicians to arrive at an understanding of expertise in those fields, we compare expert
and novice mathematics teachers to understand what it means to be an expert teacher in
that subject These studies will soon provide the basis for some new approaches to training
mathematics and science teachers To try out our ideas, we will conduct summer training
institutes for teachers We also plan to build some computer-based tutors for teachers

In describing some of our research and development activities, I have already told
you a great deal about how a Center such as LROC disseminates its work We consider it
our task to move from the laboratory to actual trials of instructional ideas, and to develop
prototypes of the instructional materials that are needed to support these ideas. Thus, we
develop and test instructional materialsfrom handbooks for teachers to advanced computer
programs We run teacher training institutes, and we give lectures and demonstrations of
our work to educators and other researchers all over the country.

We do not try to disseminate our work defray to schools, beyond those that
cooperate with us in the development and trials of our instructional prototypes Instead, we
collaborate with other organizations, both public and private, whose major mission is to
disseminate educational materials, techniques and ideas Particularly Important among
these groups are the educational publishers LRIX works very closely with several different
publishers, both of traditional textbooks and of the newer computer -based MarUCLUTMA
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programs We serve them as general consultants in the design of educational publishing
programs, thus bringing to bear on their efforts Uts broad knowledge of learning and
instruction developed at our Center We also work with publishers as our various prototypes
become available for wider dissemination, to see On they are presented in an attractive and
economically feasible form, and to market them throughout the country.

Through the interplay of cognitive research, development, and dissemination
activities such as those condscted at IRDC, a rigorous scientific basis for learning and
education is emerging it ts this foundation that can provide America with the resources
needed to improve standards of educational achievement for our peOple I am encouraged
that those in attendance today recognize the urgency of our need in mathematics and in
science, and in other subject areas as welt And I thank you, Mr Chairman and members of
the Committee, for holding this hearing and for providing me the opportunity to discuss the
crucial role that teeming research plays in our nation's effort to meet the great educational
challenges we now face

6
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Lauren 2. Remolck

Attachment I

Mathematics and Science
Learning: A New Conception

Lamm; B. Restock

Is the last few years a sew cassette
oa the nature of leans% has bees* to
centres. sumuleted by, research in the

the has come to be known es
cognstive science. The merging cower

of American children le. far behind their
colonisers. Welkin (h.

mother well-supported fladieg is the
all modems. the week as well as the
arose karma. come to their lest sci.

SLonmity Anango m oegn*0 move woes novo opproachas to teothing
science and mamernasce

boo of hanstas has si tinsel bearing on
bow science and mathematics can le
taught most effectively.

I will sketch here a few exarapits of
recent findings et coputive science.
eany of which *won the umustron of
cur most thoughtful teachers. ottysks
and weer sciences. according to these
studies. even swerets who do well oa
textbook problems 01 moo; apply
the laws sad formulas they have been
*Wed on to Interpreting venal physical
events. The obletvatioa has bets made
m all Loads of tudems, including gthed
suddletschool children and
tome of our mom *regions we' mines
tr. 21 The instukty to apply routtrws
learned in school is consiste.it with re.
cent Ondings from the National Assess.
nee of Educational Prneress show trig
that msthernawal proi,491.94Ing sleeks

29 1111. 11112

ewe classes wit surprisaals extensive
theories about how the satural world
won& They use these -salve- theories
in explam pal world *vow Wore they
have had try science isenation. Then.
eves after lissunction * sew coecepts
sad sees &ally supported theories.
they nip resort so their prior theories in
wive any problems Ow vary' from their
terabook rumples 0-6). Some studies
base shouts the students' prior duvet's
cos tensely interfere wish Manna. set-
suede concepts. The students' nap&
theories eke what they perceive to be
happen*i la classroom demonstratiows
or laboratory experiment. and they C011h
WSW to awn+ their naive mumbigs
technical terms Sloe example. the term
et criers: too

Several studies. shoe that successful
probhmsdsutp requires a substantial
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ammo of quarsative meads. OLP).
Good prohlemsolven de sot rush is to
apply a formula or ma myeation.
they ay to liederigaid the problem mew
dm they to sel& altamtive represen-
tations sad Matisse awy the varia-
bles. Doty when they see satiallad that
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variables is it is a mdlicative way do
they man in apply the manna:aim that
we Asa rieudissty kits* am the es-
uses et liel" same err meiteseeacts-

These tineseetredoes or she pots*
tole of rive theories is sedencat leagnins.
and of the Paled tole of qualitative
usdananding of a Mud= is problem-
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is malhematies mid solace. The re
larch km impel a ih w years produced
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itatheasatics and scitsmiesehirq is COW
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Thera act many casspiexittel. but the
ftedaettente view of the learner that is
emeerliag cam be sapensed quits
My

First. lemmas CORItnia usidestaad-
NW fley do so amply mime who they
we told or Mot they read (10. II).
Learners look for award.. sod wilftry to
had mauler* and order is the .eats of
the syorid. two in the absence of cane
pima The means the salve
theories a always be construes* as
part of the leineim *ores.
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knots, retstioashge. Hunan knowledge

the Newt is wwWwwer d the Lamow
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Aimee iv 'serf and villeins:0d into
'Vernet, rum people use both to noer
pry Garr ems summon and to meson
about nee ones. Si, of nefOrnintne iso-
lated from these suncoares we forgotten
or Moons inaccessible to memory.

Thud. sit Samoan depends on pea'
knolestie Lemon try to lurk new
informai so to oho they already know
in order a Interpret the new restarts] in
terms of estabeshed scbemata. Thn to

why litialfiltS interpret science demon-
suetems .n farm of their naive [MOMS
mid why -hey hold onto then slaws thee-
nes for i o long. The seteinific theories
that chnt en art buns taught is school
diets can ost compete as refereed points
for new learning because they we pre-
sented wieldy and &strictly and an
rennin us organized end unconnected to
past cape tenon

What dews Ms sew understanding of
Ma learner suggest about how we can
41prtrnt 1s athentancs and screme educe-
nom' First it it never too soon to OWL
From thee earbest years. children are
developing Moons. about how the world
works Thin n reason to behave Mat
nacre thane' will not take hold to firm-
ly d Scsenthe theories become available
hi them lad f Furthermore. a is becom-
ing cigar tht t it lakes a tong gene. and
many thiffentra examples. for under-
standing to develop It as not reasonable
to postpone tive beginning delis process

lugh schsol or college course
-mood, teaching has to locus oo the

qualoanve aspects of scientific and
metheinateal eminent summons Too
quick an ad.ance to formulas and prone-
dusts will not tele children acquire the
kinds of analytical and rimester:Inertial
skins they need Extensive oualitative
analysis is not common in science or
mathematics wishing. It may Wm to
take too much Woman: unse. and many
teachers are perhaps too inexpertenced
to them ways of thinking. Rut the new
evidence 'bout learning makes n et=
dim we cannot avoid taking On din tag.

A focus on qualitative analysis end
understanding of 'mations does not
-man a retreat from the reaching of corn-

putational procedures or scientific for-
mulas or from the base factual ieforma-
non in any discipline. Thera is definitely
an neverlani nee for the traditional skills
of mathematics and sconce and she films
Mal underlie them. But the procedures
and formulas must be treated as matters
that make Wale. and children muss be
insulted in the task of making sense of
them. Research has not yet told us
*Iodise it is better to lust become skill-
fel u a precedent and ides anew It. or
to allow procedures to snow oat of sto-
derstandinn s smuttiest. But research has
made it clear that precedence mist take
ea miming end =dm MSS or they are
4301644 to he used in lay stemma that
is at all differeot from the enact ones is
which they inns taught

Finally. since naive theories ere inev-
sable. teachers will probably have to
confrora them directly Students may
have to he forced to pre their theories
against the ones they are bone asked to
learn, lodes! with conflict between thee-
nes is much the way that scientists do.
This. too. is a new challenge. for only
rarely today Jon teaching esphatly ac-
knowledge children's prior theories lea -
cgs to mark them wren) or even reCOg-
taza the difficult interneetuai work err
tailed in giving theist up or substantially
revising them.

Research can cog stave wetter is not
only changing our views of how people
learn sconce and mathematics but is also
shaping a mem of learning in which the
comma of what is learned plays a central
role. In the past. it has often been diffi-
cult for InaMentatemns a.4 scontisti to
And in the work done by psychologists
and other behaviors' scseinists much that
seemed directly reitvaiti to the problems
of teaching then disciplines. The general
principles that psychologists produced
seemed too far removed from the spool:-
ic questions of curriculum content that
concerned the scientists and loathe:nail-
mans. That has changed.

A critical theme of the past several
VOWS of work in cognitive science has
been that a persoe's intelligent mnfonn-
ante O am a meter of disembodied

"processes of tninking- but itepeeth
innately on the kind of koostedge doe
the person has about the grarticuLsr SKS*,
floe in question. This het led cognitive
seamen, to mown that in order to
understand comics Inman, they must
study how poor it learn ;wheels, Stith
rem matters. As a tench. them are now
cognitive scientists actively engaged to
stedytes inansansastes lemming in panic-
War. physics lean ea in particular. and
so fonts. At the sense time. mathemall-
cians and physical and bwketcat *cies-
usts have begun to study the cognitive
processes involved in learning then dis-
ciplines. often in direct eillaboranon
with psychologists.

This kind of coilaborstive has hem
stendicandy invigorated by mutt pro-
grams of she National Instmne of Edina-
non and the now disbanded Science
Education Doectorase of the Nets:ma
Science Foundation, but these coliabora-
twe Mks we 14111 fragtle. In tines of
retrenchment till easy to return to tradi-
timed alliances and the familiarity of
one own disement. To keep the col-
laborotton alive, we must one coronet
aneotion to supporting vigorous pro-
grams of cognitive research in manse-
mates and science learning. If this rs
done, the educational payoffs are likely
to be large sad not unduly long in com-
ing.
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Lauren S. Rasnick
Attachment 2

locarnIns Rewards and teimplognsant. Canter

Mathematics, Moans and 're-chipping/ Skills Projects

Mielmtja

Leming to Geometry (ONR)

Learning Algebra (ONR)

Concepts of Adention and Subtraction (NtE. NSF)

Teaching Computatiresn1 Skill and Matttematleal Understanding (NSF)

Problem tolving to Matilematies (N1E. NSF)

Learning Dettniab and Fractions (NSF)

Tescber Knowledge of MOM Curriculum (N1E)

Science

Expertise In Phyla= Problem Solving (ONR)

Development of Students' Knowledge of Mechanical Principles of Pbysles (N1E)

Mkro-Computer Based Instruction Modules on tfte Laws of Motion (NIE)

Naive and Expert Theories in Elementary Physics (N1E)

prsyievdonfo A Technical W

Expertise in Radiology (ONR)

spatill Engineering/Interpretation of Engineering Drawings (ONR)

Problem Solving Itt Political Science (N1E)

Measurement of Proficiency In High Technology Tasks (MR FORCE)

Problem Solving in Basic Electricity (NAVY)
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much.
Let me just ask if we can focus on what must lie at the heart of

the learning process and recognize that the steps that the learning
involves, do you expect that that knowledge will change our way of
going about it very dramatically in the next 10 years?

Dr. RESNICK. It could. This is, as I have tried to convey, a rela-
tively new area of research. It is booming, but it is new and the
accumulation, while impressive when you make a list, hasn't yet
begun to really fully come together. That is, the different pieces of
scientific work still need to be joined and there needs to be a lot
more work. There are importani hints that some quite fundamen-
tally different ways, say of teaching elementary school mathemat-
ics, might be much more viable, but I am not ready to say so yet
and think that it would be wise for others to wait just a little bit. If
we are able to make important contributions to bit-by-bit improve-
ment, we are not waiting until the whole story is in until we begin
to work on the immediate needs. On the other hand, a major reor-
ganization is a big thing to ask, and until we have very strong evi-
dence that there are importantly better ways to do things, we are
going to be cautious. But there are interesting things that are hap-
pening that could point in those directions.

Mr. WALGREN. Is the National Science Foundation playing a cen-
tral role in stimulating this area?

Dr. RESNICK. It is, again, as a result of the fiscal 1983, to a small
extent, and especially the fiscal 1984 budget increase which went to
funding for the science education directorate. You will find at the
end of the science article a call for help in that very area. I don't
speak causally, but it does look like that call is being heeded as a
result of so many people's concern for mathematics and science
education.

Yes, I think the National Science Foundation's role is crucial,
and I hope that it will continue to De supported both in the science
education directorate and, as is now being done with much smaller
amounts of money, in some of the other branches of social science
and behavioral science research where work relevant to science
and mathematics learning is also being done.

Mr. WALGREN. Are they exercising reasonably good judgment in
what to fund and what not to fund?

Dr. RESNICK. Well, I don't have any complaints yet, and I hope
not to. On the other hand, we haven't yet seen. We have essentially
come from zero funding a year and a half ago for this kind of re-
search to somewhere between 55 and 67 million depending on what
you add in, and those decisions are just now being made. In fact,
they are just now receiving proposals. It takes a whole lot of effort
to build back up a constituency of research and development people
when there has been a lacuna in the funding. So we are going to
have to see, but they have high quality staff a-rit everything looks
right.

Mr. WALGREN. All right. Ms. Bach, do you have any questions?
Ms. BACH. No.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much. We appreciate the contact

with you and knowing that we can find you again as this whole
area develops. and well try to work with it. Thank you very much,
Dr. Resnick.
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r. RESNICK. Absolutely. Thank you very much. I do have to
aye, and I apologize to my colleague for that.
Mr. WALGREN. .Then we will turn to Dr. Brown of Allegheny

County Community C011ege, accompanied by Dr. John Saba
Welcome to the committee. We are glad you are here. Please pro-

ceed with some comments and guidance that you think we should
have.

Dr. BAOWN. Thank you very much.
The community college of Allegheny County and community col-

leges nationally are deeply gra ful to the' Subcommittee on Sci-
nce, Research and Technol,: and to the subcommittee's chair-
an, you, Representative Wal n, for the recognition given to the
Ze of community colleges in ddressing the Nation's high technol-

technician training n as presented in House bill 1310,
EMergency Mathematics a d Science Education and Jobs Act.

I will provide a general verview on the community college's role
in the struggle to enhance the county's math and science capabili-
ties:, Dr. John Babe's testimony will follow and emphasize specificmath and science programs at our college and list local industry's
cooperative efforts.

The community college continues its commitment to a compre-
hensiv educational mission providing both liberal arts transfer
programming and short-term occupational training for those citi-
zens h4ing to enter the job market as quickly as possible. We see
high quality math and science instruction as completely necessary
for both career paths. Conversely, we must meet the enormous two-
prong challenge of "basic illiteracy" and "technological illiteracy"
which abounds in this city, this State, and across the Nation.
such data has been produced on the unfortunately large number of
functional illiterates in America that it's a well-recognized prob-
lem.

A similar difficult problem is exhibited in the fact that most
Americans are not technically literate or oriented. There is a dis-
tinct shying away from math and science whether it's in the youth
or adult population. This tendency must be reversed if our citizens
o f t o4ay and tomorrow are to compete successfully in an increas-
ingly hightech world.

The mission of community colleges has been expanded dramati-
cally and the illiteracy problem magnified because of the demand
for worker retraining. Many persons in the Pittsburgh labor
market area, and in oth&r areas of Pennsylvania, historically have
been able to have relatively high earning power without possessing
basic computation, science, and communication competencies; how-
ever, with the structural changes occurring in the economy of this
great industrial center, these persons, and a large number of them
are in their 40's and 50's, must now acquire those basic competen-
cies to be productively employed in new and emerging occupations
during the remainder of their working years.

The community college of Allegheny County has what I believe
to be an-ini.pressive list of local industry linkages designed to pre-
pare and move students into the jobs of the future. However, it's
not enough, and our hope is to multiply our efforts.

The community col!ege col- Allegheny County,.and the Allegheny
campus in particular, has as atop priority the acceleration and ex-
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pansion of its educational services to address the extensive worker
illiteracy that faces this economy as we seek to retain our national
and international acclaim as an industrial center.

We see the community college playing a crucial role in preparing
future employees according to employer needs. To achieve this
goal, we must recognize and solve four critical problems:

One, as training institutions, community colleges must have the
necessary funding to expand instructional support programs which
combat student illiteracy. Programs of this type, tutorials, learning
centers, interactive libraries, exist at CAC, but not in the quanti-
ty necessary. We know how to get the job done, but lack the re-
sources.

Two, currently, financial aid programs do not fund developmen-
tal courses which are necessary to combat both forms of illiteracy. I
refer to developmental courses specifically designed and sequenced
to provide basic competence for advance instruction. The practice
of eliminating legitimate developmental courses discourage stu-
dents from taking these needed classes.

Three, with the actual explosion of new technologies, community
colleges need additional funding to keep equipment and instruction
up to date. We cannot help prepare students for present and future
jobs by providing training on obsolete equipment.

Four, if funding can be secured to purchase state-of-the-art equip-
ment, adequate general and laboratory space must be available to
accommodate it. It's a practical concern which could stymie our ef-
forts if not addressed.

In concluding this overview. I'm sure that I have not exhausted
the issues, but I hope that these comments have provided an in-
sight to the commitments and problems community colleges 'nave
as we struggle against the two illiteracies and prepare our citizens
for a high tech world.

Dr. John Sabol's more specific comments and answers to the sub-
committee's questions will now be presented.

[Th? prepared statement of Dr. Brown follows :J
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Its Ctzennity °allege of' Allegheny Crusty, oil a:enmity colleges

oaticeally, are deeply grateful to the Schecmittee m Science, heaserch and

Teetacdogy, aid to the Suborsittease Chaimman, Dapresentatlize Deg ablipme, for

the earns ti len given to the Dale ccaseszity colleze brie to play adtkiaming

the Ration's high-technology technician training naafis as preaented iA Ea. 1310,

assagestcy estimettos and Mimeos hiluestlaa arid Ochs Pct.

In this wr....tten testimony, I will provide a general overview an the cream-

nity college's vale in the struggle to enhance the county's math and science

capabilities. pr. John sabol's testimony will follow and emphasise specific math

and science progrnms at our college and list local industry's cooperative

efforts.

The onmmunity college continues its cramitment to a coeprthensive educa-

tional mission proviling both liberal arts transfer programming and abort term

occypational trair...io for those citizens hoping to enter the lob market as quick-

ly as possible. We see high quality math and science instruction as completely
.

necessary for both career paths. Conversely, we must meet the enormous tan-prone

challenge of *basic illiteracy" and *technological4 illiteracy" whidi abounds in

this city, this state, and across the nation. So such data has been produoed on

the unfortunate large weber of functional illiterates in America that it's a

well reavnized problem. A similar, difficult problem is the fact that most

Americans are not technically literate or oriented. There is a distinct shying

away Crum math and science whether its in the youth or adult population. This

tendency must be rev,ersed if our citizens of today and troorraw are to compete
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successfully in an increasingly high tech world.

BeCillUMP of the long-Winding eemmiteet of
7

17toopen)ellist-
,"suns, the ompitzcOalleq.,01 Aalegbany COun ord,Z7maanumity 'alleges

have had to address th;t4erying*gress of irrdequaciaafn both}yine pi'illiter-

My.

The mission of oceemity colleges has been expanded dramatically and the

illiteracy problem magnified bemuse of the demand for worker retraining. Many

persons in the Pittsburgh Labor Market Ares, and In other areas of Pennsylvania,

historically have been Stde to have relatively high earning power without pos-
h

sewing basic amputation, science, and communication competencies, however, with

the structural changes occurring in the economy of this great irdustrial center,

these persons, and a large number of them are in their 40's and SD's, must now

acquire those basic competencies to be productively employed in new and emerging

occupations during the remainder of their working years.

The Community College of Allegheny County has what I believe to be an

impressive list of local industry linkages designed to prepare and move students

into the jobs of the future. However, its not enough and our hope is to multiply

ow efforts.

The Ccmmunity College of Allegheny Oztunty, and Allegheny Campus in partic-

ular, has as a top priority the acceleration and expansion of its educational

services to address the extensive worker illiteracy that faces this economy
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as we seek to retrain cur national and international &oasis as an industrial

46,
Its see the community college playing a crucial role in preparing future

anciolees according to employer needs. 'Voorhies, this goal, we suet recognise

and solve four critical problems

a

I. As training institutions, community colleges suet have the ne mar,

fording to expand instructional support cravens which ocebat student illiteracy.

Programs of this type, tutorials, learning centers, interactive libraries, exist

at ODUNC, but not in the vanity neceesary. 9b know how to get the job done, but

lack the resources.

2. Ciwrently, financial aid prcgrams do not fund develmeental courses

which are necessani to combat both feces of illiteracy. I refer to developmental

courses specifically designed and sequenced to provide basic cropetence for ad-

vance instruction. The ;tactics of eliminating legitimate developmental courses

discourage students *von taking these needed classes.

3. With the actual explosion of new techeologies, community colleges need

additional &hiding to ke equipment and instruction up-to-date. We cannot help

prepare students for present and future jobs by providing training an obsolete

equipment.

3
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4. If funding can be wowed to purchase Nitste-of-the-art equipment, ads-

quatelmneral and laboratory apses at be available to accommodate it. Its a

pracitical concern Which could stymie our efforts if not addressed.

In concluding this overview, I'm sure that I have not esteustad the issues,

but I hope that these comments have provided an insight to the commitments and

sedge= community colleges have as we struggle against the two illiteracies and

prepare cur citians far a high teat world.

0r. John Babol's more specific comments and answers to the Sub-commit:se',

gentians will r be presentedy7.1'

Or. Julius R. Brown,

Vice President and Executive Ewan

CESC - Allegheny Campus

February 10, 1984
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Speriffes 'n CCAC's Role in

Sciencefkath/High Tech. Education

In order to ;dames the pre-college needs of students in science

and mathematics CCCAC instituted a developmental program shortly after

opening ite doors to its first students. The developmental program covers

the areas commonly known as the three "It's" namely reading. witting.

end mathematics. The numbers of students involved in this program is quite

large. As an example. a recent study we made for the Fall 1981 Term out

of 1,239 entering students at Allegheny Campus 48.41 entered at the lowest

loyal and 27.11 at the upper developmental level. Together we see 751

requiring remedial work. The lower level in mathematics is a basic course

in arithmetic and the second level is a first course in basic algebra.

11-41211 !numbers can b- further amplified by another example at Allegheny

Campus. Currently we are running a total of 110 sections of developmental

mathematics with an average of eighteen students per section. This includes

both day and evening with the bulk during the day. Students in he developmental

proves are limited to twelve credits which precludes them from getting

"into any college level science course." Additionaly we offer a basic

electricity course which is a pre college level but is not considered

s developmental course. It is not uncommon to have students entering

at the developmental level take three n% four years or more to couplete

a two-year assoriat. degree program. The figures I quoted earlier were

based on Allegheny Campus, however. they also match. very closely. the

experence of the other three campuses. In addition to the developmental

courses offering and in support of the same we have a Learning Center

Aids hat a tutoring service and a Basic Skills program to work with the

learning disabled and the subdevelopmentel students. Currently we are

getting no external support for the Basic Skills program.
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The above also addresses the problems we encounter with high school

students cosine to take courses in science. mathematics and technology

progress. It is not limited. however, to high school students but also

those people 20 years old or older returning for upgrading. retraining,

or getting a late start. As was pointed out earlier we offer a basic

electricity course but besides that also basic chemistry, basic physics.

and basic biology courses. These are not the normal first year college

science courses which presupposes some basic background and understanding.

On the other end of the scale the students with the necessary back-

ground and preparation that enter the calve level sciatic* and mathematics

courses do very will'along with those that have successfully completed

our developmental program. We also find the number of students coming

directly into the science and mathematics course is higher than it was

several years ago. This may be due to the depressed economy of the

local area. As an example we ran two Calculus I courses. an Calculus

It, and one Calculus III with the latter having about ten students several

years ago at Allegheny Campus. Currently we are running six Calculus

I. ' 'ir Calculus II and two Calculus III courses. These same numbers

wit. pill over into the sciences.

The College is in dire need of additional monetary support no

only in operational funds but also in capital funds. Our needs could

be reduced somewhat if we didn't need to have the extensive developmental

prove., however. given the current number entering at this level it

would take a few years to change this aspect. Thus. given the current

status we need more teachers. At Allegheny Campus alone we could hire

six additional full-time mathematics faculty and give them full loads

and probably still need some part-time help in the day program alone.
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The budget is too lean to allow this. Again, what is true at Allegheny

follows fOr the other campuses. MAthematic is used as an example but

this also holds true for data processing and all the sciences. Money

is needed not only for people but also for state of the art equipment.

supplies. and facilities. V. couldn't open a new laboratory even if

we had the manpower and equipment because we have no place to put it.

We are for example. currently renting closerocle space from the T.M.C.A.

it Allegheny Campus. College Center North has nothing but rented facilities

to use. For the most part the manpower is available in the market place

to staff our needs but the shortage is in the means to accomplish the

same. liven when we Obtain federal and stets grant funding we need a

30Z match. We have no other sources and the avilability of state and/or

federal money is *initial.

Specifically, relative to capital funds for high technology programs,

the needs are considerable. Over the past several years we have not

received any capital fund budget severely hampering out science programa.

As a result equipment breakdowns were not replaced and that which could

was patched up and kept in service with a prayer. This what capital

funds that are presently being allocated are being used to replace worn

out equipment to kMep the ongoing pr-,rams etfective. Again using Allegheny

Campus as an example, Capital Budget requests sada by the departments

totalled 91,134.288 the amount allocated was $350,000 which is one quarter

of what is needed. This year the requests total $1,108,658. I suspect

some of the departments gave up on trying. At any rate, I expect the

allocation to be about the sena as last year. We are playing a catch-

up same. Without a firm commitment of resources, namely dollars, we

can't bops to develop and run the programs necessary to educate and

train people in the new emerging technologies. EnginLering is a good

example.
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CAD/CAM equipment to train draftsmen and engineer' in the usage and

application of state of the art equipment costa about $50.000 for a

at up that can be used for five students maxisum. Computerised Numeric

Control devices for tir,dert day tool machining cost $90.000.00. An

Electronic Distance Measuring Device used in surveying costs $10,000.00

per unit. It is needless to point out various automation devices used

in conjunction with microprocessors are extremely expensive. sew high

technology is wide spread from sophisticated analysing devices in hospitals

to word;procassore in today's offices. All of these programa need to

be upgraded with state of the artequipment. Minicomputers and Microprocessors

are at the heart of all high technology. Everything in high tech. evolves

from the "chip".

WW need to obtain a wide riety of minicomputers and the ancillary

software since they all have their individual specialties and pecularitits.

The equipment, hoverer, is not enough with out the manpower and the

facilities which compounds the costs. There are a namber of high technology

prograra tnet are necessary to upgrade our work force and the Community

College is ready to develop them if the finds ware available to support

them. The following is a list of some that we have identified;

1. tsar Optics Technician
2. Telecommunications Technician
3. Biomedical Technician
4. Conputerired Numeric Control Machining Tool Technician
5. Pneumatic Laboratory Technician
6. Radiology Technician
7. Surgical Technician
8. T.V. Production Technician

There are many others besides the few addressed here as examples.

Robotics alone moat include operators, maintenance people. computer

programmers, electronics specialists, microprocessor specialists, mechanics

and phematics specialists. All of the above have a high cost price

tag.
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Engineering Physics
Engineering Science
Industrial Engineering Technology
Microcomputer Elartronice
Science and Engineering Technology
Digital Electronics
Micro Computer Technology
Diagnostic Medical Sonography

Nuclear Power Technology
Physics/Nuclear ?over Plant Technology
Electra-Mechanical Technology
Combustion Technology
Automates Technology

In additioa to the above we offer transfer programs with the first

two years for majors in Engineering. Mathematics, Physics. Chemistry,

and Biology. Generally all programs ere designed to meet students'

needs for employability and can range fro* several courses to $ one

year certificate or two year associate degree. Currently a pilot program

has been developed in Robotics to retrain displaced workers with some

minimal background in electro-machanical repair. These people will

be trained in approximately eight months for employment as Robotics

Repair Technicians. We hope to develop this into a two year program

for people with little or no previous background.

At this point in time our local industries are not geared for high

technology for the most part. This is one of the reasons for their

gradual demise. The need is to generate new high technology industries

in this area and to upgrade those which are adaptable. The land, building, and

equipment is not enough without the knowledgeable people to operate them.

This is where the Community College fits into the picture. This is out

business, to educate and train tut we need the resources and cooperatient

to do the educating end training and we also need industries to employ

them. Without the latter we are merely doing as exercise in futility.

The people trained in high technology will, obviously. go to the locations

where jobs exist. Employment training programs, no matter how well designed

and carried out, mean little without the availability of jobs.

4.k
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The first priority in the Pittsburgh region today remains the creation

of new employment opportunities, and it is critical that any effort to

improve the training and delivery system recogLtre this fundamental fact.

Additionally. training programs in the region continua to be handicapped

by a lack of knowledge of how the labor market has functioned in the past,

and where the jobs are likely to be in the future. A bettir forecast
3

of regional job opportunities, drawing on the expertise and knowledge

of the private sector, is an indispensable prerequisite to a'sophisticated,

effective employment training system.

Our interface with local industries is not as extensive as we would

like it to be. In the cases where some industries have high technology

a

state-of-the-art equipment they are reluctant to gat involved with cooperative

ventures in 'raining students. One of the reasons for the reluctance

is due to the high cost of the equiplent involved and the fear it could

be damaged when exposed to untrained hands. Another problem is the fear

that students will replace unionized workers for less money. We do however

have saw interface with our Cooperative Program option. This is a program

that allows a student to get on-the-job experience and ear anywhere from

six to twelve credits and also earn some money. Some of our COOPs are

listed here:

Nuclear Power Tech. - Westinghouse
Micro- Computers - Bureau of Mines
Energy Technology - Bureau of Mines
General Science - bureau of Minas
State-of-the-art Auto Mechanics - General Motors
Combustion Technology - U.S. Steel
Electronics - U.S. Steel
Microprocessors - Duquesne Light
Advanced instrument courses - Coopers
CAD/CAM - Westinghouse
Electronics Technician - U.S. Weather bureau
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The one area where we place most of the cooperative students is in

data processins. The companies involved overthe years are listed below:

Alcoa
Alcoa Suilding Products
Mellon Sank
City of Pittsburgh
County of Allegheny
Consolidative Coal Company
.A.P.C.O. loc.
Allegheny General Hospital
University Health Center
Pittsburgh Dee Moines Steal Company
Rummy Metals
Joseph Horne Co.
Pittsburgh National Sank
National Dresser
Ryan Somme
%thick 6 Held
Vector Group
U.S. Dept. of Sherry
U.S. Corps of togineers
J.C. Penney Co.
Pittsburgh Hoard of Education
Giant feels Super Markets
St. Francis Hospital
Clivir Realty
Kay-Jay Data Science
Management Science Associates
Mobay Chemical Corp.
&astern Association Coal Corp.
Gooding Robber Co.
Process Corporation
Milton Meyer Inc.
Gulf Research
Process Corporation
Milton Meyer Inc.
Gulf Research
Honeywell
University of Pittsburgh
Armour Coepany
Project Memory

The robotics program mentioned earlier is another example of college/

industry cooperation. Westinghouse donated several robots along with

their robotics engineer chairing the advisory committee tb assist in the

technical course development. A combination of steelworkers, executives

from Westinghouse ar.t D'Appalonia are assisting in thl planning and design

of a Factory Automation Institute.
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Many of our evening part-time instructors also come from the local industries.

A *umber of local business and industry men and semen sit on our aevisory

committees. As wan pointed out earlier. high technology in local Wu/trial

firma is at a .minimum. Ws therefore do not have a large market fat

graduates in high technology locally. AB do have a placement office and

counselor who works closely with all local businesses and industries

identifying their needs and recommending graduates to fill them. In many

instances students that are involved in the cooperative program and up

being hired by that firm.

/0 conclusion it can be said that in education, business/industry

and political communities the buss word is high technology. Although

kith te.-mology will cut across all the service areas of vocational/technical

education. it is normally post-secondary institutions which are expected

to deliver. This required education can not be a warmed-over high school

vocational education program, a modified pre-engineering program or a

pre-anything. It can not be a cut-and-paste series of patchwork courses.

It is expected to be a highly developed curriculum with articulation

capabilities and providing job potential, it requires considerable time.

effort, and funds. The net result is that many institutions are responding

slowly and carefully to the role they must play to support the work force

in the high tech market place.

In one sense, community colleges have always responded to technological

innovation. Their strong tradition of responsive career programs has

caused then to review curriculum continually, to consult advisory groups

and to introduce needed adaptions in curriculums and equipment. But today's

task is even more complex. Change is no longer gradual and it is seldom

permanent.
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Obviously, the need to develop high equipment cost programs in an

atmosphere of retrenching dollar or, as community colleges have experienced

over the past several years. no equipment dorars, seems to be a risky

venture at best. It will. therefore, be necessary to find the necessary

funding to support and encourage these types of high tech. Finally during

the last 30 years, Pennsylvania lost over 300,000 jobs within the manufacturing

industries. Between 1970 and 1980, an estimated 435,000 persons moved

to other ota:eo because of limited jabs in Pennsylvania.

Committed to economic development, the government has been willing

to pay more attention to those factors which will aid in the recovery.

community colleges have, and will continue to play a key role in this

recovery. We recognize that the challenge and the responsibilities are

not solely ours. But we do recognize that we must experience expanded

efforts in the fors of support and funding to ensure the future strength

of our economy and the vitality of our educational system. Unless we

can all florish, we will all Aeclins.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Dr. Brown. Dr. Sabol.
Dr. SABOL. I thank you for the opportunity to be here and

present some of my perceptions on the community college and in
terms of math and science and other things.

I might just give you very briefly my own background I started
out as a high school teacher in science and mathematics quite a
few years back. I won't tell you how many. Then subsequently at
the time that the community college opened its doors I came
aboard, and I like to call it from day one, and at that time as a
mathematics professor and along the line I have been able to work
my way up to my current position as assistant dean in the areas of
aviation, business, mathematics, and engineering. And it is quite
extensive.

From the ,previous testimony I heard here earlierI only came
in about 1 o clock so I didn't hear too much. I didn't hear the ele-
mentary and secondary peo le, but from the people I did hear it
kind of makes me feel g because it pretty much corroborates
some of the points we had made in the testimony that you have
and somewhat reinforced it, too.

Essentially what we covered in the written testimony that you
have there, are some perceptions on the quality of students that we
are experiencing and some of the problems that we see there. Also,
in terms of high tech programs, essentially what kinds of programs
that we offer currently that could fit into thitt category. Also, a
mention of some of the ones that we would, like to be able to offer
but can't simply because the resources aren't there, and the 1-"g re-

e being funding, for the most part.
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Also. we haw aGressed to a degree what our interactions are
with industry, whet kinds of things currently exist at this time,
what we would like to see happen and what we think needs to
happen in that respect, especially as we look to what the key focus
is here, on science .1nd mathematics xlucation and retraining in
terms of high ttch aild training specifLally for high tech.

Underlying all of this, and you will see that thread running
throughout our testirnonj, is the concept of needing funds and re-
sources this is a threat we will find /i the way through there.

The other point I would also moite is that the community college
is flexible. It is able to adapt anc adjust almost instantly. We are
working continually in developing, curriculum programs, et cetera,
as needed. And we have a good track record of doing that over the
past and we can continue to do that. And I thini, we are in a good

ition where we can come to meet the task of i/hatever needs to
done beyond what we are already doing in i raining for high

tech.
And along that line, also the fact that we do have some programs

in faculty development, however, I think again certtinly not totally
adequate. I think a lot more can be done in that respect, especially
in terms of upgrading clue to new technology an that kind of
thing.

Quite early in our history when we opened our doors for the first
time we discovered that there was retlly a very distinct need for
additional training for the incoming students. A very high percent-
age of our students coming to us were inadequately prepared for
the first year of college work. I talk about first year college work,
and I mean that which we normally think a freshman coming into
college would normally take, a college algebra and trig and some-
thing like that, a first-year physics course, et cetera. Consequently,
we had to put together a developmental program that really begins
with the seventh grade level.

Now, even going down that low it doesn't reach that level Sadly
enough there are people coming into the oollege that are below
that level, especially in reading; and of course we are talking about
low level skills in reading. The three R's, reading, writing, and
arithmetic.

To give you an idea of what the figures are, we have essentially
two levels of developmental work. A very low level and then the
slightly higher level of developmental work. Of those two levels
these are all precollege now. Out of that level, we are talking of
incoming students, 70 percent are in some phase of developmental
programs, taking some developmental courses. Seventy percent of
the developmental students are coming in at that level. There are
two levels. and that is spread out over the two levels and, addition-
ally, and this is not unique in this area but from the literature that
I read and conferences that I attend, attrition rates for students at
this level is roughly about 40 percent, and that is pretty much the
national figure. So it is not unusual although we are constantly
bothered by it and continually investigating and trying new meth-
ods and trying to lower that as much as possible.

Now, the obvious fact is, from those figures, is that the incom-
ing people, the bulk of them, are not ready for a college level math
or science course. As a matter of fact, over the years we have devel-

I
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oiled in the sciences some/basic courses, even though we don't call
them developmental cou s. We have a basic electricity, a basic
chemistry, and a basic ysics, and essentially there would be the
same kinds of, or same evels of, science courses we find in the high
school curricula certai ly, not really the college level.

And also to further int out, the 70-percent level that I am talk-
ing about, just this . ring term 1 sat down and counted across the
board only in math maticsanu when I talk about mathematics,
the two levels, the rst level is arithmetic, simple arithmetic, basic
computations; the and level is a first course in the fundamentals
of algebra.

Ovr those tw , we are currently offering this spring term 110
sections. Now th t averages about 18 people per section. Now I am
talking about 1 0 sections. That is day, evening, in the centers
spread across t e country.

Now I am o ly talking about Allegheny campus. However, you
will find a si lar situation at all campuses. When I use Allegheny
campus as an example, it is not unique. That is essentially true at
;outh campus, at Boyce campus, and college center north.

There is a /little bright side. On the bright side, we are experienc-
ing at this point in time a greater number of students coming in
that are bet ter prepared, that are coming in to higher level classes.

We used to have to struggle to offer a calculus 3 course. We'd get
about H) students eventually in calculus 3. We are now running a
couple of 4ections of calculus 3 and having them filled. Calculus 1
we ran one or two sections. We are running up around six sections
now and o forth.

Now, pfrobably my speculation is that the reason that we are get-
ting a greater number of better qualified students, higher level stu-
dents, iS simply because of the depressed economy in the area. For
simply economic reasons, more people are coming to the communi-
ty col loge.

However, that is unfortunate, because I feel we can, regardless of
whether it is cheaper or notand of course they think of it as
being, cheaper, but they forget that they are only paying one-third
of the tuition. The county covers a third, and the State covers a
third, so the tuition is really three times what the students see, but
many of them don't realize that.

Mr. WALGREN. You say that 75 percent, I guess, at that point are
entering in some form of developmental program and that is these
twb levels?

)r. SABOL. That is right, 70 percent.
Mr. WALGREN. And you say you get no external support for that

b4sic skills developmental program?
' Dr. SABOL. No; as a matter of fact, we have a learning center. In

the learning center of course the various ancilliary services we
offer are tutoring, and the audiovisual, and the basic skills pro-
gram.

The basic skills program dips down below and brings people up
to at least that lower developmental level, and I think it was last
year that we lost what money we were getting externally and we
had to scratch around and try to find some money to keep the pro-
gram going.
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Mr. WA\LCatEN. Where did that money that you lost come from?Dr. Sa0L. That was a Federal grant of some sort, I think, thatwas admin' tered through the State vocational education program.Dr. BRO N. Yes, sir; it was vocational education programs.I think e en a more crucial concern is that currently financialaid p will not cover developmental courses and you havethe dic oto y of students needing developmental courses to beraised to a 1 vel of competency that they can take math and sci-ence instruct n, yet financial aid programs will not fund thoseparticular cou within an individual's schedule.
Mr. O'NEILL. I just had a question following up on the concept ofthe developme tal students. Do you have any way of measuring, ordo you have = intention of measuring, how far up you bringthem? That is o you administer some type of measurement test-ing at the end o the developmental course'?
Dr. SABOL. Ov r the past years it has been difficult to get anymoney to institu a good research deportment. We are getting nowsome backup in arch, and we are starting up some programsnow.
As a matter of t, we have a Middle States accreditation eval-uation coming up is spring, and we have written a Middle Statesreport on that. We have related some of the problems we have andalso some of the at dies that we are intending to do, and we arestarting to get some support. However, it is not external, it is inter-nal support, interne moneys that are running that.
Dr. l3aowN. There'd are some practical educational areas that wehave been successful in.
Students who come in, let's say, at a 10th grade level, might gothrough to developmental semesters, and then they take the firstyear college level instruction and they go on to nursing programsand other demanding programs. The only reason we feel they areable to do that is because they have had the developmental instruc-tion prior.
Mr. O'NEILL. Just as a general observation, it seems that if westrengthen the base of the pyramid, so to speak, if we really shoreup the elementary and secondary math and science education pro-grams, then you folks would not be drained of perhaps the re-sources that could be spent on buying new scientific instruments tokeep you up to date.
Dr. SABOL. True, but that certainly can't be done overnight.Mr. O'NEILL. I understand that.
Dr. BROWN. For those who are above 19 who are already in theabove population, we still have that obligation. We would be de-lighted if, on the elementary and secondary level, we could be get-ting better products, but we still have to deal with those in theadult population.
Mr. WALGREN. It also seems inconsistent for the Federal Govern-ment, as I understand it, to be heavily involved in the remedialeducation in the regular secondary school system and have specificprograms to teach exactly what you are then having to go back andpick up without any external help at all, and apparently our Feder-al educational aid does not reach that age level; is that correct?Dr. BROWN. It probably is, in my estimation. Adult basic educa-tion is generally seen as something that happens in the elementaryand secondary schools, and we really have no problem with that,
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but there are members of the adult population who elect to come to
the community college, many, such as in the Pittsburgh area, who
have not attended school in the last 10 to 15 years, yet they have to
be retrained for productive lives, and I am saying that an unem-
ployed person who meets financial aid guidelines cannot take reme-
dial or development courses and those be funded by financial aid
programs.

Mr. WALGREN. And these are high school graduates, are they
not, that are coming in?

Dr. BROWN. In most cases they are high school graduates. Some
are not.

Dr. SABOL. Some are the GED. They either are high school gradu-
ates or have the GED equivalence of a high school graduate.

Mr. WALGREN. I was looking through the rest of your testimony,
Dr. Sabol, and I can see thatsee the need for capital funds, how
tight the budgets are in that area.

Dr. SABOL. Very definitely, and as I pointed out last year, we felt
it on the campus bequests, from the department were $1 million
and some odd dollars. I don't have the exact figures, but I think we
were able to get about $350,000.

Now, prior to that, we hadn't even gotten that. There were no
capital funds at all. We were very lean. So we are at a point right
now where we are trying to catch up and replace worn out equip-
ment and we are not even thinking about the state of the art yet.

Take CADCAM for example. We want to get for some engineer-
ing and drafting and so forth. A piece of Bausch and Lomb equip-
ment costs $50,000, which, at the most, you could service five stu-
dents at a time at the most, and that is not really good. Ideally,
two students.

That gives you an idea of the cost of moving into high tech, and
there are a number of programs that we'd like to get into, and I
listed a few of them there in high tech.

Of course, again you are talking about very expensive equip-
ment. Now this is another reason why, as I pointed out, that in
some cases where local industries do have some equipment, they
are not too finxious, in fact, are reluctant, to make any kind of co-
operative arrangements with us simply because it costs a lot for
the high tech equipment and they are afraid we are going to
damage it.

Mr. WALGREN. So there are limits to some of our hopes for pri-
vate industry creating truly integrated training programs?

Dr. SABOL. I would like to see something like that. There are
areas in the State and across the country where this is happening.
I have been in a few conferences where IBM, for example, down in
Texas, maybe one or a few of the high tech outfits in Texas and
southern California that are actually working very closely with
community colleges, and the colleges are really doing customized
training using, for the most part, the laboratory facilities at the in-
dustry.

So it is being done, and I think it is a matter of getting together,
and I think this is one of the things we need to do, is get together
with some kind of group made up of educators and representatives
from industry and work out some cooperative arrangements.

I heard one gentleman testifying earlier which disturbed me a
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little bit. He mentioned universities and technical schools, and I
don't think he knew that the community colleges existed. That
bothered me a little bit.

And emphasizing the fact that they are doing their own training,
we have the experts, we have a high quality faculty, we have the
know-how, the wherewithal, insofar as training and education is
concerned, and I think working together we could do a tremendous
job.

I guess the other thing also we need in the area is, we need
somewhere for these people to go once they get out and just to
train them in high tech, so what? Where are you going to get ajob? We have got to have the industry here too, the job here.

And one more point, if you will allow me. The other deficiency
that I see is that there really is no good data and information on
job market analyses. Not only the present situation, what is needed
presently, but in terms of long range down the road, 5 years down
the road or. 10 years down the road.

Of course that kind of data is very important. It helps us to moveand adapt to the needs of the community, which is, after all, what
we are all about. We are supposed to serve the community.

Mr. BROWN. I'd like to make one additional statement, if I could.We are in the process of developing a robotics repair program. We
are currently training 23 people who probably or possibly could
have come from the industry that one of the other witnesses men-
tioned. They do have basically e,..ctrical or electronic experience.These people are actually getting hands-on instruction on the
repair and the maintenance of robotic equipment.

We are fortunate, and it is one of the examples of cooperation
between industry and the college. Westinghouse provided us withthree robots, and we are actually in the process of training our
people on installation, maintenance, trouble-shooting, and repair of
robotic equipment. Out of those 23 stud "nts, I believe 4 of them
have already gotten jobs. They have not actually completed the
program yet. because we feel that industry really does not exactlyknow how they are going to use the new technology.

So as we prepare these people who were broadly trained in this
new area, we feel that they will be leaders within various compa-nies in terms of new manufacturing processes and that kind of
thing.

I want to make one other statement too that I think is indicative
of our training philosophy. An earlier witness or witnesses dis-
agreed on whether they would train people for word processing.

We feel that a gener',7 approach for training people for word
proessing is appropriate. There are probably between 25 to 30 dif-
ferent vendors and different types of word processing machines. It
is almost impossible to train people for a specific machine.

We think it is important though that our students are trained on
two or three representative types of machines, and in a laboratory
setting have the ability and experience of transferring that knowl-
edge from one machine to another in this field that prepares them
best for going into industry. Our experience is that that is true. .So it is those kinds of training job-oriented experiences that weare going through constantly, and we think our instruction is
geared to that.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, your written testimony will be made a part
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of the record. If I didn't say that at the outset, I certainly appreci-
ate your having participated with us. We do appreciate the depth
of that need in the technical area in particular. We wish there
were ways that we could be more responsive to it in terms of really
pr, viding the resources, but we will work on it.

Ms. Bach, anything further?
Ms. BACH. Just the one question. I was curious what it would

cost per course on an average basis from the developmental pro-
gram that you have.

Dr. BROWN. It is basically a liberal arts type course. There isno
extensive amount of equipment needed, just a classroom and basic
materials.

Dr. SABOL. Other than essentially the teaching part of it, yes, you
have the instructor and the classroom, so I mentioned in math you
are talking 110 sections there, and in reading and in the writting
you can almost duplicate that number of sections.

Dr. BROWN. What would be the cost of an average class?
Dr. SABOL. That is difficult to say. In math they are generally the

equivalent of four credit course. A single instructor would teach 16
credits, so that is four courses. Divide 4 into 110, you are getting
roughly 27 or 28 instructors just to teach 110 math courses.

Plus, I guess if you wanted to really make a good cost factor, you
would have to include the portion of that that goes to overhead for
facilities and so forth, plus beyond that then the other support
services, the tutors, the learning center with the audiovisual aids.
But there are no other kinds of equipment other than that.

Ms. BACH. When a student comes into a community college, do
they pay a flat rate, or don't you charge them per course?

Dr. SABOL. A credit; it is $33 a credit.
Ms. BACH. So the development program would not be $33 a

credit.
Dr. SABOL. $39fi for a full load generally for 12 to 18 credits.
Ms. BACH. If they have any development program or course in

their curriculum, does that exclude them from financial aid for
anything that is not developmentpl?

Dr. BROWN. No. The courses that are excluded are specifically
the developmental courses. If they take regular college level soci-
ology or whatever, then that is funded through financial aid. It is
specifkally the developmental courses that are excluded.

Dr. SABOL. They are considered zero credit. They are not college
credit courses.

The only exception to that is, we have actually three associate
degrees. associate in science, associate in art, and a third degree
which is the associate in applied science. Now that degree allows a
student to use one developmental course in each area as a fulfill-
ment of the requirements for the degree. That means they could
use one reading, one English writing, and one math col,

The point I was making there is, that is the only ki d of quasi
credit given to those developmental courses, but essentially they
are zero college credit classes.

Ms. BACH. Is it a financial institution that determines whether
one of your courses is a developmental course versus a full credit
college level course?

Mr. SABOL. What was the questi in?
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Mr. O'NEILL. Basically, who determinesis it the lending institu-
tion or the community college that determines whether a course is
really fundamental or not or whether it is a college level course?

Dr. SABOL. The institution determines that. Essentially, in the
beginning we started with what we perceived as we looked around
at all the colleges and any community colleges when we put our
first curriculum together, what was first year math, what is first
year English, and first year language, and so forth.

Once we experienced our first class, we said, a lot of these people
aren't ready to function at this level, so we dropped down one level
and instituted a new course lower than that, which basically is the
same level that is being taught or geared to be taught at the sec-
ondary level.

So essentially that is what makes it developmental, what io es-
sentially the same kind of material that would be in a course at
the secondary level. So you are talking about a first course in alge-
bra. Algebra 1 it is called in high school. We call it fundamentals
of algebra.

Dr. BROWN. An expansion of that is that the Federal Govern-
ment would look at what is the transferability of your courses.
That would be the central factor. Is it equal to what you would get
in a first year from the other school.

Mr. SABOL. Your middle states accrediting agenciesyou are ac-
credited education for the kinds of college credits that you have,
therefore another accredited school would accept your credits be-
cause they have been verified by the association.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much on behalf of the committee.
We appreciate it.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 4;2() p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.}
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